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ABSTRACT
READER IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT: A MULTIPLE CASE STUDY OF ADOLESCENT
RELUCTANT READERS PARTICIPATING IN A NINTH-GRADE, FREE-CHOICE
READING INTERVENTION CLASS
Michael P. Henry, Ed.D.
Department of Curriculum and Instruction
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Susan K. L’Allier, Director

In recent years, American high schools have begun to provide more reading interventions
for their students. Relying heavily on skills-based instruction and whole-class, teacher-selected
reading, few high school reading programs address the negative reader identities held by many
students. The purpose of this study was to examine how the reader identities of adolescent
reluctant readers develop when participating in a ninth-grade, free-choice reading intervention
class.
Multiple case study was the methodology chosen for this study because it allowed for the
examination of multiple perspectives and provided the multiple forms of data necessary to
investigate the complex problem of reading disengagement among adolescent reluctant readers.
Data were collected through participant interviews, researcher observations, interactive bookselection observations, and participant written responses. Data were analyzed by applying a
priori codes and through open coding for the emergence of themes. Individual cases were
analyzed first, followed by cross-case analysis to determine similarities and differences across
cases.
Findings from this study suggest that free-choice reading intervention is a viable way to
improve the reading attitudes, perceptions, motivation, and stamina of adolescent reluctant

readers. Participants reported that autonomous book selections, in-class reading time, ongoing
support, and predictable accountability helped to improve their attitudes, motivation, and
perceptions of themselves as readers. Participants employed autonomous book selection
processes to choose from a variety of genres available in the school library, which they enjoyed
reading to completion. Consistent in-class reading time helped participants read more and
improve their reading stamina. Participants used various supports to meet their individual needs
and, eventually, to challenge themselves as readers. Finally, participants used the weekly writing
assignments as a measure of their progress and motivation for reading.
Findings from this study led to the development of a research-based model for adolescent
reading intervention programs. Future research is necessary to determine the most effective time
and place for the implementation of the free-choice reading intervention model.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

More research is needed that illustrates how reading programs are lived and enacted
within the contexts of their school cultures instead of only examining the effects of such
programs in isolation. (Francois, 2013, p. 2)

Adolescence is a period typically marked by increased individuality and freedom, with
the purpose of identity formation (Erikson, 1968). As in life, adolescents need the freedom to
use and develop their identity while in high school. To allow identity development in reading,
high schools can provide reading interventions designed to facilitate individual development
through free-choice, quality reading time; peer interaction; and teacher guidance. To do so
effectively, early high school intervention must take into account the rapidly changing societal,
psychological, and physiological nature of reluctant adolescent readers and, at the same time, fit
the cultural context of the typical American high school.
Yet, the transition to high school is typically marked by increased reading restriction, in
which adolescents are required to read teacher-selected texts to meet predetermined curricular
goals (Carnegie Council on Advancing Adolescent Literacy, 2010). This restriction often leads
to reader reluctance and the subsequent failure to improve as a reader throughout one’s high
school years, but it does not have to be this way for ninth graders transitioning to high school. If
early high school reading intervention is provided in ninth grade, hopefully, the negative finding
that students who enter high school with reading difficulties often leave with reading difficulties
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can be reversed (Capella & Weinstein, 2001). Through a better understanding of adolescents and
their reluctance for reading, high schools can design reading intervention classes that work in
conjunction with individuality and freedom rather than against them (Kohn, 1993, 2006).
Adolescent readers who are reluctant are defined in this study as teens who have the
ability to make meaning from written text but who do not choose to read regularly (Wink, 2005).
These readers are what Deci (1975) refers to as "amotivated readers," inactive and passive
toward reading. As these readers who are reluctant lack reading experiences (i.e., choosing to
read and spending time reading), they often carry with them negative attitudes toward reading
that exacerbate their lack of motivation for reading. If left unattended, this negative
reciprocation pushes adolescents further from reading throughout their high school years.
Unfortunately, this negative cycle of nonreading is often left unattended while students attend
high school. Fortunately, with quality design, the negative cycle can be reversed.
To improve reading attitudes, to motivate readers who are reluctant to read more, and to
establish and refine their reader identity, thereby improving their reading, many respected
reading educators (Allington, 2001; Allington & Gabriel, 2012; Atwell, 2005, 2007; Kittle, 2013;
Lesesne, 2003, 2010; Miller, 2009) have suggested that reading interventions for older students,
such as ninth graders, include opportunities for self-selected, authentic, sustained silent reading
that occurs during the school day in a credited class. The purpose of these interventions is to
meet readers where they are in their reading lives and move them along in their development of
their understanding of themselves as readers.
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The purpose of this study was to examine the reader identity development of four
reluctant readers as they participated in the free-choice reading intervention class. To do so, the
participants were interviewed in order to compare their past reading experiences to their freechoice reading intervention experiences. Additionally, the participants' in-class silent reading
and book-selection processes were observed and recorded for the purpose of describing
participants’ reading behaviors and decision-making processes. Informal teacher discussions
were also included to corroborate data gathered by the researcher. Finally, participants’ weekly,
open-ended written responses were analyzed to examine their thought processes and responses to
their reading.
The current study was conducted at Community High School, which serves a growing
ethnically and linguistically diverse, working-class community. On average, Community High
School admits between 300 and 400 new ninth graders every school year. Students enrolled in
the ninth-grade reading intervention class at Community High School are, on average, three to
four years below grade level in reading comprehension and vocabulary, as measured by the
Pearson Group Reading Assessment and Diagnostic Evaluation (GRADE)®. Students are
placed in the credited reading intervention class based on entrance test results. Roughly 65% of
the ninth-grade class takes the reading intervention class each school year. Most students
enrolled identify themselves as readers who are reluctant.
To address concerns over adolescent reading reluctance rather than focus on direct
instruction of whole-class reading with comprehension questions and direct vocabulary
instruction, the reading intervention class has been built on teacher facilitation (i.e., the teacher
helps with book selection, confers with readers, or reads) and immersion in free-choice book
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reading (i.e., students self-select all their books and abandon books at their own discretion). In
this course design, students are encouraged to engage in authentic reading processes that they
find to be good for them. This student-centered approach was developed to address poor
attitudes, low motivation, and an overall lack of reader identity. In the intervention class,
significant time is dedicated to uninterrupted free-choice book reading—time necessary to
facilitate the development of a reader identity. In addition, students write about their books for
their teacher, discuss their books with their peers, and research videos and images associated
with their books on a weekly basis.
The focus of the intervention class centers on students using their identity and developing
their reader identity through free-choice reading and assignments designed for the students to
make decisions about what is important. This approach was created to draw attention away from
students’ historically poor reading performance and in order to allow the students to focus on
themselves as readers. This approach was also chosen because the traditional drill, skill, and
practice instructional activities have not worked for students selected as needing reading
intervention. Therefore, in the intervention-class book choices are made exclusively by the
students. Teachers neither require the reading of any specific books nor recommend books
unless students ask for recommendations or struggle to find a book that fits their reading
preferences and current reading ability. Furthermore, teachers do not censor or ban any books.
If a student picks a book, he or she reads that book. The goal is to guide students toward finding
books that are a good fit for them, making the students active participants in their reading
process (Henry, 2012). Students are immersed in the process. They are simply told that they
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need to have a book to read every day, beginning with the second day of school and ending on
the last day. What book they choose to bring is completely of their own volition.
Providing unequivocal access to many books is critical to encouraging adolescent readers
who are reluctant to choose their own books to read. If students cannot find anything appealing
to read, they will do anything but read (Tovani, 2000). If access is afforded but hurdles are
present, the reluctant reader is likely to remain a nonreader (McQuillan et al., 2001). At
Community High School, students are given time during the class period to search for and find
books. To get their books, students use the school library and classroom libraries. The library is
organized according to genre rather than by the traditional Dewey decimal system. This was
done so that students who do not have a great deal of reading experience can more easily find
books that are similar to those they find themselves enjoying.
If not available in the school, books are often borrowed using interlibrary loan, providing
students with an almost endless supply of books. Students who find it helpful also download
audio files of their books from the school library’s collection of audiobooks to listen along as
they read. Occasionally, students will get books from the public library, and some will buy their
own, but these cases are extremely rare. Almost every student finds his or her books for class in
the school library or the teacher classroom library.
The intervention was designed in accordance with the research about adolescent identity
development to foster a positive reader identity in reluctant adolescent readers who are enrolled
in the intervention class. Reading, in this sense, is not viewed as the product of the intervention;
it is viewed as the intervention itself (Christian, Montone, Lindholm, & Carranza, 1997).
According to McQuillan (1998), more availability of books and time to read those books are
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critical to any reading curriculum. Yet simply granting access to and providing time for reading
was determined to be not enough for ninth-grade reluctant readers. Therefore, students follow a
weekly scheduled series (see Appendix A) of reading and reading-related assignments. The goal
of the intervention class is to influence positively reading motivation and attitude about reading
through reading choices, reading volume, and open-ended, regularly scheduled reading
accountability assignments designed to allow students to provide information rather than find
answers to questions (Shaw & Rozycki, 2000).
From 2009 to 2012, students enrolled in the reading intervention class had taken the
Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test (SDRT4) (Karlsen & Gardner, 1995). Pre- and post-test
results were compared. On average, students entered the intervention class three years behind
grade level. During each of those years, 250 to 275 students were enrolled in the ninth-grade
reading intervention class. And during each of those years, the 250 to 275 ninth graders enrolled
in the reading intervention class averaged 1.5 to 2.0 years of growth in reading comprehension
and 1.0 to 2.0 years of growth in vocabulary (see Appendix B). During the 2012-2013 school
year, results from a free-choice reading intervention class showed statistically significant
positive differences in pre- and post-test scores for reading comprehension and vocabulary and in
reading attitudes and number of books read (see Appendix B). During the 2013-2014 school
year, pilot results indicated that reading attitude, reading motivation, and reading amount were
the best predictors of improved reading performance (see Appendix C). Having examined both
the amount and predictors of reading growth, the next logical step was to learn from the students
about their participation and growth as readers throughout the course of the school year.
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It was time to hear how the students enrolled in the class would describe their past school
reading experiences to understand better how they believed those school reading experiences
influenced their vision of reading and themselves as readers in the past. It was time to listen to
the students describe their experiences in reading intervention at Community High School and to
hear them describe how they believe those school reading experiences shaped their vision of
reading and themselves as readers. It was time because, as Purcell-Gates (1995) so eloquently
states, “How do the particular pedagogical approach, the texts that are used, and the purpose of
literacy as communicated by the school relate to the learner’s motives and sense of identity?” (p.
204).
A social constructivist philosophy guided the current study under the pretense that
teaching is best accomplished through a student-centered approach. If the learner does not
believe he or she can find something new or bring something new to a situation, he or she is less
likely to participate (Dewey, 1909). According to Dewey (1916), a learner must be actively
present and willing to construct and share knowledge. The learner, in particular as the learner
grows older into adolescence, employs more voluntary attention—choosing which activities in
which to engage and to what extent (Leont’ev, 1932; Wertsch, 1985). The learner must see himor herself as a contributor. Vygotsky’s (1987) sociocultural model places the student at the
center of his or her academic experience. Sociocultural classrooms honor contexts in which
students’ voluntary attention guides classroom activity. The belief is that with support from
peers and the teacher, older students can guide themselves through the completion of school
tasks (Forman & Cazden, 2005). It is from this theoretical position that the current study was
undertaken.
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Theoretical Framework
This study has been guided by theories of adolescent development, adolescent identity
development, and reader identity (Erikson, 1968; Hall, 2012; Jensen & Nutt, 2015), examined
through the readers’ attitudes, motivation, time spent reading, and reading choices as they
participated in a reading intervention class grounded in existential and democratic social
constructivist theories.
Adolescence is a period of unique personal and social development guided by the need
for individual engagement, contextual engagement, and personally engaging experiences with
supported autonomy (Casey, Jones, & Hare, 2008; Spear, 2000). Under the aforementioned
conditions, a critical outcome of the adolescent period is identity formation (Erikson, 1950,
1968). By experimenting with self-awareness and attention, engaging in trial-and-error
experiences, and gaining control over their decision-making processes, adolescents can reach the
goal of forming a stronger, more positive identity of who they are and how they fit the varying
social contexts in which they participate (Erikson, 1950, 1968). This notion of identity
formation during the stage of adolescence is critical to understanding adolescent reading
intervention. From this position, it can be surmised that if adolescents are provided reading
experiences mimicking the developmental experiences they are having in other areas of their
lives (Greene, 1979; 1995), they can strengthen their identities as readers in the same way they
strengthen their identities as members of society.
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Adolescent Development
The period of adolescence is a period of change. In particular, attention becomes more
voluntary and less dependent on extrinsic influences (Leont’ev, 1932; Wertsch, 1985). During
this time, adolescents are assuming more autonomy and control over their decisions (Erikson,
1968). Physically, psychologically, socially, and emotionally, adolescents assume more control
over their lives as they move from childhood to adulthood (Erikson, 1950, 1968). Expectations
of more responsibility and expectations for individual societal contributions and increased
cognitive demand in school push adolescents forward into adulthood (Jensen & Nutt, 2015).
Adolescents desire situations in which self-monitoring, goal setting, and support build the
foundation for individual interests to manifest themselves (Gestsdottir & Lerner, 2007, 2008).
Because of this, adolescents engage in a wide variety of experiences to begin the process of
understanding who they are and how they fit in the world (Jensen & Nutt, 2015). These
experiences enable them to develop their attention, rational thinking, organization, effort, and the
distinction between what is real and what is perceived during this critical period of construction
in the brain (Pillow, 2008).

Adolescent Identity Development
Although adolescents are influenced by social contexts and engagements, the
development of their identity is undergone as an individual endeavor as they search for
understanding of their place in the world. According to Pillow (2008), adolescents are searching
for definitive answers to who they are and how they can contribute to society as adults. As
Erikson (1950, 1968) theorized, it is individual novelty-seeking and voluntary exploration that
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drive the identity development process for adolescents. According to Erikson (1968), adult
identity is achieved through trial-and-error efforts and supported learning experiences during the
period of adolescence.
According to Erikson’s (1950, 1968) theory of psychosocial identity development,
exploration and identity formation functions as the primary purpose of the period known as
adolescence (Muuss, 1996). Although later in his career, Erikson did acknowledge interactions
with others as playing a role in identity formation, he maintained that it was still the individual
who was responsible for the end state of his or her identity. According to Erikson, context plays
a role but is not the primary determinant in identity formation. Although influenced by social
contexts and interactions, Erikson’s identity formation is the result of internal interaction,
struggle, and voluntary decision-making.
During the period of adolescence, the individual redefines him or herself as a result of
individual choices and the acceptance and appreciation of others. During this period, an
adolescent strives to master the self in an effort to become different from others (Muuss, 1996).
In his or her quest to decide freely which course of life to take, the adolescent chooses to avoid
situations that may subject him or her to self-depreciation or deprived expression (Erikson,
1968). The adolescent is motivated to understand what he or she can contribute to the world. In
doing so, he or she may assume many different personalities and develop personal attitudes
toward particular tasks. Although these motivations and attitudes may at times be fickle,
eventually these choices lead to the fulfillment of his or her identity. This time for individual
trial-and-error is critical for identity development (Erikson, 1968).
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During this stage, the individual begins to piece together parts of his or her individual
history in order to make plans for a future of adulthood (Muuss, 1996). To achieve this,
adolescents depend heavily upon their own intuition and interactions with peers, adults, and
significant others until they reach the point where they are confident in who they have become.
Crisis (i.e., being left alone to create opportunity) and fidelity (i.e., behaving consistently)
become extremely important during this period (Erikson, 1968). As Erikson notes, during
adolescence, identity development moves forward rapidly when the individual experiences crisis,
a situation or series of situations in which one’s free-choice responses and actions begin to define
the uniqueness of the individual. During the phase of crisis, the adolescent begins to develop the
types of consistent activity—behaving with fidelity—that begin to define who the adult self is
likely to be.
Experiencing crisis and responding with fidelity is done without parental guidance and is
guided by the relationships, social experiences, and thought processes the individual has had to
that point. If parents are involved and push conformity to their views, identity confusion is likely
to occur, and individual development is likely to be inhibited. During this necessary moratorium
from the parents, the child begins to develop a set of personal ethics, to develop that which he or
she needs for personal fulfillment, to use who he or she is and what he or she has experienced to
understand him- or herself as individuals in the world (Erikson, 1950). Yet, the adolescent is not
yet ready to participate fully in adult society on his or her own and must receive guidance from
those with whom relationships have been formed outside the home and away from the parents.
This shift away from the parents toward a reliance on relationships outside the home and one’s
self marks the first stage of adult development.
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Adolescent identity development requires supported voluntary experiences followed by
personally fulfilling reflections. Adolescent identity development is multimodal, developing
through myriad voluntary experiences and personal reflections in a variety of contexts. Gee
(2000) provides helpful categories to help conceptualize these modes of identity: (a) nature—
what people are born with and over which people have little control; (b) position—the levels of
attainment people have achieved; (c) traits—the intricacies that make people unique; and (d)
associations—the groups to which people belong. As in the development of identity in
adolescence, adolescent reader identity is multimodal, developing through myriad voluntary
reading experiences and personal reflections on reading in a supportive context.

Adolescent Reader Identity Development
Reader identities are formed over time through school reading experiences; through the
reader’s understanding of the various reader identities that exist; and through the language the
readers hear about reading, the reading models they see, and what they understand it to mean to
be a reader (Hall, 2014b). Readers’ identities are constructed early in life and later reinforced or
disrupted in varying contexts, often conceptualized in school in terms of skills (Hall, 2014a).
The skills-based reader identity, commonly formed through school reading experiences, is often
assigned, explicitly or implicitly, in school as a dichotomy: good reader or bad reader. Often, as
a result, young readers broadly understand themselves to be good readers with a strong, positive
reader identity, or they see themselves as bad readers with a weak, negative reader identity (Hall,
2014b). To develop a strong, positive reader identity and to perceive oneself as an accomplished
reader, positive feelings of self-efficacy can be cultivated through valued reading experiences.
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Although theories of reader identity have been and are likely continue to remain fluid (Lewis &
Del Valle, 2009), three cross-cutting constructs are salient among existing theories of reader
identity: (1) reader identity is socially constructed; (2) reader identity is actively constructed; and
(3) reader identity is constructed through discourse (Alvermann, 2001; Coombs, 2012; Hall,
2010; Jimenez, 2004; Lewis & Del Valle, 2009; Moje & Luke, 2009; Nakkula, 2010; Sadowski,
2010).
These cross-cutting concepts are helpful in understanding reader identity because, as Hall
(2010) points out, there is no agreed-upon definition of reader identity in the field; reader identity
is as fluid as the contexts in which adolescents live and work. As contexts change, so do the
ways in which the cross-cutting concepts apply. For organizational purposes, the cross-cutting
concepts are treated separately here, but it should be noted that these cross-cutting concepts are
not enacted by readers in isolation. Rather, they interact with each other simultaneously within a
given context. Present in all constructs, however, is the constant that the adolescent assumes the
role of agent of identity development (Erikson, 1968). Hence, the following constructs of reader
identity theory are presented with the belief that adolescents desire to create their own identities
actively.

Reader Identity Development as a Social Construct
Researchers who define reader identity development as a social construct (e.g.,
Alvermann, 2001; Moje & Luke, 2009; Sadowski, 2010) frame their work by sociocultural
theories. Sociocultural theory posits that social interaction, attention, and speech are voluntary
and inseparable in adolescents (Vygotsky, 1986). As readers, social contexts can have a strong
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influence on the value adolescents place on reading, the extent to which they engage in reading,
the attention they afford to reading, and their perception of themselves as readers. According to
sociocultural theory, learning is co-constructed through verbal interactions, shared active
engagement within groups, and internalization through voluntary attention and reflection
(Vygotsky, 1978; Wolfolk, 2001). As individuals participate in a group, they are likely to
internalize the characteristics of the group. In adolescence, according to Vygotsky (1987),
activity and practice, though engaged socially, are contingent upon the voluntary attention of the
individual. Vygotsky argues that, as an adolescent engages in complex activity, experience,
internal speech, and voluntary attention guide the individual’s intentions, plans, and goals so
long as the individual is working within a properly supportive environment. Many activities that
were once interpersonal in nature during the younger years become more intrapersonal as
development matures. Activities once performed externally become the internal operations of
intelligence, attention, and memory as children move into adolescence (Vygotsky, 1978).
Those who conceptualize reader identity as a social construct often include references to
the experience of capable individuals in completing a particular task within a particular context
and refer to this experience as "self-efficacy." Ruddell and Unrau (2005) define self-efficacy as
“[w]hat we believe ourselves capable of doing or learning” (p. 961). In regard to reading, selfefficacy refers to how capable an individual believes he or she is to perform among his or her
peers, which has been suggested to be a major contributor to performance in school (Bandura,
1993). According to Bandura, in a social sense, self-efficacy is developed through observing,
imitating, and modeling the behaviors and activity of others. In this regard, identity is formed
through a combination of personal history and experiences within reading contexts and is
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influenced by how well the reader believes he or she is capable of meaningfully contributing
within those communities of readers.
If adolescents voluntarily attend to reading and actively participate in a community of
readers, reading can become for them a highly valuable activity. Adolescents can focus on using
their reading to enrich their lives as meaningful contributors to a community of readers. They
can use their reading activity to help them make sense of the world around them and to
understand their contributions (Shaw & Rozycki, 2000). Reading can be used as an activity for
living, learning, and contributing to their understanding of reading and themselves as readers
(Greene, 1985).

Reader Identity Development as an Activity Construct
Reader identity is also conceptualized as an activity construct wherein it is constructed
through active transactions with text. Researchers who define reader identity as activity (e.g.,
Hall, 2006, 2010; Nakkula, 2010) often cite the amount of reading in which one chooses to
engage as important. As readers read more text, they begin to understand what they value and
what they do not value and why. They begin to understand who they are as a reader and the
types of information they find relevant, and their habits and preferences change. In other words,
the more people read, the more they understand reading and themselves as readers.
Understanding, according to Leont’ev (1978), occurs through the reception of the
conditions of activity, including all motives, goals, and memories. According to Leont’ev, by
always being active, physically and mentally, the subject constructs the reality that becomes his
or her consciousness. Through voluntary attention and effort toward task completion, the
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individual is always developing and refining what it means for him or her to complete the task at
hand. As the reader chooses to apply more attention to reading, he or she is enacting and
defining motives and goals and creating memories as a reader. When a reader chooses to direct
voluntary attention toward the act of reading frequently, his or her conscience begins to identify
with reading and being a reader. Through the physical act of reading, identity develops.
To position individuals as active constructors of their reader identity, time spent directing
voluntary attention toward reading is of great importance (McQuillan, 1998). The more
individuals engage in reading activity, the greater is the potential for their thinking and
consciousness to expand (McCabe, 2003). The activity, however, must be voluntarily attended
to by the individual (Leont’ev, 1978). According to Leont’ev, simply responding to a stimulus
does not expand thinking. Completing the tasks of someone else does not achieve the same
result. Cognitive activity requires voluntary input and participation by the individual from the
onset of the activity. Not only is it important that the individual choose to read, it is also vitally
important that the individual choose what to read, when to read, and how to read and respond to
the reading.
Vital to Rosenblatt’s (2004) theory of transactional reading is the belief that the reader
can base his or her understanding of text only on current situations and interests in his or her life.
Although it is possible for others to encourage and influence a reader, only the reader can decide
with which text or which parts of text to fully engage and for what purposes. Similar to Leont’ev
(1932), Rosenblatt’s theory posits that readers must direct voluntary attention toward their
reading. When a reader has decided to direct attention voluntarily toward reading, that reader
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uses his or her experiences and sensory responses to the language, evoking both internal and
external responses (Rosenblatt, 1982).
Because attention during reading is voluntarily employed by the reader, it is necessary to
consider that all the reader’s past life experiences and knowledge are inherent in the reading
process. The reading process involves the reader's activities and experiences from long before
they become tied to the reading acts of the individual (Rosenblatt, 1982). As a result, when
readers direct their voluntary attention toward reading, they find value in understanding their past
and present life experiences and knowledge (Rosenblatt, 2004). According to Rosenblatt, to
confuse the intrinsic, voluntary purpose of reading by assigning extrinsic requirements is, most
likely, to influence negatively the reading process, pushing people away from choosing to
engage in reading in lieu of some other activities more worthy of valuable attention.
The more reading a person chooses to do, the more confident he or she becomes with reading
and themselves as readers. As Krashen (1993) states, those who frequently engage in the process
of reading activity for any purpose develop better reading habits and become better readers than
those who do not. This idea is critically important for ninth graders in their formative years of
higher education because, in high school and beyond, reading becomes more complex and
potentially more consequential. With this increase in complexity and consequence comes an
increased need for experience from which a reader can draw. Those who have many reading
experiences are therefore in a much better place to handle increasingly demanding reading tasks
than those who lack reading experiences. Although Krashen does not claim that the mere act of
engaging in reading activity will propel adolescents to the highest levels of reading achievement,
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he does state that it can provide them with enough experience and confidence to meet the
demands of high school reading and the reading necessary to participate productively in society.
As an activity, reading can provide a context in which adolescents can read and respond
to their reading as a means of exploration and self-reflection rather than as a means of proving
what they have learned. In this sense, reading can be used as a tool to make associations with
their lived experiences and cultural background (Greene, 1995). Open to interpretation rather
than explanation, adolescents can use their reading as a tool for engagement rather than as a
document for explanation (Greene, 1977). Rather than searching for answers, adolescents can
reflect critically upon their books as works of art meant to enhance their lives both in and out of
school through voluntarily participating in free-choice reading, writing, listening, and speaking
situations (Shaw & Rozycki, 2000).

Reader Identity Development as a Discourse Construct
The third cross-cutting construct describes reader identity as constructed through
discourse. According to discourse theory, individuals take on a particular identity based on the
way in which they see themselves in relation to others in their community, the positions they
hold, and who controls the decision-making process. When reader identity development is
defined in this way, control over choices becomes highly important. Theorists who define reader
identity in this way (e.g., Coombs, 2012; Jimenez, 2004 often cite theories of discourse and
power in their theoretical framework.
What this means is that the position a reader holds in a particular context frames the
identity that is enacted. For example, a reader who participates in a class where all texts and
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purposes for reading are chosen by another person, such as the teacher, is more likely to take on
the reader identity of passive participant. Conversely, readers who participate in the reading
decision-making process are more likely to construct a reader identity as autonomous agent
(Alvermann, 2001).
In Gee’s (1996) view, positions of power and authority are particularly important in the
development of reader identity because readers must be confident that what they put into
understanding the text is equally as important as what the author put into the writing of the text.
Gee (2001) describes this identity as discursive because language and dialogue play key roles in
identity development. No text carries meaning without a reader to analyze it and make it
meaningful. From a critical position, discursive literacy practices allow for the reader to decide
what is and what is not worthy of reading engagement (Luke, 1994). Who is making the
decisions and for what purposes? If the students make their own reading decisions, they are
more likely to be invested in some way from the beginning stages of the reading process. By
making their own reading decisions, they are more likely to be working toward understanding
the complex world and their position in it. If teachers always decide, students cannot be
expected to read beyond the word to read the world, as Freire (1970) argues is so necessary for
readers of all ages.
Gee (2005b) takes a step back from describing discourse communities to discuss the
notion of community spaces. What Gee refers to as “semiotic social spaces” (p. 216) shifts the
focus from membership to a focus on how the individuals within a particular community receive
and assign meaning. Memberships and belonging are limiting, placing parameters on what it
means to belong. In a classroom, for instance, this means that some thoughts and ways of
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participating and knowing may exclude some members from belonging. The notion of social
spaces removes these boundaries and makes relevant the thoughts and ways of knowing of all
those who engage in work and thought within the space. All members count, and no one
member’s view or opinion carries more weight than another’s. In a classroom, this means that
each student’s input is equal to that of his or her peers and of the teacher. Everyone has equal
opportunity to add to the group.
As pointed out by Strommen and Fowles Mates (2004), those who consider themselves to
be readers enjoy having discussions with others regarding their reading. They are fulfilled in
having something of value to add to the conversation. They are confident because they can
provide information to others. Their reading gives them power. The importance of the student
bringing the information to the classroom was pointed out by Smith and Connolly (2005). In
their work, Smith and Connolly found that when teachers offer interpretative authority,
discussions among students essentially shuts down. By reducing the teacher’s authority over text
interpretation, students are more likely to engage in meaningful work in relation to their reading
and to be confident in doing so.

The Intersection of Identity and Reader Identity Development
Figure 1 provides a visual representation of how adolescent development, social
engagement, activity, and discourse lead to the development of reader identity. Ninth graders are
in the beginning stages of adolescence, a period in which they should be monitoring and using
the identity they are creating for themselves to determine which books to read and for what
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purposes. Supported by identity theory, sociocultural theory, activity theory, and discourse
theory, adolescents should be creating an understanding of who they are as readers.

Figure 1. Theoretical conceptual model: Model illustrating the relationship among the
theoretical constructs that lead to adolescent reader identity development.

Reader identity is developed psychologically when an individual’s reading experiences
are similar to the adolescent's lived experiences. Reader identity is influenced socially through
interactions with others, the context in which those interactions occur, and through the selfawareness that develops as a result of the texts that are read. Reader identity grows and
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changes as readers engage in personally engaging reading activity. When viewed in terms of
discourse theory, reader identity allows for readers to understand their control over the texts they
choose to read and the support they need to be successful in their reading. People with strong
identities view reading as a positive activity and monitor how their reading reflects who they are.
People who view reading positively make it a point to engage in habitual reading. They
experiment with self-awareness, engage in trial-and-error experiences, and have a sense of
control over their reading decision-making processes. When individuals approach reading as
identity development, as a social construct, as an activity construct, and as a discourse construct,
they are likely to choose reading more often than those who do not know themselves as readers.
When young adolescents choose reading, reading becomes a part of who they are: their identity.
In order to engage in the process of building and strengthening reader identity, an
adolescent must know him- or herself as a person as well as know him- or herself as a reader. As
Dutton (2009) argues, adolescent development and identity formation theories should be used
and tested to better understand adolescent readers’ identity formation. Therefore, reader identity
as a social construct can be measured through a reader’s motivation and attitude. Reader identity
as activity and discourse constructs can be examined in a reader’s reading activity and reading
choices. Motivation, attitude, reading activity, and reading choices are expanded upon in detail
in Chapter 2.

Problem Statement
More research is needed to examine the influence of reading intervention contexts on
adolescent literacy learning (Learned, 2016). Skills-based high school reading interventions are
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designed to improve the reading scores of high school students who are failing, but the results of
the National Assessment of Educational Progress show no growth in reading performances
among 12th-grade participants since 2009 (National Center for Educational Statistics [NCES],
2013). Furthermore, little evidence can be found in the literature regarding positive changes in
the reading habits of adolescents as a result of these common skills-based intervention
approaches (Francois, 2013; Slavin et al., 2008).
Over the last decade, a wealth of literature from Steven Krashen and his colleagues has
pointed to free voluntary reading as a viable option for improving reading and readers’
perceptions of reading and themselves as readers (e.g., Krashen, 2005, 2010, 2011, 2012;
Krashen & McQuillan, 2007). Likewise, Strommen and Fowles Mates (2004) conclude that
access to and the freedom to choose enjoyable books often makes reading a desirable activity for
older students. And as Ivey and Johnston (2013) found in their interviews and observations of
eighth graders and their teachers, when choice of books and significant time to read is the
curriculum of the school day, positive changes in perceptions, attitudes, and motivation become
likely results.
Literature has suggested that free-choice, in-school reading may be a viable way to
reverse adolescent reader reluctance (Atwell, 2005, 2007; Francois, 2013; Gallagher, 2009;
Kittle, 2013; McQuillan, 1998; Miller, 2009). In 2009, at Community High School, a freechoice reading intervention was created to focus on reader reluctance rather than on reading
skills. The free-choice reading intervention at Community High School was designed to provide
free-choice reading in school with the hopes of reversing reader reluctance and improving
readers’ lives through voluminous reading experiences. It was designed to bring time for
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voluntary, free-choice reading into the classroom as an intervention. What happened during the
years of that intervention? The number of books reported read increased significantly, and there
were significant gains in standardized reading test performance. Based on these two findings, it
is reasonable to say that Community High School’s reading intervention is achieving some
important academic goals. However, what remains unknown are the participants’ points of view
about the intervention and how the intervention is shaping their identities as readers.

Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study is to examine adolescent reluctant readers to better understand
how they respond to the free-choice reading intervention at Community High School. Under
investigation are the past and present reading experiences of participants and how they engage in
reading and responding to books of their own choosing throughout the course of the intervention.
Although quantitative evidence has shown the intervention class to improve reading
comprehension and vocabulary test scores significantly, qualitative evidence is needed to
understand the intervention from the students’ perspective. To meet these ends, the current study
was guided by four research questions.

Research Questions
The central research question that guided this study was: How do the reader identities of
reluctant readers develop when participating in a ninth-grade, free-choice reading intervention
class? To answer this larger question, this study aimed to address the following three
subquestions:
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1. How do adolescent reluctant readers’ past out-of-school and in-school reading
experiences contribute to their reader identities prior to enrolling in a free-choice
reading intervention class?
2. How do adolescent reluctant readers’ past school reading experiences compare with
their free-choice reading intervention experiences?
3. How do the various components of the free-choice intervention class, including time
for reading in school, free-choice book selection, and written responses, contribute to
the development of adolescent reluctant readers’ attitudes, motivation, and
perceptions of themselves as readers?

Significance of the Study
This study is significant because it has potential to contribute to the national conversation
regarding adolescent reading reluctance, high school reading interventions, and adolescent reader
identity development. This study offers an in-depth look at who these ninth-grade reluctant
readers are and how their experiences have shaped their view of themselves as readers. Through
the words and actions of four participants, rich descriptions and analyses emerged regarding
what happens when reluctant adolescent readers are immersed in a context in which the
expectation is that they will make their own reading decisions and that they will read, write
about, and discuss their responses to their reading.
The rich descriptions of past and present school reading experiences provided by the
participants in this study may help researchers, school administrators, and teachers gain a deeper
understanding of the school-related reading activities that lead to reader reluctance and provide
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recommendations for avoiding these types of academic environments. The empirical evidence
provided by this study may help to strengthen the argument for the implementation of
free-choice reading interventions in lieu of skills-based reading interventions at the high school
level. Although a skills-based, deficit approach to high school reading interventions has
historically received more attention by researchers, school administrators, and teachers, results
from this study may provide a new, more positive student-centered approach to a high school
reading-intervention design in which readers’ identities are recognized and developed.
This study is significant because it focuses on the ways in which accountability for freebook choice, regular in-class reading time, and weekly writing and discussion can positively
influence and strengthen the reader identities of adolescent reluctant readers. Results from this
study may help researchers, school administrators, and teachers understand better the ways in
which reluctant readers make reading choices, engage and think about their books, and challenge
themselves as readers as they participate in an academic environment where they are responsible
for making their own reading and response decisions. Through the rich descriptions of changes
and the participants’ articulation of who they were becoming as readers, results may provide a
strong rationale for the establishment of free-choice reading interventions.

Methodology
Case-study methodology was used in this study to explore how a reader’s identity is
influenced by free-choice book reading in a credited class. Case study is an appealing
methodology for qualitative studies in schools, according to Bogdan and Biklen (1992), and an
especially appealing methodology for literacy research, according to Dyson and Genishi (2005),
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because the routines of the school context do not have to be disrupted to complete the study. As
the context of reading intervention at Community High School is critical to student participation,
disrupting the context would likely produce results not authentic to the true experience of the
participants, thereby making case study the most logical choice with which to examine the
experiences of participants enrolled in the reading intervention class.
Purposeful selection was used to select reluctant ninth-grade readers who were
representative of the Community High School reading intervention class demographic. The
initial criterion for selection was to select the four most reluctant readers in the class as selfidentified on a battery of surveys and questionnaires. Two boys and two girls were to be
selected. Finally, it was the researcher's intention to select a group of participants that was as
closely reflective of the Community High School demographic as possible.
The participants met the following selection criteria: (a) participants self-identified as
reluctant readers; (b) participants had low reading test scores as measured by the GRADE®; (c)
participants represented the school’s three largest language demographics: English, Spanish, and
Polish; (d) three participants spoke a language in addition to English; (e) one participant was
receiving special education services at the time of the study; and (f) one participant was
receiving English Language Learning (ELL) services. In-depth participant interviews;
observations of reading, book selection, and small-group discussions; participant written
responses and researcher and library-documented book logs; and teacher statements were
collected over the course of one school year, August to May. Data were analyzed by applying a
priori codes, open-coding for the emergence of themes, and using matrices to organize large
amounts of data into manageable parts (Hall, 2010; Merriam, 1998; Stake, 2006).
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Delimitations
The current study was limited to only students enrolled in the free-choice book reading
intervention class at Community High School. Furthermore, the use of criterion sampling
(Mertens, 1998) designed to select only students who identified themselves as reluctant readers
limited the participants selected. Participant selection was also limited to one particular class
that met from 9:50 a.m. to 10:40 a.m. on four days of the week and from 10:30 a.m. to 11:05
a.m. on Wednesdays. This class was chosen because it was during the researcher’s preparation
period. Only four cases were selected to allow for the in-depth analysis necessary for
understanding the deeply personal nature of reader identity.

Assumptions
This study was conducted with the researcher operating under the following assumptions.
First, it was assumed that the teacher would be encouraging and facilitating free-choice book
reading and allowing participants opportunities to read at least 20 minutes per day, three days per
week—Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday—during reading intervention class. It was also
assumed that participants would be making free-choice book selections when necessary,
abandoning books when they saw fit, writing about their books every Monday, and participating
in book discussions with peers on Thursdays. In addition, it was assumed that participants were
honest—that they provided thoughtful, candid responses to questions. It was assumed that
participants were forthcoming with information regarding their reading histories, which may not
have always been positive. It was assumed that the teacher was cognizant of each participant’s
reading behaviors and activity. Furthermore, it was assumed that the teacher and participants
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had conversations regarding their book reading outside of what was formally observed. Finally,
it was assumed that appropriate protections against participant reflexivity (i.e., participants
giving information that they think the researcher wants to hear) were effective and that
participants did not aim to please the researcher (Riach, 2009).

Organization of the Study
This study is organized into six chapters. Chapter 1 presents the introduction, the
theoretical framework, a statement of the problem and purpose, the research questions, the
significance of the study, an overview of the methodology, the delimitations, and the
assumptions. Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature related to the dispositions of
motivation and attitude and the concepts of reading activity and reading choices. Chapter 3
focuses on the methodology of the study. Chapter 4 provides the results of the research. Chapter
5 delineates the cross-case analysis of the results. Chapter 6 discusses the findings and offers
conclusions, implications for practice, and recommendations for future research.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE

Students in classrooms with a print-exposure focus have been found to be superior in
terms of their attitudes toward reading and the amount of reading they do. . . . Reading
material is basic to all education, and providing a rich supply of reading matters to
children of all ages, as well as a place and time to read . . . silently books of their own
choosing. (McQuillan, 1998, pp. 63 & 86)

Using the theoretical framework described in Chapter 1 as a foundation, literature
regarding identity and reading interventions is analyzed. In addition, an analysis of empirical
research regarding the activities, behaviors, and dispositions of reading choice is presented.
Reading motivation, reading time, and reading attitudes is discussed.

Identity and Reading Intervention
Over the course of nine years, Moje et al. (2008) collected longitudinal data from a robust
sample of 7th-, 9th-, and 10th-grade students (n > 1,000) from eight different schools. With
demographics similar to Community High School, two-thirds of the participants spoke a
language in addition to English. One major finding from the study was that much of the reading
in which adolescents were motivated to engage revolved around their using and building their
identity through access to appealing books, choice, and time for voluminous reading. In short,
the adolescents wanted to read books that mattered to their lives.
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When adolescents choose to read regularly, that reading has been shown to provide a
channel though which adolescents can explore vicarious identities safely in what Moje et al.
(2008) refer to as “enactments of identity” (p. 13). For example, adolescents can imagine their
lives as mothers or fathers, doctors or lawyers, or soldiers or government officials through their
reading. They can also imagine their lives as criminals or drug addicts or gang members or drug
dealers through their reading. They can imagine themselves in relationships with friends and
family and can consider ways in which they would respond if they were the person in the book
they are reading. They can travel to places near or far, and they can travel to settings that exist
only in fantasy. Whether positive or negative “enactments of identity,” these experiences can
help adolescents understand who they are and how they fit in the world in the safe environment
of reading. Through these enactments, reading becomes a tool for individual development.
Moje et al. (2008) assert that literacy is significant and powerful in the lives of
adolescents. The qualitative data that Moje et al. present demonstrates that adolescents read to
satisfy their social, emotional, intellectual, and, in some cases, spiritual lives. Thus, as their
reading lives evolve, so, too, do their social, emotional, intellectual, and spiritual lives. In their
discussion, Moje et al. suggest that adolescents read to engage socially and psychologically in
ways disconnected from traditional school practice. Therefore, they suggest that literacy studies
should work to understand how education policy and practice “can draw from and support—
without co-opting, exploiting, or diminishing—the powerful literacy practices of young people’s
everyday lives” (Moje et al., 2008, p. 26). Moje et al. argue that adolescent reading should not
be studied through academic achievement tests but through authentic reading practices and the
development of readers’ identities.
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In determining how identity plays a role in the reading lives of adolescents, it is important
to consider how identity influences reading and, conversely, how reading influences identity.
Identity, or who a person sees him- or herself as being, surely influences the decision-making
process, reading notwithstanding. As readers use their identities to make reading choices, so,
too, are those choices moving them along a reading identity continuum (Moje et al., 2008).
When a reader chooses a book and engages in reading, his or her identity is influenced in some
way. Through choosing to participate in the reading process, readers are not the same today as
they were yesterday.
According to Stirratt, Meyer, Ouellette, and Gara (2008), identities are not fixed and shift
over time and in response to the social contexts in which people participate. Therefore, in
examining reader identity, it makes sense to examine both the past and present reading
experiences of readers.

Reading Activities, Behaviors, and Dispositions
Reading is a multi-layered language act. Although the physical act of reading (i.e.,
decoding the written words to make meaning) is the foundation of the process, as readers age,
reading activity, reading behaviors, and reading dispositions play a more prominent role in
whether or not one chooses to engage in reading. Reading is a meaning-making process that
requires readers to make choices. Reading takes time and energy, which requires readers to be
motivated. The more time a person spends reading, the more comfortable they become as
readers. Finally, reading is personally meaningful, which means that readers’ attitudes are highly
influential.
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Reading Choice
For many years, studies have reported a decline among students in choosing to read and
engaging in reading as they move to higher grades (Chapman & Tunmer, 2002; Guthrie, Van
Meter, McCann, & Wigfield, 1996; Scholastic, 2015; Wigfield et al., 1997). As students move
into high school, reading is assigned primarily by the teacher, with accompanying assignments
(Gallagher, 2009). With no choice as to what to read or how to read it, students feel as if they
are being shut out and, as a result, have been shown to become unmotivated to complete reading
tasks (Schraw, Flowerday, & Reisetter, 1998). Even though studies such as those conducted by
Strommen and Fowles Mates (2004) have concluded that access to and the freedom to choose
enjoyable books makes reading a viable option for students and that older students do read if
given the opportunity in the right context, many students’ high school reading experiences do not
include choice as a common practice (Atwell, 2005; 2007; Gallagher, 2009; Kittle, 2013). Being
motivated to read is critically important for high school students. Recently, Francois’s (2013)
study found through interviews that participants (n = 23) reported that when given choice,
adolescents have motivation to read.
Guthrie et al. (1995) examined the relationship between instruction and amount of
reading among 17-year-olds. Guthrie et al. (1995) used student self-report data collected from
the 1986 NAEP. They systematically divided the country into 94 geographic sampling units and
increased reliability by doubling the probability of selection of high minority schools, adding
strength to their methodology. They concluded that among 17-year-olds, student-centered
reading instruction and peer social interaction had a greater influence on students’ motivation for
reading than did teacher-directed instruction. Students who reported having more frequent,
positive interactions with reading also reported reading more and enjoying reading more than
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those who reported being motivated by teacher-assigned reading. Additionally, Guthrie et al.
(1995) found that teacher direction, in fact, correlated negatively with the amount of fiction
reading among adolescents. Finally, student self-reports revealed that when asked about
motivation for reading, students referred to voluntary reading and did not perceive assigned
reading as relevant to answering the question (Guthrie et al., 1995), favoring their own choices
and interests.
Suk (2016) compared two control classes (n = 88) that were receiving intensive reading
instruction and two experimental classes (n = 83) of post-secondary ELLs to test the
effectiveness of extensive, self-selected reading on vocabulary, reading rate, and reading
comprehension improvement over a 15-week semester. The control classes received intensive
reading instruction, and the experimental classes received intensive reading instruction with
extensive reading. Findings from the study indicate that the experimental classes that received
extensive reading outperformed the control classes in improvements to reading rate (M = 168.42
WPM, SD = 38.72 WPM), reading comprehension (M = 27.14, SD = 2.54), and vocabulary
acquisition (M = 64.70 words, SD = 18.41 words). Choosing their own books benefited the
experimental classes more than the control classes on all three measures put forth by the author.
According to Suk, free-choice reading allowed participants to satisfy their own personal reading
needs of obtaining information or reading for enjoyment. Furthermore, the author stressed that
free choice allowed participants to choose reading materials at their appropriate reading levels.
Based on these findings, the author suggests that self-selected reading should be a critical
component of reading intervention for post-secondary second-language learners.
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According to findings from the Scholastic Kids and Family Reading Report™ (2015),
among students ages 6-17, 91% of participants reported that their favorite books were the ones
they picked out for themselves. Among these favorites were books with a range of purposes
(e.g., including making readers laugh, letting readers use their imagination, telling a fictional
story, having character with desirable traits, teaching something new, or having a mystery to
solve). This finding is similar to that of Ivey and Broaddus (2007), who found that materials that
were motivational for one student were likely not motivational for the next. These findings are
similar to Ivey and Broaddus’s (2001) earlier large-scale survey in which participants reported
that they were motivated by finding good materials to read and through having choice. As such,
the authors suggested providing a wide variety of choices to motivate a wide variety of students.
No matter the purpose of the book, what seemed to motivate more than anything was that the
students choose the books themselves.
Smith and Wilhelm (2002) studied 49 adolescent male subjects from European, African,
Puerto Rican, and Asian descent who were taught at four sites in three states, and they concluded
that student inquiry and interest are motivators for literacy engagement. What type of instruction
was going on at these sites? In the study, participants chose their texts. They also kept literacy
logs, participated in interviews, and completed a recorded reading and thinking-aloud protocol.
Smith and Wilhelm argue that in regard to reluctant adolescent male readers, choice equals
control. The authors conclude the following: (a) students need to be given more respect for the
intelligence they bring to the classroom; (b) students should be given more choices regarding the
texts they read; (c) students should have some say as to what content is pursued in class; and (d)
schools must challenge what has been done historically in order to provide the literacy
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experiences that adolescents need. Moreover, the authors argue that schools need to relinquish
control and end coercion because adolescent reading does not occur as a result of extrinsic
motivators. Rather, they argue, adolescent students are more motivated to read when they follow
their interests and develop their own criteria for evaluating their reading, a practice that might
help reverse the trend that motivation for reading declines as students move to higher grades.
Although Smith and Wilhelm's study focused specifically on male participants, research from
others has shown that choice and control are powerful motivators for both genders (Leotti &
Delgado, 2011; Leotti, Iyenger, & Ochsner, 2010). According to Duhigg (2016), when people
believe they are in control, they have been shown to work harder, to push themselves more, and
to work longer at overcoming adversity. They are also more confident and can handle struggle
and setbacks better than those who do not believe they are in control. To be in control, people
need to be able to make decisions for themselves.
Daisey (2010) concluded, on the basis of interviews with preservice teachers (n = 82)
about their memories of adolescent reading experiences, that mandated reading had little
positive—in some cases even negative—effects on their reading activity and behaviors as
adolescents. Daisey found that preservice teachers---those who believe so strongly in the
benefits of education that they have decided to make it their career---described no positive
associations with mandated reading when they were adolescents. Of the preservice teachers
interviewed by Daisey, none identified assigned reading as important to their lives. Only 2.4%
drew pictures of reading in school to represent their favorite reading experience, and many
identified reading outside of school as more motivating and as having positive influences on their
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lives. Furthermore, 59.8% of participants reported that to motivate teenager readers, they needed
control over their own reading choices.
With a somewhat similar methodology, Worthy, Turner, and Moorman (1998) conducted
a qualitative study in which they interviewed middle school language arts teachers (n = 35) in 13
school districts regarding free-choice book reading in the middle school classroom. Findings
from the interviews showed that teachers firmly believed that free choice reading improved
students’ motivation to read. Personal involvement in reading, according to these teachers, was
seen as critically important to student growth and participation in the reading process. Students,
according to these teachers, were more likely to read when exercising choice. Furthermore,
students were more excited to share their free-choice book reading with peers and more engaged
in conversations about books than when reading whole-class novels. Teachers reported that the
older the student, the more highly they valued peer and teacher support in making their own
choices. The power of individual choice was the main reason teachers reported for choosing
free-choice book reading over whole-class reading.
Graham, Tisher, Ainley, and Kennedy (2008), in their study of 9th- and 10th-grade
participants (n = 142), found that choice and interest were key determinants of on-task reading
behaviors. Further, they found that student motivation was best achieved through allowing
reading choices. Similarly, Patall, Cooper, and Robinson (2008), in their meta-analysis of 41
studies regarding the effects of choice on intrinsic motivation and other outcomes, came to the
conclusion that people are more compelled to look favorably upon activities over which they can
assert their autonomy through choices. For schools trying to improve the reading motivation of
adolescent reluctant readers, reading choice appears to be a viable option. Choices reinforce
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perceptions of control and positive self-efficacy. Lack of choice diminishes perceived control
and may lead to negative perceptions of self-efficacy. Mandating reading does not promote the
individual choices and experiences necessary for adolescents to want to engage in reading, the
effects of which can be long-lasting.

Reading Motivation
Motivating reluctant adolescent readers to read for school is undeniably a difficult task.
Reading takes time and active energy, and, for those with lack of experience, it can be an
exhausting task with little personal reward. However, an examination of the research shows that
there is hope that schools can change reluctant readers’ motivation for reading. Wigfield (1994)
suggests that reluctant readers need to be given choices because choices have been shown to
increase interest, and interest motivates action. Smith and Wilhelm (2002) suggest that to
motivate reluctant readers, the readers must be provided a variety of book choices. Without
choice, the likelihood of reluctant readers being motivated to read decreases significantly. In
addition to reading, to sustain motivation, Applebee, Langer, Nystrand, and Gamoran (2003)
suggests that readers be given opportunities to choose how to talk about their books. Suk (2016)
suggests that by allowing readers to satisfy their own personal reading needs, reading
interventions can motivate students to read. To do so, Suk suggests that students be guided and
held accountable in reading large amounts of interesting materials over a longer period of time.
Also, according to Suk, readers have been shown to be motivated by choosing and sharing their
own perspectives on their reading with others. These suggestions are not surprising when one
considers the biology of motivation.
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General Motivation
Using a simple choice paradigm, Leotti and Delgado (2011) examined the affective
experience of university students (n = 18) on anticipating choice. Participants in the study
reported being motivated by cues that predicted future choice as opposed to cues that predicted
no future choice. In accordance with past research (Langer, 1975; Langer & Rodin, 1976;
Murayama et al., 2015), findings from this study show that having an opportunity to choose
increases perceptions of control and improves motivation and performance toward task
completion (Murayama et al., 2015). Leotti et al. (2010) even argue that the restriction of choice
is aversive, in some cases causing stress and anxiety over motivation and task completion. They
argue this to be the case even when participants were provided restricted choice through lists or
other forms of choice restriction. By restricting choices to a predetermined list, for example,
Leotti et al. state that people lose their perception of control, causing aversive reactions such as
negative emotions, lack of motivation, and task completion failure. These negative responses to
the removal of choice have even been found in the youngest of human infants, pointing to the
conclusion that the motivating influence of choice on task completion is biologically rooted and
not learned. Choices create control. Control creates motivation. Motivation increases value.
Value generates need. Need leads to the development of authentic goals. Without choice,
intrinsic motivation, and all the good that comes from it, is less likely to occur.
Findings from McClun and Merrell’s (1998) survey of participants (n = 198) in Grades 8
and 9 show that adolescents whose parents allowed them room to make more of their own
choices developed a stronger internal locus of control or internal orientation. These adolescents
reported having stronger self-concept and were more intrinsically motivated to complete tasks of
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their choosing and were generally happier and more successful than adolescents who had more
authoritarian parents who employed external reward systems for behavior and task completion.
The intrinsically motivated adolescents’ responses showed that they were more likely to have a
stronger self-concept, ascribing to the belief that they are in control of their own behaviors and
can complete activities and enjoy them when they choose to exert effort toward the task’s end.
The adolescents who were more intrinsically motivated valued their tasks as a result of being
provided more freedom to make their own choices, demonstrated stronger self-concept, and
found greater value and happiness in task completion.
Gestsdottir and Lerner (2008) theorize that although they are still developing capabilities
for intentional self-monitoring and intrinsic motivation, adolescents desire situations in which
self-monitoring, goal-setting, and peer influence are encouraged in contexts in which they can
gain experience. In their large-scale 4-H survey study of fifth- and sixth-graders (n = 7,000) in
eight waves, beginning in 2002, Gestsdottir and Lerner (2007) found that adolescents develop a
stronger, more positive self-concept and intrinsic motivation when active in situations in which
they are able to adapt and make personally meaningful contributions to the context.

Studies About Reading Motivation
Reading motivation, according to Guthrie and Wigfield (1997), is action tied to the
“beliefs, values, needs, and goals that individuals have” (p. 5). Motivating adolescents to read is
of critical importance when one considers the documented evidence that motivation for reading
regularly declines during the middle grades and continues to decline through high school
(Carnegie Council on Advancing Adolescent Literacy, 2010). This is especially important when
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considering that a range of studies from reading engagement among school-age children to the
development of an adult reading motivation scale have shown that motivation for reading
develops, in large part, as a result of choice, value, and task completion (Guthrie & Alvermann,
1999; Guthrie & Wigfield, 1997; Schutte & Malouff, 2007). Thus, allowing time for students to
choose books, read books, and, ultimately, to finish books may be the best way to motivate them
to read more. Beliefs, values, needs, and goals do not simply appear because someone says they
should. They develop through sustained effort, task accomplishment, and the interest and
individual desire to continue forward. As Quirk and Schwanenflugel (2004) found in their
evaluative review of a range of popular supplemental remedial reading programs (n = 5), beliefs,
values, needs, and goals develop as the result of choice and the setting and meeting of personally
attainable goals.
It is common practice in schools to offer extrinsic rewards for reading completion. These
rewards come often in the form of points, grades, prizes, gimmicks, or the authoritarian control
of the teacher. These external reward systems are used from the earliest grades and often
increase as students move to higher grades and reluctance increases. However, Deci, Cascio, and
Krusell’s (1973) findings conclude that, in fact, external rewards for performance had a negative
effect on motivation and performance among undergraduate students (n = 64). As Deci et al.
propose, the negative effects happen because when relying on extrinsic rewards, the individual’s
perceptions of competence and self-determination are undermined. The authors further go on to
explain that external reward systems consist of two components: control and information. The
problem created by this approach to reading intervention is that as the control becomes more
salient, which inevitably happens as students get older, individuals lose interest in the task at
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hand because the focus shifts to the acquisition of the extrinsic rewards. When the focus shifts to
the attainment of reward, the individual becomes less likely to be intrinsically motivated by the
task at hand and more motivated to provide simply whatever is needed to get the reward. The
reward becomes the focus of motivation, not the reading itself.
Reading motivation has been shown to be multidimensional, consisting of self-concept
and value attribution (Baker & Wigfield, 1999). In their large-scale study, Baker and Wigfield
examined the relationship between responses to questionnaires administered to fifth-grade
students (n = 140) and sixth-grade students (n = 230) with reading activity surveys and
concluded that intrinsic motivation for reading was achieved when self-concept was positive and
strong and when reading was valued. Participants who were more motivated to read thought of
themselves as good readers and thought of reading as a valuable use of their time. The
dimensions of self-concept and value that showed the strongest correlation were self-efficacy,
attainable challenge, curiosity, involvement, and social reasons, all of which had correlation
values above .40. What this study did not include in the findings was whether or not students
were already motivated readers or whether it was through their reading activity and ongoing
engagement that motivation developed. Although some sociocultural models, as noted by Ivey
and Johnston (2013), and conventional wisdom position motivation as a precursor to reading
engagement, this may not always be the case.
For instance, Ivey and Johnston (2013) point to the example of two eighth-grade study
participants who both chose football books because of their interest in football. Only after
reading these books were these two participants motivated to expand their reading engagement,
focusing on the relationships in the story having nothing to do with football. These participants
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were not originally motivated to read about relationships, yet, as they read about football,
relationships emerged as a focus for them. In other words, their motivation changed as a result
of their experience. Rather than being seen a precursor to reading, motivation appears to have a
reciprocal relationship with amount of reading engagement. As these participants became
motivated by a wider range of topics, the breadth of their reading increased. Although Ivey and
Johnston’s example is but one piece of research, this finding is important because it represents
the ways in which critical interest, individuality, and the act of simply engaging in the reading
process can motivate adolescent reluctant readers. These are readers who cannot be motivated
extrinsically because reading has been historically an unappealing, undervalued, and
uninteresting activity for them (Guthrie & Wigfield, 1997).
Through their large-scale survey (n = 1,700), Ivey and Broaddus (2001) report that
motivational factors related to reading are different among individuals. The one commonality
was that each individual was different when it came to motivation. Some students were
motivated by interest in their books, with 42% reporting that their interest in the book was the
most important factor of motivation. Some were motivated by personal reasons, such as wanting
to learn something new. Twenty-eight percent reported personal reasons such as making them
think as the motivating factor for reading. And some were motivated by the classroom context.
Twenty-three percent reported that reading in the classroom provided the time and atmosphere
they needed to motivate them to engage in reading. Nineteen percent reported that reading with
others reading around them motivated them. Furthermore, in a much smaller formative study
with second language learners (n = 14), Ivey and Broaddus (2007) found that what motivates and
challenges each student in a reading intervention class is unique.
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According to Cooper, Horn, and Strahan (2005), for students who lack reading
motivation, what becomes critical is their opportunity to engage in a wide variety of
individualized reading activities with purposefully scheduled time to help generate interest in
reading. This should be done with the goal of fostering intrinsic motivation and building selfregulatory behaviors for reading activity. Intrinsically motivating readers is important,
especially when considering the documented evidence that choosing to spend time reading
regularly declines as students move through higher grades (Carnegie Council on Advancing
Adolescent Literacy, 2010; McKenna, Kear, & Ellsworth, 1995). One reason for this may be
lack of interest in the limited materials students are provided for reading as they move to the
higher grades. Graham et al. (2008) found in their study of 9th- and 10th-grade students (n =
142) that task interest was of paramount importance to the motivation needed for task
completion. As people age, choices become more motivational than commands (Duhigg, 2016).

Reading Time
Students who are intrinsically motivated to read spend more time engaged in reading.
Time spent engaged in the reading process is critically important for high school students.
Sullivan and Brown (2014) conducted a longitudinal study of British participants (n = 17,000)
whose reading behaviors and activity were collected over the course of 42 years—1970 to 2012.
Data were collected at the ages of 5, 10, 16, 26, 30, 34, 38, and 42. Findings suggest that
adolescents who read books of their own choosing more often for pleasure at the age of 16 were
more likely to spend more time reading as adults as compared to those who read less as teens.
These findings are similar to Suk (2016), who suggested that students who read large amounts of
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personally meaningful text for extended periods of time develop their skills and dispositions
incrementally at a significantly faster rate than do students receiving intensive reading
instruction. Because of this, Suk suggests holding students accountable by including extensive
time to read in class.
Even when controlling for social mediation and adult reading habits, Sullivan and Brown
(2014) asserted that time spent reading that was established during adolescence held long-term
influence over adults' reading habits. Because of this phenomenon, the authors conclude that
reading is a distinctive and an important part of schooling in ways that other forms of
participation are not. Contrary to contemporary practice suggestions made by the CCSS
(National Governor’s Association, 2010), findings from this study suggest that reading fiction
has greater influence over life-long reading time than did reading nonfiction.
According to the NAEP (Campbell, Voelkl, & Donahue, 1997) report, only 23% of 17year-olds reported reading for enjoyment on their own regularly. By 2012, NAEP results
showed that this number decreased to 19% among 17-year-olds. Twenty-seven percent of 13year-olds and 53% of nine-year-olds reported reading for fun (NCES, 2013). Based on these
numbers, reading among adolescents appears to have been trending downward over the past
decade, with fewer older adolescents spending time reading than younger adolescents and
elementary school students. NAEP results (NCES, 2013) are supported by results in the the
Scholastic (2012) Kids and Family Reading Report™. In a survey study conducted with a large
dependable sample (n > 2,000), the frequency of reading books for children between the ages of
12 and 17 both in and out of school was significantly lower than the frequency for younger
children.
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Furthermore, findings show a correlation between reading enjoyment and reading time
and accomplishment. According to a study conducted by the National Literacy Trust (Clark,
2016), the most significant contributor to whether or not adolescents choose to read is
enjoyment. Through their survey of 8- to 11-year-olds and 14- to 16-year-olds in the United
Kingdom (n = 32,569), researchers from the National Literacy Trust found that 40% of those
ages 14-16 reported enjoying reading as compared to 73% ages 8-11. Participants surveyed who
reported enjoying reading were three times more likely to read at or above expected levels
because they spent more time reading than did those who reported not enjoying reading.
In his study of fifth-grade participants (n = 217), Solheim (2011) states that more time
spent reading was likely related to more positive attitudes toward reading. As Solheim
explained, fifth-graders who exhibit positive reading attitudes, referred to in the study as
"positive reading self-efficacy," have been shown to engage for longer periods of time in more
demanding reading tasks. This time, in turn, makes them more positive readers who are more
likely to engage in more reading time in the future. The longer participants engage in reading,
the more positive their attitudes appear to become. Furthermore, these positive readers are more
likely to spend more time than others engaged in reading, therefore benefitting more from their
reading than if they approached the task more passively, as is likely the case with less positive
readers who lack reading time. Students who enact positive attitudes for reading believe that
they can work harder and longer on reading tasks than those with more negative attitudes. They
are more likely to engage in more reading time, even when reading is demanding, and they have
even been found to spend more time on more challenging tasks (Zimmerman, 1995).
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Similar to Solheim (2011), Bandura, Barbaranelli, Caprara, and Pastorelli (1996), in their
longitudinal study of participants (n = 279) from 11-14 years old, found that greater positive
attitudes led to more independent achievement, along with influencing more positive aspirations
and more time spent engaged in learning activities such as reading. What this research suggests
is that adolescents who believe they are capable are likely to put forth more time and attention to
their reading and see themselves as readers. Therefore, it can be deduced that these same
adolescents are more likely to spend more time reading than those with negative attitudes.
Time spent reading is an important focus for a reading intervention class. Ivey and
Johnston (2013) found, through their interviews of eight-grade participants (n = 71), that as they
read more in school, participants developed more positive attitudes toward reading.
Additionally, all 71 participants reported reading for longer periods of time both in and out of
school. Within the class’s dedicated time for reading, the researchers observed students reading
as they were moving to other activities, describing this as intrinsic motivation to continue
reading. Outside of school, participants reported choosing reading over other activities such as
watching TV or playing video games. Most participants expressed this motivation for reading to
be “a substantial change” (p. 261) in their lives. Furthermore, all participants reported valuing
books—naming specific titles 327 times throughout the interviews. The authors attributed these
positive changes in attitude and reading amount both in and out of school to the increased
volume of reading done in school.
According to McQuillan (1998), more time to read is more critical than classroom
instruction in positively influencing the attitudes of adolescents. If students are provided time to
read in their classroom, they are likely to read more than those who are not. As a result of their
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interviews of language arts teachers (n = 35), Worthy et al. (1998), report that middle school
teachers believed that consistent, quality time for reading was an important contributor to
improvements in the reading attitudes of their students. However, the researchers also found that
time for reading in the classroom was far from consistent and was often the first instructional
component to be reduced or eliminated when the time demands for things such as test
preparation forced teachers to make choices about how to use class time. This finding was
similar to those of Gallagher (2009) and the Scholastic (2012) Kids and Family Reading
Report™.
According to the Scholastic (2015) Kids and Family Reading Report 5th Edition™, a
strong predictor of improving negative reading attitudes is providing time for reading selfselected books in school. However, in the survey responses, only 17% of students ages 6-17
reported being given time to read in school every day or almost every day. This is especially
true for students who come from low-income households. According to the Scholastic report, for
students from low-income households, reading is much more likely to occur in school than it is
to occur outside of school. Among these low-income students, 52% said it was their favorite part
of the day and wished they had more time to read in school. This finding mirrors Ivey and
Broaddus’s (2007) large-scale survey in which 63% of participants reported that they preferred
free reading time in class to other reading activities. For these reasons, Ivey and Broaddus argue
for a focus on extensive reading time in school to replace much of the skills instruction that is so
prevalent.
Although ample evidence suggests that spending more time reading leads to
improvements in attitudes toward reading, it is important to examine why this might be the case.
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One explanation for this change in attitude is that as adolescents spend more time reading, they
become better readers, which shifts their thinking to be more positive. As people become better
at something, they tend to see it more favorably. In their study, Taylor, Frye, and Maruyama
(1990) used a combination of student reading self-reports through reading logs and multiplechoice results from the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test. As a result of comparing reading logs
and Gates-MacGinitie results of participants (n = 195), Taylor et al. concluded that those who
recorded more time reading increased their reading ability more than those who reported reading
less. This correlation reported for the large sample suggests that simply reading more reaps
benefits for adolescents.
Al-Homoud and Schmitt (2009) conducted an experimental study at the Ibn-Saud Islamic
University with older participants. The participants (control [intensive] n = 23; treatment
[extensive] n = 47) were students studying English as a foreign language, but all had had at least
six years of English study prior to enrolling in the course. Although the study focused
specifically on recent ELLs, which may have influenced its results in ways that would differ
from those of a study of typical school students, the ELLs' language and reading abilities varied
as they would in any typical classroom. The authors found that participants who spent more time
reading free-choice, enjoyable texts were more motivated and confident in their reading than
participants from the intensive group who read traditional, rigorous material (Al-Homoud &
Schmitt, 2009). Additionally, the participants in the extensive reading group self-reported that
they believed that their reading growth was stronger than the growth self-reported by the
intensive reading group. Although this study took place outside the U.S., it may be logical that if
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those participants with clear barriers to reading English benefited from voluminous reading, so,
too, should a native English speaker.
In addition to the previous studies, findings from a stratified, large-scale study (n >
200,000) of 9- and 14-year-olds from around the world (Elley, 1992), from studies of native
speakers and ELLs immersed in voluminous free reading (Krashen, 1993, 2004), and from the
Carnegie Council on Advancing Adolescent Literacy’s (2010) capstone report have noted a
correlation between time spent reading with reading success. However, time spent reading in
high school for pleasure among those who need it most is steadily declining, as cited by Gordon
and Lu (2007) in their focus group study of 9th- through 12th-grade struggling readers (n = 70)
and studies funded by The National Endowment for the Arts (2007). As teacher experts have
noted, students need more time for opportunities to enjoy and appreciate reading (Atwell, 2007;
2005; Miller, 2009; Rief, 1991).
Allington (1977), in his observations of classrooms, found that those who read more
become more positive and better readers, reinforcing the idea that time spent reading is time well
spent. This idea of a need for increased reading volume in school, particularly for students
identified as having trouble with reading, was further supported a decade later by Anderson et al.
(1988) in their widely cited, large-scale study regarding the influence that voluminous reading
had on vocabulary development. They conclude that differences in volume of reading created
differences in the vocabulary development of fifth-graders (n = 155), leading to what Stanovich
(2008) calls “Matthew Effects" in reading. The Matthew Effect is that those who read more
become better and, as they become better, they choose to read more, further improving their
attitudes and desire to read. However, on the other hand, those who do not read, fail to become
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better, further deteriorating their attitude and desire to read. In their study, however, Anderson et
al. found that participants did not engage in book reading in school on most days throughout the
course of the study.
Despite research findings indicating that students who read more improve their attitudes
toward reading, ample time for reading in class in high school is still more the exception than the
norm. Through an analysis of their past research on reading volume, Cunningham and Stanovich
(2001) argue that the reading habits of students is a habit over which teachers can have
considerable influence, both positive and negative. By increasing the amount of time
adolescents spend reading books they enjoy, teachers can help to improve the attitudes of even
the most reluctant readers, thereby motivating them to read more. Conversely, by not allowing
ample time for reading in class or by forcing adolescents to read books of the teachers’ choosing,
teachers are contributing to poor reading attitudes and reader reluctance. Furthermore, the
authors state that the benefits of reading and the reciprocal nature of reading’s benefits were seen
in both highly capable and less capable readers alike. However, in many present-day
classrooms, students are not given sufficient time to complete the entire reading process—
including selecting their reading, defining their purpose for reading, reading, and responding to
their reading—as noted by Atwell (2007), Calkins (2001), Gallagher, (2009), and Kittle (2013),
through their many years of classroom observations. Instead, reading in school often promotes
quick glances for minute details, and students who are not quick to find those minute details are
often pushed further away from participating in a community of readers, and attitudes toward
reading remain negative or even decline.
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Reading Attitude
According to the Scholastic (2015) Kids and Family Reading Report 5th Edition™, a
study conducted with a large, demographically representative sample (n > 1,000) of students
ages 12-17 and their parents, two of the most powerful predictors of students ages 6-17 engaging
in reading are their positive attitude and the enjoyment they find in reading. However, according
to findings from the Scholastic (2015) Kids and Family Reading Report™, students’ attitudes
toward reading books for fun declines sharply after age eight.
Positively influencing attitudes toward reading as students move to higher grades is no
easy task. Using a stratified sample of students in the U.S., McKenna et al. (1995) surveyed
participants (n

18,000) in Grades 1 through 6 regarding their attitudes toward self-selected

recreational reading (i.e., reading completed of their own choosing for pleasure) and assigned
academic reading (i.e., reading completed for school assignments). With the strength of a large
sample size, the authors found that as students moved through the grade levels, their positive
attitudes toward both recreational and academic reading declined significantly. Moreover, the
authors stated significant differences in recreational reading attitudes when controlling for
ability: weaker readers’ attitudes toward recreational reading deteriorated at a significantly faster
pace over time than did that of their more able peers. However, significant difference in attitude
toward assigned academic reading when controlling for ability was not found. Positive attitudes
toward assigned school reading appeared to deteriorate at the same pace regardless of ability.
This lack of difference in students of various abilities is important because it shows that major
problems exist in the current system of assigned academic reading.
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Although results from McKenna et al.’s (1995) large-scale survey of students shows a
sharper decline in attitudes toward academic reading, self-selected recreational reading attitudes
follow the same directional pattern at a bit slower of a pace. Nonetheless, attitudes toward both
types of reading decline from year to year rather predictably. One logical reason is because as
students move up in grades, recreational reading lessens in lieu of more assigned academic
reading, thereby negatively influencing attitudes toward both types of reading. This finding was
confirmed by McKenna et al. (2012), who surveyed participants (n ˃ 5,000) in Grades 6 through
8 regarding their attitudes toward recreational and academic reading in both digital and print
forms. Unlike the 1995 study, the 2012 study included survey questions regarding digital
reading format. Similar to the 1995 study, McKenna et al. (2012) found that as students move to
higher grades, positive attitudes toward reading decline and negative attitudes rise, regardless of
reading format. The only exception to this finding was attitude toward academic print (i.e.,
textbooks, research, news, dictionaries, or novels). Attitudes toward academic print tended to be
lower than attitudes toward recreational reading across grade levels and across formats (i.e.,
books, Internet, social media, or talks). This, again, points to a disconnect between assigned
academic reading and the students tasked with completing the reading. Even when presented in
new digital formats, participants’ attitudes toward assigned academic reading are more negative
than their attitudes toward self-selected recreational reading.
Strommen and Fowles Mates (2004) conducted a study to interview sixth- and ninthgrade readers and not-readers. The authors purposely chose the phrase not-readers to
differentiate their participants from non-readers, who lack the necessary skills to read, whereas
not-readers are those who can read but choose not to read. Identifying participants as not-
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readers added strength to their methodology because it made clear that they were identifying
those who could read but chose not to read. Through their initial questionnaires completed by
sixth-grade (n = 65) and ninth-grade (n = 86) participants, Strommen and Fowles Mates were
able to identify only 8% as readers—four from the sixth-grade group and eight from the ninthgrade group (n = 12). An equal number (n = 12) of not-readers were asked to participate in the
interviews. In all, the authors were able to interview a much smaller number of participants than
they original expected (n = 24).
In their interviews of sixth- and ninth-grade readers (n = 12) and sixth- and ninth-grade
not-readers (n = 12), Strommen and Fowles Mates (2004) found that, for readers, the social
context appeared to contribute to the positive attitudes of the readers. For example, the ninthgraders who considered themselves readers recounted seeing positive examples of reading in
their school and home that influenced their own beliefs about the positivity of reading.
What Strommen and Fowles Mates (2004) learned from the readers was that they all
demonstrated positive attitudes for reading and found it pleasurable, whereas the not-readers
found reading to be a boring waste of their time. The readers had, over time and through many
experiences, cultivated positive attitudes and a desire to regularly interact with books and with
other people in regard to books. The readers found pleasure in reading, and they had a positive
perception of themselves as readers. They were enthusiastic about reading and found reading to
be a critical source of entertainment and stimulation. As a result of being provided options for
making reading choices to suit their interests, the readers developed positive attitudes toward
reading, which led them to identify themselves as readers. The authors found that the readers’
love for reading was a learned attitude choice based on the individuals’ positive experiences with
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reading in contexts in which reading was promoted as an enjoyable endeavor in which they were
encouraged to explore a range of reading possibilities. The not-readers in the study had the
necessary skills for reading, but they had negative attitudes for reading and did not read
regularly.
Kasten and Wilfong’s (2005) study of an approach to teaching reading through creating a
context in which voluntary reading choice was the hallmark revealed promising results related to
improving adolescents’ reading attitudes. Participants included seventh-grade (n = 22) and
ninth-grade (n = 62) students. Two teachers agreed to implement a “book bistro” (p. 657)
format, which included at its core voluntary reading choice. Pre-surveys and post-surveys of the
ninth-grade student participants (n = 62) indicated that the participants’ reading attitudes changed
significantly as a result of participating in the study, with positive and negative attitude scores
reversing themselves (i.e., pre-scores [positive = 3.2%, negative = 96.8%] and post-scores
[positive = 96.8%, negative = 3.2%]). Kasten and Wilfong concluded that reading choice and
time for reading and sharing were the catalysts for the significant improvements in the reading
attitudes of the participants and should be the centerpiece of any adolescent reading program.
Furthermore, the teachers in whose classrooms the study was conducted noted that participants
started to enjoy finding books they wanted to read and dedicated more time to independent
reading as the experiment moved forward.

Summary
During the period of adolescence, identity development is of critical importance. Time
for free-choice book reading in high school is of the utmost importance to reading intervention
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for supporting the development of strong, positive reader identity in reluctant adolescent readers.
Reluctant adolescent readers lack intrinsic motivation to read and have poor attitudes toward
reading. As shown by the research, those who choose their own reading and reading purpose are
more intrinsically motivated to read. Those who are intrinsically motivated to read spend more
time reading. Those who read more report having more positive attitudes toward reading.
The development of identity and reader identity occur simultaneously as adolescent
readers make decisions, engage in reading, and use who they are becoming to influence who they
will be as readers. Their identity influences the books they choose to read, and the books they
read, in turn, influence their identity as readers. When given the opportunity to make choices
reflective of their own passions, desires, interests, and values, intrinsic motivation improves. As
intrinsic motivation improves throughout the reading process, the more likely adolescent readers
become to take up reading as a desired activity, in turn, developing their reader identity. In this
sense, readers are motivated by their own needs and desires in regard to who they are and who
they are becoming. As motivation improves and adolescents choose to engage in more reading,
attitudes toward reading improve, increasing the likelihood of more reading. They do, however,
need to be given ample time and guidance from their teacher for this process to occur.
As seen in the literature, students increased the amount of time they spent reading when
time was dedicated in school, in a credited class with accountability and follow-through.
Through an examination of students’ motivation for reading and attitudes about reading as they
are influenced by unrestricted reading choice and increased reading amount at Community High
School, this study adds to the body of knowledge regarding how reluctant adolescent readers
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navigate a class in which they are given time in a credited class to read and respond to books
selected by their own free choice.
Chapter 2 detailed the literature and research studies relevant to reader identity as it is
associated with the dispositions of reading motivation and reading attitude. Additionally,
considerable attention was given to research regarding the behaviors of reading choice and time
spent reading. Chapter 3 focuses on the methodology used to conduct this study.

CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLODY

Case study research is important to our understanding of literacy. Case studies are
complex because they are built around multiple data sources that must be analyzed into
themes or patterns. This is no easy task as rigorous case study results in significant
amounts of data that are often difficult to reconcile. However, for those who engage in
this form of research, the rewards are many. Perhaps most important is this work is
applicable to real life as it relates directly to the reader’s experiences and facilitates
understanding of complex situations, understandings that cannot be made explicit in most
other research designs.(Barone, 2004, p. 25)

This study employed a multiple case-study design (Stake, 2006) to examine the ninthgrade reluctant readers at Community High School and their responses when immersed in a freechoice book reading intervention class. Because the purpose of this study was to examine
identities, this study was conducted under the premise that identities can be best analyzed
through the voices of the participants.
The central research question that guided this study asked, "How do the reader identities
of reluctant readers develop when participating in a ninth-grade, free-choice reading intervention
class?" To answer this larger question, this study aimed to address the following subquestions:
1. How do adolescent reluctant readers’ past out-of-school and in-school reading
experiences contribute to their reader identities prior to enrolling in a free-choice
reading intervention class?
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2. How do adolescent reluctant readers’ past school reading experiences compare with
their free-choice reading intervention experiences?
3. How do the various components of the free-choice intervention class, including time
for reading in school, free-choice book selection, and written responses, contribute to
the development of adolescent reluctant readers’ attitudes, motivation, and
perceptions of themselves as readers?
This chapter outlines the case study methodology used for the current study. The chapter
is divided into three sections. In section one, the basic design for the study is outlined including
statements about the role of the researcher and a description of the participants in the study. In
section two, procedures for data collection are explained and justified. The final section explains
and justifies the procedures used for data analysis.

Research Design
Case study is the preferred methodology when the purpose of the research is to examine
the first-person experiences of individuals without disrupting their naturally occurring context
(Creswell, 1998; Dyson & Genishi, 2005; Gillham, 2000; Stake, 2006; Yin, 2009). Case study
provides the multiple forms of data necessary to investigate the complex problem of reading
disengagement in schools (Guthrie & Wigfield, 2000). Furthermore, case study is an appealing
methodology for qualitative studies in schools, according to Bogdan and Biklen (1992), and an
especially appealing methodology for literacy research, according to Dyson and Genishi (2005),
because the normal routines of the classroom context are not disrupted.
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With the goal of examining the experiences of students across an academic school year
within the context of free-choice book reading intervention class, case study is the appropriate
methodology to use (Stake, 2000). Furthermore, it is the “how” and “why” questions, as Yin
(2009) asserts, that are best answered through case study methodology, and all research
questions for this study are "how" questions. Because experiences—in particular reading
experiences—are deeply personal and individualized, the proposition is that they can be best
analyzed through the voices of the participants as they participate in their school-scheduled
reading intervention class.
In case study design, the purpose is to investigate case participants in their ordinary
context, completing the ordinary tasks involved in that context (Stake, 2005). Establishing a
context conducive to reading is a critical component to the reading intervention class at
Community High School. According to Dyson and Genishi (2005), Stake (2006), and Yin
(2009), the context in which the participants operate influence who they are and, therefore,
requires a great deal of attention from the researcher. Because the context of the reading
intervention class at Community High School is so important, coupled with the belief that an
intervention’s effectiveness is multifaceted and takes time, case study was chosen as the
preferred methodology for this study.
Stake (2006) and Yin (2009) suggest that, in case study research, the primary source for
data be the interview. They make this suggestion because the primary purpose of case study is to
seek information directly from participants’ perspectives. As such, interviews provide
opportunities to listen to people’s words as the best way to see a phenomenon through their eyes.
Additionally, interviews can focus directly on the cases involved in the study. They can provide
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causes and explanations for behaviors and activity. They allow the researcher insight into not
only what happens but also how it happens. They create opportunities to record first-person
accounts and interpretations of events and gather data regarding behavior, attitude, and
experience. Although not the only source of data, for these reasons, interviews were considered
the most important source of data collected in the study.
Case study research is a qualitative method of inquiry designed to investigate participants
over a period of time through great detail gathered through multiple data sources (Creswell,
1998). More specifically, a multiple case study design aims to investigate multiple cases with
the purpose of gaining insight into a central phenomenon (Creswell, 2008; Stake, 2006; Yin,
2003). In this case, the central phenomenon was the reading intervention class. For this study,
the purpose was to investigate the reader identity of four adolescent reluctant readers as they
made their own reading choices and read voluminously throughout the course of one school year
in a free-choice reading intervention class designed to increase reading motivation and improve
attitudes toward reading.
Data sources were selected so as to address the context, the activity, and the theoretical
framework. Multiple sources (e.g., interviews, observations, and written documents) were also
needed to corroborate interpretations and assertions through the process known as triangulation.
A methodology capable of examining complex phenomena, case study made available
understandings about individuals as they participated in the reading intervention class.
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Researcher Positionality
It should be noted that the researcher, in cooperation with other teachers at the school,
designed the reading intervention class under investigation. With the purpose of understanding
students’ responses to the intervention from their point of view, it was the contention of the
researcher that there was no reason to be biased in any way. However, as a designer of the
program, there exists the possibility that the researcher could have been biased in some ways. To
control for these potential biases, the researcher purposefully designed the study with measures
for objectivity such as intra-rater reliability, triangulation of data, member-checking, and the use
of a critical colleague to ensure that data were coded in as objective a manner as could be
expected.

Context
The context for this study was a linguistically diverse suburban high school of Chicago.
More specifically, this study was conducted in a ninth-grade free-choice reading intervention
class at the school. This study examined the free-choice components of the class that made up
60% of class time. This particular class was made up of 25 students who qualified for reading
intervention based on their reading entrance test score on the ACT Explore® (American College
Testing [ACT], 2013) test. Students whose scores were 14 or below on the reading portion of
the ACT Explore® were placed in the reading intervention class.
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School
Community High School is located in the southwest suburbs of Chicago. Housing over
43,000 volumes in an 18,000 square-foot nationally acclaimed library, Community High School
has proudly served its community for over 60 years. During the 2014-15 school year,
Community High School had a total enrollment of 1,816 students. Of those 1,816 students,
52.6% were Caucasian, 43.0% were Latino/a, 2.0% were Asian, and 1.7% were African
American. Students with disabilities made up 13% of the population, and 7% of the students
were ELLs. Sixty-five percent of the student population spoke a language in addition to English
(school website). The number of students from low-income families was 48%, and 2% of the
student body was classified as homeless. The graduation rate was 82% with 95% attendance and
6% mobility. According to Prairie State Achievement Test data, between 2012 and 2014, 48%
of students met or exceeded standards in reading (Interactive School Report Card, 2014).

Ninth-Grade Reading Intervention Class
In 2009, teachers began to retool the ninth-grade reading intervention course required of
students who scored below a 14 on the reading portion of the ACT Explore® (ACT, 2013) test.
Prior to 2009, reading intervention consisted of spending between 35 and 40 minutes per class
period, three days per week, completing lessons on the computer using the Reading Plus™
program. When not completing lessons on Reading Plus™, students engaged in reading wholeclass novels, discussing and practicing reading strategies, completing vocabulary assignments,
and answering reading comprehension questions. The general impression from the students
enrolled in the reading intervention class at the time was negative, as evidenced by the number of
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parent and student requests to drop the class from students’ schedules, as well as the large
number of discipline referrals. Furthermore, according to teachers who taught the class,
discipline was often an issue with students using the computers for activities other than Reading
Plus™, namely searching the Internet, watching videos, or playing videogames.
In 2009, two teachers began to implement a new reading intervention model centered on
free-choice reading experiences. The goal was to provide a context in which students found
reading to be enjoyable. As Feinstein (2009) notes, when academic requirements are
encountered as enjoyable experiences, people tend to make pleasant associations. People
remember these pleasant associations and respond positively when encountering a similar
situation in the future. As Feinstein suggests, one plausible way to provide pleasant school
experiences with adolescents is to “build independence through choice and personal
responsibility” (p. 62). With that in mind, two teachers moved forward with trying to make
reading intervention a more pleasant experience for the students of Community High School.
The original thought was that if students were able to choose their own books, they might
find more pleasure in reading and, therefore, be likely to read more. If they read more, maybe
they would become better readers. If their reading improved, maybe they would look more
positively at reading and reading intervention class. In the new model, Reading Plus™
assignments were reduced from 35 to 40 minutes, three days per week, to 30 to 40 minutes, one
day per week. In the new model, 20 minutes per day, three days per week, were dedicated to
free-choice book reading. This time included whatever time students needed to go to the school
library to select books to read. Reading strategies such as predicting, questioning, inferring, rereading, and using textual evidence previously practiced in great detail were reduced to being
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introduced and practiced one day per week for roughly 20 minutes. Reading strategy worksheets
were replaced with open-ended application of reading strategies during free-choice book reading.
Vocabulary assignments were replaced with a word-of-the-week assignment (see Appendix D),
along with direct instruction of common affixes (see Appendix E) for 10 minutes daily. Reading
comprehension questions were replaced with in-depth, open-ended student-written responses
completed in one 50-minute class period once per week (see Appendix F). Small-group book
discussions with peer assessment replaced whole-class discussion of novels (see Appendix G).
A great deal of teacher training was conducted regarding the importance of modeling
good reading behaviors and dedicating real time to reading in class. Time for reading was
deemed to be the most important feature of the class. Nothing was to supplant time for freechoice book reading, as this was believed to be important for establishing a community of
readers.
The teacher’s role shifted from that of assigner to that of facilitator and modeler of
consistent reading behaviors. According to Kamil (2009), studies have shown that teacher
facilitation and modeling are critical to the success of any in-class silent reading time. Within
the time allotted for silent reading, the teacher guides the students in their own reading time
management by displaying a reading clock; the teacher checks in on students’ progress by
recording page numbers before, during, or after reading; and the teacher conducts brief reading
conferences lasting about 30 seconds to one minute with each student at least once per week.
Students are expected to manage their own reading process: selecting books, reading at school
and at home, applying reading strategies, and selecting information for writing and discussion.
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When to perform these tasks is left to the students as a single plan for every student
would be counterproductive (Alvarez & Risko, 2009). When not checking in with students or
helping students find books, the teacher reads her own free-choice reading book alongside the
students to model good reading behaviors.
When students need help, they must seek help from the teacher or their peers. The
teacher intervenes only when students do not manage their time well, are not making appropriate
progress, or are not performing well in writing or discussion. Teacher intervention is more the
exception than the norm and is typically needed for only 10% of each reading class. Students
who struggle with engaging in reading for the full 20 minutes at the beginning of the year are
required to listen to the audio recording as they read along. These students continue using this
support until they demonstrate stamina for reading throughout the 20-minute session. For these
students, the teacher monitors student reading by checking page numbers every day at the
beginning and end of reading time and by asking students to talk briefly about their books every
day. The teacher helps these students find books by directing them to resources that can be
helpful, such as the school library staff, the classroom library, and/or other students who are
having more success.
The researcher selected the reading intervention class at Community High School
because as a teacher and literacy coach at Community High School, the researcher is familiar
with the history and current state of reading intervention at the school and how reluctant readers
respond.
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Ninth-Grade Reading Intervention Classroom
Participants for this study were selected from Ms. Martin’s (a pseudonym) reading
intervention class of 25 students, which met during third period from 9:50 a.m. until 10:40 a.m.
most days and from 10:30 a.m. until 11:05 a.m. on late start Wednesdays. Ms. Martin had been
teaching for nine years, eight of which have been at Community High School. She held a
bachelor degree in secondary teaching of English and a master's degree in reading. She was
certified to teach through her Type 09 Certificate in the state of Illinois and also held a Type 10
Reading Specialist Certificate.
Ms. Martin worked hard every day to ensure that certain elements were present in her
reading intervention class. She regularly allowed students 20 minutes for silent reading, three
days per week on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, as outlined in the curriculum. She
allowed free reading choice, yet she provided guidance and support when students asked or
demonstrated that they needed it. Her students had access to a great number of books, and they
were given class time to find books to read. During silent reading time, she either helped
students find books in the classroom, checked in with students to see what page they are on in
their books, conducted mini-conferences, or read a book of her own choosing. Every Monday,
students in the class were required to write about their books (see Appendix F), and the class
regularly engaged in small-group book talks in which students were required to give background
on their book, read a portion, explain the importance of what they read, and engage their small
group with discussion questions related to what they read. Students assessed each other using a
pictorial rubric (see Appendix F).
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Ms. Martin’s classroom was designed with a student-centered approach in mind.
Students sat at pods of four desks facing each other. Ms. Martin typically sat among the students
in the classroom. Posters of famous authors were hung on the wall opposite the teacher’s desk.
Along one wall of her classroom were shelves filled with hundreds of young adult books.
Pictures of book covers were taped to the front wall, and words, each accompanied by its
definition, a meaningful sentence, and a picture, surrounded the room. Above the teacher’s desk
were hung two large signs that read Read and Succeed and Support Independent Book Reading.
Pictures of past students holding copies of their favorite books, along with sayings about the
importance of student choice, could be seen on the fourth wall opposite the book shelves.

Participants
The participants for this study were four students enrolled in Ms. Martin’s third period
reading intervention class at Community High School. Participants who reported being reluctant
readers were selected. To strengthen participant selection, multiple surveys and questionnaires
were administered (Stake, 2003).
Participants were identified using validated and published surveys and questionnaires
designed to assess reading motivation, reading attitude, and reading self-efficacy. For
motivation, the Motivation to Read Profile (Gambrell, Palmer, Codling, & Mazzoni, 1996)
(closed survey questions only) was administered (see Appendix H). For attitude, the TullockRhody and Alexander (1980) Scale for Assessing Attitudes Toward Reading in Secondary
Schools was administered (see Appendix I). For reader self-efficacy, the Self-Report Reading
Scale (Jason & Dubnow, 1973) was administered (see Appendix J). Students with the lowest
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composite scores were separated and placed in the possible selection pile. In addition, a brief
background survey (see Appendix K) was administered to seek demographic information. This
was done to select participants who closely resembled the Community High School reading
intervention class demographic, which typically consisted of students who were reluctant
readers, students with individual education plans (IEPs), students who spoke languages in
addition to English (primarily Polish and Spanish), students receiving ELL services, and
monolingual students who were not receiving any special services.
Participants were divided into categories representative of the Community High School
demographic. The four students who were chosen scored in the bottom 25% of the class on the
survey composite and had self-identified as reluctant readers. Two male and two female students
were selected. Three participants, both male and female, spoke languages in addition to English;
two participants spoke Spanish, and one spoke Polish. One of the bilingual female participants
was receiving special education and ELL services at the time of the study. The fourth participant
was a monolingual male who was not receiving any special services at the time of the study. The
four participants for the current study, the four pilot experience participants from the previous
year, and the teacher for the current study were asked to participate and were provided the
appropriate assent (see Appendix L) and consent forms (see Appendix M). All four students
from the pilot, the four students asked to participate in the current study, and the teacher agreed
and submitted the appropriate assent and consent forms.
To ensure confidentiality, all participants were asked to provide a pseudonym
representative of their culture and beliefs. Elwood, Juan, Sonia, and Monika were the
pseudonyms provided for the current study. From the first day, data was stored by pseudonym to
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protect the identity of the participants. The students’ actual names appeared only on the
participant selection surveys. Completed surveys were locked in a secure drawer, to be
destroyed one year after completion of the study.

Data Sources
The complexities of case study research require multiple data sources for analysis. Data
sources must be selected so as to address the context, the activity, and the theoretical framework.
Multiple sources are also needed to corroborate interpretations and assertions throughout the
process, known as triangulation. Yin (1989) recommends using six sources of information for
case study research: documents, archives, interviews, researcher observations, participant
observations, and physical artifacts. Although Yin suggests using all six types to strengthen the
reliability and validity of findings, Creswell (2008) suggests that, in reality, researchers use some
but not all of those suggested by Yin.
All data was stored in the researcher’s notebooks and on the researcher’s computer under
pseudonyms to ensure the confidentiality of all the participants. In line with Stake (1995) and
Merriam (1998), who rely heavily on interviews, observations, and document analysis, the
following is a list of the data sources gathered over one school year (August through May): semistructured, three-series participant interviews; researcher observations of students in the
classroom setting during reading and discussion; interactive researcher observations when
participants made book selections; written documents produced by students throughout the
course of the school year and researcher and library book logs; recorded teacher discussions; a
reflective
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researcher journal; and GRADE® Tests-Forms A and B. These data sources were chosen as a
result of the pilot experience. The data collection timeline is in Table 1.

Table 1
Data Collection Schedule
Time Frame
Semester 1
August
September
October
November
December
Semester 2
January
February
March
April
May

Data Collected
Surveys and participant selection. Establishment of pseudonyms.
Weekly classroom observations, interactive observations, teacher discussions, Interview 1, and
written document collection. GRADE® Form A Test administered.
Weekly classroom observations, interactive observations, teacher discussions, and written
document collection.
Weekly classroom observations, interactive observations, teacher discussions, and written
document collection.
Interview 2. Weekly classroom observations, interactive observations, discussion observations,
teacher discussions, written document collection, and final written Reflection 1 collection.
Weekly classroom observations, interactive observations, discussion observations, teacher
discussions, and written document collection.
Weekly classroom observations, interactive observations, discussion observations, teacher
discussions, and written document collection.
Weekly classroom observations, interactive observations, discussion observations, teacher
discussions, and written document collection.
Interview 3.
Written Reflection 2 collected. GRADE® Form B Test administered. End of data collection.

Participant Interviews
Four participants from the intervention class were interviewed three times throughout the
course of the school year for a total of 12 interviews. Interview 1 was designed to gather
descriptive information regarding the participants’ past and present reading experiences.
Interview questions were divided into seven categories reflective of the theoretical framework,
research base, and interview questions of the study: (1) reader identity, (2) reading experience,
(3) reading autonomy, (4) reading attitude, (5) reading motivation, (6) reading self-efficacy, and
(7) reading engagement, reflective of the theoretical framework, research base, and research
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questions of the study. The purpose of the initial interview (see Appendix N) was to
contextualize the participants’ past and present reading experiences. This was done by asking
several questions to gather as much information as possible regarding the participants’ reading
lives up to the beginning of the free-choice reading intervention class. All four participants were
asked the same questions in the initial interview. Initial interviews took between 30 and 40
minutes.
Interview 2 (see Appendices O, P, Q, and R) was scheduled four months after Interview 1
and took place roughly halfway through the school year. As Seidman (2006) recommends, the
second series of interviews was conducted to gather information regarding the details of the
experiences discussed by the participant in Interview 1. As such, Interview 2 was built on the
coded participant responses from Interview 1, as well as information gathered through researcher
observations. For each participant, the researcher used the coded data from Interview 1, seven
written responses, eight reading observations, 14 interactive book-selection observations, and
four teacher discussions to develop questions for Interview 2 (see Appendices O-R). Interview 2
was conducted as follows: after the researcher provided a summary of the participants’
responses, behaviors, or examples, the participant was asked to provide specific examples from
his or her experiences to help explain why he or she responded the way he or she did. Interview
2 took between 40 and 50 minutes.
Interview 3 (see Appendices S, T, U, and V), the exit interview, took place four months
after Interview 2, near the end of the school year. Similar to Interview 2, the researcher used the
coded data from Interviews 1 and 2, 14 written responses, 16 reading observations, 40 interactive
book selection observations, and 16 teacher discussions to develop the exit interview questions
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for each participant (see Appendices S-V). Again, the participants were reminded of their
responses, behaviors, activities, or the examples they provided in Interviews 1 and 2. In the exit
interview, in addition to being asked for their responses, participants were asked what meaning
they made of their experiences. Similar to the initial interview, the exit interviews consisted of
primarily the same questions, with only minor adjustments for each individual participant based
on their interviews, experiences, and work throughout the school year. Exit interviews took
between 50 and 75 minutes.

Researcher Observations
Researcher observations were conducted during in-class silent reading time, during
participants’ book selection process, and during small-group book discussions. Over 21 hours of
observation were completed over the course of the study, with the majority of the time being
spent observing participants as they read in class. Although the researcher observed more book
selections interactively, these observations were generally short, lasting usually five to ten
minutes.
The participants were observed in the classroom setting a total of 32 times, eight times
per participant, throughout the course of the study. In all, over 13 hours of classroom
observation were conducted throughout the course of the study. The purpose of these
observations was to document the activities and behaviors exhibited by the participants as they
read during the allotted time in the reading intervention class. Classroom observations were 25
minutes long and were scheduled every week throughout the duration of the study. Each of the
four participants was observed one time per month through the course of the school year.
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Observations were important because they allowed the researcher to view naturally
occurring events in real time. They allowed the researcher to understand how the participants
behaved within the particular context over the course of the study. Moreover, the researcher’s
field notes allowed the researcher to begin analyzing the data before formal analysis began.
Observations allowed the researcher to interpret words as well as movements, and they allowed
the researcher to ask for clarification at subsequent interviews. Analytical memos were drafted
after each observation and were shared with participants to confirm, revise, or substantiate. All
observations were recorded using a researcher-created observation protocol (see Appendix W).
Each observation was conducted to observe one participant, allowing the researcher to
focus on one student per week. During the classroom observations, the researcher took the
stance as objective observer, participating only when absolutely necessary so as not to disrupt the
regular classroom occurrences. Instances of researcher participation were noted on the
observation protocol. A review of all classroom observations indicated that most of the
researcher interactions with participants involved saying hello and answering questions unrelated
to the class itself.
Participants were observed interactively a total of 44 times as they worked through their
text selection process in the school library. Over three hours of interactive observation were
conducted over the course of the study. Participants talked with the researcher as they searched
the school library, and all interactive observations were recorded using a researcher-created
interactive observations protocol (see Appendix X). The purpose of these observations was to
gain information about the participants’ book-selection processes and to record the titles and
authors of the books that the participants selected. The selected books were logged during the
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interactive observations rather than in book logs by the participants themselves to ensure that an
exclusive book log was gathered. These observations were conducted at naturally occurring
points throughout the year whenever the participants needed to check out a book. At points in
the year when participants need to choose a new book, they took the researcher with them as they
went to the school library. During this time, the participants were asked to talk to the researcher
through their selection thought-process. If participants had conversations outside of school
regarding their next book selection, they were asked to share any information they remembered
from their conversations. The purpose was to determine what types of steps the participants took
when making their book selections.
At the suggestion of Ms. Martin, the researcher began to observe book discussions in
December. A total of 24 book discussions were observed, roughly five hours over the course of
the study. Because Ms. Martin noticed that the students were talking about information during
discussion that was different from information they were writing about in their written
assignments, she suggested that the researcher also observe the discussions. It was decided that
during these observations, the researcher would move back and forth among all the participants
as they conducted their discussions. This was decided so as not to disrupt the normal flow of the
classroom discussions that had already been established before these observations began.

Written Documents
Over the course of the study, a total of 111 written assignments were collected from the
participants. Participants created a wealth of evidence—roughly 25,000 words—related to what
they read, how they read it, and what their reading and the class meant for them and their lives.
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Written documents in case study research play a critical, supportive role (Stake, 2006; Yin,
2009) as they provide the thoughtful language and words of the participants (Creswell, 2008).
Weekly written documents were collected to gather information regarding the
information that participants identified as important from their books as well as how they
analyzed the information. These written documents were required weekly as assignments for the
course. The requirements (see Appendix F) did not change throughout the entire school year,
making these writings a rich source of evidence of the readers’ thought processes when reading.
Typically, the participants took 50 minutes on Monday to complete the written responses, with a
minimum 250-word count requirement. These writings were used to elicit thoughtful, in-depth
responses to the students’ books and were determined to be a valuable source of information for
this study.
Although these writing assignment requirements were left purposefully open-ended, there
were two requirements: first, the participants needed to select quotations from the text, and
second, they needed to reflect on and analyze those quotations. Looking at the quotations that
the participants chose for their writing over the course of the school year yielded evidence to
support the patterns of information these reluctant readers believed to be important in their
reading. Furthermore, their textual analyses yielded a wealth of information regarding whether
or not there were changes in the ways in which these reluctant readers analyzed their books over
the course of the intervention. The participants’ personal connections put into words how these
reluctant readers used their identity to comprehend the meaning of the text within the broader
context of their world.
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In addition to the weekly writing assignments, participants were also required to write
two longer reflection assignments (see Appendix Y) as part of their final exam for each semester.
In their writing, participants were asked to reflect on their performance in the class throughout
the semester, including their thoughts on reading, writing, discussion, word study, Reading
Plus™, and future goals. Although not included in the original data collection plan for this
study, Ms. Martin recommended using these two reflection pieces. Because these in-depth
written responses provided a wealth of information regarding the participants’ thoughts about all
the parts of the reading intervention class, they were added. The open-ended nature of this
assignment, in addition to the response-length requirements, provided a context for the student
creation of in-depth responses that the teacher believed to be honest and reflective of the
students’ experiences in the class. The information gleaned from these responses was used to
corroborate statements in the weekly writing, as were observations made in the classroom and
when selecting books. For these reasons, the final written reflections were believed to be a
valuable source of data and were added to the data collection for this study.

Teacher Participant Discussions
In addition to the researcher observations, the classroom teacher was also asked to pay
particular attention to the behaviors and reading activity of the four participants, to act as a
participant observer. The teacher requested that a combination of face-to-face and e-mail
discussions be used to gather this data. These two methods enabled her to answer the questions
both in person and when she found time throughout the day. A total of 24 teacher discussions
were collected. These questions (see Appendix Z) were designed to solicit information from the
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teacher that might not have been observed by the researcher. The decision to include teacher
discussions was made because the teacher worked with the participants every day and, therefore,
could offer information to the researcher that may have been missed during the researcher’s
observations.
In a supportive role, discussions with the teacher yielded information to support claims
and to rule out alternative explanations for themes and assertions. As Stake (2006) notes, the
second-person accounts of observed behaviors and activity serve a valuable role in the data
collection and data analysis processes.

Reflective Researcher Journal
Reflective memos and field notes were kept throughout the course of the study in both
written and recorded form. The memos and field notes allowed for the recording of information,
along with a description of the researcher’s reactions regarding the study and the study’s
participants at periodic points throughout the study. Reflective researcher journals add rigor to
the qualitative research process as they allow for the recording of thoughts, emotions, reactions,
assumptions, and potential biases that arise throughout the research study (Morrow & Smith,
2000). Weekly entries were made in the journal throughout the duration of the study.

GRADE® Test, Forms A and B
The GRADE® Test, Forms A and B, were used to determine whether or not the
participants improved in reading comprehension and vocabulary as measured by standardized
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tests. Because this test was administered regularly to students participating in the reading
intervention, the results were determined to be useful. These test results were used to
corroborate participant statements about their perceptions of their improvement in their reading
comprehension and vocabulary development.

Pilot Experience
During the 2014-15 school year, the researcher directed a pilot experience to test the
selected methodology. From the pilot experience, a great deal was learned in regard to which
data sources were the best along with how often and through what means each source should be
gathered. The rationale for the data sources used in the current study was developed through the
careful consideration and trial-and-error experiences of the researcher during the pilot.
Following is a description of the rationale for each data source based on the pilot experience.

Context
Ms. Martin’s class was chosen as she was invested in implementing the Community
High School Reading Intervention with fidelity and in gathering data from her students.
According to Swan, Coddington, and Guthrie (2010), successful in-class, silent reading programs
have key elements that are critical to success: adequate time for reading, free-reading choice,
access to a number of books, community book discussions, and active teacher facilitation and
modeling. Ms. Martin, during the pilot experience, exemplified all the criteria set forth by Swan
et al. For these reasons, Ms. Martin was asked if one of her classes could be used for the study.
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Participants
Four students participated in a pilot experience during the 2014-15 school year.
Stephanie, Reynita, Khaled, and Carlos all agreed to work with the researcher and Ms. Martin at
the time to provide some information regarding their participation in and thoughts about the
reading intervention class. As part of normal school practice at the time, volunteers were sought
from the entire class to offer insight into the student experience, and these four volunteered.
Because the information these four provided was later found to be highly beneficial to the
current study, these students were asked to allow the researcher to use their responses in this
study, and they had the appropriate consent and assent forms signed (see Appendices L and M).
During the pilot experience, a variety of surveys and questionnaires were administered.
The researcher determined that the three measures used in the current study yielded the most
useful information in terms of targeting the most reluctant readers. During the pilot study, it was
also discovered that it was too difficult to select potential participants to be representative of the
Community High School demographic when using only the selected surveys and questionnaires.
To select participants representative of Community High School's diverse population, a brief
background questionnaire was added to the survey battery to help with the current study’s
participant selection.
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Data Sources

Interviews
The interview questions and categories were decided upon during the pilot experience
prior to the beginning of this research. In the pilot, four students were interviewed three times
over the course of one school year. Beginning with a much larger set of questions than exists in
the current study, the researcher removed questions that were repetitive or that did not prompt
thoughtful responses. For example, in the pilot, participants were asked to provide thoughts
about their future reading experiences. Although participants, at times, provided thoughtful
responses, many responses were repetitive and speculative. Therefore, these and all other
questions that prompted repetitive responses were removed. These revisions were made in the
best interest of the participants’ time and the focus of the study. It was also decided during the
pilot that interviews yielded better information when they were conducted in a series format,
with Interview 2 building on responses from Interview 1 and Interview 3 building on Interviews
1 and 2. Additionally, this format would allow the researcher to add questions pertaining to
behaviors and observed activity that were observed and information that was provided by the
teacher.
Stephanie’s story from the pilot study illustrates best the importance of building from
Interview 1 to Interview 2 to Interview 3. In Interview 1, Stephanie explained how her schooling
changed when she moved from New Jersey to Illinois in third grade.
In third grade, I moved from New Jersey to Illinois. And when I came here, they put me
in ESL. I mean, I spoke English perfectly fine and stuff. I guess it was just because my
mom speaks Spanish, and so do I. (Pilot Interview 1, September 2014)
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In Interview 2, Stephanie was asked to explain in more detail what ESL meant to her. Following
up in Interview 2 and asking for more explanation gave Stephanie an opportunity to provide
more detail to her original response, including the types of assignments she had in ESL the ways
in which she was able to get those assignments accomplished.
I don’t know. We just never read anything. Not like I do now. My whole life since then,
all I’ve done is fill in blanks or answer questions about the reading I was supposed to do.
And they put me on the computer thing every, single day. That bored me. I learned then
that anything I had to read, I’d have my sisters read it for me and help me answer the
questions. They helped me a lot. My mom doesn’t speak English. In school, I never
really read anything. (Pilot Interview 2, December 2014)
When asked what meaning she made of these experiences in the third interview, Stephanie
expressed regret, mixed with sadness and perhaps a bit of anger. Again, by being asked to revisit
this idea that she brought up in Interview 1, Stephanie was again able to provide more useful
details regarding not only what happened but also her experience and the meaning she made of
her situation. Had this idea not been revisited in Interviews 2 and 3, Stephanie’s beliefs about
her experience would not have come to life as they do below.
I wish I hadn’t been put in there. No one ever let me just enjoy reading. Until now, I
thought I hated reading. If they had audiobooks, I would be the best reader. It was
always about the answers on the stupid questions. I know I would be a better reader if I
could have read for me. I’m kind of mad now talking about this. I’m sorry. It’s just that
I’m a reader now, but I missed so much. (Pilot Interview 3, April 2015)
Over the course of three interviews, Stephanie revealed that she had been placed in ELL
classes, her memories of her reading experiences, and those experiences' contribution to her
reading reluctance. Beyond this important information about her past, Stephanie also revealed
that she had always been an audio reader and that she needed support that her mother could not
give her. She revealed that this upset her and that she wished that audio would have been
provided for her then. She also revealed that reading intervention at Community High School
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changed who she was as a reader for the better. Rather than having someone else read “for” her,
she was then able to read on her own. She revealed that this autonomy brought her satisfaction
and joy as a reader. If the researcher had not structured the three interviews to build on each
other, the depth of her experiences and the shifts in her reader identity would likely not have
come to life the way they did in this sequence. Had the researcher tried to elicit this much
information in the first interview, Stephanie would likely not have provided the number of
details that she did. By building on each interview, the researcher had time to consider the best
ways to seek more information. Finally, the passage of time and participation in the reading
intervention class added to Stephanie’s beliefs about her experience. Although she was finding
success in the reading intervention class, it changed her thoughts about what she had experienced
in the past. This could not have happened in one interview.

Researcher Observations
During the pilot, participants were observed in their reading intervention class.
Observing the participants monthly throughout the pilot study revealed data about how the
participants were changing as readers. For example, in Month 1, Stephanie engaged in a great
deal of reading avoidance behaviors during reading time: she asked to go to the bathroom; she
asked to write instead of read; she listened to music; she stared at the wall; and she looked out
the window often. By Month 2, she was listening to a James Patterson audiobook and reading
along. By Month 6, it was clear that Stephanie was more focused than most of the students in
the class. She was no longer taking breaks. She read for the full 20 minutes without looking up
and even continued reading after time was called. It was clear that she was hooked on reading.
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My whole life I’ve learned things better by listening. That’s how I know things. I hear
them. No teacher has ever given me this chance. This changed my life. I love reading
now. I read when I’m walking down the hall, when I’m walking home, and when I’m
cleaning up at home. (Pilot Interview 3, April 2015)
By Month 7, Stephanie was no longer reading Patterson and had moved on to read other
authors and genres. She participated in class as well as or better than most other students on her
writing, book discussions, and reading strategy application assignments. Through listening, she
was able to be a reader, exhibiting the activity and all the behaviors of people who value reading.
Collectively, the students in the pilot study all took momentary breaks during their
reading. Reynita preferred looking around the room. Khaled asked to get drinks of water.
Stephanie put her head down. And Carlos wrote a little. Nonetheless, these two-to-three-minute
breaks, usually about half way through the reading sessions, seemed necessary for all
participants. All participants engaged in reading for the remainder of the reading time after their
short breaks. However, the reasons for the participants' breaks, when they took them, and what
they did for them as readers were left unknown from the pilot study but were examined in the
current study.
Early in the pilot study, it became necessary to observe participants making their book
selections. Observing selections in the pilot study helped to better understand the participants’
thought processes, and asking them to talk through the process provided rich descriptions of their
thought processes. “I know I’m not supposed to, but I judge books by their covers all the time"
Reynita said on one visit to the library (Pilot Interactive Observation, November 2014).
Although Khaled appeared to be simply scanning his fingers along a set of random books in the
library, what he was actually doing was scanning for the one book from Carl Deuker that he had
not read. “I know exactly where his books are. Actually, it’s the only place in the library I walk
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to. Last night, I looked up his books, so I’m looking for the purplish one, Gym Candy” (Pilot
Interactive Observation, February 2015). Had Khaled not described this process for the
researcher, his knowledge of the author and his active search prior to visiting the library would
have been missed.
All four participants in the study performed the following behavior: they first looked at
the cover of the book they were considering. Then they fanned through the pages, not really
focusing on anything in particular. Sometimes they would put it back on the shelf. Other times,
they would read a few lines and check it out or put it back. When asked about this ritual, all four
participants stated that the cover was “very important” to their book-selection process. They
flipped to see font size and white space. “Too much is scary. I only have so much time to read”
(Khaled, Pilot Interactive Observation, March 2015). At first, what appeared to be a lack of
book selection process turned out to be the same process used across participants.
Understanding that this process was common, the researcher was able to ask more pointed
questions regarding this behavior in the current study to acquire a better understanding as to why
reluctant readers engage in this type of behavior.

Written Documents
During the beginning of the pilot study, the written responses from participants were
found to provide rich data regarding what the participants pointed to as important from their
reading, along with the ways in which they used the information from the text. For example,
Khaled, who, similar to Carlos, read primarily sports books, pulled examples from his books that
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reflected almost exclusively the father-son relationships in the books. Rarely, if ever, did he cite
examples from his texts that had anything to do with sports.
"But my father did die, and I’ve spent the last five years living and breathing baseball.
Most of the time Jimmy Winter has been by my side. No, that’s not right. The right way
to say it is I’ve been by his side. . . . People say I look like my father, and I guess I do a
little” [Deuker 1]. This part makes me think about my dad. I don’t know what I would
do if my dad died. I feel like I always have to turn to him for everything. I feel so bad
for this kid. (Khaled, Pilot Written Response, October 2014)
Similar to Khaled’s analysis in the previous example, early in the study, Reynita analyzed the
quotations from her book by explaining how she connected with what the text was saying. For
example, on one writing in September, Reynita wrote, “I can’t believe she’s doing this. I mean, I
can’t even imagine what I would say if one of my friends was doing this” (Pilot Written
Response, September 2014). As the weeks progressed, however, Reynita shifted to analyzing
the quotations in regard to the ways in which they moved the plot forward in the story. “Her
actions and words toward her mom makes me wonder if her mouth is going to get her in bigger
trouble later” (Reynita, Pilot Written Response, March 2015). Carlos quickly abandoned books
his older brother recommended and wrote about why he did not like them, which usually had to
do with the structure of the writing more than the story itself. “He said he said he said he said. I
can’t read these words anymore” (Carlos, Pilot Written Response, February 2015). Although
Carlos may have enjoyed the plot of the book he referenced, the author's use of "he said" in
many of the quotations influenced Carlos's reading experience negatively. For Carlos, the
author's style was a critical factor in determining whether or not he would continue to read.
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Teacher Discussions
Throughout the pilot, it was decided that interviewing the teacher as a participant
observer would provide valuable information. During this time, it was also decided that these
informal interviews would have to be short so as not to take away too much planning time from
an already busy teacher. Longer interviews in the beginning became burdensome on the teacherparticipant and were shortened. Shorter interviews worked better because the teacher provided
more thoughtful responses as she knew she did not have to rush to preserve her class preparation
time. Although short, these discussions with the teacher provided a great deal of information
that helped in creating second- and third-interview questions. These interviews also helped the
researcher better understand the participants. For example, had these interview not been
conducted, the researcher would have never known about how “Khaled completely changed as a
reader when he picked up his first Carl Deuker book,” a focus that led to a great deal of
information regarding the ways in which Khaled connected with the father/son relationships in
the Deuker books, drawn out in his writing and in the second and third interviews. It was
determined that the classroom teacher could have critical information to add to the study that was
observed when the researcher was not present. Therefore, the teacher discussions were
incorporated into the current study. When the teacher realized that it would be too timeconsuming to engage in the face-to-face discussions monthly throughout the school year, she
requested that e-mail be used so she could answer the questions when she had time during each
month.
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Reflective Researcher Journal
From the pilot experience, it was decided that reflective researcher journal entries would
be digitally recorded. Recording the researcher journal was a great way to lay out all the
researcher’s ideas at any moment. Unlike writing, the researcher found that thoughts regarding
the pilot study and participants were part of an ongoing process. Recordings were often made
during the drive home from work or when taking walks at night, times when writing would not
be possible.

Data Collection Summary
Data for the current study was collected over the course of one school year. Three semistructured interviews were scheduled and completed with participants in September, December,
and April. The researcher made weekly observations for 20 minutes in the reading intervention
classroom a total of 32 times and observed participants interactively 44 times as they made their
book selections, as the need to find new books became necessary. Twenty-four book discussions
were observed, and 111 weekly writing assignments were collected, along with 24 teacher
discussions. Finally, a reflective researcher journal was kept throughout the entirety of the study,
with the goal of making weekly entries. Data collection was created and refined during the pilot
experience during the school year prior to beginning the current study. The alignment of
research questions with the data collection strategies is outlined in Table 2.
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Table 2
Alignment of Research Questions with Data Collection Strategies
Research Questions
Central: How do the reader identities of
adolescent reluctant readers develop when
participating in a ninth-grade, free-choice
reading intervention class?
1. How do adolescent reluctant readers’ past
out-of-school and in-school reading
experiences contribute to their reader
identities prior to enrolling in free-choice
reading intervention class?
2. How do adolescent reluctant readers’ past
school reading experiences compare with
their free-choice reading intervention
experiences?
3. How do the various components of the
free-choice intervention class, including time
for reading in school, free-choice book
selection, and written responses, contribute to
the development of adolescent reluctant
readers’ attitudes, motivation, and
perceptions of themselves as readers?

Observations
X

X

Interviews
X

Written Documents
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Data Analysis
This section of Chapter 3 outlines the data analysis procedures that were employed in this
study. Data analysis is a critical component of any research study. In case study research, the
researcher must be careful to follow strict analysis procedures to protect against unsubstantiated
findings (Stake, 2006; Yin, 2009). The interview transcripts were analyzed by employing a
priori codes established as a result of the pilot experience (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The
observations, written documents, teacher discussions and analytical memos were analyzed using
open coding for emerging themes (Merriam, 1998). Notes from the researcher journal were
consulted to confirm or challenge developing codes, analyses, and themes (Ortlipp, 2008).
Merriam suggests that data collection and data analysis should happen simultaneously during
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qualitative research. It is with this idea of the simultaneous function of collecting, coding,
analyzing, and strengthening in mind that the procedures for transcription, coding, and internal
validity are outlined in this section.

Transcription Procedures
Interviews were recorded using a digital voice recorder as a means of protecting the exact
wording of the participants. Using Microsoft 2010 and Dragon Software®, the interviews were
transcribed verbatim by playing back the digital recording (Merriam, 1998). All transcriptions
were created by the researcher using the following process: the researcher listened to the
playback of the interview and repeated what was heard verbatim. Dragon Software® was then
used to transfer the researcher’s voice to printed text. When transcribing this way, the researcher
was also able to record any nuances (i.e., long pauses, deep breaths, or excitement) in the
participant responses (Seidman, 2006). The researcher decided to transcribe the data as a
conscious effort to stay close to the data throughout the entire research process.

Coding Procedures
Miles and Huberman (1994) describe the following three categories of qualitative codes
to be used in sequential, collapsing order: (1) descriptive codes, (2) interpretive codes, and (3)
pattern codes. At each level of coding, it is important to, as Yin (2009) refers to it, “play” (p.
129) with or manipulate the data. Bogdan and Biklen (2007) refer to this step as playing with
metaphors, analogies, and concepts and narrowing the focus. During each stage of coding, Miles
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and Huberman recommend the following procedures that were used when determined to be
necessary during the coding process for this study:


Arranging and rearranging the data,



Creating a categorical matrix and applying evidence,



Generating charts and graphs of data,



Counting frequencies, and



Displaying the data in time order.

Based on suggestions by Creswell (1998), after thorough analysis of the pattern codes,
the data were compressed or collapsed into interpretive codes. Once established, the smaller
number of interpretive codes were subjected to the same manipulation procedures as were
mentioned earlier. Data were then collapsed into even fewer pattern codes (i.e., 3-4 patterns),
which were then subjected to the same scrutiny. However, even before the process began, a list
of start codes was established, as suggested by Miles and Huberman (1994). This patternmatching logic further scrutinized the data and strengthened the reliability of conclusions made
by the researcher.
This multi-step process, for the purposes of this case study, was repeated at specified
times, using time series analysis. When using a time series analysis, it is important to establish
the indicators to be measured, the specific times they are to be measured, and the hypothesized
relationships between indicator and time interval—using a pattern-matching logic system. For
this purpose, as used by Hall (2010), pattern themes were color-coded so as to better match
consistent patterns over time as well as to make salient changes in patterns over time.
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All interview transcripts, observational notes, written documents, and researcher memos
were coded in a line-by-line fashion (Saldana, 2009). While assigning a priori codes to the
interview data, observational data and written documents were coded for emerging themes
(Merriam, 1998). Particular attention was paid to data reflective of change in the participants
over time.
The following a priori codes grew out of an open-ended analysis of three pilot interviews
of four students in the school year prior to the current study: (a) past and present; (b) positive,
negative, and neutral; (c) experience; (d) perception of self as reader; (e) perception of reading;
(f) nature; (g) position; (h) traits; (i) behaviors; and (j) associations (Gee, 2000). Codes were
applied in five phases (Stake, 1995). Levels, phases, and codes applied are displayed in Table 3.

Table 3
Alignment of Codes Applied at Various Levels and in Various Phases
Level/Phase
A Priori Codes Applied
Level 1: Description
Phase 1: Time
Past
Present
Phase 2: Value
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Level 2: Interpretation
Phase 3:
Experiences
Perception of Self as Reader
Perception of Reading
Experiences and
perceptions
Phase 4:
Choice
Motivation
Time
Attitude
Self-Efficacy
Activity and
dispositions
Phase 5:
Nature
Position
Traits
Behaviors
Associations
Appropriations
Level 3: Patterns
Phase 6: Themes
Social Construct
Activity Construct
Discourse Construct

Interview transcripts were coded at three levels and in six phases. At each level, data
reflective of change were noted. Once the data were coded, color-coded matrices were created
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for the purpose of organizing evidence according level, phase, and code (Miles & Huberman,
1994). By organizing evidence in matrices, the researcher was able to more easily see the
frequency with which each code was applied. This process helped to manage, arrange, chart, and
see patterns in the data over time.
Level 1 coding was done in two phases. In Phase 1, data were coded as (a) past or
present, and in Phase 2, data were coded (b) positive, negative, or neutral. This was done as a
means to begin sorting the data and assigning the individuals’ values to their statements as a
means of comparing and contrasting past and present in-school reading experiences. Level 2
coding organized the data as a means of beginning to interpret the participants’ responses beyond
the basic notions of positive and negative.
Level 2 coding was done in three subsequent phases in order to subject the statements to
intense scrutiny and ascertain the essence of the participants’ statements. During Phase 3, data
were coded as (a) experiences, (b) perceptions of self as reader, or (c) perceptions of reading.
This was done to differentiate between that which the participants were reporting as having done
and whether or not it was a reflection of thoughts about themselves as readers or their thoughts
about reading. This was an important step in the interpretation level because it began to separate
the experiences over which the participants had control from those over which they did not
believe they had control. During Phase 4 coding, responses were coded as behaviors and
dispositions of (a) choice, (b) motivation, (c) time, (d) attitude, and (e) self-efficacy. At this
phase, the interpretation shifted to focus solely on the participants. Regardless of whether or not
they agreed or disagreed, liked or disliked, were empowered or not, at this point, the focus was
simply on what they did and what they thought about what they did. During Phase 5,
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interpretations were strengthened by taking the activities and dispositions of the participants and
subjecting their responses to further scrutiny by assigning the following codes: (a) nature—that
over which people have little control, (b) position—that which people have attained, (c) traits—
that which defines people as individuals, (d) behaviors—that which people do, or (e)
associations—that to which people belong (Gee, 2000). In this phase, the interpretation turned
and appropriated reasons for their activity and dispositions. At this point, it was important to
distinguish between that which the participants believed they could control and that which they
could not.
Level 3 coding was the final level of coding and was completed in one phase. Phase 6,
the final phase, consisted of labeling the data in each category as fitting the following themes: (a)
social construct, (b) activity construct, or (c) discourse construct. This was done as the final step
designed to bring the interpretation of the data beyond the participants' experiences and beliefs
and to analyze the participants’ responses in light of their developing reader identity.
Observations and written documents in the early stages of the study, were coded in a lineby-line fashion with the purpose of documenting interesting moments and establishing patterns
in the observation or the writing. As time passed, and patterns began to emerge, the coding
shifted to more focused coding (Merriam, 1998). These constructed codes were then used for the
coding of each participant’s subsequent observations and written documents. As suggested by
Saldana (2009), the researcher-constructed codes were used to establish the development of
patterns in the participants’ behaviors, activities, and dispositions as data were collected
throughout the study. Observable data that demonstrated behaviors, activities, or dispositions
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outside of the norm for each participant were also documented at the time. As patterns emerged,
the constructed codes became stronger and more individualized for each participant.
A critical colleague (Miles & Huberman, 1994) was used during the coding procedures.
The critical colleague was a teacher at the researcher’s school who was also completing his
doctoral studies at the time of the study. The critical colleague was given two full transcriptions
to code along with the researcher’s a priori codes. The critical colleague’s codes and the
researcher’s codes were then compared to establish inter-rater reliability. For any discrepancy in
the way the researcher coded the data and the way the critical colleague coded the data, the
researcher and the critical colleague came to an agreement on how the instance should be coded.
In the few instances for which the researcher and the critical colleague could not reconcile their
differences, these data were not used as evidence in the findings. Agreement over the
assignment of codes was reached with the critical colleague 88% of the time. Based on this
percentage, the researcher was comfortable that he could code the remainder of the transcripts
with a high level of validity.

Analysis Procedures
All case data were analyzed using unique case orientation. In this sense, each case was
analyzed first as being special and unique. As such, individual cases were analyzed in detail.
Using the researcher-created matrices, coded observations, coded written documents, and
researcher memos, the findings for each participant were established in full before moving to the
next. Cases were analyzed in the following order: Elwood, Monika, Sonia, and Juan. Analysis
for each case was completely finished before moving to the next case. This was done to ensure
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that each case received the same analysis treatment and no one case was analyzed more than any
other.
Upon completion of each case’s individual analysis, analysis moved to cross-case
analysis (Patton, 2002). During cross-case analysis, individual case data was combined to search
for patterns that occur across all the cases. Creating a new set of matrices from the individual
case data to be compared and contrasted across cases revealed trends and patterns across cases.
Taking the findings from individual cases, the researcher again completed the process of
collapsing the data to make cross-case themes and interpretations to develop assertions, an
important step identified by Stake (2006) in multiple case studies.
The purpose of the cross-case analysis was to analyze similarities and differences among
the study participants. During the cross-case analysis, particular attention was paid to the
similarities and differences among the participants as well as timeframes for any noticeable
changes. Similarities and differences among reader history and current perceptions of reading
were analyzed in detail. Additionally, similarities and differences among interview responses
related to the current intervention were analyzed. Motivation as measured in amount of reading
was compared. Furthermore, similarities and differences among book preferences, attitudes
toward reading, and self-perceptions as readers were analyzed. The researcher also remained
open to emergent themes. One such theme that emerged as a result of the cross-case analysis
was the search for missing information. This technique of searching for information that is not
present in the data, initiated by George (1959) and supported by Price (1987), can reveal critical
information to the researcher. As a result, items that were not mentioned by the participants---
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such as reading strategy, application practice, and the Reading Plus™ online reading
comprehension and vocabulary practice program---were incorporated into the final interview.

Validation
In case study research, the researcher is the data analysis tool. Although computer
programs and other people may help, the way the study emerges from the data is left to the
researcher. With that in mind, this study was protected against a series of limitations: researcher
bias, limited search for alternative interpretations, lack of inter-rater reliability, and participant
reflexivity.
The closeness of the researcher to the qualitative study brings researcher bias in coding to
the forefront. As the literacy coach in charge of the development of reading intervention
curriculum, the researcher had a stake in the success of the program. Because of this, the
researcher paid special attention to his own voice, perspective, and reflexivity as it may have
influenced his analyses of the data (Patton, 2002). To protect against biases, Flick (2007)
suggests that a researcher meet with others not involved in the research process to discuss
hypotheses and results. To perform this step, the help of a critical colleague was enlisted. This
critical colleague used for this study was an eight-year veteran science teacher with a background
in engineering and mathematics. His main goal was to apply the a priori codes to the interview
transcripts for comparison with the researcher’s codes. Additionally, the “critical colleague” was
asked to review open-coded data in search of any researcher bias and was asked to read drafts of
the study throughout the writing process. For this reason, the “critical colleague” provided a
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highly critical lens to keep the study moving forward to completion in as objective a manner as
possible.
The processes of data collection, analysis, and interpretation were made transparent to the
participants and to readers, which also helped to protect against bias and alternative explanations
and strengthen validity. Member checking was a critical step in testing reliability. Because in
dissertation studies there is but one researcher, steps must be taken to ensure that interpretations
of statements, behaviors, and activities are valid. To strengthen member checks for managing
diversity in the study, Flick (2007) recommends seeking agreement with participants throughout
the entire research project, from data collection through the final manuscript. To perform this
step, participants were given the opportunity to review observational notes and interview
transcripts. Because the participants were young, they were not asked to read the entire
manuscript. Verbal summaries were shared with participants—the students and the teacher—for
them to confirm that the information was reflective of their words and actions. It was not
necessary at any point to make revisions to the data.
Participant reflexivity, or participants saying what they think the researcher wants to hear,
is a possibility in case study research. To protect against reflexivity in social research, Riach
(2009) recommends giving the participants a more active role in the research process. To
perform this step, participants were welcome to read all the data collected on them throughout
the research process. Participants were reminded before every interview or interactive
observation to be as open and honest as possible and that the purpose of the study was to learn
from them based on what they do, not what they think they should do. Participants were asked
periodically if they were being totally honest in their responses, and all participants confirmed
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that they were being open and honest 100% of the time. In addition, there was an opportunity at
the end of each interview for each participant to speak openly about any topic not addressed in
the interview. Finally, it should be noted that the researcher had no influence over the
participants’ grades in any way.
Making the search for alternative interpretations more transparent to readers was
important for bolstering the reliability and validity of the findings. Using a “critical colleague”
was useful in exhaustively searching for alternative interpretations. This step in the process was
most effective at the interpretation stage of the research. To perform this step, the researcher
specifically asked the critical colleague to generate a list of possible alternative interpretations
that were discussed and then compared to the researcher’s initial interpretations. Additionally,
the search for what was not said also helped in the process of searching for alternative
interpretations.
To complete a quality multiple case study requires that the researcher care deeply about
the problem and the study process. Because case study research, like all forms of qualitative
research, demands “prolonged engagement” (Flick, 2007, p. 19) to ensure reliability and validity
of findings, the researcher must care enough about the problem to see the process through. As a
reading intervention teacher, literacy coach, professional development provider, and parent, the
researcher was dedicated to learning from students about their experiences throughout the entire
school year. In his career, he has learned best how to be a teacher from the students themselves
and was determined to share this experience with others.
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Summary
Data for this qualitative case study were collected over the course of one school year
from self-reported ninth-grade reluctant readers at Community High School, located in a
Chicago suburb. Careful consideration of theoretical underpinnings, adolescent literacy
research, and intervention design supported the research design and methodology chosen for this
study. A case study design including interviews, observations, and document analysis, along
with the scrutiny of a critical colleague, allowed for robust descriptive data to be gathered and
analyzed. The application of purposeful a priori codes, along with attentive open coding and the
search for missing information along the development of matrices, made for structured, in-depth
data analysis. These data-analysis procedures strengthened the validity and reliability of the
current study, leading to conclusions that may be applied successfully in other ninth-grade
reading intervention settings. Chapter 4 includes the findings from the interviews, observations,
and written documents gathered from four cases over the course of one school year.

CHAPTER 4
PARTICIPANT NARRATIVES
I’ve said nothing about the reader’s attitudes as a reader, her sense of herself as a reader,
her ability to think or talk in response to texts, her life habits in relation to books, and so
forth. All of these are important dimensions of a reader. (Calkins, 2001, p. 133)

For years, researchers have been trying to find ways to improve adolescents’ reading
abilities through teaching and assessing reading intervention strategies (Resnick & Resnick,
1977; Russell, 1961; Singer, 1983; Smith, 2002). This approach has been most prevalent in
secondary education since the passage of the No Child Left Behind Act (2002), which put greater
emphasis on reading comprehension ability as measured by standardized test scores than had
been the case historically. As a result, although some were already in place, secondary reading
intervention programs were developed to address reading comprehension deficiencies. However,
no evidence exists that these changes in high schools since then have brought about
improvements in reading comprehension (Dee & Jacob, 2010). What has showed some promise
are theoretical models (Hall, 2010, 2012, 2014a, b; McCarthey & Moje, 2002; Moje & Luke,
2009; Moje et al., 2008) and suggestions for curriculum (Biancarosa & Snow, 2006; Francois,
2013; Hall, 2010, 2012; Kasten & Wilfong, 2005) that make reader identity the top priority for
adolescent reading intervention. It was with this focus that the current study was undertaken.
Participants for this study were students in a reading intervention class designed
specifically to focus on strengthening the reader identities. The intervention was designed to
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address reader reluctance in lieu of skill by giving students free-choice and by establishing
routinized accountability measures to ensure that students were participating as readers in the
class. Participants made all their own decisions about what texts to read and how to respond to
those texts. Reading skill improvement was not the main focus of the intervention. Developing
and cultivating reader identity was the main focus.
The central research question that guided this study asked, "How do the reader identities
of reluctant readers develop when participating in a ninth-grade, free-choice reading intervention
class?" To answer this larger question, this study aimed to address the following subquestions:
1. How do adolescent reluctant readers’ past out-of-school and in-school reading
experiences contribute to their reader identities prior to enrolling in free-choice
reading intervention class?
2. How do adolescent reluctant readers’ past school reading experiences compare with
their free-choice reading intervention experiences?
3. How do the various components of the free-choice intervention class, including time
for reading in school, free-choice book selection, and written responses, contribute to
the development of adolescent reluctant readers’ attitudes, motivation, and
perceptions of themselves as readers?
The following four narratives from Elwood James, Juan Carlos, Sonia Gabriela, and
Monika Basia depict each student’s unique journey from reader reluctance to developing and
strengthening a strong, positive reader identity during one school year. These four students were
chosen for the study because they represented the demographic range of students who are
typically enrolled in reading intervention class at Community High School and because they
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scored the lowest in their class on the survey battery used to gauge reader reluctance (see
Appendices H-K). Elwood was selected as he met the criteria for being a Caucasian,
monolingual student who was not receiving any special services from the school. Juan was
selected as he was a dual language speaker, Spanish and English, who was receiving special
education services at school. Although she opted out of ELL support at Community High
School, Sonia was selected as she was a dual language speaker, Spanish and English, classified
as ELL. She was not receiving special education services through her IEP. Monika was selected
because she was a dual language speaker, Polish and English, receiving both ELL and special
education services.
Participants’ names have been changed, although their gender, ethnicity, languages, and
stories have been preserved. Who they were as readers, the books they chose, and how they
responded to their reading throughout the course of the reading intervention class are described
in detail. Although they followed similar patterns, each narrative was constructed separately and
was designed to show each individual’s unique past and experiences during reading intervention
class.
Each narrative begins with a description of the participant’s background, divided into six
sections: (1) introduction, (2) personal background, (3) academic background, (4) past nonschool reading experiences, (5) past school reading experiences, and (6) past reading experiences
contributions to reader identity.
Following the detailed explanation of each participant’s background, each narrative
presents an in-depth picture of the participants’ experiences during the reading intervention
program, divided into six sections: (1) introduction, (2) book selection process, (3) reading
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stamina, (4) written responses, (5) comparison of past school and reading intervention
experiences, and (6) free-choice reading intervention contributions to reader identity.
The final section of each narrative contains a summary of the findings for each
participant.

Participant 1: Elwood James
Elwood James was mostly a standard level student with above average grades. He had
always done well in school and stayed involved in extracurricular activities. Elwood did not
read. He entered Community High School as a reluctant reader who could remember few texts
that he had read in his life. Elwood’s perceptions of reading and himself as a reader were
negative. He was sent mixed messages as a child about what it meant to be a reader, and he
believed that most reading was too long and too difficult for him.
Through the course of the free-choice reading intervention, Elwood underwent significant
changes in these previously held beliefs. Elwood read substantially. Throughout the school
year, Elwood demonstrated that he made deeply personal connections to his reading. He
challenged himself to consider how he would respond if he were placed in similar situations to
those in his books, and he questioned long-held beliefs such as truth and freedom. Most notably,
Elwood challenged himself to read the classics.
Throughout his free-choice reading intervention experience, Elwood’s reading attitude,
motivation, book-selection criteria, reading stamina, and the ways in which he analyzed text
underwent a series of changes. Although self-identifying as a reluctant reader with little
experience in the beginning, by the end of the intervention class, Elwood showed confidence in
what he liked to read and why he liked to read. In the end, Elwood could sit and read for longer
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amounts of time than he would have ever imagined before. Elwood’s journey of discovery took
him from war memoirs, to war novels, to classic literature, and. finally, to contemporary mystery
novels. Throughout his journey, Elwood gained reading confidence and could articulate
particular nuances about the reader that he had become, and he saw himself as a reader. This is
the story of Elwood’s journey toward the development of a strong, positive reader identity.

Personal Background
Elwood James was a 14-year-old freshman at the beginning of the study and remained 14
throughout the course of the study. He lived with his mother, grandmother, and brother at the
time of the study. Elwood lived in his home for the duration of his life and attended elementary
school and junior high in the feeder school district to Community High School. A freshman at
the time of data collection, Elwood had one sibling. His brother was a junior at Community
High School at the time of data collection and played an important in Elwood’s early reading
intervention experiences.
A quiet teen, Elwood found satisfaction and pride in athletic competition. When
interviews began, Elwood was already several weeks into his football season. “I’m a lineman, so
I pretty much block. I really like football a lot because you have play as a team, but you always
have to do your own thing to make sure the play runs the way it should” (Interview 1, September
2015). Elwood believed this in football, but he also read this way. Elwood focused heavily on
the individual’s role in contributing to the team’s success. He also envisioned himself in
particular individual roles and thought deeply about how he would contribute in those situations.
Those connections drove Elwood’s reading. Elwood’s identifying with competition, teamwork,
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and individual accomplishments as played out in athletics seemed to capture the essence of how
he saw himself as a person.

Academic Background
Elwood was an above average student. He received mostly As and Bs in all his classes,
even reading-intensive classes. Elwood’s past school experiences were mostly positive. with no
discipline referrals or any other transgressions on his record. At the time of data collection,
Elwood had never received any special services in school. Elwood was placed in the reading
intervention class because his GRADE® test results placed him one year behind the national
norm in reading comprehension.

Past Non-School Reading Experiences
Elwood’s responses about past reading experiences were minimal. What he did
remember was mostly negative. Although the majority of his past negative reading experiences
focused on school reading, it was noted that this was the only experience from which he could
draw. Other than a Star Wars series he remembered reading in fourth grade, Elwood could not
describe any other books he remembered selecting from the library.
When asked about his past relationship with reading, Elwood responded, “I was not a fan.
I would say that my past relationship with reading was very, very negative. It’s not that I hated
reading or anything. I just never read anything at all” (Interview 1, September 2015). As a
result of his lack of experience, Elwood believed that he did not know what books might be good
for him. “I never really understood how to pick out books for myself in the past” (Interview 2,
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December 2015). Not knowing what to read was demotivating, and Elwood could only speculate
what might have been. “Well, I didn’t have very many resources back then like I do now. If I
could have gotten more help from people like I do now, maybe I could have learned how to
choose books for myself” (Interview 2, December 2015). When asked what resources he was
referencing, Elwood added, “Like, my brother wasn’t into reading that much, so he could never
suggest any books for me. My gramma never gave me any suggestions. Even though she read, I
guess I was too young or something” (Interview 2, December 2015). Elwood’s grandmother’s
and brother’s reading was important to him, yet, he felt unsupported by them in becoming a
reader himself. This was important because he would seek out their help to choose books at the
beginning of reading intervention.
The purposes for reading confused Elwood when he was younger. Although he saw his
grandmother reading, she did not help him find books. When Elwood talked about this, it
seemed to suggest that reading, for a young Elwood, was an activity of adults. Reading to him
was a long, arduous activity. It is not that he thought reading was bad; it was just not the type of
activity he had the time or energy for as a child. “I didn’t struggle with reading. I just didn’t
really like reading. I never really got into reading. It always felt like the books were way too
long for me and maybe I wasn't so interested in those books” (Interview 2, December 2015). It
is important to see that Elwood did not see himself as a struggling reader but that that he lacked
reading stamina and understood the importance that interest played on his lack of reading. More
guidance and support would have been helpful in his development.
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Because he had little experience to speak of, Elwood could only speculate on the type of
reader he may have been. As Elwood gained reading experience, he thought of his lack of
reading as missed learning opportunities.
I wish I knew more about, like, history and those types of things when I was younger.
Now I’m really into those things, and it would’ve been cool to know more about those
things when I was younger. Then I could have read more stuff. I could have had more
opinions and could have gotten more knowledge on things. (Interview 3, April 2015)
For Elwood, background knowledge was important to his reading. As he gained reading
experience, Elwood began to realize the missed opportunities for learning his lack of reading
caused. By the end of the reading intervention, Elwood connected reading fairly strictly with
knowledge creation. He also shifted his thoughts about his lack of reading to himself and away
from the “books” he spoke about in earlier interviews. He commented on the reasons he thought
reading was a valuable activity: “I like reading about things to know more. That means a lot to
me. I could have done more when I was younger” (Interview 3, April 2015). In the end, Elwood
seemed to have a bit of regret over missed opportunities to learn when he was younger.
Connecting emotionally to his lack of reading was important because it showed his development
of positive reading perceptions and desire to read.

Past School Reading Experiences
Elwood spoke negatively of reading in school when he was younger. From what he
remembered, Elwood was assigned books to read as a whole class that he would try to read. He
did not have much success. Again, Elwood was a good student who tried hard: “When a teacher
gave me a book, I guess I would try to read it, but I would just glance across the words. I never
really paid much attention” (Interview 1, September 2015). His lack of reading was not a result
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of defiance or lack of concern. He cared. With this in mind, Elwood was asked about how he
was able to complete the assignments if he didn’t do the reading. To this inquiry, Elwood
responded, “When I was handed books to read in school, I mostly was never interested. I
wouldn't really say I read the books. I would just listen for the important things in class”
(Interview 1, September 2015). Because actually reading was not necessary, Elwood found ways
to not read and do well. For Elwood, “sixth grade is when I remember reading becoming
something that I did not like doing at all for school” (Interview 1, September 2015). It is
important to note that the sixth grade was a pivotal year for Elwood and the year he remembered
completely giving up on reading for school because to that point he had at least tried. By sixth
grade, he thought he was a defeated reader.
The majority of the reading that Elwood did in school was of the teacher-assigned,
whole-class variety. “Books in school were mostly assigned to me, and I remember not liking
them very much” (Interview 1, September 2015). Elwood did not think that approach worked
well for his reading development. He did, however, remember being given the opportunity to
choose his own books for school.
There were times in fourth and sixth grade when I remember being told to choose my
own books to read. I thought that was pretty cool, especially because I was never really
able to pay attention to the assigned books in school. (Interview 1, September 2015)
This was promising because it was the one time Elwood spoke positively about past school
reading experiences. However, this also turned out to be unsuccessful. “We never did anything
with the books” (Interview 2, December 2015), he went on to say. That was unfortunate for
Elwood. When asked for more specifics about these experiences of self-selection, he said,
We were just supposed to read the books on our own, I guess. No one did it though
because we never read them in school. We never had any assignments. The teacher
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never asked us about the books. So no one would do it. It was the same in both grades.
(Interview 2, December 2015)
What was lacking was accountability. When asked about accountability, Elwood responded,
“Yeah, we had to have these reading logs signed by our parents saying we read every night. My
mom just signed it for me” (Interview 2, December 2015). The parent reading log signature did
not work.
When asked about his past reading experiences in the initial interview, Elwood could
speak to only two experiences from which he remembered engaging in reading: one from reading
a series of books he selected himself from the school library and another reading a book he was
assigned in school. Elwood could remember no reading experiences prior to fourth grade. “In
fourth grade, I read a whole series of Star Wars books. I remember those. Yeah, I remember
reading those on my own. They were really great” (Interview 1, September 2015). When asked
what he proposed was his reason for liking the Star Wars books that he remembered, Elwood
offered this:
Well, I guess I would have to say that it was probably because I loved the Star Wars
movies so much. I remember when I was younger watching the movies over and over
again. The fight scenes were the best. I would rewind and watch the fights. The light
saber battles were best. (Interview 1, September 2015)
When asked why he liked the books so much, Elwood talked about their connection to the
movies. “Like when I would watch the movie, I remember thinking about how cool it would be
to live like they did, how scared I would be if I was them” (Interview 1, September 2015). This
was important to note because Elwood would use the same strategy, choosing books from
movies, at the beginning of reading intervention.
Elwood did have one other positive reading experience that he spoke of in interviews.
This experience came two years later, in fifth grade. He stated,
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In fifth grade I remember reading a book in class that I actually liked for the first time. It
was called Touching Spirit Bear. I really liked it. After that book, reading was not
something I liked much at all in school. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Because Elwood’s positive reading experiences were few, Touching Spirit Bear (Mikaelsen,
2001), was re-visited in the second interview to gain insight into his perspective on the book
after having completed books on his own for the intervention class. He responded,
Touching Spirit Bear was, like, the book that we read in fifth grade or whatever. I heard
my brother talk about the author. I remember he really didn’t like the book, but he talked
about the author for some reason. Plus there was a movie, which was why I really liked
it. (Interview 2, December 2015)
When asked which he did first, watch the movie or read the book, Elwood responded without
much hesitation, “As soon as I got the book, I watched the movie to see what it was about”
(Interview 2, December 2015). Two important ideas emerged from these statements. First,
Elwood reinforced his strategy for watching movies before reading to build background
knowledge. Next, his brother’s influence on his reading was powerful.
When asked how he felt about his past school reading experiences, Elwood discussed
feeling often like an outsider.
I just never really felt like a reader in those classes. The kinds of books we were always
supposed to read did not appeal to me at all. They always read books about like love and
relationships and that kind of stuff. I didn’t read that stuff. I didn’t care about that.
(Interview 3, April 2016)
Elwood’s disconnection was clearly apparent in his choice of words. He still felt so removed
that he referred to his class as “they” when, in fact, he was a member of the class. What was
clear was that he did not experience himself as a member of a reading community. Was it really
every book though? When asked if every book was a love story or if he was generalizing,
Elwood went on to say that “maybe they weren’t all love stories, but it felt that way. They
definitely were all realistic fiction though, and I didn’t like that either” (Interview 3, April 2015).
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Elwood could not relate to or connect with realistic fiction because he “didn’t want to waste my
time on something not real” (Interview 3, April 2016). Elwood would have likely preferred
having some nonfiction options in middle school, but that is only speculation because he was
never assigned to read any nonfiction. Touching Spirit Bear (Mikaelsen, 2001) was the closest
thing to nonfiction that was assigned.

Past Reading Experiences' Contributions
to Reader Identity
Elwood did not have much to talk about in terms of past reading experiences. He did not
have memories of going to the library or bedtime stories. When asked if he remembered reading
outside of school, Elwood said, “Not really” (Interview 1, September 2015). When asked to
describe who he thought he was as a reader, he would say, “Well, I wasn’t really a reader, so
that’s hard for me to say” (Interview 1, September 2015). When probed again in Interview 2,
Elwood would say, “I guess I was more of a movie person than book person. I mean, I just
really liked watching movies more. My identity was that I liked movies, not reading” (Interview
2, December 2015). Elwood did not see himself as a reader in the past, but he was aware of how
he could have used movies as a catalyst for reading in the past if he would have been given the
chance. When asked if he believed he was a reader at the beginning of the school year, Elwood
answered without hesitation, “No, I am not a reader” (Interview 1, September 2015).
Elwood did not blame his teachers for his lack of reading. He said, “Teachers tried
helping me, I guess, but it didn’t work” (Interview 1, September 2015). He did not believe that
the help that was provided was effective in getting him to read. “Sometimes teachers tried to
recommend books for me, but their books were never good for me. It didn’t happen a lot, but I
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remember sometimes they tried” (Interview 2, December 2015). Elwood’s memories of his
school reading experiences and how they shaped his perception of reading were negative.
Although well intentioned, it seemed as if the teachers’ help had more negative than positive
influence as they recommended the wrong books, which pushed Elwood to feel more like an
outsider. Elwood did not see himself as a reader and when pushed to provide more information,
his answers were negative. Prior to high school, Elwood did not see reading as a valuable
activity. For him, reading was “a struggle that people had to force me to do” (Interview 1,
September 2015). Under these conditions, Elwood was not motivated and his attitude toward
reading was poor. Elwood neither perceived himself as a reader nor perceived reading as a
valuable activity.
When asked what he had thought of himself as a reader in the past, Elwood provided the
following description:
I couldn’t read for a very long time either, probably like five minutes at the most, and
that’s probably too much. I remember trying to read, and I would turn the page and have
no idea what I just read. That happened to me a lot. I wasn’t a good reader at all.
(Interview 1, September 2015)
Elwood’s lack of reading experience led him to believe that he was a poor, distracted reader. He
lacked reading stamina and had a difficult time focusing. Furthermore, he believed that he had
no reading preferences and that even when he would try to read, he would be unsuccessful.
Because Elwood’s perceptions of himself were so negative, he did not read.
Because he did not read often prior to entering Community High School, Elwood viewed
reading as being negative and not worth the effort. How did he cope with being assigned reading
then? “I guess I pretended to [read], but I would always be thinking about other things”
(Interview 1, September 2015). He did comply and read the words. But he could not think,
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reflect, and connect with his reading. Even when forced to read, Elwood chose not to engage in
thinking about the reading. When asked about his lack of reading prior to the reading
intervention at Community High School, Elwood went on to say, “Yeah, I never really learned
much from the books I had to read for school. I always felt like I wasn’t a reader at all back
then. That bothers me now” (Interview 3, April 2015). Elwood’s reader identity prior to
Community High School was weak and negative. Learning from reading was important for
Elwood, but he did not believe that he learned much from his school reading prior to Community
High School. Therefore, for Elwood, reading took time that was better spent doing other things,
such as watching movies.

Reading Intervention Experiences
Elwood had many positive experiences throughout the reading intervention. Elwood
learned about himself as a reader and challenged himself to read from various genres over time.
He credited making his own reading decisions, being given time to read, and the required weekly
writing and book discussions for his success. Elwood believed that these aspects of the
curriculum helped him focus on who he was becoming as a reader, and they provided the
necessary guidance and accountability for reading that he desired.
Elwood was described by Ms. Martin as a good student in class who went about doing his
work without needing much support, encouragement, or redirection from her.
He is quiet and reserved and seems to be focused on his reading and writing. He doesn’t
ask a whole lot of questions, but he doesn’t really struggle with anything either, so I’m
not concerned. He’s a polite kid and really likes reading war books. He seems to like the
class, but again, he doesn’t say a whole lot, just does his work and really seems to like
reading a lot. (Teacher Discussion 2, October 2015)
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Although positive, these remarks were what the teacher observed. For all intents and purposes,
Elwood appeared to be an avid reader to his teacher. Elwood described it: “I like Ms. Martin.
She lets us pick our own books, which is really cool. Sometimes I ask her the meaning of a word
and if I can go to the library” (Interview 2, December 2015). Elwood sought out help from Ms.
Martin when he needed it. He appreciated being able to choose his own books, but he mostly
operated independently or by “sometimes asking other students for help” (Interview 2, December
2015) in class. Elwood did not seem to need much from the teacher.

Book Selection Process
On Elwood’s first trip to the library, he selected S. E. Hinton’s (1971) That Was Then,
This Is Now. When asked about his reasoning for making this selection, Elwood stated, “We
read The Outsiders last year as a class, and I kind of liked it a little, so I thought I’d try the other
one” (Interview 1, September 2015). Although Elwood moved slowly through this first book, he
did finish it. Elwood used his first experience to learn about himself as a reader and to make the
necessary changes in his book selection process. Most importantly, he realized that he did not
prefer realistic fiction and that he would need to try something else.
Despite not having a great deal of success with his first selection, Elwood liked the class.
“I like being able to pick my own books because it’s hard for people to pick for me” (Interview
1, September 2015). Because this experience of having free choice to select books for reading in
school was new to him, and because he was not happy with his first selection, Elwood employed
the same strategy with which he remembered having success in fourth grade. “I like reading
books about movies I saw, so that’s what I’m doing now to choose my books” (Interview 1,
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September 2015), he said in his first interview. Elwood returned to what he remembered
working in the past: watching movies and then reading books. This was a critical move.
Elwood liked war movies and realized he would likely enjoy reading war books.
Elwood’s next six books were chosen from the war novel genre. When asked why he made the
switch from realistic fiction to war novels, Elwood provided the following explanation:
I read that S. E. Hinton book, and I finished it, but I didn’t really like it all that much. I
knew I needed something different. That weekend, I watched American Sniper. I liked
that movie a lot, so I decided that that my next book should be a war book. Problem was,
the library didn’t have it, so I read Black Hawk Down instead. I was just hooked after
that. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Even though the library did not have the book he wanted, Elwood had something to motivate
him. He did not give up when the book was not there; he found something similar because he
could still employ his background knowledge. This was important. It stopped him from
quitting.
I wasn’t really prepared for the book not being there, I remember. I was just so excited
that I actually knew of a book I wanted to read. It really never even crossed my mind
what I would have to do if the book was checked out. The library people are the ones
who ended up recommending Black Hawk Down because I told them that I liked war
movies. (Interview 2, December 2015)
This interaction was important for Elwood because it showed him that if he was more
prepared and had books in mind about which he had background knowledge, then the help from
the school staff could be more fruitful than it had been in the past. Elwood described it this way:
“It’s not that I don’t like recommendations. I love recommendations. I just need to be the
person making the decision” (Interview 2, December 2015). This showed that Elwood realized
that the help was good if he was clear in his expectations and preferences.
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After two weeks, when Elwood finished reading Black Hawk Down (Bowden, 1999), he
went back to the library to find his next book. He still wanted to read American Sniper (Kyle,
McEwen, & DeFelice, 2012), but this time, he went to the library with two books written on a
small piece of paper: American Sniper and Lone Survivor (Luttrell & Robinson, 2007). While
reading Black Hawk Down (Bowden, 1999), Elwood had watched the Lone Survivor (Walberg et
al., & Berg, P., 2013) movie. “The movie said there was a book, so I’d like to read it” (Elwood,
Interactive Observation 2, September 2015), he said on his way to the school library. Again,
American Sniper was not in, so he selected Lone Survivor. This time, Elwood asked the library
staff to hold American Sniper for him so he could check it out the next time he came to the
library, demonstrating a better understanding of his options for using the library to get what he
wanted. This also demonstrated that Elwood was looking forward to and planning for future
reading selections, which he had not done before. He was motivated to read in the future, not
just the present.
When asked about this new strategy during the observation, Elwood credited Ms. Martin.
“Ms. Martin told me that the library could hold books for me. I didn’t know that was an option
before, so I thought I’d give it a try” (Interactive Observation 2, September 2015). Again,
through this interaction, Elwood demonstrated his understanding that adults could help him if he
was prepared with a plan. Unlike his first trip to the school library, Elwood would take only five
minutes to find this next book, a pattern that would continue for the remainder of the school year.
Elwood spent little time out of class in the library. When he finished reading Lone Survivor,
Elwood returned to the library to check out American Sniper.
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Until November, Elwood read contemporary war memoirs. When asked about why he
preferred to read this genre, Elwood provided the following response:
I really like reading books after I've seen the movie. Although the book I'm reading
now, I don't think there's a movie, but it's similar to the other movies I've seen about war
in Iraq, and I can make connections to the books I’ve read this year. I feel better when I
have some understanding and can picture what's going on. I like the war books because
there's lots of action in them, like the movies. When it gets really intense, that's when I
really want to keep reading. (Interview 2, December 2015)
For Elwood, background knowledge was important, as was a fast-moving story with action and
the thrill of competition. These features grabbed his interest and kept him motivated to read
more. As he was beginning to develop a history as a reader, he used his knowledge of movies as
his background. As he progressed on his journey, however, his connections to the movies started
to become less important.
By his fourth book choice of the year, in the fourth month of the year, Elwood’s book
selection process had changed. This marked an important shift in the way Elwood approached
his reading. On this trip to the library, Elwood brought with him a list of three possible books to
check out that his brother and grandmother had recommended: Johnny Got His Gun (Trumbo,
1971), All Quiet on the Western Front (Remarque, 1929), and The Things They Carried
(O’Brien, 1990). He said,
I have another list. On this list I got two recommendations, from my brother and one from
my grandma. I’ve been talking to them a lot about the books I’m reading, and they gave
me some suggestions. I haven’t seen any movies for these. I don’t even know if there
are movies. I just know they’re about war, and my brother and grandma liked them. I
like history, too, so these should be good for me. These will probably be harder because
they’re older, but I’ve been reading a lot lately. I should be okay. (Interactive
Observation 4, November 2015)
This shift from movies he had seen to getting recommendations from his brother and
grandmother moved Elwood forward from relying on the book-selection process he had had
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success with that one time in fourth grade to a new way of challenging himself to be better. He
could finally get recommendations from his grandmother. This was an important shift in his
perceptions of reading and his perceptions of himself as a reader. He now belonged to a
community of readers he had been too young for in the past. This marked a major shift in
Elwood’s attitude toward reading.
Elwood went on to read all three books from his list over the next three months,
averaging one book every three weeks. Because he was prepared with his lists, his selection
process was highly efficient. As noted in the sixth interactive observation of the year, “Elwood
was very efficient. No longer looking up titles on the computer, he simply walked to the shelf,
selected The Things They Carried (O’Brien, 1990), walked over to the counter, and checked it
out. This took four minutes” (Interactive Observation 6, November 2015). Elwood was
researching the books prior to going to the library to get a sense of how they fit his preferences.
When he had finished The Things They Carried and returned to the library to select All Quiet on
the Western Front (Remarque, 1929) at the recommendation of his brother, Elwood suggested
that he was about to undergo another change to his book selections. In the library, he said this:
I’m getting All Quiet on the Western Front, but I think this is going to be the last war
novel I’m going to read. I’m going to switch it up next time. Johnny Got His Gun and
The Things They Carried were different, more about, like, them personally and not about
the action. I think next time I’m going to try something more classical. I think those
books are more personal and less action, so I think I can do it. Plus, I like history, so I
want to see what those books are all about and if they still make sense today. (Interactive
Observation 7, December 2015)
This marked the point at which Elwood moved from being comfortable as a reader to imposing
challenges on himself, an important move in his growth as a reader. Elwood stayed true to his
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word for his next book selection. When asked why he thought he wanted to read classics,
Elwood responded,
Well, I read The Things They Carried and All Quiet on the Western Front, and those are
kind of classics, I guess, so I thought I’d try more books like those. Plus everyone is
always talking about how great the classics are, so I want to see for myself. (Interactive
Observation 8, January 2016)
With his new-found sense of belonging to a more adult reading community, Elwood had the
confidence in himself to meet a new challenge. Elwood was not only purposefully becoming a
member of the community of readers who read classics but also ensuring that he would grow and
mature as a reader by challenging himself.
When Elwood returned from winter break in January, he again came with a list of books
he wanted to read. This list of classic novels was, however, the most drastically different from
what he had read to this point. On his list were the following books: 1984 (Orwell, 1949), The
Catcher in the Rye (Salinger, 1951), Of Mice and Men (Steinbeck, 1937), and To Kill a
Mockingbird (Lee, 1960). When asked if these were recommended by his brother or
grandmother, as had been the last list he created, Elwood had this to say:
I saw my brother read The Catcher in the Rye before, but the other ones I found on my
own. I remember seeing a commercial about 1984 a few years ago actually, and I want to
switch up what I’m reading. (Interactive Observation 8, January 2016)
At that point, Elwood had not only drastically shifted his genre preference away from war but he
also began to select novels not based on movies and not based on recommendations from his
brother or grandmother. He was, at this point, operating independently to make his book
selections.
By April, Elwood had completed 13 books, abandoning only one: To Kill a Mockingbird
(Lee, 1960). “[He] just can’t figure out what people like about that book” (Interactive
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Observation 12, March 2016). At that point, Elwood was ready for another change in his book
selection process. “I think I’m ready for another change” (Interactive Observation 13, April
2016), he said on his trip to the library after abandoning To Kill a Mockingbird:
I think I want to try some mysteries. Think I’m going to read The Da Vinci Code. I’m
pretty sure I’ll like it. I looked it up the other day, and it says that it’s a mystery and that
it has a lot of history in it. Sounds like the type of mystery I’ll like, I think. I really like
reading about history, so it should be good for me. (Interactive Observation 13, March
2016)
By this point in the year, it was evident that Elwood was pushing himself to be a better reader
and that he was doing research on his own to seek out books from which he could learn. Elwood
was demonstrating a clear understanding of who he had become as a reader.
Elwood’s final transition as a reader proved to him that he was, in fact, becoming an
experienced reader, capable of making sound reading choices for himself. Elwood went on to
finish The Da Vinci Code (Brown, 2003) and The Lost Symbol (Brown, 2009) by the end of the
school year, bringing his book completion total to 15 books, quite an accomplishment for a
student who could name only two books he had read the previous 10 years of his life. Elwood
would have this to say about his final transition to that of historical mystery:
I feel really accomplished as a reader. I read a lot of books this year, and I read a lot of
different types of books. The more I read, the better I feel. And I’ve come to find out
that different types of books have different endings. I loved war memoirs, war novels,
classics, and mysteries. I really enjoyed all the different types of books I read this year.
Who knew I liked so many different types of books? (Interview 3, April 2015)
For Elwood, reading different genres was a personal challenge, a competition with himself to be
a better reader and to try new things. “Picking my own books has been very important for my
reading. I’m not reading the same books as everyone else” (Interview 3, April 2016), Elwood
said in his final interview. He also realized that by broadening his selections, he could keep
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himself engaged and enjoying his reading. Elwood was proud of his accomplishments, as was
his teacher. “I just can’t believe all the different reading he’s done. What freshman chooses to
read classic novels? I’m very impressed with everything he’s done, reading so many different
types of books” (Teacher Discussion 8, April 2016).

Reading Stamina
Elwood’s reading, in the beginning, was laborious. Although he had no problem finding
books that interested him, Elwood’s reading stamina appeared to be weak. During in-class
reading time, Elwood would take breaks from his reading, about a 30-second to one-minute
break every five minutes. During this time, he would look off toward the classroom windows
and appear to be in thought (Observation 1, September 2015). When asked about these breaks,
Elwood explained,
I just can’t keep reading and reading. I have to take breaks so I can stay focused on the
book. I feel like I need to take a lot of breaks while I’m reading. I’m not a big reader
like that. I can’t just keep reading and reading without a break. I’m not a big reader.
(Interview 1, September 2015)
Even though Elwood selected a book that was of interest to him, the physical activity of reading
was such that he needed to give himself breaks. This was a good sign because it meant that he
was aware and not simply reading without thinking, as he had in the past. Elwood was cognizant
of his difficulty and was taking steps to correct it. When asked why he thought he needed to take
breaks throughout his reading, Elwood stated, “I just don’t read a lot I guess, so I’m not used to
just sitting and reading” (Interview 1, September 2015). He made the connection between
volume and stamina on his own, which made him more likely to work toward bettering himself
as a reader by reading more.
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While he labored through his first selection, Elwood finished the book and was “proud
for finishing it” (Interview 2, December 2015) when it was done. Through this experience,
Elwood realized that realistic fiction was not for him, but he also realized that he could finish
books and experience a sense of accomplishment by it. Elwood changed genres but with a new
realization that he could be an accomplished reader. By finishing a book he did not particularly
like, he showed himself that he could do it and that it would be even easier if he liked the book.
When Elwood began to read Black Hawk Down (Bowden, 1999) in September, there was
a noticeable decrease in the number of breaks he would take while reading. During the third
observation of Elwood reading in class, the researcher noted that he did not taken a break until
17 minutes into his reading. It was also noted in the researcher memo that this break was taken
in order to flip back a page and engage in what appeared to be re-reading (Observation 3,
October 2015). By Elwood’s seventh observation, it was noted that he did not take any breaks
and that he even continued to read after the teacher informed the class that reading time had
concluded (Observation 7, November 2015). Changes in Elwood’s stamina improved quickly
and drastically, and they did not go unnoticed. When asked to provide examples of his statement
that he was getting better as a reader, Elwood provided the following:
I don’t have to stop as much as I used to. I remember before, I would have to stop
reading, like, every couple pages just to take break. Now I feel like I can read for way
more than 20 minutes without stopping. Sometimes I keep reading after we’re supposed
to stop, and at home, sometimes I read for an hour or even more. (Interview 2, December
2015)
Elwood experienced the growth in himself. He was pleased with the amount of time he could sit
and read, which transferred over to even more reading outside of school. Furthermore, Ms.
Martin went on to write that "[h]e seems way more focused since he started reading war books.
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That’s when I noticed the biggest difference in his ability to stay focused during reading time"
(Teacher Discussion 4, December 2015). Elwood did not, however, continue on the same
reading path when second semester began. When Elwood returned from winter break, he stayed
true to his word and moved to a new genre: classic novels. Although it was a strong possibility,
Elwood’s stamina did not suffer when he made the shift.
Because classic novels are generally considered to be more difficult to read than
contemporary memoirs, there was the possibility that Elwood’s stamina would suffer. The first
classic novel that Elwood chose in January was George Orwell’s (1949) 1984. Elwood went on
to finish 1984 in three weeks, surprising Ms. Martin, who said, "It’s just not very often that a kid
chooses to read classics in this class. I think it’s really great. It’s just out of the ordinary"
(Teacher Discussion 6, February 2016). Despite reading a more difficult, classic novel for which
he had not seen the movie, Elwood’s stamina stayed strong. From January to March, Elwood
went on to read four more classic novels for which he had seen none of the movies. He finished
The Catcher in the Rye (Salinger, 1951), Of Mice and Men (Steinbeck, 1937), and Animal Farm
(Orwell, 1989).
He began To Kill a Mockingbird (Lee, 1960), but, as noted earlier, he abandoned it.
Because he found himself taking so many breaks while trying to read To Kill a Mockingbird,
Elwood thought it best to abandon the book altogether. No longer struggling with reading
stamina, it was easier to see that the book was not right for him. By this time, he knew that he
could sustain reading attention for longer periods of time; therefore, the frequent breaks he took
with To Kill a Mockingbird showed him that it was not just the act of reading but other aspects of
the novel with which he was not interested.
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Over time and with a great deal of reading experience that improved his reading stamina,
Elwood began to approach reading as a tool for knowledge rather than as a task to be completed.
As he gained reading stamina and could focus more, reading changed Elwood’s thinking about
the world in ways he never even imagined before. Deep thinking also improved his stamina as
he focused less on the physical task of reading and more on his thoughts about what the text said.
I just think I’m a way better reader than I used to be. Now I can read more difficult
books, like The Da Vinci Code, and understand what’s going on. I like reading more
difficult books now because I have to try to remember everything that happens and make
sense of what the characters are saying and doing. Before I didn’t really do that.
(Interview 3, April 2016)
Elwood’s improved reading stamina led him to take control over his reading and to make sense
of the text as he understood it. Elwood was no longer reading until his next break; Elwood was
reading actively and challenging himself to improve and to make more meaning of his reading
every day.

Written Responses
Every Monday, when Elwood wrote about his books, he made his own decisions about
what to quote and what to say in regard to the quotations. Elwood demonstrated over time that,
as a reader, he focused on quotations from his books related to teamwork, competition, and the
decision-making processes of the people and characters about whom he read. Not
coincidentally, these were values that he noted were also important in his personal life and
athletic competition.
Much like his book selections, in his writing, Elwood began the year by making personal
connections with the movies he saw. As he gained reading experience, he worked his way
toward making connections with the other books. Although much of his writing at the beginning
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of the school year focused on plot summary, as time went on, his focus turned more inward
toward personal analysis. By the end of the intervention, Elwood’s writing was more reflective
of his changing worldview.
As Elwood underwent changes in the way he focused his attention and analysis, his
writing also demonstrated perceptions that he would keep throughout the duration of the
intervention. Below is an excerpt from Elwood’s first written response to Black Hawk Down
(Bowden, 1999):
In Somalia right now, Team Delta and the Rangers are in some deep trouble right now.
They have two casualties and some men injured. It's a big gun fight down the streets of
Somalia, and now one of the choppers is shot down from an RPG. To top it off, their two
convoy groups are in two different locations from each other, so they'll have to rondevu
back together. They were willing to give up their life to do it to. Now when the
helicopter went down, from a Deltas perspective, he just said “I think I just saw the
helicopter get hit” (Bowden [1999, p.] 67). That should have just been jaw dropping for
them; it's the first time it's happened. After all the breezeful missions that had been easy
for them, this one is something they've never experienced. This will really test their skills
to show if their real Rangers and D-Boys.
This is similar to a movie I saw called Lone Survivor, when the mission went all wrong
for the soldiers, and to be truly honest, they got their skills put to the test to. It's a really
great movie and a very similar situation that they're in, too. Right now everybody's trying
to surround and protect Super Six One that went down but still trying to stay on task with
the mission. So it's a big decision for the soldiers---they either have to stay on task with
the mission or go to the refuge of the helicopter to save the survivors of the aircraft.
(Written Response 1, September 2015)
In this first excerpt, Elwood demonstrated some of the strategies he employed for most of the
intervention. Elwood demonstrated in this writing that competition and unexpected action
grabbed his attention as a reader. He used his background knowledge from other texts to make
sense of the situations about which he was reading. Finally, Elwood focused on the individual
contributions the people in the book needed to make for their team.
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Fight, courage, and personal motivation were all dispositions on which Elwood chose to
focus as he was reading and writing. By his second written response, Elwood demonstrated
through his writing that he thought of these dispositions in terms of his own life:
My quote is from when they get back to base and one of the soldiers, after witnessing all
of these deaths and injuries, says, “Man, you know, I really don’t want to go back out”
(Bowden [1999, p.] 160). So when the soldier (Brad Thomas) told this to Captain
Struecker, what Struecker said back was inspirational. He said, “I understand how you
feel. I’m married, too. Don’t think of yourself as a coward. I know you’re scared. I’m
scared ****less. I’ve never been in a situation like this either. But we’ve got to go. It’s
our job. The difference between being a coward and a hero is not whether you’re scared,
it’s what you do while you're scared.” (Bowden [1999, p.] 160)
If I were to be in that situation, I wouldn’t know what I’d do. On one side, he’s right; I
could be a hero and help my brothers out in that war, but at the same time, all that blood
and gore, plus I’ve got a wife and kid at home. The way they would feel that I died in
combat if I did, though they would know I went down in a gunfight with my brothers
though. Another factor too was that speech, it was really provocative and it just changed
the mood. Shortly after the speech, Captain Struecker seen Brad Thomas load on one of
the vehicles. Brad had made his choice. (Written Response 2, September 2015)
Elwood chose to write about this conversation regarding the team and its loss in the battle.
Furthermore, it reflected the courage, teamwork, and dedication needed by these soldiers to carry
on. In this particular situation, teamwork could be vividly seen as Struecker responded with a
motivational speech meant to encourage Brad Thomas to continue the fight, to remain
courageous for the team.
In his second paragraph, Elwood wrote in detail about how he made sense of this
situation as a reader. First, he thought about his reading in terms of himself and considered his
own response by placing himself hypothetically in the same situation. He focused on the
decisions the soldiers had to make and how he might go about making a similar decision if
necessary. However, he did not end with his own hypothetical. Rather, he circled back to the
text itself and reflected on how the situation he described was ultimately made by the soldier.
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Most of Elwood’s written responses to his reading followed a similar pattern, as did the
dispositions and decisions of the people and characters on which he chose to focus. What did
change over time was Elwood’s use of textual evidence. As time went on, Elwood’s personal
hypotheticals appeared less, and his return to the book itself became more in-depth,
demonstrating his growth and confidence as a reader. His focus on teamwork, competition, and
decision-making, however, did not decrease as the year went on, as can be seen in his seventh
written response.
Working with Americans is not all Chris did he actually worked with people called
“Jundis,” who were Iraqis. He would say that that they were lazy and clumsy and
whenever you told them to do something, they would say “Inshallah,” which meant “God
willing,” but what it really meant was “ain't gonna happen” [Kyle et al., , p. 252]. I find
these very amusing because these people were soldiers and were supposed to find [sic.] to
the end for their country, and their lazy? Couldn’t really process that when I seen it.
Now Chris is dealing with his family and war, and before, he even talks about how his
responsibilities were God-country-family. In that order. His wife Taya would disagree
in saying that family should go in front of country instead, but Chris doesn’t really care.
That shows how this relationship is getting torn up right now. Also, Chris just got
confirmed that he got his 101st kill in war. (Written Response 7, November 2015)
As demonstrated in the previous excerpt, as Elwood read more, he began to focus less on himself
and more on the text and the connections made within the text itself. By that point, Elwood was
building confidence in his understanding of the books.
Because this shift appeared to be a noticeable shift in the way Elwood was using text, he
was asked about it in his interview. He responded,
I’m a much better reader now than I was in the past. I read way more now than I did last
year. I’m more confident in my reading now, too, and I enjoy reading now. I still don’t
read a lot of books at one time, but I just feel like I have more information now, and I’m
more fascinated to go out and learn more. I like to learn more opinions now and to think
about how other people might think. I just feel like a better reader now. (Interview 2,
December 2015)
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The more experience Elwood gained, the more knowledge he felt he had, which bolstered his
confidence and sparked motivation. When asked about this shift in the way he was using text,
Elwood corroborated the assumption that he was undergoing a distinctive change as a reader.
Although he was not asked about ability, this was the first point in the process of the study that
Elwood mentioned being more confident in his ability as a reader.
Another example of the focus of Elwood’s analysis more on the text itself than on his
own personal life is shown in the following response, in which he takes a small piece from The
Things They Carried (O’Brien, 1990) and expands on its meaning as it relates to the story and
the characters:
He had been floating in the water just thinking when the boy said, “Sir, I got to explain
something” [O’Brien, , p. 169]. War can change a man, and this proves it. Jimmy Cross
went from a leader who was demandingly decent to now a man lost in his thoughts. Not
even caring about the outside world problems like Kiowa and the boy who is talking to
him. (Written Response 12, December 2015)
When Elwood made the decision to read classic novels, he continued to focus on teamwork,
competition, and the decision-making processes of characters. In this particular instance,
Elwood also showed signs of moving his thinking along to a greater worldview when he stated,
“War can change a man, and this proves it.”
Below is an excerpt from Elwood’s response to The Catcher in the Rye (Salinger, 1951),
demonstrating his use of the novel to reveal his attempt to begin to bridge his personal reactions
to his reading and his changing worldview, as it was being influenced by his reading:
When Holden told him the things that have happened, like dropping out of his fourth
school, Mr. Antolini realizes he is going down the wrong path and tells him this quote by
a psychoanalyst. It said, “The mark of the immature man is that he wants to die nobly for
a cause, while the mark of the mature man is that he wants to live humbly for one”
(Salinger, , p. 188). What Mr. Antolini is trying to say is that Holden is living the
immature man path and that he should change his way and go down the other path. It
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really is a thought-provoking quote that makes you think a bit about it. It makes me think
about the path people are on, the path successful people took, and the path I am on. I
hope I’m choosing the right path. (Written Response 16, February 2016)
At this point, Elwood had been reading classic novels for two months and was beginning to show
a thought process that involved using the text as a tool to make sense of his world. The quotes
he was choosing were less about action in the books, at this point, and were more about
psychological contemplation. Still focusing on interactions among characters, at this point,
Elwood was more concerned with what the characters were saying to each other than with what
they were doing. His need for action to keep him interested was shifting toward contemplating
the thoughts of the characters and the way they mapped his changing worldview.
When Elwood began to read One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest (Kesey, 1962), a book
with a good deal of shocking character action, it would not have been surprising for him to focus
less on what was being said and more on the actions of the characters. As demonstrated
following, however, this was not the case.
So at the meeting, Cheswick says, “ I want something done!”, “I ain’t no little kid!"
(Kesey, , p. 172). This is important because everybody looked at McMurphy to do
something, but he didn’t. He just sat there and watched as the two black men took the
screaming Cheswick away. All the patients were stunned; they didn't know what to
think, did he hear about Ratched not sending him to Disturbed and now he is going to be
good, or is this all a part of some elaborate plan? (Written Response 17, March 2016)
In this instance, Elwood focused on the inaction and lack of teamwork demonstrated by
McMurphy. However, in his analysis, he stated that the inaction is likely part of a plan that the
character had. Focusing solely on the text at this point, Elwood was making connections
between what the character had done previously and what he was likely to do in the future.
Rather than make sense of McMurphy’s inactivity in this instance, in terms of what it might
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mean in world, Elwood used it as a clue for what it might mean in terms of moving the story
itself forward. This marked Elwood’s final transition.
By the end of the intervention, Elwood had demonstrated a focus on creating meaning in
terms of how the entire story functioned as one unit. He used examples from multiple points in
the books to analyze his quotes. He was piecing the whole story together to make sense of it in
terms of the text itself, his own life, and his changing worldview.
At that point, it made perfect sense for Elwood to make the book selection shift that he
made. He stated, on his way to the library, “I think I’m going to try something a little different
again now. I think I’m going to try mysteries now. My brother told me about this one book The
Da Vinci Code, and I really think I’ll like the history of it and trying to figure out the clues”
(Interactive Observation 15, April 2016). Elwood’s newly minted approach to reading fit this
genre perfectly. To read mystery, it is necessary to piece together information from all parts of
the story. Elwood was doing exactly that in his reading and analysis. Mysteries were a perfect
fit.
Elwood went on to read The Da Vinci Code (Brown, 2003). As he had demonstrated in
his writing about One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest (Kesey, 1962), Elwood focused on what the
characters said and how that moved the story forward. For example, he wrote,
So then, the police arrived and took Teabing, and as he left, Robert said, “Only the
worthy find the Grail, Leigh. You taught me that" (Brown, , p. 558). This is important
because it is the biggest twist in the book and reveals a huge secret. (Written Response
18, April 2016)
Once again, Elwood’s analysis revolved around the way in which the character’s words helped
move the story forward and less around what they meant for Elwood. He was demonstrating an
appreciation for the text itself. This is not to say that Elwood was not thinking about connections
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to his life and the world at all; it is to say that he was focusing more on the text itself and his
appreciation for what the text said.
When asked about this change in his approach to reading that focused more on the text,
Elwood provided the following response: “The books made me think differently about a lot of
things. Now I think a lot about the book. Now I like fiction and nonfiction, and I like twists that
are hard to figure out” (Interview 3, April 2016). The changes that were documented from
reading Elwood’s writing were corroborated by him in his final interview, demonstrating that he
was aware of the changes he had experienced and that he was confident in his ability to
challenge himself to read from different genres.

Comparison of Past School and Reading
Intervention Experiences
Elwood thought positively about being able to choose his own books for reading
intervention class. When asked what he thought about the class in the beginning, Elwood
responded, “I like the class so far because I get to pick my own books because, you know,
sometimes it’s hard for someone to pick them for me” (Interview 1, September 2015). When
asked why he thought this was important, Elwood offered the following:
Reading seems to bring me pleasure now. When I’m interested, I like reading, I think.
When I’m not, then I don’t like reading at all. Now, the book I’m reading is interesting,
so I’m liking it. It’s way better than being handed a book to read. I hope it continues this
way. Now all the books I’m reading I’m interested in, so things are going great
(Interview 1, September 2015)
Elwood’s response suggested that he was more positive about being able to choose his own
books than having books assigned to him. Interest was important. Interest was achieved through
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choice. However, Elwood also had not found success with selecting his own books for school in
the past. How was he experiencing success early in the year?
When asked why he believed he was having success early in the class, Elwood stated the
following:
I love reading in school because it gives me the time I need to get into my books. I can
finish books now and move on to a new book. I like finishing books, but finding time to
read is hard for me at home. I get home after 6:00 every night because I'm playing
football. After I eat, shower, and do my homework, it's late and I have trouble staying up
to read. (Interview 1, September 2015)
The biggest difference between Elwood’s experience at Community High School as compared to
his previous self-selection experience for school was that he was given time to read in school in
the current reading intervention class. As a busy freshmen playing on the football team, Elwood
expressed trouble finding time to read outside of school and needing the time to get started on his
books. He stated further, “I like reading in school. I really like reading in school. When I get
into a chapter, I even find myself reading at home then” (Interview 1, September 2015).
Although the bulk of Elwood’s reading happened in school, the school reading time spilled over
to home from the beginning of the school year, which remained important for Elwood
throughout the course of the intervention class:
It’s really nice. I like reading for 20 minutes or more at home. But nothing is like the
time to read in school. That’s the best. It’s really great when everyone is reading
together. I like it because there’s nothing else for me to do at that time but read. There’s
nothing else for anyone to do at that time but read. During this time, I’m always reading,
and then I get into my books and read more at home. At first I didn’t think I was going to
like reading in school as a freshmen. Now it’s like my favorite part of the school day. I
get so lost in my reading during that time, and I feel like such a better reader now.
(Interview 3, April 2016)
Elwood’s response indicated that time to read in school was most influential over his reading
success. Somewhat to Elwood’s surprise, time in school was necessary to experience acceptance
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in a community of readers, to engage in his books, and to enjoy reading. Reading in school was
an experience that Elwood believed increased his attitude and motivation for reading.
By December, Elwood more directly attributed feelings of success to spending time
reading and being interested in the books he was selecting for himself.
Yes, I am feeling much better about myself as a reader because of this class. I feel like a
decent reader now. Before, I was not a reader much at all. I feel much better than I did at
the beginning of the year. I'm a non-fiction reader, specific to war. When I'm into the
book, I don't want to stop reading. I'll even read while I'm eating at home now. Biggest
change for me is that now I'm spending way more time on reading. (Interview 2,
December 2015)
Increased reading time as a result of the intervention was not lost on Elwood. He saw a direct
link between the amount of time he spent reading and improvements he perceived in his stamina
and ability.
Elwood experienced great change by the end of the intervention. By the end of the
intervention, Elwood stated,
I have changed a lot as a reader. My taste in genres has changed because I have chosen
to read lots of books. I read almost every night, and that is something I would never in
seventh or eighth grade. This year, there were many options for me to pick from and
evolve as a reader and a student. I used to hate reading and was a very picky reader.
This year I found that I like war books and even classics. This is a lot different than what
I thought I liked before. I do very much enjoy reading a lot more now because I have
read so much, and I look forward to reading. Now I read more than I am on electronics,
and that is something I am highly proud of. Even though reading seems boring to some
people, it is something I have come to love, and for that I will hold onto because reading
is a big part of my everyday life, and it will all be worth it in the long run. My reading
really defines who I am as a person now. I like finding meaning in books. I am beyond
happy with how much my reading has improved, going from someone who hated reading
to someone who cannot stop reading. I will continue to push myself to be an even better
reader in the future. (Written Reflection 2, May 2016)
By the end of reading the intervention at Community High School, Elwood believed that he had
changed in many ways as a reader. In the end, Elwood articulated physical, cognitive, and
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perceptual changes in regard to his reading. Reading became a part of his identity. He knew
what type of books he liked, why he liked them, and how they defined him as a person. These
changes were substantial.
Elwood’s feelings of accomplishment were reflected in his standardized test scores. In
terms of his GRADE® test results for September and May, respectively, Elwood’s reading
comprehension score moved from a year behind to 2.5 years ahead of his peers. Elwood made
many reading choices that he believed helped him “evolve” (Interview 3, April, 2015). The
following section is the story of Elwood and how his reader identity changed throughout his year
in free-choice reading intervention class at Community High School.

Free-Choice Reading Intervention
Contributions to Reader Identity
Changes to Elwood’s reader identity happened early. After spending two weeks in
reading intervention class, Elwood’s perceptions of his reader identity were beginning to show
signs of change. Even though he said, “Right now, I still don’t have a favorite book or author”
(Interview 1, September 2015), he did provide some responses reflective of change. For
example, when he was asked how he thought his experiences during the first month of the
reading intervention were contributing to his reader identity, Elwood said, “I think I’m starting to
like reading a little now. It’s kind of enjoyable” (Interview 1, September 2015). This shift from
thinking negatively to positively about reading was a critical step in Elwood’s transition.
Still in the early stages of reading intervention, Elwood’s experiences were proving to be
contributing to a stronger, more positive reader identity. When asked who he thought he was as
a reader, Elwood provided the following description:
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I’m a reader who likes to read books after seeing movies. Even though I’m still not a
great reader, reading about movies I’ve seen is really helpful for me. I love reading in
school, too. It’s really helpful for me. Because I’m in football, I don’t get home until
after 6:00. After I eat, shower, and do other homework, I’m really tired. So I’d say I’m a
reader who likes to read in school, too. (Interview 1, September 2015).
Although still somewhat raw, Elwood’s response suggested that his reader identity was
beginning to form in just the first few weeks of the class. For example, he was already able to
articulate better who he was as a reader than who he had been as a reader in the past. As time
passed, Elwood’s reader identity strengthened and became even more positive.
By December, Elwood’s reader identity was clear to him. He knew who he was as a
reader, and he had a plan for pushing his identity forward. He was challenging himself to read
books he never thought he could handle before. When asked in December, "Are you a reader?",
Elwood responded much differently than he had in September: “Yes, I am definitely a reader
now. I’m a nonfiction reader, specific to war. That’s who I am” (Elwood Interview 2,
December 2015). This response was different from anything Elwood had provided to date. For
the first time, Elwood stated positively that he was a reader. Furthermore, without prompting, he
went on to articulate the type of reader that he was: a nonfiction reader, specific to war. This
self-realization was an important step in his development.
Because Elwood’s December response in regard to his reader identity was so different
from his September response at the beginning of the year, he was asked about his experience in
the reading intervention and how he though those experiences were contributing to his reader
identity. He provided the following detailed response:
Biggest change for me is that I’m spending a lot more time reading now than I ever did
before. I actually like the books I’m picking. That’s why, I think. I’m reading in school
a lot, which is really helpful. Now I’m even reading a lot in my spare time at home. I
like to watch movies and then read the book to see how different it is or not. I also get a
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lot of recommendations from my brother. Weird thing is, he doesn’t read, but I still talk
to him a lot about my books. I don’t read as much at home as I do in school because it
can be distracting, but I’m reading at home now, too. That’s how I know I’m a reader
now. I even talk to my friends about books when I really like them. Never did that
before. (Interview 2, December 2015)
The amount of time Elwood was spending reading and talking with others outside of class about
his reading were signs to him that he was a reader. He knew who he was as a reader. By making
his own reading choices, Elwood was forming his identity and beginning to understand the types
of books he valued. Even spending time reading at home, Elwood was proud of himself.
Although he did not state positive perceptions of himself as a reader from the past, when
asked about his perceptions of himself as a reader in Interview 2, he said, “Yes, I am feeling
much better about myself as a reader because of this class” (Interview 2, December 2015).
When pressed to provide examples of what he had done for class that led him to make this
statement, Elwood said,
Well, I never used to spend any time reading, and now I’m spending lots of time reading,
and I feel like it’s making me better. When I’m into a book, I can’t stop reading. I even
read sometimes at home while I’m eating now. I’m even reading books now that I didn’t
see the movie for. I feel much better about myself as a reader than I did at the beginning
of the year. I’m even reading bigger books with more difficult words in them now. I
would say, yes, I am a reader. The more I read, the better I feel. I’m even taking a lot
less breaks now. I’m way more confident now. (Interview 2, December 2015).
Elwood attributed his improved attitude and motivation for reading to the reading choices he had
made, along with the increased reading time, but what about the other activities he was
completing for class? Were they shaping Elwood’s reader identity in any way?
When asked about the other components of the class that he believed were contributing to
his success and change, Elwood pointed out the weekly writing and the small-group discussions
as being helpful. The writing, however, he believed was the most helpful.
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The writing is really helpful because it helps me to focus on my reading. When I sit and
think about what I read, it helps me to understand what I focus on more. It helps to stop
and think about your reading, I think. It helps me to see what I remember and what I
don’t, and that is really helpful for me to understand who I am as a reader. I have learned
that I can write a lot about my reading when I get to pick what to write about. I guess I’m
not such a bad reader after all because I remember a lot about my books to write so much
about them. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Elwood’s responses suggest that the writing helped him in two ways. First, it provided an
accountability measure that motivated him to focus on his reading. Knowing that he had to write
and provide evidence from his reading was enough to keep him focused. Second, the writing
helped him to delineate where his attention was focused. Stopping to think about the reading and
writing about it helped Elwood think about what he remembered, and seeing that he remembered
much during this process boosted his confidence.
To a lesser extent, Elwood mentioned that the small-group discussions were also helpful
in understanding his reader identity because “When I’m talking, sometimes I’ll see that I learned
something I really didn’t know that much about. Sometimes I see that I understand more”
(Interview 2, December 2015). Practicing explaining what he remembered without much
preparation showed Elwood that he was doing well and that he could speak intelligently about
his books. His response also suggests that the discussion helped him on somewhat of a
subconscious level as well, helping him to realize his full potential.
When asked in his final interview whether or not he thought of himself as a reader,
Elwood stated with confidence, “Big reader” (Interview 3, April 2015). This statement
suggested a distinctive change in his reader identity from the beginning of the year. “I’ve
finished so many books by now, I’m definitely a reader” (Interview 3, April 2015). What about
a favorite book? “Johnny Got His Gun is probably my favorite now, but that’s a tough call. I
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like a lot now. That was a really great reading experience for me. I couldn’t imagine going
through what that guy went through” (Interview 3, April 2016). When asked if he had a favorite
author, he replied,
I would have to say that I have a few favorite authors. For war memoirs, Chris Kyle or
Marcus Luttrell are probably my favorites. I really liked Dalton Trumbo for war novels.
Tim O’Brien would be a close second. Classics, that would have to be George Orwell. I
read two of his books: 1984 and Animal Farm. I liked 1984 better. For mysteries, my
favorite author right now is Dan Brown, but I haven’t really read a lot of mysteries, so
that could change. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Whereas at the beginning of the study, Elwood could not name a single author he liked, by the
end he not only named an author, he named five authors and differentiated them by genre,
showing a clear understanding of diversity in his reading preferences and his developing reader
identity.
It was important to question further to see what Elwood thought about this noticeable
change. When asked what it meant for him that he likely had more than one favorite book and
that he could now name various authors he preferred for various genres, whereas before, he
could name none, Elwood stated,
The big difference for me was probably being able to pick my books. When I picked a
book, I knew that I was probably going to like it because I knew something about the
topic already from doing research or from my other reading. I had an opinion about the
books even before I began reading them. For me, it’s important to know something about
the books before picking them. If someone else picked for me, I might not know
anything about the topic or care what the book is about. I love my books and authors
because I know what I want to learn about, and that helps me focus. I know who I am
now and what I want to read. That’s everything to me. I’m so happy I took this class.
(Interview 3, April 2016)
By the end of the intervention class, Elwood knew who he was as a reader, what he wanted to
read, why he wanted to read it, and what authors he liked more than others. He was a reader
with clear preferences and was aware of his ability to make quality book selections for himself.
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In his final written reflection, Elwood reiterated how much his reader identity changed as
a result of taking the reading intervention class at Community High School.
I feel pretty good with myself changing as a reader. I used to read not too often in my
early years in elementary school and middle school, but when I had gotten into [the
reading intervention], I definitely changed my way of reading. Having this class made
me read more that I used too. When I had just started, I read a little bit, but not too often,
as I do now. About after the first two months, that's when I started to explore into it and
started to read much more. Halfway through the year, I was reading through books very
quick and going on to the next one. To be honest though, I’m proud to say that I am a
reader because many people don't read or don't like to, but it's not too bad once you get
into it. (Written Reflection 2, May 2016)
Elwood’s reading intervention class experience was different from any other reading experiences
he had had to date. Because of this, he saw reading and himself as a reader differently than he
had ever before. Reading was positive. Elwood went from a nonreader who was bored and
struggled with reading to one who was proud to know himself. Elwood accomplished a great
deal and knew what he wanted to read and why he wanted to read it. He developed a strong,
positive identity.

Summary
When Elwood entered the reading intervention at Community High School, he did not
have a clear understanding of who he was as a reader or what he was capable of doing with texts.
He liked the spirit of teamwork, competition, and decision-making, but he did not know that as a
reader, theses dispositions were his focus. These dispositions were present throughout the scope
of the intervention.
Throughout the course of the year, however, Elwood experienced a series of changes that
strengthened his understanding of his reader identity. Through this experience, Elwood
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improved his reading stamina. To begin with, Elwood read more during this school year than he
had in all his other school years combined. As Elwood read more, he showed that he could stay
focused on his reading for longer periods of time. This was motivating. Elwood challenged
himself over the course of the school year to read from various, more challenging genres. His
interview responses seemed to suggest that he credited his success to making his own reading
decisions, being given time to read in class, and the required weekly writing, and to a somewhat
lesser extent the group discussions. He appreciated the fact that he was held accountable to
demonstrate his understanding of his reading on a regular basis. His attitude changed. Being
required to sit and think deeply about his reading on a regular basis changed his perceptions of
reading and himself as a reader for the better.
Elwood read 13 books and abandoned only one. As he built reading experience, he
changed as a reader. Elwood’s brother and grandmother, as it turned out, played a critical role in
Elwood’s participation in reading intervention in the beginning. “I get recommendations from
my brother” (Interview 1, September 2015) was a common phrase that Elwood said until about
midway through the study. Whereas Elwood understood the importance of recommendations
from his brother and grandmother in the beginning, by the end of the intervention, he was
confident that he could build background through reading and that he could make confident book
selections for himself.
In the beginning, Elwood tried always to connect himself to the text. By the end, he was
using the text as its own tool for understanding and to conceptualize his worldview. Whereas
action and intensity that he could relate to were important in the beginning, Elwood realized by
the end that he liked to think deeply about what the people and characters said and the power of
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their words. As Elwood’s interview and written responses suggested, he was not the same reader
in the end as he was in the beginning.

Participant 2: Juan Carlos
Juan Carlos did not hide his dislike for reading when the study began. He was open and
honest about his lack of reading for school as well as his lack of reading in his personal life. His
grades were historically average, and he did not hide the fact that he found ways around
completing assigned reading for school. At the beginning of the study, Juan was convinced that
he could never be a reader. Reading was not for him, and that was not going to change. Juan
was a native Spanish speaker who came from a lively home where reading was not encouraged.
In addition, Juan was previously diagnosed with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADHD) and a learning disability. In the beginning, Juan believed that his active, outdoor
lifestyle was not conducive to being a reader, but what he found was that there were books that
appealed to just that side of him.
Throughout the free-choice reading intervention class, Juan experienced changes in his
reading attitude, motivation, stamina, and his preferences for reading. Juan found success early
in the intervention by choosing books that were part of a series and that were short so he could
read quickly. Juan made many trips to the library early in the year as he would finish short series
books quickly as the year progressed.
Juan underwent a good deal of change as a reader by the end of the school year. By the
end of the school year, he had this to say:
I have changed as a reader by reading more book [sic], picking out good books for
myself, and understanding the books more. When I was younger, I didn’t know how to
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do any of those things. I wouldn’t read at all or even understand the books I was
supposed to read. This year, my teacher taught me that I can pick out good books for
myself, I even read when I am bored in class or when I finish a test or a worksheet. I
would actually read the words in the book and like the book that I picked. I even
sometimes lose myself into the book by how good it is. When I am at home, I wouldn’t
read for about 20 minutes; I would read for about 40-50 minutes because of how good the
book is.
Reading wasn’t a whole lot of fun for me before. When I started reading in the beginning
of the year, my reaction was, “Oh my gosh, why do we have to read so much?” Now I
understand why teachers or anyone makes you read every day, because it makes you a
better reader every day. I would recommend anyone who doesn’t read, start reading now
because it’s a great skill. (Written Reflection 2, May 2016)
Juan believed that he changed considerably as a reader by the end of reading intervention at
Community High School. As this statement seemed to suggest, making his own choices and
having time to read in school were the two most important factors in the positive improvements
in how he viewed reading and himself as a reader.

Personal Background
Juan Carlos was a 14-year-old freshman at Community High School when the study
began. The son of Mexican immigrants, Juan turned 15 years old in March of the year the data
were collected. Born in Mexico, Juan Carlos moved to the U.S. before beginning kindergarten.
At the time of data collection for this study, seven people lived in Juan’s home: Juan, his four
siblings, and his mother and father. Juan’s mother spoke both Spanish and English well, but his
father preferred Spanish. “I speak mostly Spanish from the time I leave school until I return the
next day. Sometimes I speak Spanish in school. Really it depends on who I am talking to
whether or not I speak Spanish or English” (Interview 1, September 2015). This statement
seemed to suggest that Juan spent more of his time speaking Spanish than English.
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Juan’s fondness for being outside and working actively was an idea that came up multiple
times throughout the study.
When I was a little kid, my grandpa had a farm, and he's, like, a farmer. I went there
every year to Mexico and helped him on the farm with all the stuff, like helping with the
crops, cleaning up, and, you know, that sort of thing. It's really old-fashioned there. It’s
a lot different than here. I haven’t been back for a while, but I like that type of life of
being outside and working. I like going there to visit. (Interview 2, December 2015)
This response showed that Juan had pride in his agricultural background. He was proud of the
work he did on the farm, and he was proud of his outdoor life. This also showed that, to Juan,
family was also important. He enjoyed spending time with them socializing or working.
Although his large family was a positive influence in Juan’s life, it did make for
difficulties reading when he was younger. Two things worked against Juan as he thought about
the fact that he “never read at home as a kid” (Interview 1, September 2015):
Maybe if there was less noise at home, I would’ve read more when I was younger. It’s
just that there were always so many people in my house, my brothers and sisters, my
parents, my aunts, uncles, and cousins visiting. My house was always loud. Maybe if
there was less commotion, like lots of people and the TV and stuff like that, I would’ve
read more. But that’s how my house was. I liked it that way. And when I didn’t like it, I
went outside or to my friend’s house. I did that a lot. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Juan’s description of his home life was always positive throughout the course of the study. He
liked the vibrancy of being in a home where people were always around visiting with each other
and spending time together. To him, family was an important part of his life and upbringing. He
loved the fact that people wanted to be at his house, and he loved his heritage. “That’s how
Mexican families are, always with the whole family” (Interview 1, September 2015), he said
later in the interview. Juan also seemed to pride himself on having friends and spending time
with them at their houses when not with his family.
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Although his home life was good for socialization, Juan’s descriptions of his home life
did not seem so conducive to reading. When asked about finding a place to read in quiet, Juan
provided the following answer:
When I was younger, no one in my house ever read. My mom stayed at home, cooking
and cleaning and that sort of thing. She didn’t read. She watched tele novellas, kind of
like soap operas, I guess you could say. My dad worked a lot. After he would come
home and eat and visit with everyone, he would pretty much go to bed. My brothers and
sisters didn’t read anything at home. No one really read in my house. We never had
anything in the house in English to read, so I never read at all at home. (Interview 2,
December 2015)
Juan’s home life was positive and supportive, but he did not have a reading role model or any
reading material in his house. He could not look to his family as examples of what it meant to be
a reader. Perhaps his friends were helpful, but “My friends didn’t really read at all either”
(Interview 2, December 2015). From what Juan could see growing up, reading was not an
essential part of the life of anyone to whom he looked for guidance and support. “My family
was and is great. My friends are great, too. We just don’t read much. That’s fine with me”
(Interview 1, September 2015). Juan did not interact with people who were reading role models.

Academic Background
Juan attended schools in the Community High School feeder district. Although not
enrolled in ELL classes, Juan’s first and primary language was Spanish. When asked about ELL
classes, Juan stated, “My parents didn’t want me in those classes, so they never signed me up”
(Interview 1, September 2015). In addition to speaking English as his secondary language, Juan
was receiving special education services for Other Health Impairment (OHI) as a result of being
diagnosed with ADHD and a Specific Learning Disability (SLD) related to reading and writing
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comprehension. In his younger years, Juan spent a good deal of his schooling in special
education classes. At the time of the current study, he was attending special education classes
only for math. All his other classes were standard level.
Juan’s historical grades were “pretty much Cs” (Interview 1, September 2015), as he
described them. His response revealed that he was satisfied with his grades. Juan neither read
for school nor read anything at home. Prior to entering the reading intervention at Community
High School, Juan could name only one title he remembered reading in second or third grade,
and he alluded to reading “maybe a couple graphic novels” (Interview 1, September 2015), but
he could not name a specific title or author.
When data collection for the current study began, Juan scored 3.5 years behind his peers
nationally in reading comprehension, according to the GRADE® reading assessment. Juan had
the lowest aggregate score on the participant-selection survey battery and identified himself as a
highly reluctant reader, bordering on being a non-reader. This is the story of Juan and his year in
the free-choice reading intervention at Community High School.

Past Non-School Reading Experiences
Juan’s past reading experiences were few. When asked about what he remembered as a
reader when he was younger, he could not offer much other than stories of avoiding reading.
Juan’s responses often indicated that his past reading experiences were mostly negative. Juan
described a home environment that was not conducive to reading. His home was full of people,
full of life, and full of noise. He described trying to read at his house as a struggle. When asked
to elaborate, Juan said,
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There was a lot of noise at my home when I was younger, so I really wouldn't get the
time to read because it would be the noise in my house. It used to be annoying to me, I
guess. I would just ignore the reading because it was very distracting, so just go back to
playing games or go outside or something. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Based on Juan’s description of his home, it seemed that he did sometimes try reading at home
but could not focus in the noisy environment that was his home. He mentioned that it annoyed
him a bit, but when he said it, it seemed that as he thought about it now, it was annoying. At the
time, and based on other descriptions Juan provided, it did not bother him much.
When asked if he was a reader in the past, Juan said, “No, I wouldn’t consider myself a
reader in the past because I didn’t read anything back then” (Interview 1, September 2015). Did
he have a favorite author that he could remember? “No, I don’t have a favorite author from
when I was younger” (Interview 1, September 2015). And when asked about his past
relationship with reading, Juan provided a description best summed up as negative.
My past relationship with reading was not good. Nothing really motivated me to read. I
didn’t think reading was worth the time and effort, and I was not confident because I
really never read. Like, when I was little, I didn’t really have a lot of care for reading. I
don’t know. I just know I wasn’t really a reader. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Juan pointed out that he was not motivated to read. He lacked a desire to read. He did not find
value in reading. “Reading didn’t bring me any pleasure when I was younger. It irritated me”
(Interview 1, September 2015) were common statements that Juan made in the first interview.
He was not confident. Reading, for Juan, was not a valued activity worth taking the time to
complete. He did not see himself as a reader in any way when he was younger.
When probed, Juan was able to speak about one positive reading experience that he
remembered when he was seven or eight years old. Juan said,
I remember reading books like Captain Underpants when I was younger, in, like, second
or third grade, I think. I liked the Captain Underpants books because they had pictures in
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them. I remember I would stop to look at the pictures for a long time when I read them.
Captain Underpants was definitely my favorite, but that’s not saying a lot. I just
remember liking the pictures a lot. The pictures helped me to visualize more what I was
reading. I remember that the most. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Pictures played an important role in Juan’s reading, even when beginning the reading
intervention class. He remembered, “I used the pictures before reading, during reading, and after
reading” and that they “helped to know what was going on” (Interview 1, September 2015).
When he was asked in a later interview to elaborate further on his use of pictures when reading,
Juan provided the following explanation: “I remember looking at the pictures for maybe a
minute. But, like, if I was confused about something, I would always go back to the picture,
look at it, and maybe sometimes it would help me” (Interview 2, December 2015). For Juan, the
pictures provided two things: a break from reading the words and help when he did not
understand. They allowed him to get lost in the story, even though he may have been struggling
with the language, and they provided a scaffold for him to figure out his confusion.
This positive experience, however, did not last long. As Juan explained, “That was like
one or two books. I really wouldn’t count that. It’s just all I remember” (Interview 2, December
2015). Although positive, Juan’s statements suggested that this experience was not enough to
outweigh the non-reading messages that flooded his perceptions.
Juan spoke at length about spending time with his friends and doing adventurous things
such as playing tag or hide-and-go-seek games outside with his friends. But they were not
readers.
Me and my friends would go to the park or go outside a lot if it was nice. When it wasn't,
we'd just go to a friend’s house, and we would play video games. Like, I would basically
completely ignore reading. Reading was not for me. I was always with my friends, and I
would never really get the time to read, so I would ignore it. I wanted to go outside to go
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play. I wanted to be outside. Me and my friends didn’t like reading. (Interview 2,
December 2015)
Thus, Juan had no family members who promoted the benefits of reading, and his friends did not
provide any support or guidance. In Juan’s life, there were no reading role models.
In his first written reflection (December 2015), Juan supported much of what he said in
the interviews. In his reflection he wrote,
Before this school year started, I really didn’t read that much. Part of the reason why I
didn’t read was because I was extremely picky with the books I read. Nothing really
picked my interest a lot, so I just didn’t read. I also felt behind on my reading skills
because I personally felt like I had better things to do than read. I would rather go
outside or play games and just enjoy life. Every time I picked up a book, I would feel
extremely bored. When this school year started, I knew that to succeed in this class, I had
to read constantly. I was upset and I didn’t feel ready either. To start off, I knew that I
needed to find a book that was very interesting and so good that there was no way I
would be able to put the book down. (Interview 2, December 2015)
When Juan thought about enjoying life and what he considered to be activities that were
worthwhile as he was growing up, reading did not make his list. Juan had “better things to do
than read.” In the past, Juan did not read outside of school, but was there some evidence of
positive reading experiences in school prior to Juan entering Community High School?

Past School Reading Experiences
As Juan remembered his past school reading experiences, no positive experiences stood
out to him. Rather, his past school reading experiences consisted of attempts to be cooperative
and to read what was assigned to him, experiences that usually ended in his abandoning the
reading and choosing to do something else, something more active. Juan’s responses regarding
reading for school revolved around assigned reading and at-home reading logs. For Juan, “Fifth
or sixth grade is when I quit reading much at all” (Interview 1, September 2015).
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Juan’s school reading experiences led him to believe that reading was not something that
was worth his attention. He remembered two types of reading that he was supposed to do in
school: reading that was assigned to him by the teacher and reading that he was supposed to
select on his own. Toward the assigned reading, Juan remembered trying his best. He said,
I remember trying to read the books teachers gave me, but then I remember throwing
them to the side and going outside. I loved being outside. I remember trying to follow
along when we were reading in school, but then I’d always start thinking of other things,
like playing games or going with my friends. I didn’t like reading in any class. No class
made me feel any differently about reading. Reading was not my thing back then. I just
couldn’t do it. I don’t even remember what books or stories we were supposed to read. I
was not a school reader. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Juan tried to read the assigned books but found it difficult. His efforts usually ended with him
abandoning reading for something more active. Even in the class where everyone was supposed
to be reading, Juan remembered his lack of attention to the reading. This was an important
description because Juan was an average student. He managed to get passing grades when he
admittedly did not do the assigned reading. To Juan, school reading was a choice, and he chose
not to participate.
Although assigned reading did not work for Juan, he did mention being required
sometimes to choose his own books for school reading, so perhaps he would recall more success
with self-selection. Self-selection has been proven to influence positively the reading behaviors
of even the most reluctant reader and is the premise behind the current study. When asked to
provide an explanation of what he remembered of self-selected reading prior to high school, Juan
said,
The teacher and the library teacher would give us lists of books to pick from, but that
usually didn’t work for me. When that didn’t work, I remember they would pick books
for me. That never worked either. So then I would try to find them on my own, but that
didn’t work either. We never had enough time. (Interview 1, September 2015)
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Juan’s experience of choosing his own books in school was restricted by his teachers and the
library teachers. Not only were his choices restricted, but Juan remembered there not being
enough time to participate in the book selection and reading process. He remembered being
rushed: “In the past, we would always go to the library as a class, and I would feel rushed to find
two books right away” (Interview 1, September 2015). He also remembered not being given
time to read the books he selected in school. “We never had any time to read the books in
school” (Interview 1, September 2015). Even though he was given some choice that he
remembered, he was not supported or held accountable for his reading and, therefore, did not
read. This was Juan’s experience “up to about sixth grade” (Interview 2, December 2015). As
he described it, “Everyone was supposed to do the reading, but I don’t think many people did.
At least, my friends didn’t” (Interview 2, December 2015). Similar to the assigned reading, Juan
did not participate in the independent reading. In light of Juan’s statements, it appeared that the
school had no influence over changing Juan’s reader reluctance. In neither case did Juan
experience support or accountability and, therefore, chose not to read for school.
One common practice in schools is to have the students’ parents sign a reading log,
stating that the student read at home as assigned. Juan had this experience. If Juan did not do
the reading, what about his reading log? “We had these logs that we had to keep track of the
titles and authors and how much we read. I remember not reading a lot and having it signed. My
parents would be busy and just would sign it” (Interview 2, December 2015). The theory behind
this practice is that the parents will hold their children accountable for their reading and sign the
log only when their children did, in fact, complete the reading. However, it may be that busy
parents simply sign the log stating that their children read, as was the case for Juan.
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Although the atmosphere in his home was not the most conducive to reading and
although the school’s efforts did not work, there had to be more to his lack of reading. After
probing a bit further, Juan provided more insight into his lack of reading:
I wasn't patient enough for reading when I was younger. I liked to go on adventures and
stuff like that and play around outside. I didn't like to sit for like 20 minutes or 30
minutes at home and read because it would just irritate me. I would rather be doing other
things. That's just the kind of kid I was. Plus, I knew I didn’t really have to read them.
(Interview 2, December 2015)
Juan’s description of reading irritating him is important when examining why he did not choose
to read when he was required to at a younger age for school. Sitting and focusing was a struggle
for Juan. However, again, Juan mentioned that the reading he was assigned to do for school was
mostly supposed to be done at home, where he had other activities competing with his attention
and an environment that was not ideal for reading, especially not ideal for a child who did not
value reading much in the first place. Reading at home made Juan mad, so he did not do it.
After all, aside from the log that his parents would sign regardless, there were no other
accountability measures in place by the teacher. Juan needed regular reading experience with
supportive text to build stamina, which he did not experience. As a result, Juan was a reluctant
reader.

Past Reading Experiences' Contributions
to Reader Identity
Juan’s past in- and out-of-school reading experiences contributed to his identity as a
reluctant reader. Despite having a bit of positive experience reading Captain Underpants
(Pilkey, 1991), what Juan recalled most about reading was avoiding it. “Spending time reading
was not for me” (Interview 1, September 2015), was the type of response Juan provided most
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often when asked about who he was as a reader in his years prior to entering Community High
School. “I did read Captain Underpants and some other graphic books, but I don’t know if I’d
count that as reading. I looked at the pictures more than I read the words” (Interview 1,
September 2015). It was important that Juan see reading the pictures as part of his reading
process. Pictures helped Juan to understand the text fully. He needed to use them, but, just as
importantly, he had to see that as reading because that is what worked for him. Juan did not
consider looking at the pictures to be reading and, therefore, saw himself as a non-reader, even
after years of school where reading was required.
When asked at the beginning of the study whether or not he was a reader, Juan answered
without hesitation, “Me? No. I wasn’t a reader because I didn’t read anything” (Interview 1,
September 2015). Juan believed that his not thinking of himself as a reader was due to the fact
that “reading just wasn’t a thing in my house. No one really read at all” (Interview 1, September
2015). Prior to school, Juan had no recollection of reading, going to the library, or having stories
read to him. “We didn’t read in my house” (Interview 1, September 2015) was how Juan saw
reading prior to entering school. As a result, Juan could not share any titles or authors that he
remembered liking as a child. “I didn’t really think reading was a bad thing or anything like that.
I just didn’t really think about it at all before I went to school. I didn’t have to. I had no reading
experience, I guess” (Interview 1, September 2015). Identifying with the non-readers in his
house carried great influenced over Juan’s perceptions. Reading was not what he saw, so it was
not something that he did.
Reading was negative for Juan. Because of his lack of reading experience, Juan’s past
relationship with reading was “not good” (Interview 1, September 2015). He remembered
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having a negative attitude about his ability: “When I was younger, I was a really bad reader. I
didn’t read, so reading was hard for me” (Interview 1, September 2015). He remembered
struggling to focus: “I could never focus on the reading because I didn’t read at all” (Interview 1,
September 2015). He remembered avoiding school reading: “Yeah, we were supposed to read
stuff, but I wasn’t a reader. I didn’t read. I ignored the reading and did other things” (Interview
2, December 2015). Not reading for school was not a problem for Juan. “I got by fine without
doing it” (Juan Interview 2, December 2015). It was not as if he was being defiant or even as if
he thought that what he was doing was wrong. In his mind, he was not a reader and, therefore,
was not going to do the reading.
Although Juan did not read much for school in any year, by sixth grade, Juan had given
up completely on reading.
When I got to sixth grade, I don’t even remember trying to fake reading anymore. I just
completely ignored it. We didn’t have logs, so I didn’t have to get those signed. We
didn’t go to the library anymore, so I didn’t have to check out books. We were just
assigned reading that I would ignore. I could just get answers for worksheets and tests
from my friends. I was not a reader, and then I thought I would never be a reader. I
would watch the movies if I could or do something else. I was not going to read. I didn’t
really care about reading. (Interview 2, December 2015)
By that time, Juan had accepted the fact that he was a non-reader and would likely continue to be
a non-reader. His home did not support reading, and reading for school was not necessary to do
well. By sixth grade, Juan believed firmly that being a non-reader was his reader identity.

Reading Intervention Experiences
The reading intervention class at Community High School presented Juan with an
opportunity to start making his own reading decisions with support and accountability. Not used
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to taking his time to make his own reading choices, it took Juan time to accept the fact that he
was going to have to choose his own books to read. Once Juan accepted the fact that he had to
read, he found comfort in series books and stuck with them for most of the school year.

Book Selection Process
Before participant selection had been completed and the interactive book selection
observations began, Juan had already selected and completed one book: Zom-B: Book 1 (Shan,
2012). His first book selection happened on the first day of school as normal protocol for the
reading intervention class. Ms. Martin noted that Juan was not one of the students who
immediately knew what he wanted. In fact, Juan wandered for quite some time on that first day
in the school library. Ms. Martin described Juan’s first book selection:
From what I can remember, Juan was one of those boys who gravitated toward a small
group of wanderers. He was with about three or four other boys, and they kind of went
from one area of the library to another, almost randomly picking books off the shelf,
glancing at them, and then putting them back. They were doing more talking than they
were actually looking for books. They were one of the groups that I had to split up after
about 15 minutes of none of them finding them anything. Once they were split up, Juan
seemed to do a little better.
From what I can remember, after I split them up, Juan walked over to the horror section
of the library. I wasn’t watching him exclusively, but I do remember him selecting
several books off the shelf, glancing through them and putting them back until he settled
on one from the Darren Shan Zom-B series. I remember this because I wanted to make
sure he was selecting Book 1. You know, a lot of our kids will take, like, Book 4 from a
series and have no idea it’s a series, and they haven’t read Books 1, 2, or 3. When I saw
that he had Book 1, I left him alone to go check it out. (Teacher Discussion 1, September
2015)
Juan did select Book 1 and read it successfully over the next three weeks. Over two months,
Juan read the entire Zom-B (Shan) series, Books 1 through 5.
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On Juan’s third trip to the library, which was the researcher’s first opportunity to observe
his book selection process, Juan explained how he came to choose the Zom-B (Shan) series.
I like horror books. When I was younger I used to watch the Goosebumps movies. I
stopped watching those in like fifth or sixth grade, though. Lately, I’ve been watching a
lot of scary movies on Netflix. These books looked like they’d be like the scary movies I
watch. Plus, these books aren’t too big. I can’t read big books or books with lots of
words on the pages. You know what else I like about these books? They have pictures in
them, not a lot of pictures, but they have some. I like looking at pictures when I read.
(Interactive Observation 1, September 2015)
Because Juan had so little reading experience, he used his movie experience to help him select
his first book. From the beginning, Juan appeared to have specific selection criteria: short books
with few words and some pictures. Juan was happy with Book 1 and, on this trip, was there to
select the second book in the series. Juan also realized the power that pictures had for him on his
reading process. This was an important realization for Juan because before he thought of looking
at the pictures as not reading. In this interactive observation, Juan revealed that he was starting
to see the pictures as important for his reading. This was important for moving his reader
identity in a more positive direction.
For the next three interactive observations, Juan followed the same routine: walk in the
library, drop one book in the drop box, walk over to the horror shelves, select the next book in
the series, go to the counter, check out the book, and return to class in less than five minutes.
Every trip to the library for his first five books of the year lasted fewer than five minutes.
Although he had taken quite a bit of time to select his first book, because he liked the series, the
next four selections took little time away from class. He did not take much time, but he was not
rushed either. He did what was necessary to get his next book, and he promptly returned to
class, usually to begin reading immediately.
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When he had finished the first four books of the Zom-B (Shan) series, Juan decided that it
was time for a change. “I’m going to look for something different this time, not horror” (Juan,
Interactive Observation 4, October 2015). When Juan had located a copy of the potential book,
he began his book selection process. First, he flipped through the pages quickly; next, he read
the back of the book; and finally, he turned to what appeared to be a random page in the middle
of the book and appeared to read. He selected the book and walked away from that section of the
library. It was at that point that he was asked about what he had just done.
If the book’s too big, I won’t even take it off the shelf. Then I like to flip through it to
see how many words are on the pages. If it’s too many, I won’t read it. I can tell pretty
quickly if it’s something I want. I like to look for pictures. Then I'll like read the back or
a few paragraphs to see if it's something I'll like. I like to see what it's going to be about,
like maybe the setting or something maybe. (Interactive Observation 4, October 2015)
Juan demonstrated and explained a clear process for selecting books. Had he been taught this or
was this something he discovered on his own? When asked about his book selection process in
the second interview, Juan provided the following response: "No one really ever taught me the
process. I was always so rushed before so I never really did it” (Interview 2, December 2015).
Juan was not specifically taught the process or given criteria to select books. He knew that some
books were too dense for him, and he knew what was appealing to him. He did not have to be
taught this process. What he did need was the space to enact the process to find books that were
meaningful to him.
After a few minutes of scanning, pulling a few books, flipping through them, and
returning them to the shelf, Juan happened upon Beyond the Spiderwick Chronicles (DiTerlizzi
& Black, 2007). As he had before, Juan plucked Book 1 off the shelf, flipped through the pages,
read the back, turned to another page, and read. Then he read another page. After reading the
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second page, he said, “This book is perfect for me” (Interactive Observation 4, October 2015).
He then walked to the counter and checked out Beyond the Spiderwick Chronicles: The Nixie’s
Song: Book 1 (DiTerlizzi & Black, 2007). Why was this book perfect for him? Most
importantly, the book had pictures that Juan could use when he was confused or distracted. In
addition, it was a shorter book with a larger font and abundant white space. He was not
intimidated by its length and density.
Juan completed the Beyond the Spiderwick Chronicles (DiTerlizzi & Black, 2007, 2008,
2009) trilogy in three weeks. Because there was not another book in that series to read, Juan
said, “I’m just gonna get Book 1 of the other series” (Interactive Observation 7, October 2015)
on the walk to the library. At the library, Juan walked to the fantasy section, selected the
Spiderwick Chronicles: The Field Guide: Book 1 (DiTerlizzi & Black, 2003b) off the shelf,
walked to the counter, and checked out the book. This particular visit took only three minutes
from the time Juan left the classroom until the time he returned to class. Juan read the first five
books of the series in three weeks, with each visit to the library taking five minutes or less.
When he found that these books that were right for him, he read one after the other.
When finished with the five books of the Spiderwick Chronicles (DiTerlizzi & Black,
2003a, b, c; 2004a, b) series, Juan once again returned to the library, stating that he was “kind of
done with that series” (Interview 2, December 2015). When asked what he thought he was going
to select, he said, “I’m not sure. This might take me a few minutes to look” (Interactive
Observation 8, November 2015). Because he had so much success reading two fantasy series in
a row, Juan returned to the fantasy section of the library to browse. Again, he followed his same
routine of picking short books off the shelf, flipping through them, reading the back, and then
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reading a portion of a page inside the book. This visit did not take as long as the others when he
was starting a new series. On this visit, Juan selected A Series of Unfortunate Events: The Bad
Beginning: Book 1 (Snicket, 1999). He explained, “I like this one. It comes from the same
section of the library. It’s short like the Spiderwick Chronicles. It has pictures like the
Spiderwick Chronicles. And even the bigger font looks really similar” (Juan, Interactive
Observation 9, November 2015).
Juan read Books 1 through 4 of A Series of Unfortunate Events (Snicket, 1999a, b; 2000a,
b) for the remainder of the first semester, with each trip to the library again lasting fewer than
five minutes per trip. The setup of the Community High School library appeared to be helpful
for Juan to find books to read. He said,
I like that the same kinds of books are in the same section of the library. The labels and
the colors in the library make it really easy to find books I like. It's easier than other
libraries because they use like the authors and letters and numbers and stuff like that.
Here it’s all together in one spot, so I can just look there when I need a book. (Interview
2, December 2015)
Having the collection organized by genre was helpful for Juan. Because he had little experience
and was not quite sure what he was going to read when he finished a series, the setup of the
library allowed him to browse within the same genre because all the books from a given genre
were shelved together. Most libraries are organized by author’s last name, which makes
searching for a particular genre more time-consuming because books from the same genre are
spread out to all different shelves in the library.
When Juan returned for the second semester, he stated that he was going to try something
different from what he had been reading to date. “I think I’m gonna read Forged by Fire. I
remember my teacher talking about it before” (Interactive Observation 14, January 2016).
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Because Juan had previously checked out The Giver (Lowry, 1993), based on a recommendation,
but abandoned it on the first day, this next selection was important. On this day, Juan’s process
was different from that of times past. Rather than walk to a particular section in the Community
High School library, Juan walked straight to the computer and looked up Forged by Fire
(Draper, 1997) in the library catalogue. Juan learned that Forged by Fire was the second book in
a trilogy called the Hazelwood High Trilogy. Book 1 of the series was Tears of a Tiger (Draper,
1994). Juan walked to the realistic fiction section of the library, selected Tears of a Tiger from
the shelf, and completed his selection process of reading from the book. When satisfied, he
headed to the counter and checked it out. In all, this entire process took Juan five minutes. Even
though Juan was moving on to a new genre, he demonstrated that he was comfortable using the
library tools to aid in his book selection. He employed a new strategy of using the library
computer to find the book quickly.
Juan read Tears of a Tiger (Draper, 1994). He also read Forged by Fire (Draper, 1997)
and Darkness before Dawn (Draper, 2001), completing the trilogy over the course of two
months. Each trip to the library after the first trip of the second semester took Juan no more than
three minutes each to select the next book, check it out, and return to class.
When he was finished with the Hazelwood High Trilogy (Draper, 1994, 1997, 2001),
Juan decided to select another book based on an adult recommendation. This time he selected
Escape from Camp 14: One Man’s Remarkable Odyssey from North Korea to Freedom in the
West (Harden, 2012). Again, this book was a change for Juan. This was the first nonfiction
book he had selected all year. When asked about this particular selection, Juan provided the
following response:
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I remember that one time when the librarian talked to us about books that she said this
one was about some guy who was being tortured in a prison and that he escaped all the
really bad things they were doing to him. (Interactive Observation 17, March 2016)
Turning the page to the middle of the book, he said, “Whoa! Check out these pictures. Man,
look what they had him do” (Interactive Observation 18, March 2016). Juan finished Escape
from Camp 14 (Harden, 2012) in three weeks. This was an accomplishment for Juan. It showed
him that he could handle larger books with denser text. It showed him that he could persevere
when he was interested.
The strategies that Juan used to select his books changed throughout the course of the
year. Whereas in the beginning of the year Juan browsed particular sections of the library
looking for short series books with larger fonts and some pictures and lots of action, by the end
of the year, he was entering the library with particular books in mind that had been
recommended by teachers and the school librarian. By the end of the year, Juan had read from a
variety of genres and styles.
I like books with mysteries. I like when there is a lot action in them. I was reading
fantasy books at the beginning of the year, but lately I’ve been reading things that are
little different. And I just read a memoir actually, and I thought that was good, and it had
a lot of bad stuff in it, but a lot of things happening which is what I like. How that guy
survived in that place is crazy. He had to live like an animal in the mud with the bugs
and everything like that. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Although Juan was still drawn to pictures in his books when there were some, by the end of the
year, he was not specifically looking for books with pictures in them. He had developed
confidence to read books that were longer and denser.
By the end of the school year, Juan was confident in his ability to read books that were
outside of his comfort zone and that were longer. He found by the end of the year that even if
the setting was not described in what he believed to be appropriate detail, “I will fill in the blanks
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with what I think the setting looks like. I kind of like doing that now” (Interview 3, April 2016).
Juan deliberately challenged himself to read books that he would not have considered trying to
read before. He focused on setting and filled in understanding when the author’s descriptions of
setting fell short. Juan saw himself as a reader. He said, “I’m a reader now. I’m still not a huge
reader, but I will read when I have time now. I never did that before” (Interview 3, April 2016).
It was important for Juan’s perceptions of himself to change. Prior to reading intervention, Juan
had been resigned to being a non-reader. These statements proved that his negative perceptions
of reading and himself as a reader were becoming more positive.
Juan was able to be independent and make decisions for himself, as a reader, that were
supported by his teacher, a component of the class that he appreciated. Juan was especially
appreciative of being given time in class to go to the library to pick out his next book when he
needed to do so. Juan began to understand himself as a reader and to know what types of books
he liked. When asked about his preferences in the second interview, Juan stated,
I rely much more on myself for my reading now. I love making my own reading choices
for this class. I can read these books for a lot longer of a time than I ever did before. I
think it's great that we get to pick our own books. If someone else picks for you, then
you're probably not gonna be able to get into it as much. If you like the book, you get
into the book. If you can't get into it, then what’s the point of reading it? Well, I mostly
like fantasy books, so I go to that section of the library, and you know what I really like
going to the library by myself because I get to take my time and try to find something.
(Interview 2, December 2015)
Juan was motivated by the independence he was given to make his own reading decisions. He
liked that he could follow his own book selection process and choose books that were good for
him. He appreciated that he could take his time to make a good selection for himself. He was
not rushed to make a decision simply for the sake of making one. For someone who had been
rushed and unsupported in making reading choices in the past, Juan’s comfort with the book
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selection process was beneficial for his development and the likelihood of him engaging in
reading on a regular basis.

Reading Stamina
When observing Juan during in-class reading, it was noted that he read with his
headphones in his ears, listening to music (Observation 3, October 2015). This was not noted in
the first or second observation but began in October. Listening to music while reading continued
for the remainder of the school year. When asked about listening to music during his reading,
Juan stated that it helped him to stay focused.
I just decided to try it [listening to music when reading], and I found that I like it. I can
keep one in to hear the music, and I can hear everything else with the other ear. I usually
listen to EDM music, or I listen to soothing music. The music I listen to doesn't have any
words usually. (Interview 2, December 2015)
After observing that Juan was listening to music when reading, the researcher wanted to
determine if listening to music was helping Juan to stay more focused. It appeared to do so.
During Observation 1, it was noted that Juan took three breaks during the 20-minute reading
session. The first break was at his desk, and it was noted that he looked around the room for 45
seconds before returning to his reading. Break 2 was a trip to the bathroom for two minutes. His
last break lasted three minutes because he stopped reading with three minutes remaining and sat
quietly (Observation 1, September 2015).
During the second observation, Juan appeared to take shorter, more frequent breaks.
During that 20-minute reading session, Juan took four breaks, lasting between 30 seconds and
two minutes. It was also noted that Juan’s break began early in the reading session before the
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three-minute mark. For example, Juan read two pages of his book before taking his first break
(Observation 2, October 2015).
During the third observation when he was listening to music, Juan took only one, twominute break to walk to the bathroom at the 15 minute mark (Observation 3, November 2015).
Aside from the one break during that session, Juan was focused and reading, turning a page
about every two minutes. When asked about this behavior in the second interview, Juan stated,
“I feel like I can read more when I’m listening to music. I just feel more focused. That’s why I
do it” (Interview 2, December 2015). Based on the observational data, his actions corroborated
his words. Ms. Martin was also supportive of Juan’s listening while reading.
I don’t think I’d let all the kids listen to music while they read, but Juan has been doing
so much better since putting those headphones in that I’m afraid to stop him. He’s not
hurting anyone by doing so, and he’s actually helping himself become a better reader, so
I’m all for it. I did kind of test him, too. I had him do his Reading Plus™ one week
without his music and the next week with his music. I didn’t see any real difference in
his score, so I let him listen while he’s reading. (Teacher Discussion 5, January 2016).
Supported by his teacher in being able to listen to music as he read, Juan enjoyed in-class reading
time. Because he discovered for himself how much listening helped him focus on his reading,
Juan was comforted by his approach. He was finding what worked for him and was having great
success finishing book after book.
Juan seemed to gain more confidence with each book he finished. During one
observation, it was noted that Juan finished one book, went to the library, and began reading the
next book in less than five minutes. This demonstrated that he was engaged and eager to move
to the next book in the series. Finishing books became a motivating factor for Juan.
I never finished books before. Finishing those books was important to me because every
time I finished one, I felt like I accomplished something. I feel more confident the more
books I read and finish. Before, I was not able to sit and read for very long. I could not
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physically sit and read for very long. Now, I have a more positive attitude, I feel. Now, I
can sit and read for longer periods of time, I feel. Since in this class, I'm really changing
as a reader. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Finishing books was improving Juan’s attitude because it gave him an experience of
accomplishment as a reader, building his confidence and showing him that he could be a
successful reader. Finishing books became a reality. As he finished more books, Juan developed
a more accomplished sense of belonging as a reader.
Being a member of a community of readers became an important component of Juan’s
reading stamina. He appreciated the fact that reading was the key component of the class and
that he read together with his classmates. Juan described it this way:
If reading wasn't a big part of the class, I know I wouldn't be reading now. It’s important
because if the other people weren't reading, then I don't think I'd be reading. We have to
be ready for writing and discussion, so everyone has to read. In grade school, when we
had to read, people would just talk or try to talk the whole time. I couldn't really read
because I was distracted. Now I read along with everyone. I think it's great. (Interview
2, December 2015)
For Juan, knowing that others were reading along with him was important. Everyone reading in
the room showed Juan that reading was important. It was not an activity to do when all the
important work was done. If he was on his own, he would not have perceived this level of
support in becoming someone who reads. This motivated him to read more than he thought he
could.
Throughout the entire first semester, Juan read three different series of books. Juan
moved through books quickly throughout the entire semester and did not go one day in class
without a book to read. According to Ms. Martin, “Juan’s been great. He reads every day with
his headphones on and looks entirely happy” (Teacher Discussion 3, November 2015). Juan was
drawn to fantasy series books because they kept his attention and his focus.
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I like fantasy series books now. I like them because it's kind of like a cliffhanger at the
end so you just want to check out the other book and read it. So I like reading a series so
that's something to look forward to. I like fantasy because the setting is always so great,
better than I ever read before. (Interview 2, December 2015)
For Juan, the short fantasy series books provided him with four components that piqued his
interest and kept pushing him forward to read more: (1) the books moved quickly, (2) the books
were suspenseful, (3) the books provided necessary background knowledge for the next book,
and (4) the settings were described in great detail. Importantly, Juan did not mention the pictures
at this point, which were important to his selection process in the beginning of the year.
Juan attributed his improvements in reading stamina to the amount of time he was
spending reading, developing his preferences, and focusing on finishing each book. Focusing on
finishing books and moving through the series was important for the development of Juan’s
stamina. Anticipating a sense of accomplishment and looking forward to reading the next book
when he finished the current one helped Juan to push himself to read more at each sitting. As a
student with ADHD who had few previous experiences finishing books, having that sense of
accomplishment and wanting to read more was motivating enough for Juan to challenge himself
and his reading stamina. By pushing himself and finishing series books, Juan began to
understand how powerful looking forward to reading more could be. As he put it, “It’s kind of
like a cliffhanger at the end. It makes you want to read the next book” (Interview 1, September
2015). Being given time to read and finish books and be motivated to read more in school was
important to Juan.
My teacher sets aside 20 minutes three days a week for us to read. That has been really
helpful for me. Because of that I’m reading more, and I’m starting to find out that I
actually like reading books in a series that are mysterious. I’m even reading when I’m at
home sometimes now. (Interview 1, September 2015)
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The time in class for reading was important for Juan, a student who had little experience reading
for any amount of time before beginning the reading intervention class. He needed the structured
time to show himself what he could accomplish if he read regularly. Because of his perceived
success, Juan also read at home.
The writing motivated Juan to read more, thereby helping him to improve his reading
stamina. Juan knew that the more he read, the better he would be able to perform on the writing
assignments. Juan referenced the writing as being the most important component of the reading
intervention for helping him improve his stamina.
I have to think of so much to say about the books because we have to write like 250
words every week, so it helps me to try to read more. I feel like if I read more, I’ll have
more to talk about in my writing. Writing isn’t always the easiest for me, so I need to
have a lot that I can say. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Reporting on his reading helped Juan to read more, to focus and to think about his books in ways
he had never before thought about reading. He could not turn to his friends for answers. He
could not look up information to share. He had to be prepared to write about his reading, which
motivated him to read more. Through writing, Juan proved to himself that he was capable of
reading more than he previously thought he could.
Juan also stated that the small-group discussions were helpful in his development. He
believed that the discussions helped push him to read more, so he would have more to say.
The group discussions help me read more and think about my reading more. Knowing
that I will have to talk about my book on Thursday, I want to be ready when it is my turn.
When I don’t read a lot, I’m not really ready when it’s my turn. (Interview 3, December
2015)
Through discussion with others, Juan was better able to understand himself as a reader. It
was important that he was able to see that he was capable of handling his reading as did the
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others. He was also able to see how his reading stamina and focus compared to his peers.
Through the small-group discussions, Juan proved to himself that he could speak well if he read
enough to be prepared. Being prepared to talk about his book helped Juan push himself to read
more for longer periods of time.

Written Responses
Over time, Juan demonstrated that he focused on setting and survival as he read about
individuals who were able to survive on their own without the help of others. In particular, Juan
focused on characters adapting to their surroundings and using their understanding of nature to
help them survive. Juan placed himself in the characters’ positions and considered what he
might do if he found himself in similar situations.
As he focused on survival and adapting to overcome a perilous setting, Juan’s writing at
the beginning of the year was mostly summary. In his first writing, Juan did not include any of
his own thoughts, demonstrating that he thought of himself as removed from the reading process
at that point.
She looks around the scrapyard and checks if there is any way out. She sees that there
isn’t really a way out, so she climbs onto a stack of cars and jumps. She jumps over the
other stack of cars and thought to herself, “Wow, I have stronger legs now, then when I
was alive,” so she climbs onto the stacked cars and jumps with less power and makes it.
She jumps over the fence because it might be electrocuted. (Writing 1, September 2015)
This written response demonstrated Juan’s focus on summarizing the reading. Without
confidence, Juan did not analyze the text early in the intervention. He simply summarized what
he read. There was no real attempt to make meaning of what he read.
In his second written response, Juan began to demonstrate that his thoughts and ideas in
reaction to the reading were an important part of his understanding:
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The soldier in the book didn’t trust any person down on the ground, so he said, “We don’t
take risks. I’m sure you can appreciate our position, and the fact that the more cautiously
we proceed, the safer you’ll be" (Shan, [2013b, p.] 133). The soldier obviously doesn’t
trust any person down on the ground because he doesn’t know if any one of them is a
zombie or not, like B. So B has to be really have a watch out because if the soldiers
know that she’s a zombie, then BOOM, she’s dead. (Written Response 2, September
2015)
At the end of the paragraph above, Juan includes his first attempts at analysis, which he did not
do in his first written response. His analysis attempt was still summary, but it was telling. In his
responses, he showed that individual exploration and survival were important to him. He talked
about individuals not trusting each other and how they must explore their surroundings alone to
survive. This idea of individual survival in a difficult setting was an ongoing theme for Juan as
he gained more reading confidence.
After much reading experience, Juan included more about his preference for visualization
and how it influenced his understanding of his reading. At that point, too, Juan was becoming
less concerned about the otherworldly and began to focus on what could be described as normal
everyday interactions and scenarios. He made sense of these situations in terms of his own life
and what he would do, hypothetically, if he found himself in a similar situation.
The main character, Jared Grace, and his siblings, Simon and Mallory, do not know
what’s going to get them. They move into an old, ancient house where his grandparents
used to live. They were a bit creeped out, and they didn’t want to stay at that house any
longer, but they had to because that’s where they live now. On a normal day, Mallory
told Jared, “Got another detention I see. Mom’s going to find out sooner or later!”
(DiTerlizzi & Black, [2003, p.] 5). If I were Jared, I would tell my mom sooner than later
because if she found out later without telling her, she might do something worse to me
than if I told her now. (Written Response 9, November 2015)
As Juan began to analyze the text better, he began to respond to his reading in terms of his own
experiences, hypothetically considering what he would do if experiencing a similar situation. He
began to use his own life experiences to understand what was happening in the book. Juan was
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intrigued by action, adventure, and individual survival. He connected with these stories. As
Juan put it, “I think about what I would do if I were them” (Interview 2, December 2015).
After seven months of reading experience, Juan began to demonstrate using the text to
also help him make sense of the world. March was the first time that Juan demonstrated using
his reading as a tool to better understand the world.
One of the tortures in the book were, “After the discovery of his mother and brother’s
escape plan, Shin was held for seven months in a secret underground prison, Camp 14.
He was thirteen years old” (Harden[, 2012, no page number]). I wouldn’t be able to do
anything because I am with a whole bunch of guards with weapons, and I would be weak
by this time. “When he was in the underground prison, guards have tortured Shin over a
coal fire, seeking to find out his role in the planned escape of his mother and brother”
(Harden[, 2012, no page number]). I would just go kill myself at this moment because I
am very weak at this point. I wouldn't be able to anything and get tortured for no reason.
I can’t believe that places like this really exist out there. I wonder if there is people being
tortured right now in the world. I guess there probably is. (Written Response 14, March
2016)
Juan gained confidence. He moved beyond using his life to make sense of the book and began to
use the book to make sense of the world and his place in it. “I just don’t feel so distracted while
I’m reading so I can think about how it connects with other things I know. I just feel like I’m
focusing differently now” (Interview 3, April 2016). As he gained experience and confidence,
Juan’s focus was different, and he knew it. This shift in perception was critical to positive
developments in Juan’s reader identity.
Juan’s writing had changed considerably since the beginning of the study. As he gained
reading experience and confidence in his ability, Juan moved from summary to personal
response to using the text to understand the world and his place in it. At the beginning of the
year, Juan’s dependence on summary demonstrated being somewhat removed from the process.
By the end of the year, Juan was central to the reading process, using his understanding of his
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life and the world to use the text as a tool for learning and thought. By the end of the year, Juan
was in control of his understanding of the text, and he could see the change in his focus.

Comparison of Past School and Reading
Intervention Experiences
Juan’s statements pointed to book choice, ongoing support, and regular accountability as
being the more substantial differences in his past school reading experiences and his reading
intervention experience. In reading intervention, Juan was comfortable working at his own pace
to make decisions that were beneficial to his reader identity development.
Book choice was the first major difference Juan pointed out between his past school
reading experiences and his reading intervention experience. He explained,
I think [picking your own books] is important because if, like, a teacher is picking the
books that you don't know if you really like it or not, if it's going to have meaning for you
or not. And if you like a certain genre and they pick the complete opposite, like if the
librarian picks it or if the teacher picks it for you, then you're just not going to like it, and
put it off to the side and not care about it. That’s what happened to me a lot in the past.
When you pick your own, reading is meaningful. (Interview 3, April 2016)
By working through his own book selection process, Juan found that he could make quality
reading decisions for himself. Juan liked the book selection process. It was important for Juan
to pick his own books because, in his opinion, that made the reading more meaningful. Juan had
to like the book in order to read it, and, as he revealed, when he picked his own, there was a
higher likelihood of that happening. For Juan, reading was about acquiring personal meaning,
which required self-selection for him to be successful.
Although choosing his own books was important, it was not the only factor in helping
Juan develop as a reader. He also needed support. As he said, “Reading in school has been very
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important for me. In the past, I was supposed to read at home, but I never did, so this is much
better for me” (Interview 2, December 2015). For Juan, the in-class reading time was important.
Juan knew that if he were left to find his own time to read at home, he would likely not have read
regularly. He had experienced that already, and it did not work. Juan needed the ongoing
support provided by the regularly scheduled in-class reading time.
At the beginning of the study, Juan saw himself as a non-reader, due in large part to his
school reading experiences to that point. Prior to entering Community High School, Juan “pretty
much ignored reading” (Interview 1, September 2015) and thought, “I’m not a reader yet”
(Interview 1, September 2015). After gaining experience in reading intervention though, Juan
stated, “I love finding good books and reading them. The author really doesn't matter. I like
horror, supernatural, and fantasy, those kinds of books” (Interview 2, December 2015). Juan’s
perceptions of reading were changing, as evidenced in the positive words he used to describe his
reading intervention experience.
Juan’s positive perceptions allowed him to engage in more text throughout the year than
he had previously in his life. As a result, Juan believed that he understood and could articulate
his strengths and weaknesses better.
I read more fluently. I understand more words. And I like reading intense books. I have
read a lot of books this year, too many to count. That’s a really huge accomplishment for
me. Ever since I was a little kid, I've always played games that were real competitive—
cops and robbers, tag, and those kinds of games. I was a really competitive kid. I still
am a real competitive kid. I was really excited about winning my first wrestling match
yesterday. I like to win. I like to compete and win. That’s why I think I like the books I
like because they’re about overcoming obstacles and competing to survive. I’m really
into those books, but other people might not be. That’s fine. (Interview 3, April 2016)
By the end of the reading intervention class, Juan had made the connection between his reading
and his life. He learned that there were books out there that he enjoyed because they revolved
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around topics and actions that he had always found interesting: competition and survival in the
outdoors. He saw himself as a unique reader with his own preferences and understandings. He
understood that he was in control of his reading and that he needed to rely mostly on himself as a
reader. He learned none of this through his past school reading experiences. “No class has ever
made me feel differently about reading before this one” (Interview 3, April 2016). As Juan’s
statement reflects, reading intervention had a different influence over his reading perceptions and
behaviors than any class in his past.
Juan was held accountable for his reading. This was different from his past experiences.
In detail, Juan described all the things he did to avoid school reading before high school. He also
described his usual tactics, which were no longer relevant in the reading intervention.
For the reading logs, I’d just write random books on my list. I’d have my parents sign the
log. I’m not sure they knew what they were signing. I just told them I read, and they
signed it. Pretty much everyone did that. Assigned reading I would just ignore. I would
ask my friends for answers, or I’d look some things up, or I’d just do bad on the quizzes
and tests they’d give us. I just didn’t really care that much back then. Reading was not
for me then. I just could not read the things I was supposed to read. Now I’m not just
reading for a log or a test, I’m reading for me. I have to read because Ms. Martin checks
on me every day to make sure I read. She makes me tell her about my reading. I have to
read, or I won’t be able to write or do discussion. If I don’t read, I’ll be totally
unprepared to do anything in class. (Interview 1, September 2015)
For Juan, accountability was important. The structure of accountability in the reading
intervention made reading necessary. Juan knew that if he did not read, he would not be able to
participate in reading or discussion. Because his participation in the class revolved around his
having read, Juan was more motivated to complete his reading. Accountability worked to
change Juan’s reading perceptions and behaviors.
Juan saw reading in class as the norm. Everyone was reading, and so did he. This was
important because Juan did not have this kind of reading support in the past. Reading in school
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was helpful because it provided an undistracted environment where he could engage in reading, a
practice that was much more difficult for him in the past when reading was required to be done at
home. “Everyone is reading in school. There’s nothing else for me to do. Everyone is reading.
No one is being disruptive. I really like the in-class reading time because it gives me time to get
into my books and to find out the meaning of them” (Interview 2, December 2015). Because
Juan had nothing else to do but read, he engaged in reading rather than putting it off to the side,
as he had done in the past. By reading, Juan realized that he could find meaning in his books.
He had never spent enough time in the past reading to come to this realization. By reading in
school, Juan learned that reading could be pleasurable and could help him grow as an individual.
This was a critical shift in Juan’s perceptions of reading and himself as a reader.

Free-Choice Reading Intervention
Contributions to Reader Identity
Juan began to notice changes in his thoughts about reading and himself as a reader early
in the intervention. In just the first interview, Juan already noted that “I’m reading a lot more
than I did before starting this class. That’s for sure” and that “my relationship with reading is
getting much better” (Interview 1, September 2015). He then stated, “So far this year, I’ve
finished one book and am close to finished with the second. That’s more than I read in the last
five years” (Interview 1, September 2015). Juan realized early that reading intervention was
going to be different for him. Early in the reading intervention, Juan saw growth in his reading,
and he experienced accomplishment. Based on his statements, he was achieving reading success
he had never had prior to beginning reading intervention class.
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Through making his own choices and taking responsibility for his own reading and
reporting, Juan’s attitude toward reading improved from the beginning of the intervention. In the
first interview, he stated, “I definitely like reading a little more now. I would not really consider
myself a reader yet, but I do read more now than I used to. I didn't really read back then”
(Interview 1, September 2015). Although Juan did not yet consider himself a reader, his
response showed that changes were beginning. He was reading more, and he was enjoying it,
which was different for him. Even though he was not there yet, his words indicated that he was
on his way to seeing himself as a reader.
By December Juan had finished nine short series books, changing his perception of
himself as a reader.
Yeah, I’m definitely a reader now. Now I have lots of experience with reading, so it’s a
lot better for me. Now I am more focused on my books and my reading. Before, I never
wanted to read. Now I want to read a lot more. My word dictionary in my head is a lot
better now than it was back then. That’s definitely from all my reading. (Interview 2,
December 2015)
Juan saw himself as a reader. As he gained reading experience, his focus changed for the better.
He was finding in himself a motivation for reading he had never had before. He was developing
confidence in his ability as a result of his perceived vocabulary improvements. Through his
reading intervention experience, Juan now saw himself as a reader capable of making reading
decisions for himself. This was an important change in Juan’s reading perception. Through
gained experience, reading became positive for Juan. He wanted to read, a desire he had never
had before.
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Through his reading experiences, Juan gained a better understanding of the types of
books he preferred to read. By the middle of the school year, Juan could articulate what was
specifically meaningful in the books he chose. He said,
The books I read all have survival and competition in them. I really like a lot of action in
the books. I don't like books without action. I like when there's a lot of action and a lot
of competition and survival. I like when bad things can happen to people because it
makes me want to read to see what happens. I like a lot of setting. I like to picture about
what’s going on and where it’s going on. That’s what I like now. (Interview 2,
December 2015)
At this point, Juan’s statements revealed that he was changing as a reader. He was not as
concerned with book length or the number of words in it. He was not looking exclusively for
books with pictures in them to distract him from the text. He was focused on the writing itself
and the sense that he could make of it based on his lived experiences. “I like to think about what
I would do if I needed to survive like the people in the books. I feel like I’m getting better at
reading different things” (Interview 2, December 2015). Action, competition, setting, and
survival rose to the surface as important qualities in books. Juan saw these qualities as
personally meaningful, which made it easier for him to imagine himself in situations. Making
connections helped Juan’s confidence in himself as a reader improve.
Through his reading experiences throughout the intervention, Juan came to the realization
that setting was important to him. He was especially concerned with how characters survived a
difficult setting. He realized that his propensity to focus on setting was the result of his lived
experiences of farm life. He preferred a setting more reflective of simpler times.
I like in the books when people have to live like they used to. Like people used to have
to do things from scratch. They had to work to survive. Nowadays probably most
people, probably less than half of the people maybe wouldn't do this. They just sit on
their phones usually all day every day. Hard work outside reminds me of being outside at
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the farm. That’s a lot of hard work. It’s like back in the day. (Interview 2, December
2015)
For Juan, survival was intriguing. He explored the book characters' adaptation and survival in
detail throughout the course of the semester. His writing often focused on individual survival in
a challenging setting. Connecting with these qualities in his books was important for Juan to be
successful and accomplished. No longer disconnected from books, Juan could focus on what
was important to him as a reader. This was a major shift in Juan’s perceptions of reading and
himself as a reader.
Juan was becoming a reader who understood his preferences and understandings.
Perhaps, more importantly, he also understood when he was struggling.
I love it because if I'm reading a book and I'm struggling, I can go to the library and get a
new book that I won't struggle with. I can do that with the writing, too. Like, you have
to tell about your author and your book and the title and what's happening. You have to
use quotations from the book and be specific. Then you have to explain what it all
means. I like to explain what it means to me and what it means to the story. This really
helps me with my understanding. That helps me to see how much I'm understanding the
book. It makes me look back in the book, and if I'm confused, I can read it again to see if
I understand. If I'm still confused, I can pick something else to write about. I can write
about parts then that I'm not so confused about. (Interview 2, December 2015)
By this point, Juan was embracing the fact that he was capable of making his own decisions
about reading and how he was going to report what he had read. He understood that he was not
going to remember everything from his reading and that he should not expect to remember
everything. This no longer hurt his confidence. Rather, he came to the realization that he
understood himself enough to think about what he understood from the books and why he was
confused. Juan understood that he was becoming a member of a community of readers in which
members chose their focus for reading and shared their understanding with others in the group.
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It was no longer about trying to find the right answer; it was about defending the answer he
chose. Juan knew that he could do that.
The other two requirements of the class that helped Juan develop who he was becoming
as a reader were the written responses and the small-group discussions. For his own personal
growth and reflection, Juan referenced the writing as being the most important component of the
reading intervention.
Even though I’m not a great writer, the writing has been helpful. When I have to think of
so much to say about the books, it makes me think about what I’m paying attention to. I
like to think about the setting and how people can be hurt if they’re not prepared. I like
when they have to be strong. I like when there’s some mystery. The group discussions
help me think about my book, too. When we talk about our books and our authors and
what we think, it really helps me understand my reading more. It helps me to think about
my reading more, knowing that I will have to talk about my book on Thursday. I want to
be ready when it is my turn. Sometimes I forget things, so I’ll go back and look again to
remind myself. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Reporting on his reading helped Juan to focus and to think about his books in ways he had never
thought about reading before. He could not turn to his friends for answers. He could not look up
information to share. He had to be prepared to write about his reading, which helped him to
focus more and pay closer attention to who he was and what his preferences were. As he stated,
“I rely much more on myself for my reading now” (Interview 1, September 2015). Through
writing, Juan proved to himself that he was a capable reader.
Juan also stated that the small-group discussions were helpful in his development. He
believed that the discussions helped him to understand better what he was reading.
I like the discussion because I know that the other people are reading books, and that
way, I can hear about other books so I can maybe check them out, more books. I also
like talking about my book. It helps me see what parts I understand or I guess like the
best and which parts I don't. I like talking about my own more than hearing about others.
I think I’m just as good as everyone else. (Interview 2, December 2015)
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Through discussion with others, Juan was better able to understand himself as a reader. It was
important that he was able to see that he was not the only one confused by his reading. He was
also able to see how his reading preferences and foci compared to those of his peers. Through
the small-group discussions, Juan proved to himself that he was as good as his peers.
Juan was more confident in his ability by the end of the reading intervention class.
Because of his new confidence, Juan knew he was truly becoming a reader, capable of
successfully completing reading tasks.
Well, if you know, I mean, now, when I’m at home and I don’t have something to do, I’ll
pick up my book and read. Because I’ve read so much, I feel like I have an easier time
remembering what happened when I left off reading. In the past before, when I would
pick up the book to read, I would forget a lot of the stuff that I read before. Now I feel
like I have an easier time remembering all of the stuff I’ve read up to a certain point and
can just pick up and start reading again. That’s how I finished so many books. I felt like
I knew what was going on. In the past I would forget a lot of what I was supposed to
read, so I would quit. That’s why I feel like a reader now. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Juan had become a confident reader, knowing he was capable of finishing and understanding his
books. He had many successes throughout the reading intervention class that he did not
experience with school reading in the past, and those successes were enabling him to see himself
as a reader for the first time.
Juan experienced a great deal of change in his reader identity throughout the course of the
reading intervention class at Community High School. Although in the beginning of the year, he
identified with being only a highly reluctant reader, by the end of the year, he was an
experienced reader with a new-found appreciation for reading and an understanding of himself as
a reader. By the end of the first semester, Juan said this about himself as a reader:
I have changed as a reader in this semester because I actually read books. I don’t look at
the pages blankly. I want to know what’s going to happen in the book. The ways I have
changed this semester is by reading. Another way I changed this semester is when I get
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bored in class, I read my book instead of trying to talk to my friends and get in trouble.
When I read my book, I can visualize what I am reading, but if I can’t visualize what I
am reading, then I look at the pictures if there are any. I try to identify as much as I can
with all of my books because I want to know what the main idea is. I want to draw clues
to the conclusion, but I can’t do that without reading the book. I try to use the setting to
help me understand what the characters are going through and what will happen next.
(Reflection 1, December 2015)
Juan experienced quite a bit of change to his reader identity. He was reading, and through his
reading, he was beginning to understand the type of reader he was. What did he think of this
change? “I feel like it’s an accomplishment because I never read before. I mean, I never read
anything before, and now I read all the time” (Interview 3, April 2016). When asked what
specifically all the reading helped him to understand about himself, Juan provided the following
explanation:
I found out that I like a lot of action in books. I like when bad things are happening and
people have to do crazy things to survive. I like when the setting makes them have to
work hard and even make things for themselves. I like books that are more intense than
real life. I like books in a series because it makes me want to read more. But I also liked
some books that weren’t in a series, I guess. I like to make my own opinions about the
book and what’s going to happen to see if I’m right. I like talking about my books. I
even like writing about them, which is a surprise to me. This is all new to me. It’s very
meaningful to me because I never knew any of these things about myself. I know way
more words now too. That’s one of my favorites I think. (Interview 3, April 2016)
By the end of the intervention, Juan had a much clearer, more positive, and stronger reader
identity. He knew the types of books he liked and what he liked about them, and he was
confident enough to enjoy sharing his reading experiences with others. His statements suggested
that he would not have developed any of this had he not taken the reading intervention class.
In his final written reflection, Juan summed up all the changes he went through as a
reader throughout the course of the intervention.
I’m actually a reader now. I’m not a great reader yet, but I am a reader. I’m a more
patient reader. By that I mean that I actually read the words now in my books. I’m a
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more focused reader. I know what to look for to understand my books. I’m a better
reader. I can understand more words now. I have changed as a reader by reading more
books, picking out good books for myself that have action, mystery, a detailed setting,
and are more intense than my life and understanding the books more. When I was
younger, I didn’t know how to do any of those things. I wouldn’t read at all or even
understand the book. This year I would actually read the words in the book and like the
book that I picked. I even sometimes lose myself into the book by how good it is. When
I am at home, I wouldn’t read for about 20 minutes; I would read for about 40-50 minutes
because of how good the book is sometimes.
Reading wasn’t a whole lot of fun for me before this class. When I started reading in the
beginning of the year, my reaction was, “Oh my gosh, why do we have to read?” Now I
understand why teachers or anyone make you read every day, because it makes you a
better reader every day. I would recommend anyone who doesn’t read, start reading now
because it’s a great skill.
My reading experience has grew a whole lot since the beginning of the year. My
vocabulary has grew a whole lot since then, and my imagination has a lot of creativity
too! I read books in class for pleasure, I don’t really care if I don’t understand a sentence
or two in the book, the book is supposed pleasure you, not make you think it’s a test. I
recognized about reading is that reading is the key! If I read a lot of books, or read every
day, then I will improve very fast! (Written Reflection 2, May 2016)
Juan found value in choosing his own books to read. By putting in the time and reading
every day, his attitude changed for the better, and he was more motivated to read. He understood
how to make good reading choices for himself, and he learned that reading does not have to be
for a test. He also realized that he should not remember every little detail about his reading but
that by trying hard, focusing, and putting in time reading, he could continue to become a better
reader. Above all, Juan learned that reading can be pleasurable and that in the right context, he
had a desire for reading.

Summary
At the beginning of reading intervention at Community High School, Juan was a selfidentified reluctant reader with little reading experience. Using what he knew about himself,
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Juan began by choosing short horror and fantasy books with pictures and action that he could
finish in a short amount of time. Juan read books with detailed settings and focused on how the
setting affected the characters and their individual survival, hypothetically considering what he
would do in the same situation. After a great deal of reading experience and finishing 19 books,
still focused on individual survival, Juan branched into various genres with longer books that
contained fewer or no pictures.
By the end of the intervention, Juan was using his books to understand himself and his
place in the world. His experience with reading and writing throughout the course of the year led
him to think differently about his understanding of his reading. Juan gained confidence in his
reading ability. No longer focused on what he could not do, he used his books to understand his
world. When asked in his final interview if he was a reader, Juan responded by saying, “Yes,
I’m a reader. I wouldn’t say I’m a huge reader right now, but I’m definitely a reader” (Interview
3, April 2015). This demonstrated a noteworthy positive shift in his reader identity.

Participant 3: Sonia Gabriela
Sonia loved to read when she was younger, but that love had been gone since the sixth
grade. Sonia was a dual language speaker with a documented language disability that negatively
affected her reading fluency. Sonia loved reading diary-like books when she was younger but
could not connect with the type of books she was required to read for school. Sonia began the
free-choice reading intervention skeptical but with the hope that she might be able to return to
the type of reader she was in her younger years. What Sonia learned during the intervention was
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that she could use reading to make deep personal connections and to help her understand some
difficult events that had happened in her life.
Throughout the course of the reading intervention class, Sonia experienced substantial
positive changes in her reading attitude, motivation, and stamina. In addition to those changes,
Sonia also read from various genres as the year progressed. Sonia had a good deal of reading
experience early in her life but had all but quit reading altogether by the sixth grade. She was
returning to the kind of avid reader she had once been.
Sonia underwent a great deal of change throughout the course of the reading intervention
class as she “got back to reading again like when I was younger” (Interview 2, December 2015).
Although Sonia did not engage in much reading from sixth to ninth grade, by the end of the
reading intervention class, Sonia had a different perspective about reading and herself as a
reader:
At the beginning of the year I couldn’t sit and read a book. I didn’t like reading at all
since, like, fifth grade. When I was younger, I loved reading but not for the last few
years. I would rather do anything than read recently. Now when I’m given time to read
and I really like the book, I’m getting back to loving reading again. The type of books I
like to read are based on true stories.
I am pleased with my reading experience this year. I read a handful of great novels. I
read books like Perfect Chemistry [Elkeles, 2009], My Bloody Life [Sanchez, 2000], Once
a King, Always a King [Sanchez, 2003] and more. I'm glad I got to read all these
amazing books. I was pretty hooked onto these books and could not put them down for a
second! I think this year was the year I enjoyed most of the books I read. I liked them
even more than the books I read when I was younger. I think I got through them much
faster because we read in class. Which is a great thing because sometimes I would not
have much time at home. So that is why I think I got though most of them. (Written
Reflection 1, December 2015)
Sonia credited the structures of the reading intervention class for allowing her to return to
reading as she had in her younger days. Getting back into reading helped Sonia to be more
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positive about reading and herself as a reader. In particular, Sonia pointed out that making her
own choices and being given time to read in class were the most influential factors in her
returning to reading.

Personal Background
Sonia Gabriela was 14 years old at the beginning of the study. She turned 15 in April of
the year that data was collected. Although born in the U.S, Sonia was a first generation
American in her family, and the first language Sonia learned was Spanish. Sonia spoke mostly
Spanish until she began elementary school in the Chicago Public Schools (CPS) in kindergarten.
“It’s not like I didn’t know English. I did. We just spoke mostly Spanish at home. That’s all. I
knew English, too” (Interview 1, September 2015). At CPS, Sonia was educated for her first two
years—kindergarten and first grade—in what she called “a program where they taught mostly in
Spanish with some English” (Interview 1, September 2015).
After moving into the Community High School feeder district in second grade, Sonia
enrolled in ELL classes. She remained in ELL classes until fourth grade, at which time her
mother refused ELL services for her. Still classified as ELL based on her test scores, Sonia did
not take ELL classes at Community High School. According to Sonia’s IEP, she had a speechlanguage impairment (SLI). In particular, Sonia’s records indicated that she had difficulties in
articulation, vocabulary, and syntax. Additionally, Sonia’s IEP from junior high noted a specific
learning disability (SLD) with difficulties in written comprehension and reading fluency.
Sonia did not attend any self-contained special education classes, was not receiving any
special education pull-out or push-in services, and was enrolled in all standard level classes at
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Community High School throughout the school year when data was collected. At Community
High School, Sonia had an annual meeting to discuss her IEP progress and regular contact with a
special education case manager through a resource homeroom period, even though she was not
receiving any other special education supports.
To Sonia, family was important. She spoke about her mother and her cousins often
throughout the study. She carried fond memories of family parties with her cousins and her
father. It was not until the final interview that Sonia revealed that her father spent a good deal of
her childhood incarcerated. In her final interview she said,
It makes me think about my dad when I’m reading about, like, people getting in trouble
and put in jail. When I was reading about the kids in jail, it made me think a lot about my
dad and how lonely he must have been when he was in jail. I mean, they’re just all by
themselves pretty much all day and just have to think about stuff. That had to be really
hard for him. (Interview 3, April 2016)
For Sonia, much of the reading that she did throughout the course of the semester was
therapeutic in nature. Sonia used her reading to help her make sense of the thoughts she had
about her family.
As she revealed much earlier in the study, Sonia’s family was fairly heavily involved in
gangs.
I'm really liking this book I'm reading now called My Bloody Life [Sanchez, 2000]
because it relates to me because of my cousins. Unfortunately, some of my family is
involved in gangs. I remember when I was younger, they used to always be getting in
trouble for doing this or that for the gang. I never understood that. Why would you get
in trouble for some other people? It was very confusing for me when I was younger. I
guess I just didn’t really know what it was all about. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Although members of her family were deeply involved in the gang life and “put in jail a lot”
(Interview 1, September 2015), Sonia spoke highly of her family and loved spending time with
them. She said, about her time with her family, “I was shy, so I didn’t like being around a lot of
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people. I was comfortable around my family” (Interview 1, September 2015). Nonetheless,
Sonia never really understood why her family would be involved in gangs the way they were,
and she used her reading to help her make more sense of it. She read to learn what gang life was
like in order to understand better the family members she knew who were in gangs.
Throughout the interviews, Sonia described gatherings with her larger extended family
and having “outside parties and barbecues that would last forever---at least it felt like it then”
(Interview 2, December 2015). She remembered spending a good deal of time at her aunt and
uncle’s house in Chicago with her cousins “playing games or watching movies and eating really
good Mexican food, always lots of food” (Interview 2, December 2015). These were the positive
memories that Sonia had of her family. On the other hand, Sonia also spoke about her cousins
and the names they had for each other and what seemed to be a secret language with which they
sometimes spoke to one another. She remembered seeing these interactions, but she never fully
understood their significance. Her cousins had a nice house in the city with a yard and room to
play. Everyone was well provided for, had nice clothes to wear, good hygiene, and proper
nutrition and public education. It never occurred to her when she was younger that her family
was heavily involved in a street gang.
Sonia had an especially close relationship with her mother, and she spoke of her often in
the interviews. For most of her life, it was just Sonia, her younger sister, and her mother. Sonia
did not mention any other immediate family members throughout the course of the study until
the end when she mentioned her father. Her father did not live with her at the time of data
collection for this study. According to Sonia, she and her mother conversed mostly in Spanish at
home. In fact, Sonia spent most of her time outside of school conversing with friends and family
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in Spanish. “Pretty much everyone I talk to speaks Spanish, so I mostly speak Spanish at home
with my mom and my friends” (Interview 1, September 2015). This was important to note
because Sonia read mostly in English but spent most of her free time speaking Spanish. This
language divide was a physical example of the divide Sonia often experienced between school
reading and her home life.

Academic Background
Sonia’s past school performance was described by her as “okay, but I probably could
have done better” (Interview 1, September 2015). Sonia received mostly Cs on her report cards
prior to entering Community High School. Sonia described herself as “not a huge fan of school
when I was younger” (Interview 1, September 2015). She had some memories of ELL classes
when she was younger but had not been in an ELL class since fourth grade. She remembered
ELL class in this way: “I just remember doing a lot of vocabulary stuff in those classes. I was
happy when they told me I didn’t have to take those classes anymore. I didn’t like them”
(Interview 1, September 2015). When asked if she remembered the reading she did in those
classes when she was younger, Sonia explained, “Not really. I just remember the teacher always
picking and not liking it very much” (Interview 1, September 2015).
After fourth grade, at her mother’s request, Sonia no longer took ELL classes. Therefore,
although Sonia was still classified as an ELL student at the time of data collection, the only
service she received was an annual ELL test. According to Ms. Martin,
I’m not sure. It’s so hard to tell because we have so many students classified as ELL
with parent refusal. Sonia’s not the strongest reader or writer in the class, but she’s also
definitely not the worst I’ve seen. I would say right now she’s about in the middle of the
class in terms of her ability. (Teacher Discussion 2, October 2015).
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Ms. Martin did not believe that Sonia’s mother’s refusal of ELL services made school too
difficult for her. At the time of the study, Sonia spoke English well, and Ms. Martin said, “She
always speaks in English to her friends, from what I’ve seen” (Ms. Martin, Teacher Discussion
2, October 2015).

Past Non-School Reading Experiences
Sonia was, at one time, an avid reader. She remembered trips to the library, reading
when she did not want to talk to people, and staying up late reading her books. Sonia could
name books and authors that she remembered reading and enjoying during this time. She
described her past reading experiences as follows:
My mom used to take me to the library a lot back then. I remember looking forward to it
so much and thinking about the books I was going to pick. She always let me pick my
own. It was nice that she let me do that. Most of my friends never even went to the
library at all. (Interview 1, September 2015).
Sonia’s mom has been continuously supportive of Sonia’s reading experiences and, because of
that support, Sonia was an avid reader when she was younger. Sonia remembered enjoying
series books when she was younger and having a good deal of success reading from various
series books at that time. “I would always pick from the same series like Judy Moody or some of
the other ones” (Interview 1, September 2015). From a young age, Sonia understood that finding
a good series was helpful for reading on a regular basis.
Sonia had no problem recalling the books she enjoyed reading when she was seven to
nine years old. With a smile on her face, Sonia talked about the books for which she carried
such fond memories from her younger years:
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When I was little, like, in grammar school, I would read a lot, like Judy Moody and Junie
B. Jones and those kinds of books. That's what I read, even books similar, like the Dork
Diaries. I liked reading those because it was like someone was writing them like as a
diary. I liked reading those kinds of books because they can be funny or sad, but it felt
like these were things that could happen to me. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Sonia had, at the time, clear criteria that she believed these books met. She remembered being
attracted to first-person accounts of realistic events and adventures that could possibly happen to
her. She needed to be able to make personal connections with the characters and events in the
stories she read.
Relatability was important for Sonia in the books she chose when she was younger. She
needed to be able to relate to the characters, the plot, the setting, and the theme. She remembers
wanting to be able to see herself in the characters and the possibility of having similar events
happen in her life. She explained,
Reading was good when I was younger. I was really shy when I was younger,
so I liked to read a lot. I liked that like Junie B. Jones was literally there. It was so
realistic. She was my age at the time, too, so that helped me relate to everything. Being
able to relate to the book was very important to me. (Interview 2, December 2015)
For Sonia, the characters in these books were so real to her that it seemed that they were a part of
her life. Once she found a series with relatable characters and story lines, she “would stick with
the same series a lot” (Interview 2, December 2015). Sonia realized that if she could relate to
one book in a series, then she could likely relate to other books in the series as well.
From a young age, Sonia preferred first-person narratives written from the perspective of
characters with whom she could connect. Sonia needed to be able to identify with the characters
and to see herself in them. “Being able to connect to the book was very important to me”
(Interview 2, December 2015). At the time, books such as those from the Junie B. Jones (Park,
1992-2009) series, the Judy Moody (McDonald, 2000-2014) series, the Dork Diaries (Russell,
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2009-2016) series, the Katie Kazoo (Krulik, 2002-2009) series, and the Penny Dreadful (Nadin,
2011-2013) series provided Sonia with stories with which she could connect and in which she
could find value and pleasure in reading.
Beyond being able to connect with the characters, Sonia also revealed that realism was an
important factor in the books she remembered reading with great pleasure as a child.
I read a lot of series books back then. I finished all of them. I liked those because it was
like they were literally there. It was so realistic. They were my age at the time, too, so
that helped me relate to everything. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Without the possibility of the events happening in her own life, Sonia admitted she would likely
have lacked interest. Because Sonia could identify with the characters in these series books, she
remembered reading them “to the point where I couldn’t put them down” (Interview 2,
December 2015). Persistence and stamina were clearly not an issue for Sonia when she was
reading from a series she liked. According to Sonia, she had no trouble sitting and reading those
books for long periods of time.
As Sonia thought about her past reading experiences, she remembered a time when
reading was important in her life, a time when she valued reading, thought positively of herself
as an accomplished reader. She recalled when asked about her past reading experiences.
I had a really great relationship with reading back then. I loved reading then, so I read a
lot. I’m so glad it’s starting to come back. I remember Penny Dreadful was like 300
pages, but I finished it, and pretty fast, too. And I really love that I can still remember the
stories now. I could probably tell you the whole series, but we don’t have time.
(Interview 2, December 2015)
When Sonia was younger, she saw herself as a skilled reader, capable of finishing even the
longest books and comprehending what she read because the stories were real to her and she had
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a connection with the characters and the events. “I didn’t go on the same adventure or live in the
mountains, but it was possible, and that was important” (Interview 2, December 2015).
In a later interview, Sonia reflected further on her appreciation for reading when she was
younger and said,
I guess I never really thought about how much I loved reading back then until now. The
reading I did really meant a lot to me. Now that I think about it, I used my reading to get
me through lots of tough times when I was younger, even if they just made me laugh a
little. I’m kind of mad now that I stopped reading. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Sonia was a reader then, and when asked about these experiences, she had nothing but positive
things to say. Participating in the free-choice reading intervention helped Sonia to see how
important her past reading experiences had been for her. This was an important revelation for
Sonia as she had stopped reading in recent years.

Past School Reading Experiences
When asked about her past school reading experiences, Sonia began to talk consistently
about the fourth grade. When asked about what she remembered from the grades prior to fourth,
she recalled, “I just remember reading out loud a lot if there was reading at all. I don’t really
remember much to be honest” (Interview 1, September 2015). Unlike the series books she
remembered loving so much during those years, Sonia’s school reading memories were scant.
“Back then I was in ESL. I don’t think we read much actually. We did a lot of vocabulary and
worksheets” (Interview 1, September 2015). However, Sonia remembered fourth grade: “I
started hating reading in fourth grade. I thought I was so bad at it” (Interview 1, September
2015). Prior to fourth grade, Sonia did not question her reading ability. Fourth grade certainly
marked a change in Sonia’s perceptions of her reading ability.
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School reading became difficult for Sonia in the fourth grade, and she continued to see
reading and herself as a reader in a negative way until entering Community High School. She
recalled,
Sure, because in the past in school, in like fourth grade and after, that was when I was
just handed a book and told, here, read this. I didn't think about much because I would
just kind of read the words and not really think about it. You know the books in school.
Sometimes you can't relate to them. At least, I always had trouble relating to them. If
someone like a teacher just hands me a book to read, then I don’t get any pleasure from
reading it. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Being handed books to read, which became the common practice in Sonia’s fourth grade
experience and beyond, did not work for Sonia. She needed to connect to book characters and
could not connect with the characters in the teacher’s books. As she described it, “I don’t even
remember any diary books. Maybe there were, but if there was, they must have been boring”
(Interview 1, September 2015). Because the teacher did not choose any books that were similar
to the books Sonia enjoyed reading in her younger years, she began to feel like an outsider in her
classroom. Sonia interpreted her inability to connect and the books being so different from what
she enjoyed as a sign of her inability. These negative thoughts pushed Sonia to find reasons not
to read.
Sonia recalled making time to read when she was younger, but as she started getting more
involved in sports and other activities in the fourth grade, reading time became what was set
aside because
I couldn’t even read those books anyway. I think I was okay, but I remember just
looking at a bunch of words I didn’t know. I remember just skipping them. I don’t
remember thinking much at all when I tried reading that stuff. I honestly don’t know.
(Interview 1, September 2015)
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Not only did Sonia have less time for reading, but she also found the reading she was assigned to
be too difficult. The difficulty she perceived in the assigned reading led to despair, helplessness,
and hopelessness. When asked about how she was able to get by in her classes without doing the
reading, Sonia pointed out that there were always tests and quizzes on the reading but that “I
would just do really bad on them” (Interview 1, September 2015). Doing poorly on the
assessments exacerbated Sonia’s negative perceptions of herself as a reader.
By the sixth grade, Sonia’s school reading experiences had led her to feel so negative
about her abilities as a reader that she had all but given up on reading.
For the past three years, I have really hated reading. I just remember people talking about
the reading we were supposed to do for school, and I’d be, like, I don’t remember any of
that. So I’d spend my time messaging my friends. When I was younger, I would prefer
reading, but that wasn’t true in sixth grade. I hated reading. I mean, because I never had
time, plus being given those things to read that I couldn’t understand. Even when I found
time, I couldn’t connect with those books anyway. Plus between sports and homework, it
was impossible for me. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Sonia’s school reading experiences left her helpless and disconnected from school reading. She
was overwhelmed by the fact that she interpreted the readings differently and that she saw the
readings differently from the ways other students and the teacher saw them. Rather than being
confident in her viewpoints and interpretations, Sonia saw her differences as a sign of weakness
and inability. Because of this, she chose other activities in which to spend her time. By the sixth
grade, Sonia hated school reading and gave up completing it.
Although it started in fourth grade, Sonia’s aversion to reading was amplified in the sixth
grade. Sonia described her sixth-grade school reading experiences as follows:
In sixth grade we didn’t do much reading at all. We did a lot of other work. And when
we did, I couldn’t connect with the books that the teachers picked. The books were
usually so boring to me. I didn’t really feel supported as a reader then. I really hated
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when they’d make us read with partners. I never had a good experience doing that.
(Interview 2, December 2015)
Sonia’s lack of reading began to have adverse negative effects on her beliefs about reading at
that point. Sonia did not experience any support and disliked her teacher’s attempt to support
students by giving them partners with whom to read. This support did not work for Sonia
because “the other person was either as bad as me or a lot better, so I never liked it” (Interview 2,
December 2015). With this lack of support, Sonia’s negativity toward reading and herself as a
reader increased to a point at which she gave up trying to complete school reading, even when
partners were allowed.
Even though in sixth grade, students were allowed to go to the library to pick out books
for themselves, Sonia remembers her experience as being negative. Although she was allowed to
choose her own books sometimes, Sonia was rushed. Regular, predictable, substantial time was
not given in school. Reading time was an afterthought when all the important work was finished.
Even when time was allowed, not all the class was reading; only those who were finished with
their work and wanted to read were reading, which, according to Sonia, was few. As Sonia
explained, “most people wouldn’t read. They’d just draw or do other things, and the teacher
really didn’t seem to care. She’d just wait until everyone was done with the other assignment.
Then we go on to do something else” (Interview 2, December 2015). With no buy-in from the
other students and no accountability from the teacher, Sonia did not view the self-selected
reading as positive. Rather, she saw it as “just something for the teacher to tell us to do to keep
us quiet until everyone finished” (Interview 2, December 2015). When asked what these years
of avoiding reading meant to her now, Sonia responded with what appeared to the researcher to
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be sadness and regret. By the end of the reading intervention class, she wished that she had not
missed out on so much reading over those four years.
School reading in Grades 4 through 6 were a negative influence on Sonia’s reading
attitude, motivation, and perceptions. At that time, reading appeared to her to be out of her
control.
Teachers didn’t really promote reading in any way. All they did was test us about
reading. Well, I wasn't very confident because of the test scores. We took this test called
the MAP or something, and I'd always get really bad scores. I would always be, like, oh
my God, so I wouldn't really be very confident. I'd be less confident after that. The
reading tests made me feel way less confident. (Interview 3, April 2016)
With this focus on testing, Sonia began to identify more as a non-reader than as a reader. Her
confidence in her ability decreased with each low reading test score. At that point, reading had
become a negative rather than a positive in her life. Reading tests played a key role in
diminishing Sonia’s desire to read, a fact that she looked back on with regret and sadness.
With more support, guidance, and accountability from the teacher, Sonia believed that
she could have perhaps continued being the reader she was prior to fourth grade. She though that
it was too easy to drift away from reading at that time and that her school experience influenced
her increasing reader reluctance. “If we just had more time to read in school then, I think I might
have been reading. We didn’t do much reading. We did a lot of other work” (Interview 2,
December 2015). If anything, her experience promoted finding methods around doing the
reading. Because the other work and assigned reading was presented as more valuable and
because these were assessed by tests, Sonia did not think it was necessary for her to complete the
reading. She scored poorly either way, so Sonia thought it was better to direct her time and
energy into other, more uplifting experiences.
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Past Reading Experiences Contributions
to Reader Identity
Sonia’s past reading experiences contributed dichotomously to her reader identity
development. Her at-home reading experiences prior to fourth grade helped Sonia to develop a
strong, positive reader identity. Her school reading experiences from fourth through eighth
grade, on the other hand, weakened and negatively influenced Sonia’s reader identity.
At the time of this data collection, Sonia could clearly articulate who she was as a reader
in her younger years. She described herself as an avid reader of books she selected herself from
the library. She read because she believed it helped her shyness when she could connect with the
experiences of the characters in her books.
I was shy. I would prefer reading to talking to people back then, like I said. I remember
I could sit in a room and read for, like, hours, imagining what it would be like to live near
the mountains and to hike. I remember writing my own diary because I wanted to be like
the girls in the books or dressing up in fancy clothes and trying to walk in my mom’s
heels. Reading was something I, like, really liked doing. I liked going to the library, too.
I can still remember the smell of the library my mom took me to. (Interview 1, September
2015)
The reader Sonia described prior to fourth grade was an active and engaged reader. Sonia saw
herself as a reader, capable of comprehending and extending her understanding of text through
her own reading extension activities. She wrote like the authors, and she recreated the stories on
her own. She welcomed and appreciated her mother’s support for her as a reader.
In addition to remembering her mother taking her to the library to pick out her books,
Sonia remembered sitting with her mother reading, taking turns to read each page and discussing
the pictures that accompanied many of the books she read in those years prior to fourth grade.
As she explained,
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Me and my mom used to read together a lot when I was little. I remember sitting with
her in my room and, like, laughing about the characters or pointing out what we saw in
the pictures. She would even do these funny voices for some of the characters
sometimes. Those were fun times for me. Me and her would talk about the books in the
car or when we were at the store, I remember. I’m really glad she did that with me.
(Interview 2, December 2015)
Sonia’s reading experiences with her mom welcomed her into a reading community, although
only two people, Sonia and her mom, could share commonalities related to the texts they read.
Sonia’s mom showed her the value of reading and demonstrated for her that reading could
influence other parts of her life and that readers could extend and discuss what they read with
others. Sonia’s mom was helping her build confidence in herself as a reader and an
understanding that she had important contributions to make in regard to her reading. In essence,
Sonia’s mom helped her understand how to be a reader. These were fond memories for Sonia.
Fourth through sixth grade changed everything. As teacher-selected reading for school
increased, as the demands of the texts increased, and as the demands on Sonia’s time increased,
Sonia remembered being lost, left behind, and helpless as a reader. No longer could Sonia read
the first-person diary narratives of adventure for which she had developed a strong preference.
No longer could she identify with the characters or see the possibility of the events of the book
happening to her. At the same time, Sonia was more involved and had less time after school. As
a result, she did not go to the public library to select books. Not reading regularly in school,
Sonia drifted further and further away from reading.
Sonia described herself as disconnected from her school reading experiences. As she
recalled, the reading she was assigned for school was usually difficult for her, which decreased
her confidence. Sonia remembered, “I was able to finish my own books, but I couldn’t finish the
books we read for school. I had a hard time finishing anything I was supposed to read for
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school, actually” (Interview 1, September 2015). Sonia lost her confidence and her sense of
accomplishment because of school reading. She began to avoid reading because it left her with a
sense of inadequacy: “I think I was okay, but I always remember seeing a lot of words I didn’t
know” (Interview 1, September 2015). Rather than perceiving books for what she liked about
them, Sonia began perceiving books for their difficulty.
By the sixth grade, Sonia’s identity had completely transformed from that of avid reader
to that of reluctant reader. After two years of struggling to connect with and understand assigned
text and not having enough time to complete her reading, Sonia found it more fulfilling to avoid
reading than to work at it.
By sixth grade, I wouldn’t read anything. I didn’t read anything for sixth, seventh, or
eighth grade. I have not been a reader for the past three years. I was when I was
younger, but then I just totally stopped in, like, sixth grade. I would just rather spend my
time doing other things like drawing, being on my phone, or being with my friends or
family. The reading my teacher made us do was too hard for me, so I didn’t do it. I
didn’t have time to do it. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Sonia lost all confidence in herself as a reader. She no longer valued reading. The reading she
was assigned had pushed her so far away from reading that she no longer saw herself as capable
of being a reader. As a result of developing negative attitudes and perceptions, Sonia was no
longer motivated to read books. Therefore, she chose to engage in other activities over reading.
When asked what she thought about how different her past personal reading experiences
were compared to her past school reading experiences, Sonia stated that it made her sad. She
believed that all that time she was reading before fourth grade was good, and her school reading
was bad.
It makes me kind of sad to think about it. I remember loving reading so much and
reading all the time, and then it just, like, stopped, and then I hated it. I thought I was a
good reader, and then I was bad. It was, just like that, gone. Those books meant so much
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to me back then. They still do. I wish we could have read more books that I liked in
school. Maybe I would have read then. I remember trying to read for school and not
being able to. I felt like I never had enough time. It was frustrating, so I gave up. I was
happier doing other things. I wish we could have read more like we do now. I like what
we do now. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Sonia loved reading when she was younger. Reading, at that time, was positive. When teacherassigned reading influenced her to believe that she lacked ability, Sonia’s perceptions of reading
and herself as a reader suffered. Being rushed and with a sense of inadequacy in her school
reading pushed Sonia further and further away from reading. By sixth grade, Sonia no longer
identified as a reader, choosing to think of herself as a non-reader instead.
When she entered the reading intervention class, Sonia was confused about who she was
and who she was supposed to be as a reader. Her disparate past experiences left her nostalgic
about the reading that once was and, at the same time, disliking reading and all that it had meant
for the past four years. When asked how this affected her by the end of reading intervention
class, Sonia provided the following poignant description:
I mean, it’s like I used to love reading. I used to read all the time, even until I got in
trouble. Reading was my escape. It helped my shyness. Then there was nothing. I just
totally quit and didn’t read anything at all. By sixth grade, I hated reading and everything
about it. I didn’t want to feel this way, but I couldn’t help it. I didn’t even glance at the
words then. I did nothing. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Love, sadness, regret, and anger are the range of emotions with which Sonia spoke about her past
reading experiences. Had she never known happiness in relation to reading, perhaps the school
reading would not have had such negative effects on her reader identity. As the intervention
progressed, Sonia appreciated starting to return to those more positive reading days.
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Reading Intervention Experiences
On the first day of school, the class went to the library to check out books. Ms. Martin
remembered,
Sonia was just kind of wandering. She wasn’t causing any trouble or wasting time. She
really just looked to me like she was confused. She started in the fantasy section, then
moved to realistic fiction, then upstairs to the nonfiction, and back down again to walk
around, just kind of staring at all the books on the shelves. I don’t remember her even
taking a book off the shelf to look at the back or anything. She just kind of wandered.
(Teacher Discussion 1, September 2015)
Sonia spent quite a bit of time wandering around the library on that first day until she stopped to
ask the librarian for help. As it turned out, Sonia not only checked out one book, but two, a
strategy she used for the first half of the school year. She described this interaction with the
librarian in her first interview:
I had no idea what I was supposed to read. It’s been a really long time since I’ve read
anything. And Ms. Martin was, like, go find a book. I walked around that whole library
and found nothing, so I decided to ask the librarian for help finding something. She
asked me if I ever read books, and I told her not for a long time but that I liked books that
were written like diaries. She showed me some diary books, but they just looked boring
to me. Then she was, like, how about a memoir? And I was, like, a what? I never heard
that word before. She showed me where the shelves with the memoirs were next to the
realistic books, and I searched until I found No Choirboy [Kuklin, 2008] and Juvie
[Watkins, 2013]. Those books seemed perfect for me. (Interview 1, September 2015)
No Choirboy (Kuklin, 2008) and Juvie (Watkins, 2013) were the “perfect” books for Sonia to
start the year. Stories of teenagers incarcerated for murder and other serious crimes, both books
were similar to the first-person diary books Sonia had read so successfully in her younger years,
and the stories were about topics with which Sonia could connect her lived experiences. It is
important to note, however, that Sonia did not come to these on her own. She needed guidance
from the school librarian.
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Book Selection Process
Sonia was a reader who took a good deal of time selecting her books. Most trips to the
library lasted 10-12 minutes, with Sonia usually wandering around the library searching for
various books before deciding which ones to read. Sonia brought lists with her and often talked
with the library personnel regarding possible book selections. From her initial trip to the library
to the last, Sonia pulled many books of the shelf simply to return them to their spot and move on
to the next possibility. It had been a while since Sonia had selected her own books, and she was
a particular reader who enacted a habitual book selection process. As Sonia stated, “Yeah, I take
a lot of time to find books because I don’t like a lot of books. I want to make sure I’m actually
going to read them before I take them” (Interview 1, September 2015). Although Sonia took
quite some time out of class to find her books, the fact that she abandoned only two books
throughout the school year was evidence that her process worked.
In addition to taking her time, Sonia was looking for guidance—guidance from her
cousin, guidance from online book lists, guidance from her classmates, guidance from her phone
guidance from the library catalogue, guidance from her teacher and the school library staff, and
guidance from her past. Sonia liked suggestions from others, but when it came to selecting her
book, Sonia was particular about which ones she checked out, taking her time and exploring
multiple possibilities before leaving the school library.
I don’t know. I just like to explore all the possibilities before I make a decision. It’s,
like, I’m not so sure what I want to read, so it takes me time to find the right book. I ask
my cousin, I see what other kids in the class are reading, and I like to ask the librarian,
too, when I go to the library. Right now I’m just not real confident. I’m just getting back
into reading, so I don’t know a lot of books. It’s like when I shop. I like to look around a
lot. (Interview 1, September 2015)
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Sonia was new to reading again and even stated that “I am not a reader really at all right now”
(Interview 1, September 2015), so she was more comfortable exploring all her options and using
all the help she could get to make book selections. Even though Sonia had early success reading
memoirs, the genre she continued reading for the entire first semester, Sonia always spent time in
the library exploring other possibilities. As she built her confidence, Sonia found comfort in
having more than one book at a time to read.
From the first interactive book selection observation, Sonia demonstrated a book
selection process that included a range of book selection strategies. As was noted in her first
interactive book selection observation, Sonia took between 10 and 15 minutes in the library each
time she went. As was noted in her first interactive observation,
Sonia first stopped by the display of banned books in the library. She pulled one book
from the display, turned to the back and read the back and immediately returned it to the
shelf stating, “That’s not really what I’m looking for.” She then pulled out a list that she
brought with her to the library that she retrieved online. After a brief search, Sonia
returned to the memoir section of the library where she pulled My Bloody Life [Sanchez,
2000] off the shelf. Sonia read the back cover. After the back cover, Sonia opened to the
first page of the book. After reading for about a minute, Sonia pulled a copy of My
Bloody Life in Spanish off the shelf but returned it after some thought. She walked over
to the counter and checked out My Bloody Life. (Interactive Observation 1, September
2015)
When asked about her process, Sonia explained, “None of those other books jumped out at me so
I figured to go back to the memoir section. I liked the last book from there” (Interactive
Observation 1, September 2015). When asked about what she was looking for when she read
briefly from the books, Sonia said, “I like to see if I will be able to connect with the story. Then
I have to see how big the letters are and stuff. If they’re too small, I won’t read it” (Interactive
Observation 1, September 2015). Sonia’s perceived readability was important. Because she had
compiled so many negative experiences since fourth grade that had diminished her perceptions
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of her ability, readability was a number-one concern. She did not want to bring back her
experience of reading inadequacy, so she paid close attention to her perceived difficulty or ease
in reading a particular book.
Nonetheless, she did decide to read My Bloody Life (Sanchez, 2000). She described her
decision to read that particular book:
Let’s see. My cousin Ashley reads a lot. I’ve been talking to her lately about good books
she’s read, and she recommended My Bloody Life. That was really helpful for me. She’s
been really helpful for me this year in trying to find books that I’ll actually like to read
this year. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Sonia’s cousin supported her reading by offering suggestions of good books. Because she was
lost as to what she liked to read, Sonia sought out the help of her cousin who was about her age
and read frequently. For Sonia, her cousin provided critical support for her in finding books that
she could read and to which she could relate. Because they had similar family experiences in the
past, Sonia’s cousin was a great support for her.
Sonia returned to the library a couple days later after checking out My Bloody Life
(Sanchez, 2000). This time, she walked straight to the memoir section and pulled the Spanish
version of My Bloody Life (Sanchez, 2000) off the shelf and took it over to the counter to check
out.
I’m going to read this with my mom at home. This book is so good already. I want her
to read it with me, but she doesn’t read English good, so I’m going to bring this one home
with me. I know she’ll like it because there’s a lot of stuff in here that reminds me of my
family, my cousins and uncles and stuff. I’m gonna read some of it with her tonight.
(Interactive Observation 2, October 2015)
It was important to Sonia to share this text with her mother. As part of her book selection
process, she wanted to ensure that the text was accessible to her mother, so she chose to come
back for the Spanish version of the book. Sonia had looked at this version on her previous visit,
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but had not decided to come back to get it until she had read some and come to the realization
that her mother would like to share in this reading experience with her. This was Sonia’s
opportunity to recreate the reading bond she had shared with her mother in her younger years.
When she had finished with My Bloody Life, Sonia returned to the library to select a new
book. As she had previously, Sonia spent some time looking up books she found online on the
library book database. She looked at some books that her classmates were reading, and she
sought out the librarian for help. In this third interactive observation, Sonia revealed more about
the process by which she determined what to check out to read.
I know I want Once a King, Always a King, so I’ll go get that one. I remember being told
to always check out two books, though, in case you don’t like one. So I’m going to try to
find another book to read, too. I think maybe I want a scary book. I remember reading
scary books when I was younger. I’m so mad I can’t remember the names of the authors.
I’m gonna ask the librarian to help me find some scary books though. (Interactive
Observation 3, November 2015)
After checking out Once a King, Always a King (Sanchez, 2003), Sonia paged through the horror
books that the librarian had selected as possibilities for her to read. She selected the first one,
opened it to the first page of text, and read a little. “Whoa, this book’s too hard. I already see a
bunch of words I don’t know” (Sonia, Interactive Observation 3, November 2015). After taking
the largest books in the stack and setting them aside as ones she would not attempt to read, Sonia
chose another book from the pile, opened to the first page, and began to read; “too many words
in this one. I’d never finish it.” (Sonia, Interactive Observation 3, November 2015). After her
second failed attempt, Sonia changed her mind about the horror books and decided to try
something different.
“What about The Freedom Writers [Freedom Writers & Gruwell, 1999]? My cousin told
me there’s a book. I saw The Freedom Writers movie, but I never knew there was a book.
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Maybe I’d like to read that one,” she said to the school librarian, who then directed her back to
the memoirs. Again, Sonia opened to the beginning and began reading, only to put the book
back on the shelf. At that point, the librarian asked her what she didn’t like about it. Sonia
responded, “I thought it was going to be about the kids. That was just about the teacher”
(Interactive Observation 4, November 2015). After being shown the students’ diary entries and
it being suggested that she could read only those if she liked, Sonia selected The Freedom
Writers Diary (Freedom Writers & Gruwell, 1999) and checked it out. The librarian’s
suggestion of being selective in what parts she read was a key suggestion for Sonia. Having
always read or been required to read whole books, Sonia never thought about being a selective
reader and only reading the parts that were meaningful to her. This suggestion caused a
noticeable change in Sonia’s demeanor. The researcher’s notes indicated that Sonia seemed
happier after the librarian made the suggestion.
Sonia’s next trip to the library did not come until the second semester. Then, finished
with Once a King, Always a King (Sanchez, 2003) and the parts she decided to read from The
Freedom Writers Diary (Freedom Writers & Gruwell, 1999), Sonia decided to finish the
Reymundo Sanchez books by reading Lady Q: The Rise and Fall of a Latin Queen (Sanchez &
Rodriguez, 2008). Before selecting Lady Q, however, Sonia took a look through ghost books
that the librarian found for her. Sonia selected Chicago Haunts (Bielski, 1997) and checked it
out, along with Lady Q. Sonia explained:
I need more than one book for sure this time. My mom took away my phone, my tablet,
and my laptop because I got in trouble, so I have a lot of time on my hands now. I want
to read more now because I have more time. I had a book that I wanted, but I don’t have
the picture I took with me because I don’t have my phone right now. I took a picture of it
when the librarian was telling us about books the one day. It sounded like a good book
when she was talking. My mom has it. (Interactive Observation 4, January 2016)
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Although she was planning to read Lady Q next, again Sonia explained how she liked to have a
second book in case she found more time for reading. When asked how she decided on the
second book, Sonia stated, “I like this cover. It looks kind of creepy. Sometimes I pick books
just based on their cover. I know you’re not supposed to do that, but I do” (Interactive
Observation 4, January 2016). For the first time, Sonia revealed that the cover played an
important role in her decision to read a book or not. She went on to explain,
If the cover doesn’t catch my eye, I don’t really give it a shot. I like the cover of Lady Q
because it has a girl on it. I like reading books that are from a girl’s perspective. I liked
the other books by this author, too, so I know I’ll like this one because it’s about a girl
this time instead of a boy. (Sonia, Interactive Observation 4, January 2016)
To this point, Sonia had not mentioned the importance of the covers, most likely because, as she
said, she was taught not to do that. At that point Sonia had experienced some success with
reading and was more confident about her book selection process. Sonia continued her strategy
of picking two books at once, with the intention to read one completely and be selective and read
parts of the other ones.
Although Sonia did not read any of Chicago Haunts (Bielski, 1997), she did read Lady Q
(Sanchez & Rodriguez, 2008) in its entirety. Once completed, Sonia returned to the library to
select her next book. Unlike the times before, Sonia selected one book this time. “I didn’t need
the second book last time, so I’m just going to take one this time. I don’t need as many breaks
now” (Sonia, Interactive Observation 5, February 2016), Sonia said on her way to the school
library. Gaining confidence in her reading ability and stamina, Sonia realized that she was
selecting the second books for support when she needed a break. As she took fewer breaks, the
second book became unnecessary. Most importantly, Sonia was confident about no longer
needing two books.
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On this visit, Sonia went in with one book in mind that was recommended to her by her
friend: The Pregnancy Project (Rodriguez, 2012). This time, unlike during her other trips to the
library, Sonia brought her friend from class along so her friend could show her where the book
was in the library. Using her friend as support, Sonia found the book more easily. Even though
her friend who recommended the book came along, Sonia still checked the cover and opened to
the front flap and then to the first page to read a little before making her decision. She said,
“Sounds good to me. I can’t even imagine how my family would treat me if I had a baby this
young. I want to see what happened to her” (Interactive Observation 5, February 2016). Sonia
seemed more confident in her book choice than she had for any other book to this point. Even
though she brought her friend to show her where the book was in the library, she did not simply
select the book at her friend’s suggestion. She still went through her process of reading some of
the book first to make sure she could connect to the book and that it was not too difficult to read.
The researcher’s memo about this interactive observation noted the following:
Sonia seemed more confident this time than ever. Even with a friend with, Sonia seemed
to be comfortable making her own decision as to whether or not she would read the book.
And she didn’t even check out another book. First for that, too. Sonia seems more
confident in her process and much more confident in her ability than she has to this point.
This is also the first primary book that is not related to gangs or crime that Sonia has
picked. This choice is different for her. I’ll be interested to see if she completes this
book and what she picks next. (Interactive Observation 4 Memo, February 2016)
Sonia finished The Pregnancy Project (Rodriguez, 2012), marking the first deliberate shift away
from reading gang and crime memoirs for her. When asked about this change in her reading
choices later in the final interview, Sonia said, “I just wanted to try something different. It’s not
that I didn’t like the books I was reading; it just felt like a good time to change and try something
different. I’m glad I did, too” (Interview 3, April 2016). Sonia’s change was deliberate, and she
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was happy that she had been confident enough to take control of her reading and try something
different. Noticeably more confident, Sonia continued to try new genres for the remainder of the
school year. This was especially important when she chose books that were not good selections
for her.
During Sonia’s next trip to the library, she took a good deal of time looking up titles she
brought with her, along with asking the librarian for help. Sonia finally decided on No Place
(Strasser, 2014), stating, after reading a bit, that “this one sounds interesting and like it’s about a
girl who might have a crush on this guy” (Interactive Observation 5, March 2016). Again, Sonia
seemed confident in her selection. However, she returned a few days later because “that book
just wasn’t what I thought it was going to be. I couldn’t really connect at all with it” (Interactive
Observation 6, March 2016). Rather than starting over again, Sonia this time selected Chicago
Haunts (Bielski, 1997). “I never tried this one last time, so I’ll give this a shot again” (Sonia,
Interactive Observation 6, March 2016). Sonia did not have much luck with this book either,
though, and returned a few days later to make a new selection.
When Sonia went to the library to return Chicago Haunts (Bielski, 1997), she brought
with her more suggestions from her cousin. Although it was possible for Sonia to show signs of
less confidence after abandoning two books in a row, she was still confident in her ability to
make selections for herself. “I talked to Ashley,” she said, “and there’s this one book that I think
I’ll really like” (Sonia, Interactive Observation 7, March 2016). Sonia selected Thirteen Reasons
Why (Asher, 2007), based on her cousin Ashley’s recommendation but not before again checking
to make sure it was a right book for her, based on reading a portion of the beginning.
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Sonia finished the year reading two more books that were different from what she had
read most of the year. She selected Orbiting Jupiter (Schmidt, 2015) because “someone talked
about it during discussion, and it sounded a lot like the books I read this year” (Interactive
Observation 8, April 2016). Similar to choosing her previous selection, Sonia took less time in
the library—only five minutes—to find her book, check it out, and return to class. Still taking a
few minutes to read a bit of the beginning, Sonia did not spend any time looking around for a
potential second book. She enjoyed the book and read it in its entirety.
For her final book of the year, Sonia selected Perfect Chemistry (Elkeles, 2008). Similar
to the reason for her previous selection, Sonia selected this book because it was recommended to
her. Taking out her phone with a picture of the book, Sonia explained,
This is one of the books that the librarian told our class about when she came in to talk
about books. I took a picture of the cover so I wouldn’t forget it. I love when she comes
to talk about books because I’m always looking for suggestions. I used the lists, but
those didn’t really help me that much. It’s way better for me when someone can explain
a little about the book. Then I know what I will probably like it or not. (Interactive
Observation 9, May 2016)
No longer depending on recommendations because she lacked confidence in her ability to select
a good book for herself, Sonia still relied on recommendations to find books that fit her
preferences. In this case, Sonia chose the book based on the librarian’s suggestion. She realized
that she had more success with books that someone told her about as opposed to those she found
in online lists. Although much more confident in herself, Sonia appreciated getting
recommendations and sharing in reading experiences with others.
Sonia was confident about the selections she made and in her ability to use the library to
make book selections for herself. She believed that the set-up of the library was helpful for her
to find books.
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The library set-up is great because, like, how I was looking for ghost stories that one day
and stuff like that. Everything that's the same is in the same section of the library.
Fiction, nonfiction, love stories, memoirs, realistic fiction are all together in one section.
Other libraries are organized by author, so, like, if you wanted to find two different horror
books, you'd have to go all over the library looking for them. Here, you can just look in
the same area and look at all the books that are the same. That's much easier for me.
(Interview 3, April 2016)
The setup of the library allowed Sonia to explore reading possibilities, which she spent a good
deal of time doing on her visits to the library throughout the year. Sonia appreciated the fact that
the books were grouped by genre, and she believed that it helped her to find the books she
wanted to read. The organization of the library helped Sonia be comfortable and confident that
she could find good books to read. This was important because it removed a layer of difficulty
that in the past had hurt her confidence.
More than anything, though, Sonia found considerable meaning in what she learned about
herself as a reader as she made book choices throughout the year. At the beginning of the year,
Sonia could not name a book or an author that she had read recently, but by the end of reading
intervention, Sonia was able to articulate the types of books she preferred as well as why they
were good books for her.
I’m the type of reader that likes real stuff. I like things that are close to my life. When I
look for a book, I look at the cover, and I read the first page. I’m looking for realistic
things. Realistic fiction and memoir are my favorites. And while I’m reading for some
reason, I like to look at, you know, the words that really describe relationships and family
relationships. I like to look at, like, moms and dads and brothers and sisters. I guess I
like to look at friends too. I like first-person books way more than third person books. I
just feel like I’m more part of the story then. I like to look at the details and think about,
you know, especially details about the people and mostly how they’re feeling, like what
they’re going through, how they feel, and the experiences they’re having. (Interview 3,
April 2016)
It was meaningful for Sonia to be able to articulate her reading preferences and her reading
selection criteria and behaviors. Sonia discovered that she still preferred first-person narrated
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books about family and relationships. She understood the importance of being able to connect
with the characters and being able to connect the language with her own experiences. By the end
of the reading intervention, it was clear that Sonia had a renewed positive perception of reading
and herself as a reader. In her final written reflection, Sonia stated,
I think this year was the year I enjoyed most of the books I read. I think I got through
them much faster because I picked them and could connect with them. Which is a great
thing because, in the past, people picked them for me and I never read. So that is why I
think I got though most of them and actually liked reading this year. (Written Reflection
2, May 2016)
Making her own book choices was important for Sonia to begin to understand again who she was
as a reader and to be comfortable and confident in herself to make her own reading decisions.
Because she made her own reading choices, Sonia’s attitude toward reading improved. Gaining
confidence with each choice she made and each book she finished, Sonia’s perceptions of
reading and herself as a reader improved substantially throughout the intervention.

Reading Stamina
Despite the fact that the first two books Sonia chose were “perfect” for her, as she
described them, she often took breaks when reading. During the first observation, the researcher
noted that “Sonia takes breaks often, usually lasting from one to two minutes. She’s taking a
break about every five minutes” (Observation 1, September 2015). When asked about taking
breaks, Sonia provided the following explanation:
Right now I don’t feel like a reader at all. I have to take lots of breaks because I’m just
getting back into reading. Before, I could sit forever and read, but I haven’t read
anything in so long. The breaks help me to focus more. The only problem is, it’s going
to take me forever to read this book. I probably take a break like every two pages to rest
my eyes and my brain, I guess. (Interview 1, September 2015)
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For the first two observations, Sonia took at least four breaks during a 20-minute reading session.
Most times, she stared at the posters on the wall or out the window. On her third break during
the second observation, she asked the teacher for permission to use the bathroom, and it was
noted that “she was gone for five minutes, the remainder of the in-class reading time” (Sonia,
Observation 2, October 2015). It was clear that Sonia’s reading stamina was suffering in the
beginning of the intervention. Although taking these breaks appeared to be necessary to Sonia’s
experience, they appeared to be distracting to the reading process.
Sonia’s reading stamina for the first two months fluctuated. She experienced periods of
success, followed by periods of long, frequent breaks and little accomplishment. Ms. Martin
described what she saw in this way:
Some days she seems to be really into it, and other days she doesn’t read much at all. I
actually had to move her seat because she would try talking with the boy next to her
when she would stop reading. I’m pretty sure they’re friends. After I moved her seat,
things seemed to improve somewhat. She just needs lots of breaks during reading. I will
be surprised if she finishes the book she’s reading now. I’m thinking maybe I’ll have to
recommend some shorter books for her because this one is really difficult for her to
finish. We’ll see how the next week or two go, then I’ll decide what to tell her. (Teacher
Discussion 2, October 2015)
Sonia did finish her first book No Choirboy (Kuklin, 2008), which left her with a sense of
accomplishment. “That was hard for me to finish, but I decided that I was going to finish it, and
I did. I felt good about myself after that” (Interview 2, December 2015). Finishing a 224-page
book was difficult for Sonia, but she did it eventually, boosting her confidence in herself that she
could become a reader again. This was important because Sonia would not finish the book Juvie
(Watkins, 2013). Had she not gained confidence finishing No Choirboy, abandoning Juvie may
have had a more negative influence on her beliefs about her reading stamina and ability.
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After abandoning Juvie (Watkins, 2013), Sonia checked out My Bloody Life (Sanchez,
2000), the memoir of an ex-Latin King gang member in Chicago. This book was recommended
by her cousin. Sonia was a noticeably different reader when she began that book. Her breaks
were less often and of shorter duration. “Sonia seems to be taking fewer breaks while reading.
Today she only took one at the nine-minute mark” (Observation 3, November 2015). This
researcher observation was corroborated by Ms. Martin.
Sonia has definitely been way more into reading this book than the last one. I would
agree that she is taking fewer breaks and seems to be getting through this one much
faster. She seems less distracted than before. She has been doing much better overall.
Her writing has been much better, too. She’s doing well right now. I hope she can
sustain it. (Teacher Discussion 3, November 2015)
Sonia’s stamina improvement was noticeable. This point marked a major shift in how Sonia
read. No longer waiting for the next break, Sonia read with motivation and persistence. She had
found something in that book that connected with her. She was reading because she wanted to
and not because she had to. This was evidenced in what she described happening at home.
Okay, so this is kind of weird, but my mom’s been seeing me read a lot at home, so she
asked me about my book. Then she kept asking me questions about it, so I thought I’d
check it out in Spanish and we could read it together. My mom’s English isn’t that great.
She actually would rather read things in Spanish, so that’s why I’m checking it out.
We’re going to read it together at night before we go to bed. I’m really looking forward
to this. It’ll be like when I was younger, and I would read to her or she would read to me
before bed. (Sonia, Interactive Observation 2, October 2015)
Sonia went on to finish both books in about five weeks, leaving her with a sense of
accomplishment and confidence in her ability. Reading along with and even ahead of her mother
seemed to be highly motivating for Sonia. This partnership seemed to push her to read more in
class and to read more at home. And when Sonia thought she was losing focus, she started using
a new strategy to take a break when reading by reading from a second book.
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In November, when she needed a break from her primary book, rather than stare out the
window or try to talk to a neighbor, she picked up The Freedom Writer’s Diary (Freedom
Writers & Gruwell, 1999) and read from that book for four minutes (Sonia, Observation 3,
November 2015). She did not read The Freedom Writer’s Diary in its entirety, but she did use it
to give herself a break from her primary book. Sonia never planned on reading The Freedom
Writer’s Diary in its entirety, as she explained:
I just read the diary entries when I needed a break from the other book. I’m not totally
sure how much of it I read. It was a nice change to give me a break, though. I didn’t
finish My Bloody Life with my mom either. We read a lot of it and talked a lot about
what happened with my family and stuff. I only skipped around to read the good parts
with her. She doesn’t have a lot of time. That was really fun though. (Interview 2,
December 2015)
At that point in the year, not only was Sonia cognizant of her reading breaks, but she was also
strategizing on her own to work toward addressing the breaks by breaking up her reading with
other texts. “We were always told to check out two books when we were younger. Check out
two books, they’d always say. I always did but never read either one. So I thought I’d try it
again for real this time” (Interview 2, December 2015). What Sonia had not fully realized until
her talk with the Community High School librarian was that the second book did not have to be
read in its entirety. Rather, she could pick parts that she liked and use the second book as
support for when she lost focus on her primary book. Coming to this realization was helpful
because it provided Sonia with a strategy for taking breaks but, at the same time, engage in text.
This ultimately led to fewer breaks from reading and longer periods of time spent engaging text.
By December, Sonia was taking noticeably fewer breaks during the 20-minute in-class
silent reading sessions, taking one break at about the 15-minute mark to read from her second
book for the remainder of the reading session (Observation 4, December 2015). Because she
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chose good books that met her preferences, Sonia believed that she could accomplish more
reading, a belief she had not had for some time. “It really depends on the book I'm reading.
Right now I'm reading a book I like that I can relate to, so yes, reading is bringing me pleasure.
The more I read, the more this happens” (Interview 2, December 2015). As Sonia’s reading
stamina improved, so did her motivation to read more. This was an important step in changing
Sonia’s powerful emotions about her lacking reading ability. She realized that she could be an
accomplished reader in the right situation.
Sonia appreciated having time to read in school. There was more to the in-class reading
time than simply the reading that Sonia believed was important. If she were the only one
reading, perhaps after finishing an assignment before everyone else, the time would not have
helped Sonia as much as it did. The other students reading at the same time mattered. She
explained it as such:
Reading in school is very important because there's times when I, like, really want to read
my book, but I know I'm not gonna have time at home to do it, but it's good because I can
read here in class. I still wish I could read at home more, though, because I can lay down
and be comfortable, but I'm so tired by the end of the night that I can't a lot. Plus, when
I'm reading in school I can focus on my reading because there's nothing else to do in
class. People can't do anything else but read, so I get to read. That's good because then I
can actually get into the book, and I can actually want to read at home, too. (Interview 2,
December 2015)
While Sonia wanted to read more at home, she realized that many distractors made this habit
difficult to begin. Additionally, Sonia was comfortable reading in the company of others. She
was motivated by the fact that all the students in the class were reading. It gave her a sense of
belonging to a community of readers. Moreover, after reading in school, Sonia believed that she
was more likely to read at home, further increasing her reading stamina and improving her
perceptions about her reading ability.
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In addition to the time for reading in school, Sonia stated that she believed the writing
assignments were important to her maintaining her stamina for reading. The writing motivated
her to be a more thoughtful, persistent reader. She explained:
I think the writing is the best thing. I think because I have to write about my book every
Monday, I feel like I have to read it more and better. The writing is really motivating for
me, so I guess, in a way, I'm motivating myself to read better to do good on the writing.
Because I have to write about it, I really have to read longer to get ideas so that I have
something to write about during the writing time. I have to think about what I’m reading
because I know I’ll have to write a lot about it on Monday. It’s helped me think more
about my writing. It makes me focus more. (Observation 2, December 2015)
The writing helped Sonia to focus. When she was focused and thinking about her reading, her
attention was on gathering information. She was not thinking about taking breaks or what a
chore reading was. As Sonia saw it, the more she read, the more she would have to draw from to
complete her writing. The writing was a strong contributing factor to her motivation and, in turn,
her stamina.
The reading intervention class appeared to change Sonia’s negative perceptions of her
reading ability. As Sonia stated, her improved reading stamina was an obvious sign that she was
changing as a reader for the better.
I don’t know. I guess it’s just that I’m getting back to being a reader now. I don’t have
to take so many breaks now. Sometimes I read for 30 minutes or even an hour without
taking a break. The other books helped me before, but now I feel better. I can just read
for longer now without taking breaks. At the beginning of the year, I had to take a break,
like, every five minutes. Now I read for 20 minutes with no problem. Now I read pretty
much every day. (Interview 3, April 2016)
At this point, Sonia was comforted by her improved stamina and ability to sustain attention.
Sonia was reading without taking breaks. She was beginning her reading when the reading time
began and reading all the way through without taking breaks, a notable improvement from the
beginning of the year (Observation 8, April 2016). Sonia attributed improvements in her reading
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stamina and increased reading engagement time directly to the reading intervention: “Yeah, I
definitely read more now as a result of this class, and I don’t take as many breaks when I’m
reading” (Interview 3, April 2016). For Sonia, one of the most notable changes in her reading
confidence was her improved ability to sit and engage with texts for longer periods of time.

Written Responses
Sonia used her writing to help her synthesize what the text was saying and her past
experiences. Sonia focused on her family in her writing, connecting her family relationships and
experiences to her reading to help her make sense of her books.
When I read this one sentence, it brought back so many terrible memories. “It was
twelve or one o'clock that night, August 16, 1993. I remember my baby brother Daniel
he looked out the window and said someone was outside. I peeked out and saw tons of
police cars, I was just in shorts the police came in running they grabbed me and said I
was under arrest for murder of Kevin. My parents came in running my mother fainted. I
heard my dad cuss for the first time ever.”[Kuklin,2008, p. 5] Those few sentences
remind me of when my uncle got arrested, we had a family party, and we were all happy
then a whole bunch of police cars parked in front of my aunt’s house, and we didn't really
think anything of it at the time; we thought it was for someone else, but they all got out of
their cars running toward her house, and they called out my uncle's name they told us he
was being arrested. I couldn't really hear what it was for but my aunts and uncles started
yelling and screaming; they told all the kids to go down stairs. I knew my uncle had been
arrested at that moment. They just took him. It's been years; I haven't seen him, and I
have many more years to go. (Written Response 2, September 2015)
As she demonstrated in her written response about No Choirboy: Murder, Violence, and
Teenagers on Death Row (Kuklin, 2008), Sonia used her reading as a catalyst for reflecting on
her lived experiences. To do so, Sonia made deep, personal connections to her books. These
deep, personal connections were important to Sonia’s reading at the beginning of the year. Early
on, Sonia relied heavily on her family experiences to help her connect with the book she was
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reading. Sonia kept these family connections in her writing as the year progressed, but as she
gained reading experience, the focus of the bulk of her writing shifted more toward the text.
In her early writing Sonia used the text as a precursor to talk in detail about her family,
but as she read more, she began to focus less on her family and more on analyzing the text itself.
The cops came and took Sadie. She took all the blame because her sister was on
probation, and if they found out she had been involved, they would take her daughter
who is only five years old. “You will have to serve juvenile detention” [Watkins, 2013, p.
32]. Man, I cannot imagine being told that. You would have to basically lose everything
like friends, move schools, freedom, and privacy. I remember when my cousin was in
juvie, when he came back, he told me a whole bunch of stories. Like how many fights he
got into and how guys in there do not play around; you cannot even look at them without
them saying something very rude to you. It seems very rough in there. It sucks for sadie;
she is risking everything she has ,just so her sister's daughter will not be taken away.
(Written Response 4, October 2015)
From the beginning, in Sonia’s writing, she revealed that, as a reader, making personal
connections with her books was important. In this fourth written response, however, she made
the connections and then brought it back to the text to make sense of her reading and the
thoughts she was having in regard to her understanding. By this point, she was moving back and
forth among what the text was saying, how it related to her family, how she would respond, and
her interpretation of the events.
As Sonia gained experience and confidence in herself as a reader, her writing began to
show less of a focus on actual events that she could remember from her family and more on what
would happen if she were hypothetically involved in the same situation as the people or
characters in her book. Still focused on family relationships, Sonia was beginning to show that
she was allowing herself to think more abstractly about her reading, taking her to a new level of
reading. Sonia’s first written response of the second semester illustrates this point. She wrote:
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I don't understand why Sonia would do this..? “There's a huge possibility the child would
have birth defects. The doctor asked if she wanted an abortion, and at that moment, she
knew what she had to do . . . get the abortion. She knew if she died soon because of the
cancer, she would not leave the child with her abusive husband” (Sanchez [& Rodriguez,
2008, p.] 277). Oh my god, honestly, I am so against abortion, that's so wrong; you're
basically killing a person. You brought them into this world. They don't know better; it's
not their fault. I still think that's so wrong on every level. I understand she didn't want to
leave this poor child with his abusive father but she could've filed a report, put him for
adoption, anything but leave him to die. (Written Response 12, January 2016)
Although Sonia still mentioned the friends that she knew who had babies young and the fact that
her mother would not be happy with her, her analysis at this point shifts to abstract, hypothetical
considerations rather than past experiences. In this excerpt, Sonia showed signs of relying less
on her past life experiences to understand her reading and more on using her reading as a tool for
learning and reflecting on her worldview. As she gained experience and confidence as a reader,
Sonia was beginning to use text in a new way, as a tool to better understand her position in the
world.
In her final two written responses of the school year, Sonia shifted the focus from herself
to the text itself, demonstrating that she had gained complete confidence in herself as a reader to
understand and explain the meaning of what she read. No longer reliant on making literal
connections with her books, Sonia had, by the end, become focused on the text and used the text
as a tool for learning. This allowed for her to shift to reading realistic fiction, a genre with which
she had been unsuccessful at the beginning of the year. When writing her response about
Orbiting Jupiter (Schmidt, 2015), Sonia wrote,
How do you sell a child? Like, how does all that happen, you trade a kid for a truck?
“You sold her! You freaking sold her!" "I made an arrangement, and we needed a new
truck” said Joseph's father” [Schmidt, 20, p. 173) That is so sad, honestly. I think that
Joseph should be able to see Jupiter. I do not think that was right of Joseph's dad to just
trade her for a car, like, really? I do not think that was suppose to be his call. It's not his
child. Joseph is now never going to see her. (Written Response 14, April 2016)
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Although Sonia still focused on family, this time the focus was solely on the family in the story.
She stayed focused on the text, making sense of the quotations as they related to the characters
themselves. For the first time, Sonia chose a quotation and chose to analyze it without making
connections to her family, demonstrating her confidence in her ability to understand the reading
and to convey her thoughts about what the text meant. Sonia further demonstrated this transition
in her analysis of Perfect Chemistry (Elkeles, 2008) in her final writing of the school year.
“Playing soccer in the streets is normal for us poor kids. The whole neighborhood would
get together. It was good old time, we were not dealing with gangs back then” (Elkeles
[2008, p.[ 155). When they talk about being kids it’s like they are all good kids. They
just all got involved in the wrong stuff. Not everyone who is poor or in a gang wants to
do bad things. Sometimes it just feels like it is the only thing they can do. I think
everyone is born a good kid. Some kids just end up making bad decisions, and it is not
always there fault. They did not have anyone to guide them and teach them how to be a
good person. That is really sad to me. They can’t help the family they have. It’s not
there fault. (Written Response 17, May 2016)
By the end of the class, Sonia was confident that she could comprehend the text and that she had
important ideas to share about the text. Without focusing heavily on her family or past
experiences, Sonia was able to provide rich descriptions of what she believed the text meant.
Over time, Sonia’s writing reflected the changes she made throughout the course of the
reading intervention class at Community High School. As she gained confidence in herself and
began to perceive reading and herself as a reader more positively, Sonia’s writing changed. She
began to include more from the text in her analysis. As Sonia’s attitude and motivation
improved, along with her reading stamina and time spent engaged in reading, so, too, did the way
in which she discussed and analyzed her books. In the beginning, she relied heavily on making
literal family connections to understand the text, but by the end, Sonia had the experience and
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confidence to use the text as a learning tool and to think through her thoughts regarding the
difficult situations in the books.

Comparison of Past School and Reading
Intervention Experiences
From the very beginning of the school year, Sonia recognized the contrast between her
reading intervention class experience and her previous school reading experiences. Sonia
pointed out choice, time, consistency, support, and accountability as the most significant
differences between her past school reading experiences and her free-choice reading intervention
experience.
I don’t know. It’s just different. It’s, like, Ms. Martin gives us time to find books. I
remember the first day we went to the library, it took me a long time to find a book. I
thought for sure I’d just have to grab anything off the shelf. Then she told me I could
take the whole hour if I needed to. That changed my mind. I remember I was, like,
wow! Would she really let us take a whole hour to find a book? That was important for
me, I think. Then I asked the librarian for help because I was kind of lost in there. I’m
really glad I did that. She really helped me find a good book. It was Juvie. That was a
good book. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Unlike her experiences in fourth through eighth grades, Sonia believed that, from Day 1 of the
intervention class, she was supported as a reader by her teacher and the librarian. Because she
was not rushed, Sonia was empowered to make a good decision. Because she was given enough
time, Sonia began to implement a book selection process that she had been unable to enact in the
past. She described this process in the following way:
I notice that I'm putting more thought into books than I have in the past few years of
school. Now I read the back of the book to see if it's something I'm going to be able to
relate to. If the book reminds me of someone I know or what someone or me went
through, then I know it will be good for me. Like the book I’m reading now, My Bloody
Life. I can really relate to that one. Sometimes it takes me a while, but when I find a
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good book, I can actually read it. If I can relate to the book, I’ll like it. (Interview 1,
September 2015)
With appropriate time, Sonia was finding success enacting her book selection process. Although
she acknowledged that her book selection activity took a good deal of time, Sonia was confident
and assured in enacting her own book selection process. For her, taking time to read in the
library with the intent of finding personal connections was worth it because finding the right
book was important. Because Sonia put so much thought into her selections, extra time in the
library was time well spent.
Sonia also pointed out that reading in class was crucial to the differences between her
perceiving reading intervention and her past school reading experiences.
It’s a lot different. We have, like, 20 minutes to read here almost every day. I love
having time to read in school, like, almost every day. It’s so hard for me to find time to
read at home with practices and family stuff to do a lot. I’m finding that I do like reading
again because I have time to read when I’m not supposed to be doing other things, just
reading. I love that. (Interview 1, September 2015).
Because she had substantial, consistent time to read in class, Sonia found that reading could be
enjoyable again. It was enjoyable because she was not trying to squeeze reading in at home
around her other commitments. When she was not fitting reading in after finishing everything
else or trying to find a few scant minutes at home to read, her attitude toward reading changed.
Sonia thought the requirements of writing and discussion were motivating factors in her
reading. Sonia believed that the requirements were supportive and motivating, moving her to
read and think critically about what she was reading. Of the writing and discussion
requirements, Sonia pointed out that she believed the writing was the most motivating for her.
I think the writing is the best thing. I think because I have to write about my book
every Monday, I feel like I have to read it more and better. The writing is really
motivating for me, so I guess in a way I'm motivating myself to read better to do good on
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the writing. Because I have to write about it, I really have to read so that I have
something to write about during the writing time. I can’t just sit there while everyone
else writes. That would be embarrassing. (Interview 2, December 2015)
The writing was due every week, and every week, Sonia knew she needed to have something to
say. Because the writing was done in school with her peers, Sonia was obligated to produce.
Aware of how the other students might perceive her, Sonia was obligated to come prepared and
to write during the writing time so as not to be embarrassed. No one else could do the writing
for her, so Sonia believed she had to read, or she would not be able to participate in the writing
as did the other students in class.
Sonia also pointed to the book discussions as playing an important role in motivating her
to read for the reading intervention class. Pointing out the difference between the writing and the
discussion assignments, Sonia provided the following description:
The discussion is different because you only have, like, three minutes to tell people about
your book. When you’re writing, there’s more time to talk about more of the book. The
discussion is good because you have to think about what’s most important and what the
other people would even want to hear. I liked that because when other people were
talking I could think about how what they pay attention to is the same or different than
what I pay attention to. I learned a lot about me that way. The best part about the
discussion is that its main points and main issues, and you have to think about that. I like
hearing others, too. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Sonia pointed out that the time constraints of discussion forced her to think about specific
evidence from her book. To strategize, Sonia considered only the main points and main
conflicts. There was not enough time to say everything. This exercise every week taught her
about what she believed was important from her reading. It also gave her a chance to think about
herself in connection with her peers and to consider her place in the community of readers, an
important position of Sonia’s reader identity development that had been missing from her
previous school reading experiences. As she stated in her final interview, “I think it’s helpful
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because when you listen to other people’s summaries, and they give a good summary, it makes
you think about your own and how it compares. It’s nice to hear other people’s love of their
book” (Interview 3, April 2016). Sonia used her positive interactions with her peers and their
books to better herself and her understanding of her own books. The group discussions provided
a venue for Sonia to see how she compared to the other readers in class. The discussion helped
her to monitor her reading and to prove to herself that she was just as good a reader as the other
students in class. This was helpful in boosting Sonia’s confidence in her ability and
strengthening her value in reading.
Sonia found that by selecting books that matched her preferences, she could find value
and enjoyment in reading, something she had not experienced for some time. She also found that
when she liked the book she was reading, her previously perceived deficits (i.e., ability, stamina,
vocabulary, and comprehension) were no longer an issue. Sonia stated,
I think I can read for longer periods of time. I know what kind of books I like. I can
understand what the author’s trying to say. I can understand the plot better. I can
understand words better. It has helped me in a lot of ways. I like reading again now. I
actually want to read, even when I’m at home. I’m really happy I had to take this class.
It’s my favorite class this year. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Sonia pointed to an array of areas in which she believed the reading intervention class had helped
her as a reader in ways her past school reading experiences had not. An overall positive
experience, Sonia believed that she was valued as a reader and that she, in turn, valued reading
again. The reading intervention class was deeply meaningful to Sonia and left her with positive
perceptions of reading and herself as a reader.
When asked in her final interview if she thought she was a reader, Sonia responded by
saying “yes” (Interview 3, April 2016). When pressed for more explanation, Sonia added,
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“Because I like to read now, and I’ve been reading a lot. I read all the time now” (Interview 3,
April 2016). Unlike her recent past school reading experiences, Sonia’s reading intervention
experiences left her understanding who she was as a reader and what reading meant to her. She
was reading more and enjoying reading again.
I don’t know. I would say I’m the type of reader that likes real stuff. I like things that
are close to my life. When I look for a book, I’m looking for realistic things. Realistic
fiction and memoir are what I like to read the most. And while I’m reading, for some
reason, I like to look at, you know, the words and what they mean. I like to think about
relationships and family relationships. I like to look at moms and dads and brothers and
sisters. I guess I like to look at friends, too, and I like first-person books way more than
third-person books. I just feel like I’m more part of the story then.
At the beginning of the intervention, Sonia could identify only with being a reluctant reader and
could provide examples of only why she did not like to read. By the end of the free-choice
reading intervention, reading was much more positive, and Sonia could articulate the nuances of
who she was as a reader and what she preferred to read.

Free-Choice Reading Intervention
Contributions to Reader Identity
When Sonia considered her past reading experiences in light of her more recent past of
being a non-reader, she described her feeling as sadness. She experienced sadness over her lack
of accomplishment as a reader for four years prior to beginning Community High School. After
spending a few months in the reading intervention class, however, Sonia understood that she was
a reader who was pushed away from reading. She began to see that it was possible for her to be
a reader again, one who valued reading and was confident in herself as a reader. Although the
reader identity she developed as a young child was disrupted, there was hope for her to see in
herself a strong, positive, capable reader again.
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Sonia was sad about her years of not reading because, in her mind, she missed
opportunities to know more, opportunities that she might never have again. For Sonia, reading
was meaningful because it not only helped her cope but it also made her a smarter person.
When I was younger, I used to read a lot, and I felt like I knew more. You know how
they say the more you read, the more you know. Well, I don't feel that way right now
because I’m just getting back into reading. I felt good about myself as a reader when I
was really younger. Not for the past three or four years, though, that's for sure. This year
was great, but I have to keep it up to get back to where I was. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Although Sonia viewed her reading intervention as moving her back in the direction of becoming
an avid reader, she realized that she had a good deal of work left to do. Although she
acknowledged the fact that the free-choice reading intervention had brought her back to a more
positive reading self, Sonia also realized that it would be easy to fall back into her reluctant
reader ways. After all, it was tough to overcome the fact that “when I was younger I loved
reading, but in the past four years I’ve hated it” (Interview 3, April 2016). One year of positive
change was fabulous, but Sonia discussed the lasting effects of her success with hesitation. Over
the years, Sonia had formed deeply emotional responses to reading on both ends of the spectrum.
Sonia knew it was going to take more time and effort to keep on her new, positive path.
Sonia’s reading intervention experiences changed her perceptions of reading and herself
as a reader. In the end, Sonia saw reading as a valuable activity, helping her to understand her
family’s difficult past as well as her current and future worldview. Because the memoirs Sonia
read were so closely associated with her family, Sonia was able to use her life to connect deeply
with and analyze her books. As time went on and Sonia was able to understand what she was
reading, her confidence improved and her identity was strengthened in the same way that her
reading stamina was strengthened.
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Midway through the intervention, Sonia saw positive changes in herself as a reader.
Sonia described her thoughts about how she was changing as follows:
It really depends on the book I’m reading, but yes, right now, reading is bringing me
pleasure. I’m reading in school, and I’m reading at home, and I even read with my mom.
I feel really good about getting back to the way I used to be when I was younger and read
all the time. I'm starting to find that I'm liking reading again like when I was little. I'm
glad to know that I can still like it. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Sonia was changing as a reader and was happy to be returning to having more positive attitudes
and perceptions of reading. Somewhat to her surprise, reading was pleasurable when she found
the right books. Sonia found herself desiring to sit down and read, which she had not
experienced for some time. She was confident in her ability and motivated to read as much as
she could.
More confident and more motivated to read, Sonia was cognizant of the changes she was
undergoing as a reader. Her reading choices were helping her to find value in her reading, and as
she read, her approach to handling unknown vocabulary began to change. Reading was changing
from something that happened to Sonia to something that she controlled, helping her to develop
confidence in who she perceived herself to be as a reader.
Sometimes it takes me a long time to find good books, but I’ve been doing really great
with the ones I pick. I haven’t abandoned a book yet. That’s real good for me I think. I
love picking my own books. I have to read first person. I really love first person.
(Interview 2, December 2015)
Beginning to understand her preference for narration, Sonia gained confidence in selecting books
that were good for her. She was proud that she did not abandon books often, which helped to
boost her confidence and move her negative perceptions toward being more positive.
As time went by and Sonia read more in the second semester, branching out to new
genres, her perceptions of reading and herself as a reader were further strengthened. Also
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strengthened was the confidence in her ability to choose the right books. By the end of the
intervention, Sonia articulated the type of books she liked and why she liked them.
I liked and I still like diary entries because it's from their perspective, and I like that it's,
like, what happened to them. I think about, like, the book I’m reading right now, Perfect
Chemistry, and how it’s written in first person by both characters. I found that I like first
person. I used to think that I only liked books about real things, but after reading some
first-person fiction books, I see that I like those a lot, too. There’s so many more details
about people when it’s first-person. (Interview 3, April 2016)
What Sonia thought was a preference for nonfiction, she came to realize, was a preference for
first-person storytelling. Sonia understood that she preferred to see books through the eyes of
one person. This created suspense and a sense of personal connection, which Sonia preferred.
The deepest personal connections, Sonia came to learn, happened when she read about family
issues.
So when there's a family issue in the book, I think that's very interesting. I always think
about my own family and whether or not we could make it through the situations we are
reading about. I think about similar situations we've been through or what would happen
if we had to go through this thing. I connect a lot with family issues in the books I'm
reading. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Family was important to Sonia, and by the end of reading intervention class, she understood that
family connections were important to her as a reader. Being able to make these connections
helped Sonia to go beyond the physical exhaustion that reading caused her in the beginning of
the class.
As Sonia made more and more connections between her reading and her family, it
seemed, the longer she could hold her attention while reading. Sonia described her reading
experience as it relates to her family in great detail:
I really liked My Bloody Life because of my cousins and what they are going through.
I remember this since I was younger, that they were always doing and saying these weird
things that I knew nothing about. Now that I'm reading this book, I'm hearing all these
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things that they used to say and do. I still don't understand why they do it though. I
mean, the people in this book had nothing. My cousins had everything. Why would they
join a gang? (Interview 2, December 2015)
This book provided Sonia with a sense of discovery. Through her reading, answers about her
past were revealed. Learning in this way was satisfying for Sonia. Having always wondered
what her cousins were saying, when the book gave her the answer, Sonia’s perception of reading
changed from task to learning opportunity. This perceptual shift was critical to Sonia’s
development and change as a reader. It completely changed her thoughts about what reading
could do for her. For the first time that she could remember, Sonia was putting deep thought into
her reading and considering what the reading meant to her and her family.
By writing in detail about her reading every week, Sonia found that her preferences and
tendencies were becoming known to her. She was beginning to understand how she approached
reading and what her reading meant to her. Sonia’s understanding of her preferences for reading
and herself as a reader were deeply meaningful to her. She did not see this as a new
development in her identity as much as it was a return to the reader identity she had had when
she was younger:
I'm still reading the same kinds of books from when I was younger because they're all
from, like, their perspective. Like, they wrote it on themselves and told what they were
thinking, and the books I'm reading now are first person, so they're the same. The
difference is that now the people are older than they were in the books I read when I was
younger. I would say they are more the same than they are different. (Interview 3, April
2016)
Established and strengthened at a young age, Sonia’s reader identity was more a return to who
she once was as a reader than the development of a new reader identity that never existed. “I
used to like reading, and then I stopped, but now I'm starting to like reading again. I guess it
depends on what I'm reading and whether or not I have time to read” (Interview 3, April 2016).
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More than simply returning to reading, Sonia’s response indicated a realization that context
influenced her reading or lack of reading. No longer perceiving herself as inadequate, Sonia no
longer saw reading as too difficult. With the right book and dedicated time to reading, Sonia
realized that she could continue to be a successful reader.
Sonia’s experiences choosing and reading books on a regular basis in free-choice
intervention led to the redevelopment and strengthening of her reader identity. Sonia not only
saw herself as a reader, but she also knew what her preferences were, what she had to do to
understand her reading well, and the features of books she preferred to read. In her final
reflection, Sonia stated,
I feel like I am changing in many ways a reader. One reason is that I can now choose
what books I would enjoy more. I found out what I am really into. So now I can pick out
a book easily. Also, I find that it is easier now for me to find the main idea and to
remember things because of so much reading. I have noticed it myself. Along with that,
as a reader, I have started to realize that reading is important. That is why we are put to
read a lot; it is not only important because you not only need it in your everyday life but
also because it helps with a lot of other things, like improve memory , improve writing
skills, and improve your way of thinking and---my favorite---it reduces stress. So it helps
me in many ways, and I guess I didn't realize that till now. I have been using more
superior words. I find the words, and I find they sound better, so I use them in my
writing. I find that I have changed as a reader this year. (Final Reflection, May 2016)
Reading became important to Sonia as a result of her free-choice reading intervention
experience. As her response indicated, Sonia saw reading as easier and less stressful than in
previous years. No longer perceiving reading negatively, reading became an enjoyable, relaxing
activity in which Sonia chose to engage. She gained confidence in her ability, and by the end of
the intervention, Sonia saw reading not as an arduous task but as a valuable learning tool.
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Summary
Sonia Gabriela began the reading intervention class with negative perceptions of reading
and negative perceptions of herself as a reader. The four years prior to entering Community
High School had left her identifying more with being a reluctant reader. In a slow start, Sonia
labored through the books she selected in the beginning of the year, often taking breaks from her
reading. Nonetheless, Sonia read eight books in their entirety throughout the school year and
large portions of three others. Sonia’s reading stamina improved from needing a break every
five minutes to reading for 20, 30, or 40 minutes without stopping.
From the beginning through to the end, Sonia focused on family relationships,
specifically how families dealt with difficult situations such as incarceration and gang life.
Because Sonia’s family had similar negative experiences, she was able to use her life
experiences to make sense of the text. Making literal connections was important for Sonia in the
beginning because she found that, in previous school years, not being able to connect with the
texts selected by the teacher led to her negative perceptions of reading and herself as a reader.
Sonia took important recommendations from her cousin and eventually from her peers in the
class. Sonia also strategized and checked out two books at a time—one to read in full and the
other to read when she needed a physical and mental break. Sonia spent quite a bit of time in the
library browsing for her second books and used the librarian often as a resource.
Sonia experienced substantial changes to the way she interpreted her books. Early in the
intervention, Sonia found memoirs with which she could make specific literal connections, but
this changed over time as she gained experience, motivation, and confidence and her perceptions
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of reading and herself as a reader improved. Sonia eventually thought more abstractly about her
texts, which made available more possibilities for her as a reader.
In the beginning, Sonia could articulate only the reader identity she remembered having
in her younger years. By the end of reading intervention, Sonia could articulate the genres she
preferred, the authors she preferred, and what she preferred to focus on as a reader, along with
why those were her preferences.

Participant 4: Monika Basia
Monika Basia began the free-choice reading intervention class having spent much of her
previous school years in the special education cooperative school and in ELL classrooms. For
Monika, reading, writing, listening, and speaking challenged her. Monika needed guidance and
support not only to find appropriate books for her to read but also to find the appropriate
scaffolds that allowed her to access the language in those books.
Monika struggled to read when she began the reading intervention class at Community
High School. Standardized reading comprehension test scores from the GRADE® test placed
her in the 19th percentile among her peers nationally. Because of her reading struggles, Monika’s
school reading experiences were typically difficult.
Monika struggled for the first couple months of the reading intervention class. Even
though she was motivated to read, it was clear to the researcher early on that Monika had some
difficulties she needed to overcome. Being familiar with Monika’s background, Ms. Martin was
aware of Monika’s reading from the beginning.
Monika is struggling right now. She’s trying to read Breaking Dawn, but she’s really
struggling. I think she watched the movie though. Most days while we’re reading, she
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dozes off. It’s one of those dozes where you can tell the person is doing everything they
can to stay awake, but they just can’t. You know when their head drops, and they
suddenly wake themselves up. It’s one of those. Her writing has a long way to go as
well, but she’s trying hard. I’m definitely going to get her started on audio soon.
(Teacher Discussion 1, September 2015)
It was clear to Ms. Martin that having Monika continue to struggle with her reading would not
help her move forward. At her disposal in the Community High School library was a large
collection of audiobooks that Monika could check out and listen to as she followed along in the
book. Although Ms. Martin suspected that it would be necessary to have Monika use the
audiobooks based on her background, Ms. Martin wanted to give Monika a chance to read on her
own first. Giving all students a chance to read without supports first was considered standard
practice in the reading intervention classes at Community High School. Then Ms. Martin
introduced her to audiobooks, and her life as a reader changed substantially for the better.

Personal Background
Monika Basia was 14 years old when she began reading intervention at Community High
School. The daughter of Polish immigrants, Monika turned 15 in June of the summer following
this data collection. Monika was proud of her Polish heritage and spoke happily about her
family’s Polish traditions. The only child in her family, Monika enjoyed participating in Polish
traditions with her mother and father. She spoke at length about her experiences in Polish
school, which she attended on Saturdays at the elementary school near Community High School.
Monika had never been to Poland, but she spoke fondly of having the chance to go someday.
The daughter of a construction worker and a house cleaner, Monika and her family lived
modestly, her parents trying to provide the help that Monika needed in school.
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Monika struggled most of her life acquiring and using language. This ongoing struggle
was compounded by the fact that she spoke two languages every day. Monika began
kindergarten at the age of five, when she was taught in English only. This was Monika’s first
exposure to English. Prior to beginning school, she knew only Polish. From the beginning,
Monika’s struggle with language had negative influences on her education. As a result, Monika
was moved out of the standard school and placed in the district’s special education cooperative
school, where she could receive intensive individualized attention in small classes with an
abundance of assistive technology.
During those years, Monika attended Polish school on the weekends, where she studied
the Polish language along with the customs and traditions of her Polish heritage. Monika
enjoyed Polish dance and learning how to make Polish cuisine. During the first interview,
Monika expressed mixed emotions about Polish school.
I'm starting Polish school tomorrow. So now I have to read in two languages. This used
to bother me, but I'm looking forward to it now. In English, I'll be reading my book, and
in Polish, I'll read what the teacher gives us. I'm not that good at reading Polish, but now
I’m liking reading a little more, so maybe I'll like reading at Polish school more now, too.
I'm looking forward to reading every day in English for my class and in Polish for Polish
school. I'm excited about reading in two languages. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Monika knew she struggled to read in Polish. She knew that Polish school was going to be
difficult for her. Yet, she expressed that she was excited to start. This was an important
characteristic of Monika; no matter how difficult school was, she never gave up. It was clear
that Monika thought positively about Polish school and wanted to do well even though she was
nervous about it starting.
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Monika had one friend in class who was particularly important to her. Because the two
of them had attended the special education cooperative together, where classes were small and
intimate, Monika and this particular friend had spent a great deal of time together in school.
I’m so happy that Gabriel is in this class with me. We used to have so many good times
together at [the cooperative]. We were like best friends. I used to go over to his house,
and he would come over to my house. We were very close then. I haven’t seen him in a
couple years though. I’m so glad he’s in this class with me. (Interview 1, September
2015)
For Monika this friendship was important because this class was the only class she attended at
Community High School that included students from outside ELL or special education, which
made her nervous in the beginning. Having a friend in the class with similar past experiences to
her appeared to be important to her being comfortable in the class.

Academic Background
The special education cooperative was a school where only students who needed the most
intensive special education in the community were enrolled, and Monika attended school there
until sixth grade. According to Monika’s IEP, she had been diagnosed with SLI. According to
her records, Monika had difficulties with pragmatics related to social language skills. It was also
noted in her paperwork that Monika had a SLD. According to her records, Monika had difficulty
with reading comprehension and mathematical reasoning. In addition to her special education
needs, at the time of data collection, Monika was taking an ELL English class and receiving the
full-range of ELL services provided by the Community High School District. Outside of reading
intervention class, Monika attended all self-contained special education and ELL classes.
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Beginning in sixth grade, Monika’s perceptions of reading and herself as a reader became
highly negative. It was at that time that Monika moved from the special education cooperative
school to the community elementary school. Monika remembers the reading that year being too
difficult for her and that she always did poorly on the reading assessments. The difficulties
continued through eighth grade, leading Monika to lose confidence in her ability to read.
I was never very confident in the past. I always felt like I didn't know the answer
to the questions we were asked about reading. I just remember being frustrated and mad,
especially last year. Last year, we all had to read the same book, and I couldn't read it. I
tried, but I could not make any sense of that book. The reading was too hard for me then.
(Interview 1, September 2015)
When asked about her past reading experiences, Monika thought about her recent past, and she
could think of only negative responses. Most notable about her responses were that they focused
on her perceived lack of natural ability. Monika had come to believe that she lacked reading
skills and that it was outside her control. Monika remembered that she enjoyed being read to,
which did not happen much after third grade, but she struggled to read on her own for school.
Because of this, Monika did not do well in school, typically earning low grades on her report
cards.

Past Non-School Reading Experiences
Monika had positive memories of one particular summer of reading when she was
younger. When asked about her reading past, Monika talked about the trips to the library that
summer with her mother and checking out books that they took home and read together. For
Monika, this time at the library with her mother was valuable time.
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Monika’s library experience with her mother happened during the summer after her
second grade year. For the first time that she could recall, that summer, Monika saw herself as a
reader. Monika remembered the experience like this: “When my mom signed me up for the
summer reading program at the library, I was in second grade, and then I liked learning how to
communicate because communication in English is hard for me sometimes” (Interview 1,
September 2015). Monika saw reading as a positive tool for her to improve her English
communication. Having been exposed only to English on a regular basis for two years of school
at that point, Monika appreciated the fact that her mother took her to the library to get books to
help her become a better communicator. During the first interview, she shared,
My mom would read those books to me. She was working on her English, too, then. We
would sit on the couch, and she would read the stories to me. I remember not knowing
all the words, but I liked being read to back then. Sometimes we would laugh or be sad.
(Interview 1, September 2015)
Her mother’s reading made Monika aware of her love for having books read to her, a love that
continued through her experience in the reading intervention at Community High School. She
said, when asked to provide specifics, “I always liked listening to people read to me. I remember
being able to picture what they were saying and visualizing what the story was about” (Interview
1, September 2015). From that early experience, Monika understood her preference for
visualization. Monika’s mother also taught her, through her example, that reading was emotional
and that it was a tool for personal improvement. Monika embodied all these valuable lessons at
some point during the free-choice reading intervention.
That summer marked the beginning and, in some ways, the end of reading for Monika.
She said, “I really started reading when I signed up for the summer reading program that
summer. Maybe I wish I could have done more summers. Reading brought me pleasure back
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then in the past, but not recently” (Interview 1, September 2015). When asked to provide
specifics about that summer reading at the library, Monika stated,
The library was a good experience for me. It gave me the opportunity to go to the
library and pick out different books and try different books that I never read before. I
remember going every Saturday with my mom to get my prizes. It was nice to go with
my mom to get those prizes. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Experiences, books, prizes, and spending time with her mother were all good memories that
Monika associated with that summer. That summer, Monika experienced what it was to belong
to a community of readers. When asked to provide specifics about what she remembered
reading, Monika could name one book:
Well, at the library is when I picked out the Rainbow Magic books by Daisy Meadows. I
believe, when I was in the program, I remember reading those with my mom and really
liking those. Then I remember going back to reading Rainbow Magic in fourth grade. I
remember reading Rainbow Magic again. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Monika’s experience of being read to from the Rainbow Magic Series (Meadows, 2007) had
such a positive influence on her as a reader that she returned to reading the same books when
given an opportunity in fourth grade. Beyond Rainbow Magic, however, Monika could not name
another book or author that she remembered reading. There were more books, but the books
were not what was important about the experience to Monika. What was important was her
sense of belonging as a reader and her belief in herself that she could use reading to influence her
life positively.
Although this was a positive summer reading experience, it did not last more than that
summer. Monika did not return for another summer of reading with her mother. That one
summer was not enough for Monika to embrace reading. When asked if, based on this summer
experience, Monika described herself as a reader, she said, “I would never describe myself as a
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reader in the past” (Interview 1, September 2015). Although Monika’s mother tried to get her to
read in the subsequent years following that successful summer reading experience, her efforts
were often fruitless:
My mom would tell me to read, and she'd always have to tell me to read more because I
didn't like it. I would daydream a lot when I was supposed to be reading in the past, way
more than I do when I'm reading now. (Interview 1, September 2015)
For Monika, it was not enough just to be told to read. She did not like reading. Monika needed
something more. She needed to experience reading alongside her mother. She needed her
mother to guide her through the reading and to help her to stay focused.
Monika’s thoughts about her past reading experience left her with mixed emotions.
When talking about the positive summer reading experience with her mother, Monika had
positive things to say about reading and herself as a reader.
I remember really liking that summer reading with my mom. It meant a lot to me, now
that I think about it. It was so comfortable to read those books with her. And I really
liked getting the prizes on Saturday. I wish now maybe that my mom would’ve done that
with me every summer. Maybe she would be so proud of me. I don’t know. (Interview
3, April 2016)
If for only a brief period of her life, Monika’s memories of reading during that summer were
positive. She saw reading as a valuable activity and herself as a valuable participant in the
reading process. “Reading and looking at the pictures that summer helped me get better. It
made me feel good about reading” (Interview 3, April 2016). That summer, Monika was
emotionally invested in reading. She was confident in her ability. These positive attitudes and
perceptions, however, did not last. Monika spent the majority of her time during school and the
following summers avoiding reading.
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By the end of the free-choice reading intervention, when asked what meaning her past
experiences as a non-reader had for her, Monika expressed regret over lost time. She expressed
that she wished she could have had more time reading the books that she wanted to read as she
had that summer with her mother.
I kind of feel ashamed that I didn’t read now. I always thought I was supposed to be
reading harder books like all the other kids, so I quit. I should have just read the books I
wanted to read, even if they were childish. I could’ve had so many more ideas about so
many more stories, but I never read. I hope I can catch up someday. (Interview 3, April
2016)
When she thought about her lack of reading experiences from the past, Monika had strong regret.
By the end of the reading intervention class, Monika’s responses reflected a realization that she
had missed out on many opportunities she could have had as a reader growing up. Monika
believed she was behind her peers, and because of that, she chose not to read. Monika disliked
her experience of inadequacy as a reader and wished she had spent more time reading books.

Past School Reading Experiences
Like her past out-of-school reading experiences, Monika’s past school reading
experiences were mostly negative. Also, similar to her past out-of-school reading experiences,
Monika’s past school reading experiences were minimal. Monika did enjoy being read to in
school, but as she progressed through the grades, the read-aloud experiences occurred less
frequently.
At the special education cooperative, Monika was not required to engage in much reading
on her own. If reading was done in school, it was the mostly the teacher reading aloud to the
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students. For Monika, being read to in school was the one positive that she remembered from
her school reading. Monika explained her appreciation for being read to in school as follows:
I always liked listening to people read to me. I remember being able to picture what they
were saying and visualizing what the story was about. Reading was really hard for me
back then, but I liked listening to stories being read. I would just sit and imagine what it
must have been like. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Being read to provided Monika access to stories that she believed she could not read on her own.
These experiences helped her to strengthen her ability to visualize stories. Taking away the labor
of decoding the words, Monika found pleasure in these reading experiences. For Monika, being
able to visualize the reading was an important strategy.
When she was not being read to, Monika remembered enjoying picture books. Monika
explained that
I liked picture books. When I was a little older, I liked those chapter books with the
pictures in them. The words were hard. I looked at those pictures because it would
provide information for me about the descriptions of what people and the places looked
like. So I would look at those while reading to help me figure lots of things out about
what was happening. (Interview 2, December 2015)
In addition to listening, Monika learned that she could use pictures to help her visualize the
reading. Pictures provided for her the help she needed to access the print that she had a difficult
time decoding. As time went on, however, picture books became less available to her for school
reading.
Monika spoke at length about doing everything but reading in school. When asked to
provide more examples, Monika responded by saying, “I don’t think I can give any more
examples. I don’t remember doing much reading in school. I remember doing a lot of other
things in school” (Interview 2, December 2015). So what were they doing if they were not
reading? “We mostly just did words” (Interview 2, December 2015) was what Monika could
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remember. What did it mean to “just do words? Monika remembered reading at the cooperative
in this way:
I remember doing lots of worksheets. I remember doing, like, mostly non-reading
activities in class. We’d do, like, vocabulary worksheets and stuff like that. They were
mostly fill-in-the-blank types of sheets. I don’t remember reading much at all. It was all
worksheets and vocabulary to learn more words. We spent way more time doing
worksheets than reading. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Monika’s experience with school reading was that of completing vocabulary worksheets. In lieu
of engaging in reading, Monika was presented with fill-in-the-blank worksheets as the way to
learn to get better at English. Because language acquisition was difficult for Monika, these
activities always brought her disability to the forefront. “I did not like doing the vocabulary
because I remember not knowing what a lot of the words were. Those were very hard for me to
do” (Interview 2, December 2015). Focusing on vocabulary worksheets further diminished
Monika’s perceptions of her reading ability and did little to motivate her to desire reading.
When Monika moved from the education cooperative to the elementary school in sixth
grade, her perceptions of reading and herself as a reader went from bad to worse. In the
elementary school, Monika was presented with more teacher-selected required reading than she
had ever experienced. Any hopes, dreams, or experiences of accomplishment that Monika may
have had when she moved from the special education cooperative to the elementary school were
quickly quenched by perceptions of inability to connect and inadequacy in her reading. She
stated,
I was never very confident in the past when I changed schools. I always felt like the
reading was really hard for me. I didn't know the answer to the questions we were asked
about reading. I just remember being frustrated and mad. We all had to read the same
book, and I never knew the answers to the questions. I couldn't read those books. I tried.
(Interview 1, September 2015)
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Despite her best efforts, Monika was not successful with the whole-class assigned reading that
she experienced when she moved from the cooperative to the elementary school. As she stated,
“I really began disliking reading and myself in sixth grade” (Interview 1, September 2015).
Monika’s struggling with the assigned reading and not being able to answer the reading
comprehension questions exacerbated her negative perceptions of reading and herself as a reader.
Monika blamed herself for doing poorly.
Monika’s lack of reading success hurt her to the point that “reading became really
uncomfortable for me in those years” (Interview 2, December 2015). Monika described this in
some detail:
In sixth, seventh, and eighth grade, reading was really hard for me because the
vocabulary was hard and the spelling and stuff like that was kind of hard. It became
really hard for me to concentrate, so I would daydream a lot when I was supposed to be
reading. I felt better when I did that because I didn’t have to think about the reading.
(Interview 2, December 2015)
Monika learned at that point that it was easier for her to be a non-reader than to try to work
through her difficulties to comprehend the texts she was supposed to be reading. Frustrated by
her difficulties and lack of interest in the books she was assigned, Monika had given up on
reading for school. She chose to daydream instead of read because that way she did not have to
face her inadequacies.
As if the negative experiences and perceptions Monika was having internally at the time
were not bad enough, an incident with her peers in sixth grade completely destroyed any
remnants of positivity toward reading that Monika had left. She described the incident as
follows:
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I always liked childish books. In sixth grade, people even made fun of me for reading the
books I liked to read. I liked reading about princesses and stuff like that but everyone
told me I couldn't. I didn't like reading because people would make fun of me for the
books I was reading. I wanted to read smaller books about kids having fun, but in school
I wasn't allowed to read those books. Even the teacher told me I couldn’t read those
kinds of books anymore. So I quit reading. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Being ridiculed by her peers further reinforced, in Monika’s mind, the fact that she did not like
reading and that she would never be a reader. In her mind, Monika’s reading did not match the
type of reading she was supposed to be able to do. Told that she was unable to read what she
wanted to read by both her peers and her teacher, Monika decided at that point to give up on
reading altogether.
This event had lasting negative effects on Monika’s attitudes and motivation for reading.
Monika provided further specifics about the situation in her second interview:
Yeah, that was in sixth grade. I remember feeling really embarrassed, and I wanted to
change my true self. I felt like I was not a kid anymore, like reading what I wanted
to. I wanted to read picture books and small chapter books. I shouldn't of gotten made
fun of for that. It made me feel so sad. So then I tried reading more like history and
those kinds of books. I liked reading the books I wanted to read though, but the kids
were making fun of me every week. Then when the teacher told me I couldn’t read those
kind of books anymore, I just kept getting new books and pretending like I was reading
them. I felt embarrassed and sad, and it shouldn’t have been related to the class. It
wasn’t related to the class at all. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Monika believed that this was not only an attack on her reading but also an attack on who she
was as a person. Because those were the types of books Monika could reasonably read, when
she was publicly and embarrassingly denied access to those books, it was as if she was denied
access to herself. Rather than advocate for herself or continue reading what she knew was right
for her, Monika faked reading. Monika continued to fake reading until the second month of
reading intervention at Community High School.
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Sixth grade marked the end of any attempts by Monika to value reading or herself as a
reader. As a result, Monika said, “I did not read anything in sixth, seventh, or eighth grade. I
gave up on reading for school” (Interview 2, December 2015). At that point, Monika ascribed to
the belief that school reading was not valuable to her. She was not a capable reader. She would
never be a capable reader. Because reading did not occur regularly in school, it was easier to
fake reading than to feel out of place.
Monika did not remember being given much time to read in school prior to the freechoice reading intervention. Whether the books were assigned, read aloud by the teacher, or
chosen by Monika herself, she did not think that she ever had enough time to engage in reading
for school. The reading was too difficult, and Monika never had enough time or support. She
stated,
Teachers did try to help me with reading, I guess, but it didn’t work. Maybe we could
have been given more time to read and be read to. I would’ve liked that a lot more. We
never really had time to read in school. We were always busy doing lots of other work,
non-reading type of work. More time to read would’ve helped me, I think. Maybe
reading would’ve meant more to me than it did then. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Monika was rushed and unsupported as a reader in school. Monika believed that more time to
read in school may have been better for her. With more time and support in school, Monika
believed that she may have found more value in reading. Reading, however, did not seem to be a
valuable activity as it did not occur as much as the other classroom activities.
Although Monika did have some positive experiences with read-alouds and picture
books, these experiences were not nearly enough to outweigh the negative experiences she had
when reading in school. These experiences led Monika to believe that she was a non-reader,
incapable of engaging in the types of reading she was told were appropriate. School reading and
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school reading activities reinforced Monika’s perceptions that she was a poor reader whose
preferences were not appropriate for her age.

Past Reading Experiences' Contributions
to Reader Identity
Monika’s past reading experiences both in and out of school left her confused about who
she was as a reader and who she believed she was supposed to be. Monika moved between
Polish and English and between having positive reading experiences followed by much longerlasting influential negative experiences. Both in and out of school, Monika experienced few
reading experiences and believed that she lacked the skillset to read at appropriate levels for her
age.
When Monika was younger, she remembered being introduced to reading through the
summer reading program with her mother; however, this experience was short-lived and did not
do enough for Monika to develop a strong, positive reader identity.
I liked doing the summer reading with my mom. I found out that I liked more fantasy
books back then. I remember they always had happy endings in those books. I liked
happy endings. I wish we could’ve done it more than just that summer, but I guess my
mom didn’t have enough time. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Nonetheless, through this brief experience in the summer of second grade, Monika learned that
she preferred reading fantasy books and focusing more on positive interactions than on conflicts
in her stories. Although Monika remembered enjoying fantasy books that summer during
summer reading, she read only one fantasy book, which limited her knowledge.
In her younger years, Monika developed a preference for listening to stories. She
enjoyed listening because it gave her the opportunity to visualize stories without having to
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struggle through the decoding of the language. Monika identified with being a reader who
visualized, who used what she was hearing to picture what was happening in the stories being
read to her. She described her use of this strategy as “a movie playing in my head” (Interview 2,
December 2015). Monika was positive about her ability to visualize when listening to reading
and in her preferences for fantasy fiction.
Monika was positive about visualizing stories when she listened to them being read. The
way in which reading was presented to her in school, however, led Monika to believe that
listening was not reading. As a result, Monika did not see her skill for listening as important to
who she was becoming as a reader. Only her struggle to read the words stood out in her mind.
Because she preferred to listen, Monika was confused about who she was and who she thought
she was supposed to be as a reader.
When asked who she was as a reader when she was younger, Monika responded by
saying, “I wasn’t a reader at all. I didn’t really like reading in the past, so I didn’t read much at
all” (Interview 1, September 2015). Monika did not see herself as a reader in the past because
she did not like reading. Although enjoyment is not the only outcome of reading that matters, for
Monika, enjoyment was a powerful motivator that she did not have. Although she enjoyed
listening to stories, the message she was sent in school was that this was not reading. When
asked about participating in read-alouds, Monika stated,
Yeah, I liked listening to people read to me, but that wasn’t reading. That was just
listening to someone else read. And we didn’t do that very much. It was more like a
once-in-a-while thing in school. We would only do it when all the other work was done.
(Interview 2, December 2015)
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Monika’s reading strengths were listening and visualization. She was taught implicitly and
explicitly through the devaluing of read-alouds that these strengths were less important as
readers moved to higher grades.
In addition to her preference for read-alouds that were not valued in school, Monika also
struggled with the reading-related tasks that were assigned to her. Monika remembered
struggling, even at the special education cooperative, to complete the vocabulary and other nonreading related worksheets she was required to complete.
Most of what we did was non-reading stuff. We did a lot of word sheets, and we played a
lot of word games. I wasn’t very good at those games. I would always get confused
between Polish and English and English and Polish. It was all very hard for me. I had a
hard time communicating in English back then. I was a confused kid with all those
words. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Monika struggled with words in isolation. Her disability coupled with her learning English as a
second language made it difficult to understand words in isolation. Most surprising, however,
was how much Monika was led to believe that handling words in isolation makes for a good
reader. Monika needed access to more context clues to use the skills she had developed to help
her comprehend her reading (e.g., listening and using pictures to provide context for the words),
but those skills were downplayed in lieu of more traditional vocabulary study.
It was more just doing vocabulary and other word stuff. I hated doing the words and stuff
because it was hard for me to communicate then in English. Looking at those words was
just confusing and frustrating. Spelling and all that stuff was really hard for me back
then. I didn’t like it at all. I didn’t like reading. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Her response indicated that, as a result of Monika’s assignments in school, she began to equate
reading with spelling and vocabulary, neither of which were strengths for her. As these skills
were presented to Monika as important for learning to read, the more she doubted her ability.
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As Monika left the special education cooperative for the community elementary school,
what little positive reader identity remained was further diminished by the struggles she
encountered from sixth through eighth grade. As at the cooperative school, Monika’s experience
at the elementary school did not consist of much time for reading. According to Monika,
Reading was always the last thing that we did. We would have to finish all our other
work before we would have time to read. We were just supposed to read at home on our
own, and we would take tests, and quizzes, and do assignments in school. That was very
hard for me to do. I wasn’t much of a reader at all, so reading at home was hard for me.
(Interview 2, December 2015)
Being required to read at home on her own with little support added to Monika’s negative
perceptions of herself as a reader. No longer able to use her listening or visualizing to help her
comprehend the texts, Monika was unmotivated. She resorted to avoiding the reading altogether,
opting instead to not read and to accept that she “failed most of the tests and quizzes” (Interview
2, December 2015). Although Monika did not like earning bad grades, her response indicated
that she thought she was helpless to do anything about it. She was defeated.
The more Monika chose not to read, the more reluctant she became. Being made fun of
for the book she was reading, which was, in a sense, supported by the teacher, was the critical
turning point in Monika’s developing a weak, negative reader identity. Reading, at that point,
became something to which Monika attached strong, negative emotions. She said,
After I was made fun of, even the teacher told me I shouldn’t read those books. That
wasn’t fair. They should’ve just left me alone. After that day, I hated reading. I was
very sad about that for a long time. That should’ve never happened to me. It makes me
so mad. Why would it matter what I read? It wasn’t hurting anyone. Was it? (Interview
3, April 2016)
Whatever positive feelings about reading or herself as a reader that Monika had at that point
were severely damaged in that one incident in sixth grade. Monika did not have enough
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experience to recover from the humiliation that came with being made fun of and told that she
could no longer read the books that she preferred. As a result, throughout sixth, seventh, and
eighth grades, Monika never read for school and did not read much outside of school.
During that time, Monika viewed herself as a non-reader. When asked what that meant
to her, Monika responded with feelings of sadness, regret, and the belief that her reading ability
was outside her control. Reading belonged to the other students and her teacher, but not to her.
I felt ashamed of myself back then. It was very sad for me. I felt ashamed because the
kids made fun of me for the things I wanted to read, so then I tried to change my reading
ways. I tried reading things that were more difficult and challenging to fit in. I wish I
wouldn’t have tried to change my reading because after that, I never read anything at all.
I would just pretend to read. I wish I could’ve spent time reading books that were more
fantastic for me then like I do now. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Monika wished she had not tried to conform and be like her peers. The books she tried to change
to were not right for her. They only further exacerbated her negative self-perceptions. By trying
to “fit in,” Monika only further damaged her perceptions of reading. That particular experience
left Monika with strong, negative attitudes and little motivation to read.
When Monika entered Community High School, her reader identity was weak and
negative. She did not value reading or herself as a reader. Monika’s attitude toward reading was
negative, and she had little-to-no motivation. She was not confident in her ability to make
appropriate reading choices, and the thought of being made fun of again for picking a certain
book remained at the forefront of her mind. Monika hated reading when she started free-choice
reading intervention at Community High School.
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Reading Intervention Experiences
Still using the coping mechanisms that she had developed throughout her years of school
to avoid reading, Monika began the year not completing much reading at all. Early in the
intervention, it was clear to the researcher that Monika was going to need extra reading scaffolds.

Book Selection Process
Monika began the reading intervention class having little experience choosing books for
herself. For her first book selection in ninth grade, Monika chose Breaking Dawn (Meyer,
2008), a book from the Twilight series, one of two books Monika abandoned throughout the
entire school year.
Although Monika did not find success with her first choice for the intervention class, this
first book selection played a substantial role in beginning to repair Monika’s perceptions of
reading and herself as a reader. Her first book choice appeared to help Monika’s confidence in
herself. When asked to provide examples from her first book selection, Monika recalled,
I remember walking around just kind of staring at the books on the shelf. I think I was
thinking about the colors and which ones I liked. I remember I was, like, hey, I just saw
that movie. I can read that book. All right, I found one. It felt good. (Interview 2,
December 2015)
This was a key moment for Monika. She was able to meet the first requirement in her freechoice reading intervention class, the class in which she would later state she thought she would
have the least success. Confidently choosing a book helped Monika start to believe in herself.
What happened next in Monika’s book selection process exhibited the most positive
influence over her reading intervention experience. Ms. Martin had been monitoring Monika’s
progress with Breaking Dawn (Meyer, 2008) and shared her observations with the researcher.
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From what I can remember, Monika didn’t have much trouble making her first selection.
She checked out Breaking Dawn by Stephenie Meyer, which I haven’t seen any kids
really read in a while, but she seemed set on reading it. Problem is, I don’t think she’s
really reading it much. She hasn’t made really much progress. I think right now she’s
only on, like, page 50. She’s definitely not reading at home, and in class she seems to
lose focus pretty easily. I’m going to give her some time, but if she doesn’t turn it around
soon, I’ll have to suggest something else. (Teacher Discussion 2, September 2015).
After a few weeks of stumbling through Breaking Dawn (Meyer, 2008), Monika was sent back
to the library, at Ms. Martin’s request, to find a new book with a downloaded audiobook to go
with it. Monika returned to the library to see the librarian. Unsure of which direction to go and
knowing that Monika was a highly reluctant reader, the librarian began to ask Monika a series of
questions. “What TV shows do you like to watch? What’s your favorite movie? What kind of
music do you listen to? Are there any books you remember people talking about that you might
like to read?” (Interactive Observation 1, September 2015). It was the last question about books
that seemed to resonate with Monika and helped her to think of something she might like to read.
“I remember last year my friend talked about the Lightning Thief. She told me it was good”
(Interactive Observation 1, September 2015). That worked. The librarian then showed Monika
where The Lightning Thief (Riordan, 2005) was located in the library in the fantasy section.
Monika checked out the book.
After a brief search online, the librarian located the Lightning Thief (Riordan, 2005) in
the school library’s digital audiobook collection. The librarian then walked Monika through
setting up the audiobook application on her smartphone. Once the application was downloaded
and the book was downloaded, the library showed Monika how to bookmark her pages. After
that, Monika was set to begin listening and reading along. In all, this library trip took 40
minutes.
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Once back in the classroom, Monika’s reading experience changed almost immediately
for the better. That day, for the first, time, Monika focused on her reading in class. The library
trip took considerable time, but its effects showed that it was worth it. For the next five months,
Monika’s trips to the library were quick and simple, making up for the time she spent in the
library getting her first audiobook.
With the audio always already downloaded and ready to go on her phone, Monika went
to the library, working through the Percy Jackson and the Olympians series: The Sea of Monsters
(Riordan, 2006), The Titan’s Curse (2007), The Battle of the Labyrinth (Riordan, 2008), and The
Last Olympian (Riordan, 2009). Monika took no longer than five minutes from class on each
trip to the library. Her trips generally occurred as follows: she dropped her book in the box,
walked over to the fantasy section, grabbed the next book, checked it out, and headed back to
class. Monika was comfortable reading along as she listened to books from this series. It helped
to ease some of her insecurities related to reading. On her third trip to the library, where she
selected The Titan’s Curse, when asked why she stuck with the same series, Monika said,
I really like the Percy Jackson books. Right now, The Lightning Thief is probably my
favorite. I like how Percy Jackson is in all the stories and how he always finds a way to
win. I like learning about the gods, too, and which god ruled over what. I want to learn
about all the gods and goddesses. (Interactive Observation 3, November 2015)
Monika’s response and selections revealed that Monika found value in what she could learn from
reading. Gaining access to the language in her books for the first time in a while, Reading was
becoming for her a means to educate herself and to explore topics in which she may not have
even known previously she was interested. It also revealed that Monika found comfort in
knowing that by reading from a series, she had the necessary background knowledge she needed
to comprehend the text. More than anything, though, Monika had a sense of accomplishment
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when she finished books. “I feel so good that I’m finished” (Monika, Interactive Observation 4,
December 2015), she said on her trip to the library. Finishing books and understanding what
they said helped prove to Monika that she could be a reader and that, with a little help, reading
no longer needed to be an impossible task for her. Her negative self-perceptions seemed to fade
with every book she finished as she listened along.
Monika appreciated the ease with which she was able to locate both the audio and
physical books that she wanted to read. Without adding any more layers of difficulty to her book
selection process, Monika navigated the online catalogue of audiobooks and the fantasy section
of the library. When asked about the ease with which she was finding her books, Monika said,
I think it's very easy to find the things I want from the library. Researching for books and
audio online is very easy. Finding the books in the library is very easy, too. I like that I
can search and download the audiobooks right on my phone and look to see if the book is
in the library, too. I think it's very easy. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Monika took advantage of the online library tools available to her to make her searching for and
finding books easier. Monika was motivated to read on her own. She went online at home to
place books on hold and download the audiobooks so she was ready to begin the next book in the
series when she needed it. She prepared ahead of time, “usually when I have a couple chapters
left” (Interview 2, December 2015), to make sure that she was able to get the materials she
needed. Monika took initiative and planned ahead. No longer avoiding reading, Monika took
pride in finishing books and being prepared to read the next book. With audiobook support,
Monika took control of her reading.
By the mid-year point, with no directive from her teacher, Monika made it her personal
goal to read without audio. As a result of her extensive reading experiences using audio for
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support, Monika built up confidence in herself and wanted to challenge herself to read without
audio.
I want to like try reading without an audiobook soon, to try reading by itself. I feel like
I'm much better now, so I want to try not listening and just try reading the book by
myself. I think when I'm done with this book, I want to try to do the next one without the
audiobook. This is a good time to try because the next book is the last book in the series,
so I know a lot about the people and the places, which will help. (Interview 2, December
2015)
Showing foresight and planning, Monika decided that it was best to try reading without support
on the last book of the series. By planning this way, Monika demonstrated her understanding of
the importance of having background knowledge on reading success. She also demonstrated that
her first attempt might be difficult but that by having extensive background knowledge, she
could be successful even when the reading might be difficult. Monika’s response also revealed
that she had planned ahead to challenge herself, which showed that she was developing new
positive attitudes and using intrinsic motivation to read.
The Last Olympian (Riordan, 2009) was the first book that Monika checked out without
an audiobook for support, marking a major change in Monika’s reading behaviors. On this
particular trip to the library, Monika was excited and happy about finally making the decision to
read without the audio.
I’m so excited to read this book by myself. And it’s the last book in the series, so I’m
really excited to read it because of that, too. I’ve been waiting so long to get to this book
so I could try to read it by myself. I’m ready for that now. (Interactive Observation 6,
January 2016)
Monika had been anticipating the day she would read without audio. She was excited to embark
on her new challenge. She saw herself as capable of reading on her own for the first time in
many years. She had planned and was ready. She decided it was time to read without audio and
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so she did—successfully. This experience changed Monika’s poor perception of herself as a
reader drastically. She was excited to read, and she was positive about her ability.
Once she completed the Last of the Olympians (Riordan, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009,
2010) series, Monika had to decide what to read next. “I think I want to try something different
this time” (Interactive Observation 6, February 2016), Monika said on her way to the library.
After a couple minutes of browsing without really taking a book off the shelf, Monika selected If
I Grow Up (Strasser, 2009). When asked why she decided to select that particular book, she
explained,
I want to try something different, so I figured realistic fiction would be the opposite of
fantasy, so that’s why I’m looking over here. This book doesn’t seem to long, and I like
the colors and the font on the side. Then I read the back, and it sounds okay. I’m really
into mythology, but I just want to try this though. (Interactive Observation 6, February
2016)
Because she wanted to read something different from mythology, the setup of the library gave
Monika a place to start looking. What is the opposite of fantasy? Reality makes perfect sense.
What did Monika find appealing? The length was not too long, and she liked the colors and the
letters—pink and yellow grabbed her attention. She read the back cover and was not
overexcited, but she wanted to channel her recent success and keep challenging herself to grow
as a reader.
Monika did not have success reading If I Grow Up (Strasser, 2009) and abandoned it after
two weeks. Rather than be discouraged, though, Monika changed her book selection strategy.
She returned to the library with a piece of paper in her hand the next time. Written on the paper
was the title Survive the Night (Vega, 2015). Because Monika was not enjoying If I Grow Up,
she began preparing for her next selection by listening to the books that were shared with her
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during small-group book discussion. On her trip to the library to return If I Grow Up, Monika
explained her decision to try Survive the Night.
Carla was talking about this book last week in discussion. It’s about a group of friends
who go to this party, and it turns into like a murder scene, and the friends have to try to
help each other survive. I’m pretty sure there’s like zombies in it and stuff. It sounded
really intense. (Interactive Observation 7, February 2016)
After searching around in the fantasy section for a few minutes, Monika looked up the book on
her phone to find that it was stored in the horror section of the library, not the fantasy section.
However, Monika did not simply take this book off the shelf. She opened it, and read some of
the first page before deciding to check it out.
Monika read Survive the Night (Vega, 2015) in its entirety. Once she had completed it,
Monika returned to the library with another suggestion from Carla. This time she checked out
Perfect Chemistry (Elkeles, 2008) after reading the back of the book. When asked, Monika
explained why she read the back of the book:
Well, when you read the summary, it should give you a picture of what it is about, and if
I can’t get a really good picture of what it’s going to be about, then I don’t read that book.
When I can get a good picture of what it’s going to be about, then that’s the book that I
like. (Interactive Observation 8, March 2016)
For Monika, reading the back of the book or reading a small portion gave her an opportunity to
engage her visualization of the story. Because Monika preferred visualizing text, this was an
important step for her. She had to be able to see the story clearly, or the book would not be a
good fit for her. If, for example, the book discussed topics about which Monika had no
background knowledge or if the language made it too difficult to focus on visualization, Monika
knew it would not be a good pick for her.
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Monika finished Perfect Chemistry (Elkeles, 2008) and, for her last book, began a new
Rick Riordan series. Having had success reading horror and realistic fiction, Monika decided it
was time to return to fantasy for her last book of the year. And because she had enjoyed the first
Riordan series so much, she decided to give another one of his series books a chance. On the
way to the library, Monika explained her thought process.
I liked those other books, but I really love fantasy, I know now. And since I will not have
time to read any more books this year, I want to read fantasy. I saw the other series by
the Percy Jackson books all the time I went to get them. I want to give that one a try
now. (Interactive Observation 9, April 2016)
Monika’s reading experiences led her back to where she started the year, reading a fantasy series
by Rick Riordan. Having seen the series in the library each time she returned to select a Percy
Jackson book, Monika did not have to spend much time trying to figure out which fantasy book
to read. With full confidence in Riordan, Monika did not even read the back. “She simply
plucked The Lost Hero (Riordan, 2010) off the shelf, walked it over to the counter, and checked
it out” (Interactive Observation 9, April 2016). Leaving fantasy for some time and reading other
genres appeared to help solidify in her mind her preference for fantasy fiction. Although she
liked fantasy fiction in the beginning of the year, she did not have enough other reading
experiences with which to compare it to see if it really was the features of fantasy that she liked.
Near the end, Monika was confident in her preferences for fantasy fiction, in particular, fantasy
fiction written by Rick Riordan.
Monika’s book selection process moved through a series of stages throughout the
intervention. At first, Monika resorted to selecting a book for which she had already seen the
movie. When that strategy did not work, Monika used a nudge from her teacher and sought out
help from the school librarian. When the librarian had helped her discover Percy Jackson and
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the Olympians (Riordan, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010), there was really not much
thought about what to pick next until she had read the entire series. When Monika decided to try
something different, she used her knowledge of the library’s physical layout to find a book as
different from fantasy as she could. When unsuccessful, Monika used her peers’
recommendations.
Monika was never alone in her reading selections, but she was the final decision maker,
choosing what she believed she could visualize best. In the end, fantasy was still her favorite
genre, the same genre she enjoyed having read to her as a second grader in the summer reading
program.

Reading Stamina
At the time of the first observation, Monika was reading Breaking Dawn (Meyer, 2008).
The researcher documented during the first observation that
Monika seems very unfocused. For the first 10 minutes, she opened and closed her book
several times, not reading. She also stopped reading with five minutes left on the time.
She appeared to doze off twice in 20 minutes and only appeared to turn the page once or
twice. (Observation 1, September 2015)
For 20 minutes, Monika did everything she could to avoid reading without attracting too much
attention to herself. She was not distracting or disruptive, but she did not read, either. It seemed
that Monika simply could not bring herself to try to read the words on the page.
It did not take Ms. Martin long after that observation to intervene with Monika and
suggest that she make a different book selection. Two days after the first observation, Ms.
Martin had a conversation with Monika about her lack of reading and the fact that she should
probably make a different book selection. Although another teacher discussion with the
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researcher was not planned until the following month, Ms. Martin documented their conversation
and shared it to be included in the data collection for this study.
I talked to Monika today about reading Breaking Dawn. I started the conversation by
asking her to give me a summary of what she read to this point. It didn’t take me long to
figure out that she really didn’t have much to say about the book. Maybe I shouldn’t say
this, but I read that book myself about five years ago, and I saw the movie. I’m pretty
sure Monika was just telling me about the movie when she tried telling me what she
knew so far. Anyway, I asked her a few questions about her past and that kind of thing. I
had no idea she was at the cooperative school for that long. Then I looked at her test
scores and saw how low they were. Based on everything I have, I am going to
recommend tomorrow that Monika start using audio for all her books. I am setting up an
appointment for her with the library staff tomorrow to get her all set to use the audio. I
think this is the best plan for her at this point. I’ll let you know how it goes. (Teacher
Discussion 2, September 2015)
Ms. Martin observed Monika’s lack of reading, but she also corroborated her observations with
Monika’s written responses. Trying not to jump to conclusions, Ms. Martin used more than one
source of information to decide that Monika was not reading. Once Ms. Martin determined with
confidence that Monika was not reading, she moved to require that Monika use audiobooks for
support. Monika went to the library the following day to meet with the library staff and get her
first audiobook.
Another interactive observation was not scheduled until the following month, but because
this change presented a special situation, Monika was observed during reading time on the day
following her visit to the library. An immediate change was noted during the observation. The
following description came from the observation protocol:
Monika plugged in her headphones and opened the audiobook on her phone. Opening to
Page 1, she began reading and listening as soon as the timer was started. This was a
major change from yesterday. Monika read for the entire 20 minutes and looked much
more engaged than yesterday. I can’t believe she read for the whole 20 minutes—very
different than yesterday. Audiobook looks really helpful. (Monika, Observation 2,
September 2015)
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The audiobook support appeared from the first day to have a strong, positive influence over
Monika’s reading behavior in class. Distinctly different from the first time, Monika was
observed reading; on that day, she was engaged for the full 20 minutes. She appeared to be
satisfied and read through 12 pages of her book as she listened along on the audio. Monika did
not doze off as she had the day before; neither did she randomly open and close the book. None
of the avoidance behaviors Monika had demonstrated were observed the first day she read with
audio support.
This distinct change in Monika’s behavior was noted as an important question to ask in
her first interview. Monika described her thoughts about using the audiobook:
I am really happy using the audio collection. It is really helping me, and it gives me a
chance to read like everyone else. I can rely on myself for reading now. Last night I read
for over 20 minutes. That’s the first time I’ve read at home. Maybe I shouldn’t say that.
Listening and reading along while being read to is pretty awesome. I have to say that I
like it very much. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Not only did the audio support change Monika’s reading behaviors as they were observed at
school, but it helped her to read for the first time at home on her own. In her interview, Monika
confirmed what was suspected after the second observation: that the audiobook had a positive
influence over her reading perceptions and behaviors. Reading with audio made reading a
positive activity.
When she started using the audio, Monika’s reactions to reading in school began to
change. No longer concerned with pretending to read for 20 minutes, Monika began to look
forward to the reading time that she was allotted in school. Prior to her using the audiobooks,
she did not feel this way, as she stated in her interview.
I really love the time to read in school now. At first I didn’t like it, but now, with my
audiobook, I look forward to it a lot. We get three days to read for 20 minutes every
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week. I'm still working on setting aside more time at home, but right now. I'm enjoying
reading in school. I think it's great to be given time to read during class. That makes me
read every day. Without that time, I don't think I'd be reading every day. I actually wish
we could read in class five days a week. I really like that part of the class. (Interview 1,
September 2015)
Once using the audiobook for support, Monika began to appreciate the in-class reading time.
Monika stated that it was difficult for her to find time at home to read and that she did not
receive support at home, so she did not read as much there as was required. Because of this, the
time in school was important for Monika to build up her reading stamina.. No longer afraid of
sitting for 20 minutes and avoiding reading, Monika wished she could have even more time to
read in school.
Making her own reading choices was important to Monika’s success. For Monika, being
able to make her own reading choices meant more than finding reading to be pleasurable; it
meant that she was finally able to take control over her own reading, something that she had
never really experienced before as a result of her past. As she stated,
I get to rely on myself for my reading now. I like picking my own books. It’s like I get
to choose my own reading. I’m already realizing that there are books I like to read.
That’s why I can’t wait to finish the Percy Jackson Series. I can visualize stories now. I
like that. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Relying on herself, Monika was more motivated to keep reading. Through the realization that
there were books that she liked, Monika was beginning to see reading as a valuable activity
rather than as a chore. Using audio support, Monika’s attitudes toward reading appeared to be
changing for the better. She was looking forward to finishing her reading so she could begin
another book. This excitement was not expressed in regard to her past reading experiences. Her
enjoyment and looking forward to future reading helped her to read and stay focused for longer
periods of time than she had been able to do previously.
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Monika also had an easier time visualizing the stories when she used the audiobooks.
Prior to being introduced to the audiobooks, Monika struggled to visualize text she was supposed
to read on her own. Although she remembered liking visualization when she was younger, the
difficulties that text presented to her in the recent past had caused her to forget how much she
preferred visualizing the text. Once established in using the audiobooks, however, Monika
began to realize this about herself again. When asked about her current relationship with reading
and support, Monika stated,
Right now I have a good relationship with reading. I really like reading with the
audiobook and reading what I like to read. I like picking my own books. When I'm
reading books I like, I can more easily picture what I'm reading. I am getting so good at
picturing what I am reading. I actually daydream way less now than I used to. (Interview
1, September 2015)
As it was when she was younger, Monika again understood the importance of visualizing.
Unable to visualize the books that were assigned to her in the recent past, Monika was finding
that as a reader who is interested and motivated, visualization was important to her. Being able
to visualize, for Monika, meant that she stayed focused for longer periods of time. As she read,
her attention did not fade to daydreaming as it had done in the past. Rather, she focused on what
she could see in the text. This was an important realization for her.
Monika’s much improved reading stamina did not suffer when she decided to read
without audio support. Monika read The Last Olympian (Riordan, 2009) in its entirety in three
weeks. Without audio, Monika appeared to remain as engaged and as focused as she had been
with the audio. During the observation of her reading, the researcher noted that
Monika appears to be as engaged and reading as actively as before with the audio. She
started even before the teacher started the timer and kept reading for 90 seconds after
time was called. She did not stop once during the reading period for a break. She did not
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doze or turn pages randomly. She appears to be just fine reading without audio. (Monika,
Observation 7, January 2016)
For the first time, without using audio, Monika read for the entire 20 minutes without
distraction. The stamina she developed using the audiobooks did not appear to wane once the
audio was removed.
Other than one unsuccessful attempt to read If I Grow Up (Strasser, 2009) without audio,
Monika sustained her attention for the 20-minute reading sessions for the other books she chose
to read without audio support. She did not take long breaks or fall asleep as she had done during
reading time prior to the time she began to use audiobooks for support. Monitored closely for
signs of fatigue and reduced stamina when reading without audio support, Monika’s stamina did
not appear to falter. The researcher noted in one observation that
Monika is reading well and not stopping. She is engaged and appears to be moving to a
new page every two minutes. When reading ended, Monika was heard talking to a
student nearby about what happened on page 21 of her book. (Observation 8, February
2016)
Monika not only read for the entire 20-minute silent reading session, but she also engaged in an
unsolicited discussion about her reading with the student next to her. Monika had not only been
focused on her reading without audio, but it appeared that the reading deeply influenced her as
was demonstrated in her turning and talking about what she had just read. Not only was Monika
sustaining her reading stamina without audio but she was also voluntarily discussing her reading,
demonstrating that she was confident in her comprehension.
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Written Responses
Monika had always had difficulty with writing in school, yet she believed that the weekly
required writing about her books was the most helpful of the assignments she had to complete in
reading intervention.
I think the writing is most helpful because the writing helps me to see whether or not I'm
understanding my reading. Like, when I'm summarizing what I'm reading, it makes me
think about what I've read. It makes me think about what I understand about the books,
so I would say that it's the writing assignments that help me most. (Interview 3, April
2016)
This weekly reflective practice helped Monika to clarify her thoughts about her books. It gave
her time to stop and think about her reading and how she was responding to it. The writing gave
Monika an opportunity to stop and prove to herself that she remembered what she read and that
she learned from it. This reflection was critical to reversing Monika’s strong negative
perceptions of her reading ability.
Although required to use quotations and to analyze those quotations, in the beginning,
Monika’s responses tended to be more a summary of what she read. Having had difficulties with
reading and writing throughout her school years, Ms. Martin allowed Monika to respond to her
reading in this way without penalty. Ms. Martin explained her thinking as follows:
Monika is just writing summaries right now, which I think is a good thing. I know she
struggles. The fact that she can summarize in detail is an important step for her to get
better at reading. Honestly, I’m just happy that she can write summaries. I don’t want to
penalize her and discourage her from writing about her reading. Each week I am giving
her feedback about how to be more analysis than summary, but I am not taking off points.
I am going to keep giving her feedback, and hopefully she’ll be able to do more analysis
in her writing in the future. (Teacher Discussion 2, October 2015).
Ms. Martin could see that Monika was not confident. Monika’s records showed that she
struggled with reading in the past, and Ms. Martin did not want to discourage her from reflecting
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on her reading by marking her down for not meeting all the requirements. With this support of
her teacher, Monika was able to use the weekly writing to think about her reading and what she
remembered from her books.
Although Monika’s first writing was about Twilight (Meyer, 2005), a book she eventually
abandoned, her first writing included important features that revealed components of her reader
identity that did not change throughout the course of reading intervention.
Twilight is a series and the first book of the series. The author is Stephanie Meyer, and
she was the writer in each of the movies. Bella Swan and Edward Cullen are the main
characters in the series. The book is very detailed and smoothing when you read it out
loud in a normal voice of a narrator. Bella is different than the other people. Bella meets
new friends in the book and the movie. Bella lives in Phoenix, Arizona, and movies to a
small town named Forks, Washington. She goes to Forks High School in a middle of a
semester. She meets Edward and loves him. She made some new friends and has some
classes with some of them. The book and the movie are both very good. The book is
very good, but my goal is to read the full series. (Monika, Written Response 1, September
2015)
Although only a summary of what the text said, Monika revealed important perspectives of her
reader identity that remained the same throughout the study. Monika focused on the intimate
relationships and friendships in the novel. She focused on what characteristics brought people
together and what characteristics made them different. She focused on the power of friendships
to overcome difficult situations and unfamiliar settings. These proved to be frequent foci in her
reading as the power of friendships and relationships to overcome difficulty were important to
her.
As Monika progressed and began reading using audiobook support, her writing became
more detailed and more focused. As she continued writing summaries of her reading, Monika
began to reveal more details about the books than she had previously. Monika included many
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more details from her reading as she was using audiobooks and was more focused and
progressing faster through her books than she did with Twilight (Meyer, 2005).
Percy has a dream of Grover is in trouble. In the dream, Grover is being chase of a
reaper, he runs as fast as he cans and he hides somewhere that the reaper doesn’t find him
so Grover hides behind of the wedding dresses in the bridal dress shop. Today is Percy’s
last day of school, not like other years of school, he didn’t get in trouble and no teachers
turning into monster and attacking Percy. Percy had a friend named Tyson who is 6th
feet tall and always stands next to Percy for the whole year, Percy protects him and
Tyson protects Percy each other defenses. During gym class, they are going to play
dodgeball , their least favorite sport, there is a bully named Bob and he is always the
captain when the coach doesn't care at all, always do is read the newspaper and falls
asleep. During the game, Bob had unknown people on his team while playing the game it
went to a fight, Bob's teammates turned into monsters, saying "no one leaves unless
you're out and you're not out until we eat you" (Riordan 18) because they are giants and
they like eating humans. Percy is trying his best not to get killed by them. (Written
Response 5, October 2015)
In addition to focusing on the friendships of the characters, which Monika revealed repeatedly as
important to her as a reader, in this written response, Monika reveals her fondness for the gods
and goddesses and the special powers that they possess. Monika liked reading fantasy because it
gave her fantastical events and happenings upon which she could focus her visualization.
Furthermore, Monika’s analysis of the last quotation in the previous excerpt showed that her
focus of analysis was beginning to focus on the text itself. Although still a summary of events,
unlike her other attempts at analysis to that point, this analysis focuses on the book and not on
Monika’s personal beliefs. This was a tangible sign of an important shift in Monika’s approach
to reading.
As Monika read the Percy Jackson series (Riordan, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010)
and gained reading experience, her writing revealed a shift away from summary toward
analyzing the text.
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Percy, Annabeth, and Thalia are going to Westover hall the military because they were
told by Grover to save him from Dr. Thorn, the manticore, a lion with the human face.
When they entered the building, Dr. Thorn, the vice principal and Ms. Gottschalk the
principal said “Visitors aren’t allowed to the dance. You shall be eee-jected!”(Riordan
[2007, p.] 4). He meant that seriously, the visitors aren’t welcomed into the dance. So
then Thalia snapped her fingers, that made the administration think that they go to this
school so they could entered the dance to find those kids and save them. (Written
Response 6, October 2015)
Although brief, the first sentence of analysis after the quotation reveals Monika’s attempt at
analyzing her evidence from the novel. Her continuing to summarize the upcoming events after
each quotation was a major step in Monika’s gaining confidence in herself to say something of
intelligence and importance about her reading.
Monika was attempting to explain her understanding of her reading, something which she
had not had the confidence to do until that point after weeks of reading experience. Not yet
experienced enough to do away with summary altogether, Monika was moving toward analyzing
text on her own. She described this process during the third interview.
Yes, when you write, it forces you to rethink your book in your head, and while you’re
writing, you can add more things to it, like making, kind of making your own story as it
relates to the story that you’re reading. Because we have to write about our reading, it
really forced me to think about and know whether or not I was understanding my reading
and also helped me to add my own ideas about the reading. Because I have to write so
much about the book every week, I had to think of things that I want to say. It meant a
lot to me that I was able to do that. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Monika credited her ability to focus and think about what she read to the regular nature of the
writing assignments and the depth with which she had to write. She thought about her own ideas
in relation to the book because she knew that it was required in the writing. Knowing that the
writing was required every week motivated Monika to pay attention to what the book said and
how her thoughts connected with the story to make something new.
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As time went on, Monika’s summaries became more reflective and analytical. Including
less and less summary as she continued on her reading journey, Monika revealed that she was
not only thinking about the events in her books, but she was also thinking about what they meant
to her. She added her own thoughts to the reading, something that Monika did not believe she
had the ability to do early on in the school year.
“You shall delve in the darkness of the endless maze.” We waited. “The dead, the
traitor, and the lost one raise" (Riordan [2008, p.] 73). It is one line of the Prophecy that
Annabeth is involved for the quest to the maze that is in Labyrinth. Annabeth is going to
Labyrinth for a quest since that time Percy and herself fell in the hole between the trees
that lead to Labyrinth, and Annabeth knew the story where a little boy was waiting for his
father in the dark big room. Because it is described as dark, it is scary and is probably
going to be lots of trouble for Annabeth and Percy. Luckily, they have each other to help
each other out. (Written Response 8, November 2015)
Still focused on friendships and helping each other during their quests, Monika’s analysis in this
case showed that she moved beyond simple recitation of events and added her own thoughts to
the meaning of her reading. For the first time, her writing revealed that she was thinking beyond
simply the words on the page. She was making predictions about what might happen next. To
make this prediction, she thought beyond the most literal meaning of the words and considered
the underlying meaning. She did not know what was going to happen next, but her words
revealed that she was confident in her logic. This demonstrated positive growth in Monika’s
development as a reader.
Even after she stopped using audiobooks for support and moved to a completely different
genre, Monika continued to demonstrate a focus on analyzing the text by adding her own
thoughts to make meaning out of the evidence she selected.
The apartment they live in has one bedroom, one bath, and has the living room and
kitchen. His grandma goes to work before they are about to wake up. They live in the
neighborhood where drug and gang violence. His friend had died and there was funeral
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mass. His friend’s name was Darnell. “One the day of Darnell’s funeral, the disciples
stood on the sidewalk outside of the church,.....”, (Strasser [2009, p.] 39) it was the day of
the funeral of Darnell. The disciples are like the guardians of the church for the mass
when happening. It’s really sad that these kids have to live like this and go to their
friend’s funeral. Kids should not have to go to other kids funerals. This is a sad scene. I
feel bad for these kids. (Written Response 11, February 2016)
Although a basic, literal interpretation, Monika’s analysis in this case reveals a great deal about
her confidence. Having read this book, which is not part of a series and not fantasy, as she had
read to that point, Monika was still able to add her own thoughts regarding the reading.
Although at the beginning of the year, Monika was most comfortable simply stating what
happened, here she assigned meaning to what the text said and expressed her own thoughts about
what was happening. This demonstrated not only that she was able to decode the text on her
own, but also that she was thinking about what the words meant to her.
Monika’s writing throughout the course of the reading intervention class revealed that
focusing on friendship, support, and happy endings was deeply engrained in who she was as a
reader. That did not change. What did change was that her writing revealed that as Monika
gained reading experience and confidence in herself as a reader, she took more control over her
reading comprehension. She added her own thoughts, experiences, and hypothetical responses to
her analysis. This did not happen immediately. Monika was able to progress at her own pace to
becoming a stronger, more confident reader as was demonstrated in her writing over time.
Because the weekly writing assignment made Monika stop and think about her
understanding of her books, she found the writing helpful for her development. Because she was
able to add her own ideas to the writing, Monika found that it helped her to better understand
herself and how she responded to reading, which was critical in the development of her reader
identity. The writing gave Monika control over her reading and her reading comprehension,
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which she believed helped her develop into the reader she was becoming. It was the weekly
writing that she believed was the most influential of the assignments for her because “I liked that
I had to write about my reading rather than just write anything, like before. That was helpful for
me” (Interview 3, April 2016). Being held accountable for her reading through extended writing
and using textual evidence each week helped Monika develop the confidence she needed to
engage and think deeply about her responses to her books, and successful writing gave her the
confidence to analyze the text using her own thoughts and experiences.

Comparison of Past School and Reading
Intervention Experiences
Monika remembered a lack of support and success in reading during her school years
prior to Community High School. She remembered instruction about discrete skills and reading
assigned texts that were too difficult and of little interest to her. However, in the reading
intervention class, Monika found comfort in the structure and support she received. Monika
knew that reading was difficult for her, which is why she took so well to the idea of using
audiobooks to help her with her reading. The audiobooks gave her the chance to participate and
make free-choice book selections as did every other student in the class. The audiobooks helped
strengthen her confidence as a participant in a community of readers. She said,
I love the audiobooks. I love reading now. Audiobooks are great. I wish someone
would have shown me this before. My teacher recommended it to me first, and then I
realized that I can have a little challenge reading without audio, and it turned out to be a
really good experience. It meant a lot to me. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Monika’s progress through the audiobooks and to eventually reading on her own without audio
support was an important step in the recovery and development of a strong, positive reader
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identity for her. This process proved to Monika that she did have skills for reading and that she
could find enjoyment in reading. By reading books she had a preference for and being allowed
to respond in ways that were personally meaningful to her, Monika’s confidence grew. This
process of growth was far different from the processes she had been used to in school prior to
entering Community High School.
When Monika began to use the audiobooks during reading intervention class, her attitude,
motivation, and perceptions of reading and herself as a reader completely changed. Audiobooks
provided the support she needed, and as a result, Monika underwent a great deal of change
throughout the year. By the end of the first semester, Monika had this to say:
In Reading for Mastery class, I think that I am improving since sixth grade. In sixth
grade, I had little trouble with Literature. When I was young, I liked to be read by
someone and not reading by myself. I never read by myself ever. Being more as a reader
had changed the way I read, really changed. Soon when I get older, I might get used to
read without an audio book. I use an audiobook while I was reading. I’m reading the
Percy Jackson and the Olympians, I love this series sometimes while reading and
listening to the audio book. Audio books have helped me a lot to be a reader. Now I can
actually read and enjoy reading some books with audio books. (Written Reflection 1,
December 2015)
Monika believed that the audiobooks that Ms. Martin required her to read were pivotal in
changing her perceptions of reading and herself as a reader. Monika wanted to make choices
like everyone else. She wanted to read books that were appealing to her. She just needed to be
able to access the books she wanted to read. When her books became accessible to her through
audio, Monika became a different reader altogether.
Choice was important for Monika’s development of reader identity during the free-choice
intervention. Monika was reminded that in the past, when she was allowed to choose her own
books, which was not often, that she was quite different and that reading was quite difficult for
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her. Although at first, she was not afraid to make appropriate reading decisions for herself, the
responses from her peers and her teacher reinforced for her how much of a reader she was not.
In the free-choice intervention, Monika was allowed to make whatever reading choices she
desired, so long as she could find the audiobook to assist her. This was important for Monika
and the development of her reader identity. She stated in her final interview:
Being able to pick my own books means everything to me. It’s like, I get to be the
person that I’m supposed to be. Does it really matter that I like fantasy and happy
endings? I don’t think it should. I feel like I can really connect with the books I pick for
myself, and I like the stories I’m reading. I know that wouldn’t be the case if I had to
read what everyone else reads. I think it’s great that I can use audiobooks, but the person
next to me didn’t. That wouldn’t be fair if they had to just because I did. We all get to be
ourselves in this class. That’s really great. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Likely based somewhat on her past negative experience over the books she chose to read,
Monika appreciated the fact that she could be herself and develop as the reader she wanted to be.
Based on this response, it was clear that Monika understood the importance of taking control of
her own reading by using whatever tools she needed to be successful. This showed Monika that
she did have the ability and skills necessary to participate in a community of readers, a belief that
had not been cultivated in Monika in her previous school reading experiences.
Free-choice reading intervention showed Monika that she was a reader who could make
reading decisions for herself. No longer waiting to do the work that someone else decided she
should do, Monika began to reflect on her reading decision-making processes, strengthening her
understanding of who she was as a reader.
I know we have to write and have a discussion about our book every week, so I know I
have to read to do that. I know I have to have my audio ready for when I finish my book,
so I can begin the next book when I’m done. I have to read a lot so I have something to
say. Sometimes listening to other people talk about their books helps, too. That’s one of
the biggest differences for me from before. (Interview 2, December 2015)
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Monika learned to take control of her reading. She learned that she was the only person that
could hold herself accountable for being prepared to say something about her reading. Although
using support from others was not out of the question, Monika understood that she was
ultimately responsible for her own reading. Taking responsibility for her own reading was an
important step in the development of Monika’s reader identity as no one else could tell her who
she should be as a reader. That happened in the past, and it did not work.
Monika’s past school reading experiences usually included practicing discrete word skills
or attempting to read whole-class novels. Free-choice reading intervention stressed guidance and
support for making personalized reading choices and writing individualized responses. In
Monika’s past school reading experiences, she could not make her own reading choices or
decisions about how to respond to her reading. The structure of the free-choice reading
intervention made it necessary for her to make all her own decisions.
Whereas Monika’s past school reading experiences were mostly negative, her reading
intervention class experiences were mostly positive. Although Monika’s past school reading
experiences showed her that it was best to fake or avoid reading, the free-choice reading
intervention made apparent to Monika the importance of engaging with and putting her own
thoughts into her understanding of texts. Whereas Monika’s past school reading experiences led
her to believe she was inadequate, the free-choice reading intervention led her to be confident
and in control of who she was becoming as a reader.
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Free-Choice Reading Intervention
Contributions to Reader Identity
The free-choice reading intervention class at Community High School contributed to
Monika’s positive reader identity development in a number of ways. Reading intervention
helped her to establish a regular reading pattern. Her experience in the class also proved to her
that using audio support could help her to break her old habits of reading avoidance. Monika
learned to challenge herself as a reader and to understand her reading preferences. Monika’s
poor attitude toward reading changed for the better. She became more motivated to read and her
perceptions of reading and herself as a reader improved. Reading became a joyous experience
that she anticipated. She developed confidence in herself and could articulate the ways in which
she was changing as a reader for the better.
Although Monika did not take to reading at home on a regular basis, the free-choice
reading intervention experience of reading regularly in class helped her to see the importance of
setting aside quality time for reading books of her choosing.
I like the reading in this class much better. I’m still not reading at home as much as I
should, but I do sometimes when I have time, which is more than I ever did before. This
class has taught me a lot about me and reading. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Regular reading time in school was critical to the positive development of Monika’s reader
identity. When Monika began the reading intervention class, she was still practicing those
reading avoidance behaviors that she had come accustomed to—fake reading, falling asleep, and
turning pages at random instead of reading the words on the page. Although she acknowledged
the fact that she was not reading regularly at home in the end, her response indicated that she was
cognizant of the importance of trying to create time for herself and that she was doing so when
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she could. This response points to the importance of the in-class time. If the in-class reading
time had not been provided, Monika would not have had the same positive reading experience.
By addressing her disabilities and language difficulties using audio support, Monika was
able to better understand which books she preferred. By allowing access to the language, she
was able to better understand her foci as a reader. With the audio, she was capable of
comprehending text by putting thought and effort into visualizing what she was reading. Prior to
entering Community High School, Monika’s reader identity was weak and negative. Years of
having little support at home along with failing to do well with reading-related worksheets, tests,
and quizzes led Monika to believe that she could not read and that, therefore, it did not matter
who she was as a reader. Monika had learned to identify with being a non-reader and to avoid
reading altogether. When asked about the role that using the audio for support played in her
development as a reader, Monika responded by saying,
Yes, I have definitely changed as a reader from the beginning of this class. Now I look
forward to reading. I never did before. Using the audio books has completely changed
what I think about reading and what I can read. Reading is the key to understanding and
knowledge for the future. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Through her use of the audiobooks, Monika developed a deep appreciation for reading and
herself as a reader. No longer a laborious struggle to decode, reading became a valuable activity
for Monika. She believed for the first time that she was in control of her reading and who she
was becoming as a reader. Seeing it no longer as a struggle, Monika saw reading as a key to
developing understanding, a knowledge-creating endeavor that she believed was helpful for her
future.
In addition to making reading an enjoyable experience for Monika, providing her with
audio support also allowed her to focus on her understanding of the reading. It gave her an
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opportunity to use her strengths of listening and visualizing to start becoming a reader. When
asked what the audiobook had helped her with, Monika stated,
My favorite book right now is definitely The Lightning Thief by Rick Riordan. I’m really
looking forward to finishing the series now. I want to read all the books in the series. I
think much better about myself now as a reader in this class. I feel good about my ability
to read now. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Monika’s response alluded to the fact the audio support was changing her perceptions of reading
and herself as a reader. Even though, at that point, Monika still stated, “No, not right now. I
wouldn’t call myself a reader” (Interview 1, September 2015), her response indicated that she
was finding value in reading, that her attitude toward reading was becoming more positive, and
that she was motivated to read. As Monika had always struggled with reading and was
concerned about her ability, when she was provided with audio support along with word
pronunciations and prosody, that struggle began to change. In particular, she set a personal goal
to read books eventually without audio support. Although Monika appreciated and valued what
the audiobooks did for her as a reader, she wanted eventually to be a reader who did not have to
use audio. In her words, “I want to be a reader who doesn’t use audio eventually” (Interview 2,
December 2015). She understood that the audio helped her, but she aspired to read without it
over time. Through using the audio support, Monika gained confidence in herself to make
quality reading decisions.
Monika’s realization that she had strong preferences for reading from particular genres
was, at first, a bit of a shock for her. Particularly shocking was her realization that the books she
preferred to read in high school were similar to the books she remembered reading that one
summer from the library.
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I guess I like reading fantasy and mystery books still. I didn’t know that. The books I'm
reading now are similar to the ones I read when I liked reading for the library. Percy
Jackson is about quests and journeys where bad things can happen but where the good
usually wins. There are also prophecies, which is cool. I never knew I would be reading
the same kind of books I liked reading back then. They’re different because the
characters are older, but they’re pretty much the same. (Interview 1, September 2015)
Monika was surprised to realize that she was enjoying reading a book that reminded her of those
books she enjoyed during summer reading so many years ago. She realized that her reading
preferences had not changed over time and that when she could access the language of the text,
she found value in fantasy stories.
As she read more fantasy books, Monika began to understand what she liked so much
about them. After completing multiple books, Monika articulated why she found value in
fantasy books.
I like Percy Jackson because he never dies. He is strong and can stay alive, and I really
like that he has amazing friends. Like, when he has a difficult time, he can talk to
somebody he trusts. He has friends, like the camp counselor that he trusts because he is
at a camp for half-bloods, and so he's friends with the counselor he can talk to. I really
like when he's on quests with his friends and working with his friends. I like the
background of the story and how they go on quests. That's what life is like sometimes. I
like to see how they do good when they go on their quests together. Monsters are like
people. Sometimes people can be monsters. I like that Percy and his friends get rid of
the monsters. (Interview 2, December 2015)
What emerged from Monika’s reading was her preference for characters to have strong
friendships. Percy Jackson and his friends enthralled Monika and pushed her to think about
implications in her own life. The quests kept her focused and motivated, and she preferred when
good won over evil.
Monika developed confidence in her understanding of herself and her ability to make the
right reading decisions for her. As she developed an understanding of who she was becoming as
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a reader, Monika’s reading choices became even more important to her. When asked about how
her reader identity influenced her reading choices, Monika said,
Now I know me and what I want to read. When someone chooses it for you, then you
may not like it. You may not understand it. You may not relate to it. When you’re
choosing yourself the books that you want to read, you like it and understand it better
because you’re more interested. There’s more interesting things that you may like, and
you know more about the topics because you picked it. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Monika’s response indicated her realization that reading was a personal endeavor that can be
enjoyable. For her, reading was more enjoyable when she selected her own books. She
understood the importance of background knowledge and self-awareness to reading
comprehension. As Monika had developed a better understanding of who she was becoming as a
reader, she believed that she was best suited for making her reading choices.
For Monika, coming to the realization that there were certain books that she enjoyed
reading was important to her reader identity development. It strengthened her perceptions of
reading and herself as a reader and gave her the confidence she needed to believe in herself.
When asked why it was important to her that she read the types of books that she found she
preferred, Monika stated,
Because I like a certain type of genre. Now I can just go to that genre because I
know that's what I like. I know what I like, so I know not to read those other things, at
least not now. Maybe in the future, I'll try some of those other kinds of books. I know it
now, it wasn’t my fault. Those other kinds of books weren’t the right ones for me.
(Interview 2, December 2015)
The realization that she had reading preferences helped Monika understand that her past reading
struggles were not her fault. It helped her to realize that she was not a bad reader and that the
reading context influenced how well she could read.
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Free-choice reading intervention was deeply meaningful class for Monika. As she
entered Community High School with deep-seated perceptions of inadequacy and inability,
Monika was proud of the positive changes she saw in herself as a reader.
This class has meant a lot to me. I’m really proud of what I am able to do now. I felt
ashamed before as a reader, especially in sixth grade, like what I was reading about kids
were making fun of me about. Then I changed my reading ways, but that wasn’t good for
me. But now I’m a reader. I read a lot more because of taking this class. As a reader
today, I’m changing a lot more. I’m reading a lot more than before, and I feel that I can
find more things that I want to read. That feels good to me. (Interview 3, April 2016)
As her response indicated, Monika’s perceptions of reading and herself as a reader changed for
the positive as a result of the reading experiences she had in the reading intervention class. No
longer ashamed of her preferences, Monika became positive about making more reading choices
for herself in the future. Above all, reading became positive for Monika, which is why she found
it to be such a meaningful experience.
The free-choice reading intervention helped Monika change substantially for the better.
Monika was confused about her reader identity at the beginning of the school year. When asked
if she thought she was a reader then, Monika responded negatively. When asked if she had any
favorite books or authors, she had none. When asked to provide explanations of her reading
history, Monika’s memories revolved around bad experiences she had. Monika had negative
perceptions of reading and herself as a reader. The reading intervention changed all that. When
asked at the end of the class if she was a reader, Monika responded positively. When asked if
she had any favorite books or authors, she responded by saying, “Yes, Rick Riordan and the
Percy Jackson books” (Interview 3, April 2016). When asked to describe her experiences in the
reading intervention class, Monika said, “I’m really happy I took this class. It was my favorite of
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all my classes” (Interview 3, April 2016). And when asked what she thought of reading and
herself as a reader in her final interview, Monika had this to say:
Reading means change for me. I went from someone who was always bad at reading to
someone who can read almost anything she wants now. I went from a person who reads
with audio to a person who reads on her own. Reading for me now means change. It
means you can change and read things more fantastic than you read before. I feel very
accomplished as a reader because of this class. It means a lot to me. (Interview 3, April
2016)
Reading meant change for Monika because she had experienced so much of it throughout the
course of the reading intervention class. By the end, Monika’s perceptions of reading and herself
as a reader had changed for the positive. Without the worry of inadequacy or that her
preferences were not appropriate, Monika found strength in her understanding of who she was as
a reader. This was deeply meaningful for Monika because she had struggled and been
unsupported for so long.

Summary
Monika Basia entered Community High School with a confused, negative reader identity.
Monika’s previous reading experiences left her believing she was inadequate and unequal to her
peers. Although Monika had preferences for reading that she developed at a young age, her
school reading experiences led her to believe that her preferences for read-alouds, fantasy, and
happy endings were immature and inappropriate for her age. When introduced to audiobooks by
Ms. Martin and the school librarian, Monika’s reader identity began to transform. As she gained
experience and confidence with the audio support, Monika’s perceptions of reading and herself
improved. No longer concerned with her disability and language barrier, Monika read regularly
and enacted her preferred strategy of visualization. Monika believed that the audiobooks,
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making her own choices, being given time to read in school, and the weekly writing were the
most influential factors in her improvement.
With her newfound confidence, over time, Monika took more control of her reading.
Whereas at the beginning of the year Monika said she was not a reader, by the end Monika
described herself as follows,
I used the audio for five books. When it was reading to me, then I could really picture
what was going on. I learned that I’m a more visual person, and it was a good
experience. Now I’m a reader who reads without audio. That is a huge accomplishment
for me. It was an amazing experience for me from reading with an audiobook to not
reading with an audiobook. It was like a change and a really great accomplishment for
me. Now I can describe what’s happening in books. I guess I can see what’s happening
in the books. I’m better at summing up what I’ve been reading better at understanding
what I’m reading because I can say a lot about what I think about it. I like fantasy the
most, and I like to pay attention to the characters and how they interact with their friends.
And I still like happy endings. Reading in class helped me realize these things. This
class was like a happy ending for me. (Interview 3, April 2016)
Monika entered the free-choice reading intervention class with negative perceptions of reading
and herself as a reader. She was hurt by her previous reading experiences. By the end of class,
Monika was confident in her ability and in her understanding of herself as a reader. Although
Monika’s reader identity was that of a reluctant reader in the beginning, in the end, Monika
developed a strong, positive reader identity.

Participant Narratives Summary
Chapter 4 presented the findings of a nine-month multiple case study of four self-reported
reluctant readers who were enrolled in a free-choice reading intervention class at Community
High School. To depict who Elwood, Juan, Sonia, and Monika were as readers prior to entering
Community High School, responses about the participants’ past out-of-school and in-school
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reading experiences were included. Responses reflective of how participants’ past reading
experiences contributed to their reader identities prior to entering Community High School were
presented last as both past in-school and past out-of-school reading experiences contributed to
their reader identities.
To document who Elwood, Juan, Sonia, and Monika became as readers throughout the
course of the reading intervention class, evidence of their reading intervention experiences,
including their book selection process, reading stamina, and written responses, was presented.
The reading intervention experiences were then compared to their past school reading
experiences. Evidence of how the reading intervention class contributed to their reader identities
was presented last as all facets of their prior and their intervention class contributed to the
development of their reader identities.
Chapter 5 presents the cross-case analysis of Elwood’s, Juan’s, Sonia’s, and Monika’s
experiences. The aim of the cross-case analysis is to examine the similarities and differences
among the participants and to connect their stories with theory and research.

CHAPTER 5
CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS

I cannot think for others or without others, nor can others think for me. Even if the
people’s thinking is superstitious or naïve, it is only as they rethink their assumptions in
action that they can change. Producing and acting on their own ideas—not consuming
those of others—must constitute that process. (Freire, 2000, p. 108)

The purpose of this study was to examine how four reluctant readers experienced a freechoice reading intervention class at a diverse high school in a Chicago suburb. Through the lens
of reader identity, the goal was to examine the participants’ actions, experiences, and perceptions
of reading and themselves as readers. If given adequate time, choice, support, and
accountability, would these reluctant readers experience changes to their attitudes, motivation,
and self-efficacy reading? Although participants came to reader reluctance in unique ways, what
emerged through this examination were the positive perceptual changes that high schools can
have on the weak, negative reader identities of their students. Of particular importance were the
roles that book choice, regularly scheduled in-class reading time, consistent accountability, and
reflective discourse played in the development of positive reading attitudes, reading stamina, and
reading motivation of four ninth-grade reluctant reader participants.
Multiple case study was chosen as the methodology for this study because it was
determined to be a methodology robust enough to examine the participants’ past reading
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experiences and perceptions and the full range of free-choice intervention experiences and to
produce data that was reflective of the participants’ thoughts, feelings, and emotions as they
related to the free-choice reading intervention. Because reader identity is so personal and unique
to each individual, case study was selected as the best methodology by which to examine it.
Of particular interest were answers to the following questions: How did past reading
experiences help shape the reader identities of the participants? And what influence might the
free-choice reading intervention have on those already established reader identities? No studies
have examined the development of the reader identities of reluctant readers over time and the
possible influence of high schools on these reader identities through a reading intervention.
Theoretically, researchers (Hall, 2012; Moje & Luke, 2009) have proposed that reader identities
are critical to the literacy development of adolescents and that free-choice reading should yield
positive results; however, few studies have examined ways in which this can reasonably be done
in a traditional high school setting (i.e., 50-minute class periods, five days per week).
At Community High School, ninth graders who qualify take a free-choice reading
intervention class that has been designed to influence positively the reader identities of reluctant
readers. GRADE® test data and anecdotal teacher evidence have shown that readers improve
and change over the course of the reading intervention class. What was missing, however, was
information from the reluctant readers themselves regarding their experiences. The hope is that
this study can add to both Community High School’s intervention curriculum and to the wider
audience interested in exciting adolescents about reading.
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The central research question that guided this study asked, “How do the reader identities
of reluctant readers develop when participating in a ninth-grade, free-choice reading intervention
class?” To answer this larger question, this study aimed to address the following subquestions:
1. How do adolescent reluctant readers’ past out-of-school and in-school reading
experiences contribute to their reader identities prior to enrolling in a free-choice
reading intervention class?
2. How do adolescent reluctant readers’ past school reading experiences compare and
contrast with their free-choice reading intervention experiences?
3. How do the various components of the free-choice intervention class, including time
for reading in school, free-choice book selection, and written responses, contribute to
the development of adolescent reluctant readers’ attitudes, motivation, and
perceptions of themselves as readers?

Overview of the Cross-Case Analysis
The four participants in this study came to high school with distinctly different lives and
reading histories. Although all four participants could remember positive past experiences with
text, these experiences were not enough to assuage their reader reluctance as they aged.
Watching family movies, trips to the library with moms, summer reading programs, and funny
books were all mentioned by one or more participants as having positive influences over their
reader identity as children. Yet, by the sixth grade, all four participants’ reader identities had
become weak and negative to the point at which they avoided reading whenever possible.
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Although all four participants spoke about past positive reading experiences, those
positive experiences were outweighed by the years of assigned common reading for school that
adversely influenced the participants’ perceptions of reading and themselves as readers.
Participants reported that they failed to engage in assigned school reading because it was too
disconnected, too difficult, and too boring. In instances in which participants were allowed
choice of reading in school, choices were rushed, accountability was lacking, and reading those
books was allowed only after all the other work was done. Consequently, little to no time was
dedicated to reading self-selected books. In all, the four participants who chose to participate in
this study did not have the guidance and support they needed to value and desire reading as they
moved through the middle school grades.
Throughout the course of the reading intervention class, all four participants exhibited
improvements in their attitudes toward reading and their motivation to read. These positive
changes to the reading perceptions and behaviors that they articulated were credited to the free
choice of books, significant time to read in class, and accountability assignments such as writing
and small-group book discussions in the reading intervention class. The four participants
identified the structured in-class reading; predictable accountability assignments; and support
from their teacher, their peers, online lists, and the library staff at Community High School as
important contributing factors to their overall experience. As the participants gained positive
reading experiences and improved perceptions of reading and themselves as readers, they all
demonstrated behaviors consistent with engaged readers, including articulating their book
selection process and preferences, demonstrating improved reading stamina for extended periods
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of time, responding thoughtfully to their reading, naming favorite books and authors, and
participating in a community of readers.
The journey of discovering and understanding who they were as people and the influence
of their experiences on their reading habits and preferences, although as unique as each
participant, was cultivated in all four participants. Through their active engagement and
decision-making in the context of the reading intervention, participants changed. Although all
participants used others for support, they all also stated the importance of being the final
decision-makers for their own reading choices, reading time, reading behaviors, and reading
responses. In time, all participants came to see their input into the texts as equally important as
what the texts said, often directly or hypothetically connecting their reading with their lives.
And although all four participants read significantly from a preferred genre, at about the sixmonth mark, all four participants consciously chose to expand their experiences by reading
books outside the genre from which they typically read most. Through their expansion, all four
participants challenged purposefully their previously constructed notions of who they were as
readers. They all worked consciously and actively at cultivating a new reader identity that they
understood and could articulate by the end of the intervention.
As was presented in the previous chapter, all four participants found their own path to
reading engagement and enjoyment, using their past experiences to begin building or rebuilding
positive reader identities. Although similar findings were noted across all four participants, so,
too, were all four participants found to be unique in how they experienced, participated in, and
changed as a result of the free-choice reading intervention class. The purpose of this cross-case
analysis was to examine the similarities and differences in the participants’ journeys, as well as
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to determine how the free-choice reading intervention contributed to the reader identities of all
four participants.
This chapter is organized thematically, beginning with information provided by
participants regarding their early reading experiences. After analyzing participants’ past out-ofschool and in-school early reading experiences, participants’ responses to the free-choice reading
intervention were analyzed to draw out both the similarities and differences among the four
participants. Although all four participants underwent substantial changes to their reader
identities over the course of the nine-month intervention, cross-case analysis was used to explore
the similarities and differences that characterized participants’ experiences and perceptions.

Past Non-School Reading Experiences
How individuals perceive themselves as readers prior to entering school is the result of
reading experiences with family members, usually parents (Hall, 2010). When students begin
school, the school takes on the bulk of the responsibility of promoting literacy among young
children, relying on the parents for support.
From an early age, students develop their reader identities as the result of their
experiences with texts and their interactions with others around texts. Through their interactions
with others in relation to text, individuals learn what it means to be a particular type of reader in
a particular context (McDermott, Goldman, & Varenne, 2006). Reader identities are developed
from a combination of the literacy experiences in the home and literacy experiences in the school
(Hall, 2010).
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For Elwood and Juan, their lack of family support and lack of exposure to written
language at an early age led to a lack of development in reader identity. Elwood provided
evidence of this in his first and second interviews:
I was not a fan. I would say that my past relationship with reading was very, very
negative. It’s not that I hated reading or anything. I just never read anything at all. I just
never took the time to read anything. (Elwood, Interview 1, September 2015)
Back then no one really read anything. Like, my brother wasn’t into reading that much,
so he could never suggest any books for me. My gramma never gave me any
suggestions. Even though she read, I guess I was too young or something. (Elwood,
Interview 2, December 2015)
Ideas from Juan’s first interview also supported this conclusion.
There was a lot of noise at my home when I was younger, so I really wouldn't get the
time to read because it would be the noise in my house. It used to be annoying to me I
guess. I would just ignore the reading because it was very distracting, so I would just go
back to playing games or go outside or something. (Juan, Interview 1, September 2015)
No, I wouldn’t consider myself a reader in the past because I didn’t read anything back
then. (Juan, Interview 1, September 2015)
Early developments in reader identity stem from a child’s environment and the amount of
exposure to text that a child is afforded. In this sense, the child’s development of reader identity
is largely outside his or her control. As demonstrated in Elwood and Juan’s responses, lack of
interaction with reading between older family members and the children in the house can have
strong, negative effects on developing reader identities. Lack of guidance, support, and space in
the home for reading promotes the belief that reading is not important.
Sonia and Monika’s early reading experiences, on the other hand, were positive. Both
participants spoke positively about how their mothers welcomed them into the community of
readers by reading with them and taking them to the public library. Because of this, both girls
developed positive perceptions of reading at an early age. Sonia reported the following:
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My mom used to take me to the library a lot back then. I remember looking forward to it
so much and thinking about the books I was going to pick. She always let me pick my
own. It was nice that she let me do that. Most of my friends never even went to the
library at all. (Sonia, Interview 1, September 2015)
Reading was good when I was younger. I was really shy when I was younger, so I liked
to read a lot. (Sonia, Interview 2, December 2015)
Monika shared, “I remember really liking that summer reading with my mom. It meant a lot to
me now that I think about it. It was so comfortable to read those books with her” (Monika,
Interview 3, April 2016). Not only had Sonia and Monika developed positive perceptions of
reading and themselves as readers, but both participants could also name the books they enjoyed
reading when they were younger.
When I was little, like in grammar school, I would read a lot, like Judy Moody and Junie
B. Jones and those kinds of books. That's what I read, even books similar like the Dork
Diaries. Penny Dreadful was my favorite because it was about this girl and it was about
this girl and her best friend. (Sonia, Interview 1, September 2015)
Well, at the library is when I picked out the Rainbow Magic books by Daisy Meadows. I
believe when I was in the program, I remember reading those with my mom and really
liking those. Then I remember going back to reading Rainbow Magic in fourth grade. I
remember reading Rainbow Magic again. (Monika, Interview 2, December 2015)
Sonia and Monika’s positive recollections of reading experiences with their mothers and their
ability to recall particular books as positive memories showed that they thought quite positively
about reading. Furthermore, it showed that they developed particular reading preferences and
could articulate why they had those preferences as well as when they remember those books
influencing their lives. Sonia and Monika valued reading, they understood their ability, and they
knew what it meant to be a reader in those contexts. They understood reading to be a socially
influenced activity in which they were in control. At some point in the past, Sonia and Monika
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both had strong, positive reader identities—so strong and positive that they spoke positively
about the particulars years later.
The past non-school reading experiences of the participants varied. Although Elwood
and Juan could remember little about reading in their home, Sonia and Monika recalled positive
experiences that they still thought about fondly. Although Monika’s experience was one
summer, Sonia’s positive reading experiences lasted for years, it seemed. Nonetheless, nothing
stood out as common across all four participants’ descriptions of their past out-of-school reading
experiences that explained why they were all reluctant readers by the time they reached high
school.

Past School Reading Experiences
The transition from third to fourth grade is arguably understood as requiring a shift from
learning to read to reading to learn. Organizations such as the Center for Public Education
(2015) have released reports stating that this transitional year marks a critical step in all students’
reading lives. Statements such as, “The research is clear: if children cannot read proficiently by
the end of third grade, they face daunting hurdles to success in school and beyond” (p. 1), which
was put forth by The Center for Public Education, are rather common. Furthermore, according
to the Reading Next Report (Biancarosa & Snow, 2006), lack of reading engagement that often
begins in the middle grades has lasting negative effects on the reading behaviors and
achievements of students across the U.S. Although statements such as these are often debated,
one belief remains shared: early reading influences have lasting effects on people’s future
reading lives.
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Although research has focused on attempts to keep middle grade students focused on
reading, empirical findings regarding why these students stop reading is lacking (Van-SlykeBriggs, 2011). Anecdotal evidence, however, has suggested that the increase in assigned school
reading in the middle grades may be a contributing factor to a decline in adolescents choosing to
read. Similar to findings from research and the field of teaching reading (Carnegie Council on
Advancing Adolescent Literacy, 2010; Gallagher, 2009; Kittle, 2013), the findings of this study
show that the participants described a strong connection between reading for school and the
development of negative reading attitudes, lack of motivation, negative feelings of self-efficacy,
and increased negative perceptions of reading as they moved through the middle school grades.
According to the participants in the current study, they stopped reading regularly for
school by the sixth grade as the result of one or more of the following: (a) heavy emphasis on
teacher-assigned reading, (b) lack of interest in assigned reading, (c) inability to connect
personally with assigned reading, (d) negative experiences of free-choice reading, and (e) lack of
accountability and support for reading free-choice reading.

Teacher-Assigned, Whole-Class Reading
All four participants reported that a heavy emphasis on teacher-assigned, whole-class
reading contributed to their lack of interest in reading. What was problematic about
experiencing such a heavy emphasis on this type of reading was that the participants experienced
a disconnect from the reading. As a result of this disconnection, participants stated that reading
for school was not enjoyable and not worth the effort.
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Elwood described this phenomenon as negatively affecting his reading comprehension.
He stated,
I would be a very distracted reader in the past. I remember reading a lot; when I would
turn the page, I would have no idea what I just read. I remember this happening to me a
lot when I was in school, trying to read the books I was given. (Elwood, Interview 2,
December 2015)
Elwood tried to read the assigned books, but he could not focus. What he described was that
there were no topics in the book that pulled his attention. Nothing resonated with him or his
experiences. What Elwood described was that his eyes would scan the words, but he would not
actively engage in and think about what he was reading. Because he was not interested and did
not actively work toward constructing meaning, simply scanning the words left him with no
information when he turned the page.
For Juan, the practice of everyone in the class reading the same book and answering
questions and completing worksheets, as participants reported was the norm, provided a context
that supported his non-reading behavior. In his words,
When I got to sixth grade, we were just assigned reading that I would ignore. I could just
get answers for worksheets and tests from my friends. (Juan, Interview 2, December
2015)
Because everyone had the same book and was expected to arrive at about the same answers, Juan
found it easier to seek out the answers than to read. Nothing in the experience was unique to him
as a person, and therefore, he was not interested in completing the reading.
Although Sonia had fond memories of reading when she was younger, by the sixth grade,
her positive feelings for reading had become extremely negative as the result of teacher-assigned
school reading. At that time, reading took too much time and became difficult for her.
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When I was younger, I would prefer reading, but that wasn’t true in sixth grade. I hated
reading. I mean because I never had time, plus being given those things to read that I
couldn’t understand. (Sonia, Interview 1, September 2015)
For Sonia, talking about assigned school reading evoked strong, negative emotions. Teacherassigned reading left Sonia with a sense of inadequacy as a reader. Compared to the positive
experiences she had reading when she was younger, assigned school reading left her with
negative perceptions of reading and herself as a reader.
For Monika, who struggled for most of her school years with literacy, teacher-assigned
reading was too difficult and left her with a sense of being an outsider. A good student who put
forth the effort, Monika was overwhelmed by teacher-assigned reading. She stated, “We all had
to read the same book, and I never knew the answers to the questions. I couldn't read those
books. I tried” (Monika, Interview 1, September 2015). According to Monika, reading was only
about answering the questions. As a result of her struggling to answer the reading
comprehension questions regarding her reading, Monika lost hope in her reading ability. Despite
her best efforts, Monika was not able to answer the questions and, therefore, came to the
conclusion that she could not read those books. Monika was defeated by the school reading
process and, even years later, responded with a hint of despair when discussing her school
reading experiences. School reading gave Monika the sense of being an outsider who could not
meet the expectations of the teacher.
Teacher-assigned reading had a negative influence on all four participants. The
participants’ inability to connect with the books, to see value in the reading, to comprehend the
reading, or to answer the reading check questions gave them a sense of inadequacy in their
ability and desire to read. Furthermore, with a stronger focus on the reading assignments than
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engaging in meaningful reading, the participants came to view assignment completion as more
important than reading. In all, the teacher-assigned reading seemed to do more to push the
participants away from reading than it did to motivate them to read.

Lack of Interest
For Elwood and Monika, teacher-assigned reading led to a disconnect from the reading
experience and boredom. Elwood described a sense of isolation as a result of his lack of interest
in the material. He stated it this way:
I just never really felt like a reader in those classes. The kinds of books we were always
supposed to read did not appeal to me at all, so I wasn’t part of the class. They always
read books about like love and relationships and that kind of stuff. I didn’t read that
stuff. I didn’t care about that. (Elwood, Interview 3, April 2016)
Although Sonia was expected to spend little time reading books, she remembered being
disconnected from the books that were chosen by her teachers, which led to boredom. She
explained, “In sixth grade, we didn’t do much reading at all. We did a lot of other work. And
when we did, I couldn’t connect with the books that the teachers picked. The books were usually
so boring to me” (Sonia, Interview 2, December 2015).
These comments about teacher-assigned reading and lack of interest mirror findings of
the Carnegie Council on Advancing Adolescent Literacy (2010), which stated that as students
advance through middle school and junior high, the structure of school is focused more on the
learning of specific content than on the development of literacy. As the participants moved to
higher grades and more focus was placed on learning content, their reading choices became more
restricted and less personalized. As Sonia stated, “The teacher picked our books. She picked the
books to read” (Sonia, Interview 2, December 2015). As Willingham (2009) suggests is
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common in schools, as these participants grew closer to adolescence, their school reading
experiences did not take into account their individuality and freedom, leaving the participants
believing that they “couldn’t connect with those books” (Sonia, Interview 2, December 2015).

Past Independent Reading
All four participants talked about past school experiences in which they were supposed to
select books on their own and read them independently. Describing this type of reading as
"independent reading" seems more fitting because, as the participants described it, they were
given chances to self-select books and told to read those books, but they were provided little, if
any, support and accountability at school for that reading.
All four participants experienced situations in their past schooling in which they were
required to self-select books to read. However, in the experience of all four participants, no
support or accountability existed beyond simply checking out a book and, in some cases, having
parents sign a log stating that they read at home. Whether or not they had actually read at home
did not seem to influence whether or not parents signed the log. These experiences did not help
the participants choose to read.

Lack of Support
When Juan and Monika described their negative experiences around teacher-required
self-selected reading, they cited problems associated with a lack of support in the reading choices
they made for themselves. Juan described his experience as such:
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In the past, we would always go to the library as a class, and I would feel rushed to find
two books right away, which is probably why I never picked good ones. I needed more
time, I guess, to find books that were good for me. (Juan, Interview 1, September 2015)
For Monika, choosing her own books in the sixth grade left her with a sense of
inadequacy and a lack of support from her teacher to make her own selections. One instance in
particular in which her choices were ridiculed by her peers left her to believe that reading was
not for her. She described the incident:
I always liked childish books. In sixth grade, people even made fun of me for reading the
books I liked to read. I liked reading about princesses and stuff like that, but everyone
told me I couldn't. I didn't like reading because people would make fun of me for the
books I was reading. I wanted to read smaller books about kids having fun, but in school
I wasn't allowed to read those books. Even the teacher told me I couldn’t read those
kinds of books anymore. So I quit reading. (Monika, Interview 1, September 2015)

Lack of Accountability
In addition to a lack of support for their self-selected reading, participants also described
a lack of accountability for this reading in school. All four participants described this lack.
Elwood stated it by saying,
We were just supposed to read the books on our own, I guess. No one did it, though,
because we never read them in school. We never had any assignments. The teacher
never asked us about the books. So no one would do it. It was the same in both grades.
(Elwood, Interview 2, December 2015)
We never did anything with the books [we chose on our own]. Yeah, we had to have
these reading logs signed by our parents saying we read every night. My mom just
signed it for me. (Elwood, Interview 2, December 2015)
Juan explained self-selected reading in school as being difficult for him because he was
restricted by the lists and the lack of time to make appropriate book choices.
The teacher and the library teacher would give us lists of books to pick from, but that
usually didn’t work for me. When that didn’t work, I remember they would pick books
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for me. That never worked either. So then I would try to find them on my own, but that
didn’t work either. We never had enough time to read them. We never had time to read
these in school. We were just supposed to read them at home. Nothing really motivated
me to read in the past. (Juan, Interview 1, September 2015)
In addition, the required-reading logs for self-selected reading were problematic for Juan. He
stated the issue with the logs as follows:
We had these logs that we had to keep track of the titles and authors and how much we
read. We had to do all the reading at home and have them signed. I remember not
reading a lot and having it signed. (Juan, Interview 2, December 2015)
Sonia described self-selected reading in school as being an add-on, the activity used to
fill time but only after the important work was done. As a result, Sonia remembered that most
students did not read because reading was only meant to fill time until the next important
assignment. In her words,
Most people wouldn’t read. They’d just draw or do other things, and the teacher really
didn’t seem to care. She’d just wait until everyone was done with the other assignment.
Then we go on to do something else. (Sonia, Interview 2, December 2015)
After being ridiculed for her choices, Monika decided that it would be best to fake
reading books that were seen as more appropriate by her peers. Rather than actually reading a
book she wanted to read, Monika described the following:
So then I tried reading more like history and those kinds of books. I liked reading the
books I wanted to read, though, but the kids were making fun of me every week, so I just
kept getting new books and pretending like I was reading them. The teacher never really
checked on us to see. (Monika, Interview 2, December 2015)
In general, participants reported a lack of support and accountability for their selfselected reading in school prior to Community High School. This is not to say that participants
were never given opportunities to make self-selected reading choices. They were. The
participants, however, were rushed to make reading choices, were not supported in their
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selections, and were never held accountable for their self-selected reading by their teachers.
Therefore, they viewed that reading as unnecessary. As such, the participants did not regularly
engage in the reading of their self-selected books for school.
As a result of the types of reading the participants in this study were required to complete
for school, all four identified more with being a non-reader than a reader. Perhaps Juan said it
best when he said, “I never really saw a need to read. I got by fine without doing it” (Juan
Interview 2, December 2015). Even Sonia and Monika, who had established positive reader
identities early in their lives, questioned their perceptions of reading and themselves as readers
when they were required to read texts to which they could not relate or that were too difficult to
read. As Monika stated,
We were just supposed to read at home on our own, and we would take tests, and quizzes,
and do assignments in school. That was very hard for me to do. I wasn’t much of a
reader at all, so reading at home was hard for me. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Although self-selected reading generally is successful in encouraging younger students to
partake in positive reading habits, support and accountability by teachers for this type of reading
is important. Simply telling students to read books and to have logs signed was not enough
support and accountability for the participants. As the participants stated, being totally on their
own to find books and complete their reading did not work for them. They needed support from
their teacher and their classmates if they were to be accountable for this kind of self-selected
reading. These were not provided, so the participants did not read.
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Past Reading Experiences' Contributions to Reader Identity
An overall lack of reading support and accountability in school, coupled with lack of
experience, support, and accountability in the home contributed to low self-efficacy for reading
in the participants by the sixth grade.

Low Self-Efficacy for Reading
Participants reported poor perceptions of reading and themselves as readers as a result of
their disconnection from reading during their middle school years. Elwood’s explanation shows
that his low self-efficacy was related to stamina and reading time. He said,
I guess I just wasn’t a good enough reader to read those kinds of books. I just remember
always thinking that reading wasn’t for me. The books took way too long for me to read.
I never felt like I had enough time to get through a whole book. (Elwood, Interview 2,
December 2015)
Elwood’s lack of reading speed left him with a sene of inadequacy. It never occurred to him that
the reading expectation might have be too high or that few students his age could get through
what was required in the time that was allotted. As a result, he believed that his lack of reading
efficiency was to blame.
Juan’s response was similar to Elwood’s in that it was related to time. For Juan, though,
time was more related to his inability to focus for long periods of time. His loss of focus led him
to believe that he was the problem. It never occurred to him that the texts might have been the
problem. He said,
When I was younger I was a really bad reader. I didn’t read, so reading was hard for me.
I remember trying to read, and all I could think about was other things, like going outside
or playing something else. I could never focus on the reading because I didn’t read at all.
(Juan, Interview 1, September 2015)
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Sonia also mentioned her lack of reading speed being a contributor to the development of
her negative perspectives about reading and herself as a reader. In addition, Sonia noted that her
reading ability was not good enough to complete the types of reading that were assigned in
school. In particular, Sonia pointed out that the words were too difficult for her. She
remembered,
The beginnings of so many books are so boring. I couldn't wait like five chapters back
then for it to get better, so I wouldn't read. I remember there being a lot of hard words
when I was reading. I would just skip them because I didn’t have time to look them up.
(Sonia, Interview 2, December 2015)
Sonia’s negative self-efficacy stemmed from her lack of support from her teacher, and she
thought that the sheer number of words she did not know left her with no choice but to skip
them, which disrupted her comprehension and led her to believe that she was a poor reader.
Like Sonia, Monika reported that she remembered experiencing inadequacy in her ability
to handle the vocabulary demands put forth by her school reading. As a result of her struggling
with language, Monika told herself that reading was not good for her. She said.
I hated doing the words and stuff because it was hard for me to communicate then in
English. Looking at those words was just confusing and frustrating. Spelling and all that
stuff was really hard for me back then. I didn’t like it at all. I didn’t like reading.
(Monika, Interview 2, December 2015)
In all four participant’s explanations related to the development of low self-efficacy,
experiences of inadequacy were prominent, negatively influencing their affect and motivation
(Bandura, 1994). Participants thought that they were too slow as readers and that the vocabulary
in their assigned reading was too difficult for them to read. These experiences of inadequacy led
to hopelessness, despair, and eventually reading avoidance.
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Non-Readers by Sixth Grade
For the participants in the current study, sixth grade was the year in which they all
remembered quitting reading books. Sonia’s response perhaps summed up the thoughts of the
group best when she said, quite simply, “I basically quit reading in sixth grade” (Sonia, Interview
2, December 2015). Her thoughts in a later interview showed that her early strong, positive
reader identity was eventually eroded away by her experience with school reading:
I mean, it’s like, I used to love reading. I used to read all the time, even until I got in
trouble. Reading was my escape. It helped my shyness. Then there was nothing. I just
totally quit and didn’t read anything at all. By sixth grade, I hated reading and everything
about it. I didn’t want to feel this way, but I couldn’t help it. I didn’t even glance at the
words then. I did nothing. (Sonia, Interview 3, April 2016)
Sonia’s description evoked feelings of helplessness and despair that were outside her control.
Thinking back on her positive past reading experiences only made her think more negatively
about her school reading experiences. To cope with her negative feelings, Sonia stopped
reading.
Despite the fact that all four participants were asked questions by their teachers about
their assigned reading, none of them completed the reading. According to Juan,
When I got to sixth grade, I don’t even remember trying to fake reading anymore. I just
completely ignored it. We didn’t have logs, so I didn’t have to get those signed. We
didn’t go to the library anymore, so I didn’t have to check out books. We were just
assigned reading that I would ignore. I could just get answers for worksheets and tests
from my friends. (Juan, Interview 2, December 2015)
For Juan, the fact that he and his classmates were all required to read the same books and
complete the same assignments made it easier to simply ignore the reading and get the answers
from his friends for the reading check questions on worksheets and tests.
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Elwood described that he stopped reading in sixth grade as the result of not understanding
the books that he was assigned to read. He described his experience in his second interview.
It was in sixth and seventh grade that I remember the reading being too hard for me, so I
didn’t do it. I really couldn’t understand the books that we were reading. The books we
read were too hard for me. I would just be thinking, man, this is way too long for me.
(Elwood, Interview 2, December 2015)
Elwood’s response revealed that he stopped reading because he perceived the books to be too
difficult and too long for him to understand. Elwood did not believe that the amount of time it
would have taken him to try to read the assigned books would have been worth the effort.
Therefore, he remembered stopping reading for school at that point.
Reading ended for Monika in sixth grade because she had a difficult time connecting with
the books. As did Elwood, Monika also stated that books that were chosen for her and she did
not have enough time to read the books that were assigned to her.
I stopped in sixth grade because I couldn’t read the types of books I wanted to anymore.
Plus, we never had time for reading. We had lots of other work to do, starting in sixth
grade. We all read the same book in sixth grade. (Monika, Interview 2, December 2015)
Monika’s response also indicated that reading was not being promoted as an important endeavor
in sixth grade. Other assignments took precedence over reading. Difficulties connecting with
and finding value in the assigned books, coupled with the lack of time to read the assigned
books, led to Monika’s stopping reading in the sixth grade.
Similar to findings in the literature (Calkins, 2001; Krashen, 2005; Wink, 2005), this
study shows that the kinds of reading the participants were required to do for school did more
harm than good to their reader identity. As a result of being assigned whole-class novels with
worksheets and reading tests, participants did not form positive associations with reading during
their middle school years. All four participants carried with them negative attitudes, lack of
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motivation, limited reading experience, and overall feelings of low self-efficacy for reading
when they began at Community High School. Through their experiences with teacher-assigned
whole-class reading and rushed, unsupported self-selected reading, the participants chose not to
read. The participants became what Beers (1996) refers to as aliterate—people who have the
ability to read but choose not to read. Beers describes three types of aliterate readers: the
dormant, the uncommitted, and the unmotivated, all of which were represented in some way
among the participants in this study.
The participants in this study did not read because the school context showed them that
reading was not important for them. Juan and Elwood, who had never established strong,
positive reader identities, were uncommitted. Even Sonia and Monika, who had developed a
sense of positive reader identity early in their school years, over time, developed weak, negative
reader identities as a result of school-based reading assignments. They became dormant readers.
All four participants were unmotivated readers when they began reading intervention class at
Community High School.

Reading Intervention Experiences
Overall, participants described their reading intervention experiences as influential over
the positive changes to their reader identities. Of particular importance were the changes that
participants noticed in themselves as they took part in the intervention class. Changes were
noted in the book selection processes of participants, their reading stamina, their attitudes and
motivation for reading, and their perceptions of themselves as readers. The participants agreed
that choosing their own books, having time to read in school, and being held accountable were
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the most important components of the class that led to the positive changes they saw in
themselves. As a whole, the participants saw their free-choice reading intervention experiences
as being more positive and supportive than past school reading experiences, contributing to their
understanding of who they were becoming as readers.

Book Selection Process
Throughout the nine-month reading intervention class, participants demonstrated a range
of book selection behaviors. As they gained experience and an understanding of their
preferences, participants demonstrated changes to their book selection process. This section is
divided into the following subsections to reflect the changes that the participants underwent: (a)
initial book selections, (b) foundation of the book selection process, (c) decision making, and (d)
strategies and support for book selections.

Initial Book Selections
When participants began the reading intervention class, they were taken to the library and
told to select books. As adolescents, the premise behind starting the class this way was to give
the students the space and freedom they needed to make individualized trial-and-error decisions
(Erikson, 1968; Jensen & Nutt, 2015). Forcing students to make free-choice reading decisions
from the first day of class helps them begin the process of understanding who they are as readers
(Hall, 2010, 2012, 2014b; Henry, 2012; Moje & Luke, 2009). The participants’ first selections
were not perfect. They were useful, however, as experiments to push them forward to learn
which books were good for them.
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I read that S. E. Hinton book [That Was Then, This Is Now] because I remembered liking
The Outsiders, and I finished it, but I didn’t really like it all that much. I knew I needed
something different. That weekend I watched Lone Survivor. I liked that movie a lot, so
I decided that that would be my next book. (Elwood, Interview 2, December 2015)
Coming to the realization that he should read books after he had seen the movie was an
important insight for Elwood, which carried him through most of the first semester. When he
had discovered this about himself, he did not struggle to find another book. Similarly, Juan also
strategized by choosing books that reminded him of movies he watched.
I like horror books. When I was younger I used to watch the Goosebumps movies. I
stopped watching those in like fifth or sixth grade, though. Lately I’ve been watching a
lot of scary movies on Netflix. These books looked like they’d be like the scary movies I
watch. (Juan, Interactive Observation 1, September 2015)
When placed into a situation in which they had to choose books on their own, Elwood
and Juan demonstrated that they could connect their love of movies with their reading. And
Monika did the same:
I remember walking around just kind of staring at the books on the shelf. I think I was
thinking about the colors and which ones I liked. I remember I was like, hey, I just saw
that movie. I can read that book. All right, I found one. It felt good. (Monika, Interview
2, December 2015)
Elwood, Juan, and Monika chose books that were related to movies they had seen. Although
selections made by employing this strategy were successful for Elwood and Juan, Monika’s first
choice was not so successful. Monika did not choose a book based on a movie she liked; rather,
she chose a book based on the simple fact that she had seen the movie. Nonetheless, this strategy
did help her to become more comfortable making her own decisions, which benefitted her in the
end.
Sonia did not have such an easy time figuring out for herself what to read. Her confusion
stemmed from the fact that she used to read and now wondered what she might possibly like at
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this point in her life. However, once she was pointed in a direction by Ms. Martin, she once
again began to read the same types of books she remembered enjoying when she was younger—
first-person books with which she could make direct connections to her life. She remembered
the experience this way:
She asked me if I ever read books, and I told her not for a long time but that I liked books
that were written like diaries. She showed me some diary books, but they just looked
boring to me. Then she was like, how about a memoir? And I was like, a what? I never
heard that word before. She showed me where the shelves with the memoirs were next to
the realistic books, and I searched until I found No Choirboy and Juvie. Those books
seemed perfect for me. (Sonia, Interview 1, September 2015)
Sonia’s response reflected the necessity for adult support. Although placing the
ownership on the students to make their own decisions makes clear their responsibility from the
beginning, ongoing support is critical from the first book choice. Sonia was introduced to a
genre she had never heard of and did not know existed. This was a critical support to her early
success. She also learned about the library layout from the librarian, helping her to be more
comfortable in the library.
In their first book selections, participants’ behaviors reflected the theoretical cross-cutting
concepts among theories of reader identity. To make their first selections, each participant
demonstrated behaviors reflective of social, activity, and discourse cross-cutting concepts most
salient in theories of reader identity development (Alvermann, 2001; Coombs, 2012; Hall, 2010;
Jimenez, 2005; Lewis & Del Valle, 2009; Moje & Luke, 2009; Nakkula, 2010; Sadowski, 2010).
Elwood, Juan, and Monika used their past experiences and background knowledge to make
informed decisions. Monika walked around, physically searching for something that she knew.
Sonia collaborated with the school librarian to find a new genre. Participants demonstrated both
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the necessary autonomy (Erikson, 1968) and expert support (Vygotsky, 1978) that adolescents
need to help guide their identity development process.

Foundation of the Book Selection Process
All four participants chose books at the beginning of the year that could be directly
related to their lived experiences. Elwood enjoyed watching war movies; he chose war memoirs
for the first six weeks. Juan enjoyed watching horror movies; he started by selecting books from
the horror section of the library. Sonia’s family history of participating in street gangs and being
incarcerated had deep, emotional influences over how she saw herself as a person; she chose to
read memoirs about street gangs and incarceration. Monika preferred looking at life
optimistically; she chose books with happy endings. In the beginning, all the participants read
books that could be directly connected with who they were and where their life experiences had
taken them to that point in their lives.
Having background knowledge about their books was important. The participants did not
want to be alienated by texts about which they had no knowledge. They needed to be able to
associate visuals with what they were reading. Elwood described this phenomenon in this way:
I feel better when I have some understanding and can picture what's going on. I like the
war books because there's lots of action in them like the movies. When it gets really
intense, that's when I really want to keep reading. (Elwood, Interview 2, December 2015)
The participants also wanted to read books that they believed they could handle. They
wanted to read books that they could connect with and that were not too difficult for them to
access. Sonia chose books that she could directly connect with her past family experiences.
I’m really liking My Bloody Life because of my cousins and what they’re going through.
I remember this since I was younger that they were always doing and saying these weird
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things that I knew nothing about. Now that I’m reading this book, I’m hearing all these
things that they used to say and do. (Sonia, Interview 1, September 2015)
Although Sonia’s background knowledge provided the sense of connectedness and
support that drove her to read, Juan’s comfort level was higher when books provided visual
support.
Plus, these books aren’t too big. I can’t read big books or books with lots of words on the
pages. You know what else I like about these books? They have pictures in them---not a
lot of pictures, but they have some. I like looking at pictures when I read. (Juan,
Interactive Observation 1, September 2015)
For Monika, using audiobooks to read along with helped her to connect and receive
support in her reading endeavors. She described using audiobooks this way:
I am really happy using the audio collection. It is really helping me, and it gives me a
chance to read like everyone else. I can rely on myself for reading now. Listening and
reading along while being read to is pretty awesome. I have to say that I like it very
much. (Monika, Interview 1, September 2015)
The added support of the audio helped Monika be more confident in her efforts. The audio
helped her overcome her language barrier to read on her own.
The participants read more, and they enjoyed reading more because they were able to
select books about which they already had knowledge. Reflecting Rosenblatt’s (2005)
theoretical position, the participants demonstrated that the reading process began at some point
prior to thinking about book selection. Where they chose to direct their attention (Leont’ev,
1932; Wertsch, 1985) on book selection depended on their past experiences. Not all participants,
however, used the same forms of prior knowledge. Reflective of Erikson’s (1950, 1968)
theoretical framework, the context helped influence, but the ultimate decisions were uniquely
associated with each individual. Elwood and Juan used their knowledge of movies, but Sonia
and Monika used their knowledge from friends and relatives and past reading experiences. This
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supports Ivey and Broaddus’s (2001) finding that a particular reading that is motivational for one
person may not be motivational for another. Although with different knowledge and
preferences, all four participants did rely on prior knowledge from text in some way.
Furthermore, as each participant read more throughout the year and experienced changes to their
choices, they relied more heavily on their book reading background knowledge, a point that has
perhaps not been represented in the literature on free-choice reading.
The participants not only lived various lives with various experiences, but they also chose
to access prior knowledge in various ways. They welcomed support, but they enacted
independent decision-making (Dewey, 1909). Furthermore, the choices they made were
reflective of who they were and the knowledge they brought to the situation (Smith & Wilhelm,
2002). Although they all used a form of text as their prior knowledge, they also all relied on
their personal histories to determine their focus for reading. Elwood read war memoirs because
he liked the spirit of teamwork and competition that was at the center of each memoir, just as the
spirit of competition was at the center of his life as a football player. Juan chose books in which
the characters had to survive in a difficult setting, which reminded him of his time on the farm.
Sonia chose memoirs about gangs and incarcerated youth based on her family experience. And
Monika chose to focus on close bonds, friendship, and happy endings similar to the close bonds
and friendship that she experienced in her childhood in a small-school setting.
As time went by and the participants read more, all four used their prior knowledge from
reading to guide them in their book selections. For Sonia and Monika, this phenomenon
occurred from the very beginning of the class. Sonia and Monika found success early, reading
books from genres similar to what they remembered reading and enjoying as younger children.
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For Elwood and Juan, this phenomenon occurred later but was a strong influence on their reading
choices throughout the year. As each participant read throughout the year they gained more
knowledge and used that knowledge to inform future reading.

Decision-Making
When the participants realized they had control over their reading selections, their
perceptions of reading and themselves as readers, along with their reading activity, changed for
the better. All four participants stated the importance of being decision-makers about the types
of books that were meaningful to them. As Monika stated,
I get to rely on myself for my reading now. I like picking my own books. It’s like I get
to choose my own reading. I’m already realizing that there are books I like to read.
That’s why I can’t wait to finish the Percy Jackson Series. I can make really good
decisions for myself now. I like that. (Monika, Interview 1, September 2015)
Being unique was viewed as a positive by the participants because, in their uniqueness,
they found meaning in their reading. Juan and Elwood each explained this idea of uniqueness:
I think [picking your own books] is important because if, like, a teacher is picking the
books that you don't know if you really like it or not, if it's going to have meaning for you
or not. And if you like a certain genre, and they pick the complete opposite, like, if the
librarian picks it or if the teacher picks it for you, then you're just not going to like it and
put it off to the side and not care about it. When you pick your own, reading is
meaningful. (Juan, Interview 3, April 2016)
Picking my own books has been very important for my reading. I’m not reading the
same books as everyone else. (Elwood, Interview 3, April 2016)
Furthermore, as participants assumed control over their reading decisions, they gained
confidence and were more likely to persist (Duhigg, 2016). Sonia’s statement summed up this
finding best when she said,
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It really depends on the book I'm reading. Right now, I'm reading a book I like that I can
relate to, so yes, reading is bringing me pleasure. Maybe it does, maybe it doesn't; it all
depends on the book. I love picking my own books. I really like it because if a teacher
picks, it can be very boring. I would rather choose my own because it helps me
concentrate more because knowing that someone gave me this makes me not want to do
it. My own, though, that I like. When I pick my own, I really want to read it, even if it
takes me a long time. (Sonia, Interview 2, December 2015)
Even though reading was work, participants put forth the effort because they were empowered
by their own decision-making.
Whether their first selection was successful, as in Juan’s case, or not successful, as in the
cases of the other three participants, all participants stated that they appreciated the process
because it gave them a safe space to make their own personal decisions without repercussions.
The participants were supported in their autonomous efforts. Supported autonomous efforts are
critical to the personal and social development of adolescents (Casey et al., 2008; Spear, 2000).
As Erikson (1968) points out, the adolescent’s moratorium from adults to make decisions
is an important step in the development of identity. Similar to identity development, reader
identity development can be achieved through similar processes of moratorium and autonomy.
To make their decisions in a manner similar to that described by Erikson (1950), the participants
in this study engaged in trial-and-error decisions. By starting this way, it gave the participants an
opportunity to think about what they had already experienced and how they could use those
experiences to make quality book selections for themselves, to simply try something new, even if
they were not successful from the start (Jensen & Nutt, 2015; Pink, 2011).
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Strategies and Support for Book Selections
Participants were comforted by the fact that they could explore, collaborate, and abandon
books in socially acceptable ways, on their terms. They could employ their own strategies for
choosing books and for choosing how to read those books in a stress-free, low-stakes
environment. Elwood learned “that the library could hold books for me” (Elwood, Interactive
Observation 2, September 2015). Juan’s selection process was a bit more elaborate:
If the book’s too big, I won’t even take it off the shelf. Then I like to flip through it to
see how many words are on the pages. If it’s too many, I won’t read it. I can tell pretty
quickly if it’s something I want. I like to look for pictures. Then I'll, like, read the back
or a few paragraphs to see if it's something I'll like. I like to see what it's going to be
about, like, maybe the setting or something maybe. (Juan, Interactive Observation 4,
October 2015)
Sonia liked to explore the library for possibilities, and she liked discussing possible topics
before making a selection.
I don’t know. I just like to explore all the possibilities before I make a decision. It’s like,
I’m not so sure what I want to read, so it takes me time to find the right book. I ask my
cousin, I see what other kids in the class are reading, and I like to ask the librarian, too,
when I go to the library. Right now, I’m just not real confident. I’m just getting back
into reading, so I don’t know a lot of books. It’s like when I shop. I like to look around a
lot. (Sonia, Interview 1, September 2015)
Monika found comfort in series books with which she was familiar and that had been
recommended by her friend.
I really like the Percy Jackson books. A friend told me about it. Right now, The
Lightning Thief is probably my favorite. I like how Percy Jackson is in all the stories and
how he always finds a way to win. I like learning about the gods, too, and which god
ruled over what. I want to learn about all the gods and goddesses. (Interactive
Observation 3, November 2015)
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Furthermore, as they read, participants realized that suggestions from others could be
beneficial to them. Elwood took recommendations from his brother and grandmother; Juan
recalled a book that his seventh-grade teacher recommended. As for Sonia,
My cousin Ashley reads a lot. I’ve been talking to her lately about good books she’s
read, and she recommended My Bloody Life. That was really helpful for me. She’s been
really helpful for me this year in trying to find books that I’ll actually like to read this
year. (Interview 2, December 2015)
Getting recommendations from her cousin helped Sonia. Because her cousin had similar past
family experiences, Sonia found her to be a reliable source for helping her find books with which
she could connect.
Supporting Smith and Wilhelm’s (2002) findings, the participants in this study were
motivated to seek out support for making reading choices. Supporting sociocultural theories of
reader identity development (e.g., Alvermann, 2001; Moje & Luke, 2009; Sadowski, 2010), the
participants co-constructed their book choices using the help of people whom they viewed as
expert readers (Vygotsky, 1978). One similarity among all four participants, also reflected in
social theories of reader identity development, was their selection of experts who were
individuals in their social groups (Wolfolk, 2001). Although all four participants sought help
from others in their social circles, supporting the findings in other research (Guthrie &
Alvermann, 1999; Guthrie & Wigfield, 1997; Schutte & Malouff, 2007), the participants’ final
decisions were made after assessing possibilities of choice, value in the topics of the books, and
their beliefs regarding their own potential to complete the books.
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Summary of Book Selection Process
Although all four participants made book choices that were not good for them at some
point in the year—usually early in the year—the vast majority of book selections they made were
of books they went on to finish. All four participants enacted their own book selection process
and stuck to the same routine throughout the entire school year. No participant selected
randomly off the shelf, and all could articulate how they searched for books, but, perhaps more
importantly, they could articulate why they searched the way they did. And not one of the
participants went to the library and did not select a book. Quite the contrary, all four participants
described being motivated by making their own choices, supporting the findings of Graham et al.
(2008) and Patall et al. (2008). Although participants were reluctant readers with little recent
reading experience, all four employed a legitimized search strategy and were motivated by the
task of finding a book. They strategized, used resources, and took suggestions from others about
what to read for themselves. In the end, though, all four participants were the ultimate authority
in deciding which books they took to read.
Consistent across all participants was that they selected books about which they believed
they had significant prior knowledge, books that they were confident enough to read based on
their perceived ability level, and they all looked to others for book recommendations. First, it
was important that the books they selected were books for which they had prior knowledge.
Having choice of reading was critical to the participants’ success because it motivated them to
read. Choices were motivating because the participants were able to make reading choices by
using their prior knowledge. Supporting Guthrie et al. (1995), these participants’ reading choices
were motivating because by having prior knowledge, they were able to have positive interactions
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with their reading. Additionally, all four participants in some way evaluated texts to see if their
ability level was sufficient enough to handle the text. Without any instruction, all four
participants employed sophisticated search criteria to make their selections. And nothing was off
limits. Background, setting, characters, plot, conflict, resolution, font, color, length, and size of
the books all mattered. If books were unfamiliar, difficult to connect with, too dense, too dull, or
too long, participants did not select them.
As the participants gained reading experience, they challenged themselves and
experienced change as readers. Supporting Kohn’s (2006) proposition, all four participants,
when left to make their own reading decisions, pushed themselves beyond their current interest,
ability, and preference. All four participants challenged themselves to read longer texts, to read
from various genres, and to make meaningful connections with their books. As they gained
confidence, they tried books that were outside their comfort zone. As a result, they all learned
that they had more diverse reading preferences than they had thought previously. Smith and
Wilhem (2002) argue that to motivate reluctant readers, more book choices need to be made
available. This was certainly true in the case of the current study’s participants. The more they
read, the more diversified their choices became, keeping them interested and motivated to read
more. As Leotti and Delgado (2011) suggest in their research, participants’ current experiences
motivate peoples’ future decisions. This phenomenon was certainly present in all four
participants.
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Reading Stamina
As the participants read more, made more reading choices, and completed more reading,
their motivation for reading and their reading stamina improved exponentially, as has been
discussed in the research (Guthrie & Alvermann, 1999; Guthrie & Wigfield, 1997; Quirk &
Schwaneflugel, 2004; Schutte & Malouff, 2007). In September and October, the researcher’s
notes indicated that all four participants needed frequent breaks from reading.
Juan was “focused on reading for about 10 minutes and then continued reading after a
three-minute break” (Juan, Observation 1, September 2015). Monika struggled to make it
beyond five minutes of reading in the beginning. Researcher observation notes stated that
Monika seems very unfocused. For the first 10 minutes, she opened and closed her book
several times, not reading. She also stopped reading with five minutes left on the time.
She appeared to doze off twice in 20 minutes and only appeared to turn the page once or
twice. (Monika, Observation 1, September 2015)
Sonia was observed bouncing back and forth between reading and breaks: “Started reading.
Took a break. Resumed. Break. Resume. Break. Resume. Break for the remainder of the five
minutes left of reading” (Sonia, Observation 2, October 2015). Elwood “paused briefly and
appeared to be in thought before continuing to read two minutes later” (Elwood, Observation 2,
October 2015).
As the participants’ self-concept improved and their value of reading improved with
experience, they were more motivated to read for longer periods of time, as was suggested by
Baker and Wigfield (1999). By November, substantial changes in the amount of time all four
participants could focus during the designated reading time was noted in the researcher’s
observation notes. “Reading starts, but Elwood was already reading. Clock stops. Elwood
stops. Really, really focused today. Didn’t even pause once in 20 minutes” (Elwood,
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Observation 3, November 2015). Although Sonia did not stay focused the entire period as
Elwood did, noticeable changes were noted in her focus. It was noted, “Pauses seem less
frequent and shorter. Sonia only paused once today for about 10 seconds before returning to her
reading for the remainder of the time” (Sonia, Observation 3, November 2015).
Monika and Juan were observed reading after time was called by the teacher. It was
noted that “Monika continued to read after the teacher stated that the class could stop. She
appeared more focused and much more comfortable than the last observation. With her
headphones in, Monika seemed focused for the entire reading time” (Monika, Observation 4,
November 2015). As for Juan, it was noted that “Juan began reading immediately today. He did
not pause even once but to examine a picture in the text. He was engaged and was even reading
after the time was called by the teacher” (Juan, Observation 3, November 2015).
These observed changes in reading behavior were substantiated not only in the
researcher’s notes, but also by the statements of the participants in their interviews.
All four participants made statements in their first interview regarding their
understanding of themselves as readers and that they did not believe that they had much reading
stamina. By the final interview, however, participants’ statements in regard to their perceived
reading stamina had changed substantially for the better. Following are statements made by all
four participants. Each participant’s first interview statement is followed by a statement made
later in the school year to show the difference in their perceptions of their own reading stamina
as a result of the reading they did during the reading intervention class.
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For Elwood, the beginning of the school year was a time when he did not have much
reading stamina. This was evident in his statement that he could not sustain reading for long
periods of time and that he needed to take frequent breaks.
I just can’t keep reading and reading. I have to take breaks so I can stay focused on the
book. I feel like I need to take a lot of breaks while I’m reading. I’m not a big reader
like that. I can’t just keep reading and reading without a break. I’m not a big reader.
(Elwood, Interview 1, September 2015)
For Elwood, in the beginning, sustaining reading for a long period of time was something
that only a "big reader" could do, and he did not see himself as a big reader. By the end of the
intervention, however, Elwood's thoughts regarding his reading stamina had changed. Based on
his response in the final interview, it was apparent that Elwood's stamina had improved and that
he recognized the improvement. He said,
Sometimes I take breaks if I'm reading for a long time now, but not as much as I used to
in the beginning. That's something I've learned. I can read and focus for a lot longer
period of time now. Then, after a short break, I can get right back focused on my
reading. Sometimes it's just good to take a breath. (Elwood, Interview 3, April 2016)
Although, in the end, Elwood did not claim to take no breaks during his reading, his
responses reflected the fact that his breaks were much more infrequent than they had been in the
beginning of the study. Additionally, Elwood pointed out that he could re-focus more quickly
than he had at the beginning of the intervention.
For Juan, frequent breaks and viewing the pictures in his books were what he described
when asked about his reading stamina. Because of his need for frequent breaks, Juan did not see
himself as a reader. A reader, to Juan, was someone who could sit and focus on text for longer
than he could.
I would not really consider myself to be a reader now. I can only read for a little bit of
time before I have to take a break. That’s why I like to look for pictures. Now there’s
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not a whole lot of pictures like there used to be, but there’s pictures like every 10 pages
or so. I look at the pictures when I’m tired of reading. (Juan, Interview 1, September
2015)
Pictures were important to Juan's reading in the beginning because they provided the
break that he needed from the text. He could look at the pictures to give himself a break from
the words in the text. By the middle of the intervention, Juan would already begin to articulate
the changes he saw in his reading stamina. He said,
Before I was not able to sit and read for very long. I could not physically sit and read for
very long. Now, I have a more positive attitude, I feel. Now I can sit and read for longer
periods of time, I feel. Since in this class, I'm really changing as a reader. (Juan,
Interview 2, December 2015)
As Juan described improvements in his reading stamina, his statement reflected changes
in his physical ability to sit still and read for longer periods of time. Juan also tied this change
that he perceived in his stamina to his improving attitude toward reading. As Juan saw it, the
more positive he was toward his reading, the longer he could sustain focus on reading.
Like Elwood and Juan, Sonia also needed to take frequent reading breaks at the
beginning of the intervention. Also like Elwood and Juan, Sonia's need for frequent breaks
contributed to her belief that she was not a reader. Sonia saw the breaks as a way to re-focus her
attention on the text after short periods of time.
Right now I don’t feel like a reader at all. I have to take lots of breaks because I’m just
getting back into reading. The breaks help me to focus more. The only problem is, it’s
going to take me forever to read this book. I probably take a break like every two pages
to rest my eyes and my brain, I guess. (Sonia, Interview 1, September 2015)
For Sonia, the frequent breaks were problematic because it took her longer to read than
she thought it should. Like Juan, Sonia's breaks eased some of her physical struggles associated
with reading, such as, as she stated, "to rest my eyes and my brain." By the end of the
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intervention, Sonia's reading stamina improved. She did not need as many breaks as she had in
the beginning of the intervention. She said,
I don’t know. I guess it’s just that I’m getting back to being a reader now. I don’t have
to take so many breaks now. Sometimes I read for 30 minutes or even an hour without
taking a break. The other books helped me before, but now I feel better. I can just read
for longer now without taking breaks. At the beginning of the year, I had to take a break
like every five minutes. Now I read for 20 minutes with no problem. Now I read pretty
much every day. (Sonia, Interview 3, April 2016)
Sonia's response was reflective of a strategy that she employed for her reading breaks.
Similar to the way in which Juan used pictures, Sonia kept a second book to read when she was
taking a break from her main book. Based on her response, Sonia saw having those second
books as a support she needed early in the intervention but did not need by the end. Sonia also
saw her improved reading stamina as playing a role in her reading more frequently than she had
in the beginning.
Early in the intervention, it was apparent to Monika that she needed frequent breaks from
reading, but, based on her response and lack of elaboration, it was also apparent that her
"daydreaming" was likely happening after very little or no reading at all. Unlike the other three
participants, even when pushed for more information, Monika could not provide an explanation
or reason for her breaks from her reading or their frequency. "I daydream a lot when I’m
supposed to be reading" (Monika, Interview 1, September 2015).
Unlike the others, Monika was not using breaks to re-charge and re-focus; she was
"daydreaming" to avoid engaging the words in the text. By the middle of the intervention,
however, Monika's "daydreaming" became focused on the text rather than in avoidance of it.
She said, "I am getting so good at picturing what I am reading. I actually daydream way less
now than I used to" (Monika, Interview 2, December 2015).
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For Monika, the daydreaming that she was doing unrelated to the text was channeled into
visualizing what she was reading. Because she ws focusing her attention on visualization of the
text, she no longer needed to "daydream" to avoid reading. Monika's visualization helped her
focus for longer periods of time when reading.
All four participants demonstrated that their stamina for reading improved over time.
What was observed was also corroborated by their statements about their own perceptions of
their improving reading stamina. The participants were reading more than they had ever read
before, and it was showing in their ability to sit and focus on reading for longer periods of time.
Having a regular, extended period of in-school reading time that was facilitated and monitored
by a teacher was beneficial for the participants’ reading stamina development.
Theories of reader identity as an activity construct (e.g., Hall, 2006, 2011; Nakkula,
2010) posit that the amount of reading one can accomplish is critical to the development of
reader identity. All four participants in this study demonstrated that the more they read, the more
their stamina improved. Over time, participants began to direct more of their voluntary attention
on their reading, which would be expected by those who posit that reading is an active process of
engagement (Rosenblatt, 2005). As explained in activity theory (Leont’ev, 1978), as the
participants read, they developed new motives, goals, and memories. The more participants
experienced reading, the more confidence they gained in themselves and the more their selfefficacy (Bandura, 1993) for reading improved. As they built their personal experiences, their
performance improved.
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Time for Reading in School
Although the Carnegie Council on Advancing Adolescent Literacy (2010) states that lack
of interest in the limited materials provided in school during this time is one contributing factor
to adolescent reader reluctance, another factor they do not mention is simply time to engage in
silent reading. Adolescents, and in particular the adolescents in this study, do not believe that
they have enough time to engage in voluminous reading, the type of ongoing, extended reading
that Gallagher (2015) posits as critical to the development of adolescent readers. Creating time
during the day is one way to work toward providing the kind of time reluctant adolescent readers
need because, as Juan so aptly put it, “Reading in school has been very important for me. In the
past I was supposed to read at home, but I never did, so this is much better for me” (Interview 2,
December 2015). Reading in school led to more positive perceptions of reading, which helped
the participants see that they could, in fact, enjoy and find value in reading on a regular basis.
I really love the time to read in school now. At first I didn’t like it, but now, with my
audiobook, I look forward to it a lot. We get three days to read for 20 minutes every
week. I'm still working on setting aside more time at home, but right now. I'm enjoying
reading in school. I think it's great to be given time to read during class. I wish we could
read in class five days a week. (Monika, Interview 1, September 2015)
Based on evidence from the current study, allotting time for adolescents to read in school
can be critical for reluctant readers. As Sullivan and Brown (2014) state in their longitudinal
study, time spent reading during adolescence holds long-term influence over the reading habits
of individuals. One way this was made evident in the current study was the participants’ report
that the reading they started in school carried over into reading at home. Elwood stated this
phenomenon early in the study: “I like reading in school. I really like reading in school. When I
get into a chapter, I even find myself reading at home then” (Elwood, Interview 1, September
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2015). In addition to providing an experience for students that they carried over to their home
life, reading in school helped to motivate students because it helped them to experience being
participating members in a community of readers. As Juan stated it,
Also, because I have more time to read in school now, I'm reading more. Plus, everyone
in the room is reading, so that helps me a lot. In the past, only some people would be
reading. That didn't help. (Juan, Interview 1, September 2015)
In addition to providing time for participants to engage in their books to a level that
motivated them to continue at home, and in addition to promoting experiences of support from
the community of readers, reading in school was also important in that these participants were
busy people. Finding time to read at home was difficult for them. The regular reading time in
school provided a context, as Monika put it, “that makes me read every day. Without that time, I
don’t think I’d be reading every day” (Monika, Interview 1, September 2015). Sonia thought
this time was important because “When I'm reading in school, I can focus on my reading because
there's nothing else to do in class” (Sonia, Interview 2, December 2015).
Reading regularly is crucial to the literacy development of adolescents. Yet, according to
NCES (2013), only 19% of 17-year-olds in the U.S. reported reading regularly on their own.
Why are adolescents not choosing to read? One reason might be that they do not have the time
to dedicate to reading. As a football player, Elwood struggled to find time to read at home. “I
get home after 6:00 every night because I'm playing football. After I eat, shower, and do my
homework, it's late, and I have trouble staying up to read” (Elwood, Interview 1, September
2015). Participants even regretted not being able to read at home; as Sonia said, “I still wish I
could read at home more, though, because I can lay down and be comfortable, but I'm so tired by
the end of the night that I can't a lot” (Sonia, Interview 2, December 2015).
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For all four participants in the current study, reading in school was noted as a key
component of the reading intervention class. All four participants stated that without time to
read in school, they did not think that they would have had as much success. Supporting the
findings of McQuillan (1998) and Worthy et al. (1998), all four participants stated that their
attitudes toward reading changed as a result of being given consistent, uninterrupted reading time
in school with peers who were also engaging in reading during that time. As participants read
more in class, they reported enjoying reading more, a finding that supports Ivey and Johnston
(2013). For a number of reasons, participants stated that time to read in school was important.
First, reading in school was positive because it did not stress participants’ lives outside of school.
They did not have to choose reading over other important activities in their lives. Reading in
school increased significantly the amount of reading in which the participants engaged, which
led to perceived reading improvements. Perceived reading improvements led to more positive
perspectives about reading and themselves as readers. This finding was similar to Al-Homoud
and Schmitt’s (2009), Elley’s (1992), and Taylor et al.’s (1990) findings stating that increased
reading volume strongly correlated with improved perceived reading ability and improved
reading attitudes.
From a theoretical position, the participants’ statements and observed reading behaviors
in class reflected the influence of the social group on their reading. Although participants made
their own reading decisions and chose where and when to direct their attention to their reading,
the behaviors of the group exhibited considerable influence over the participants’ reading
behaviors (Vygotsky, 1978, 1987; Wolfolk, 2001). Self-efficacy, in this sense, was strengthened
by observing, modeling, and imitating the others in the group, as Bandura (1993) describes.
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Written Responses
When asked about the influence they thought the writing had on their reading, the
participants’ responses reflected that they thought the writing was helpful in three ways: (1) the
writing helped the participants focus their reading, (2) the writing helped the participants
understand their reading, and (3) The writing helped the participants be decision makers about
the ideas about which they chose to write.
Participants were motivated by the writing and drew inspiration from their own
accomplishments and understanding of their reading. Sonia described this phenomenon as
follows:
I think the writing is the best thing. I think because I have to write about my book every
Monday, I feel like I have to read it more and better. The writing is really motivating for
me, so I guess in a way I'm motivating myself to read better to do good on the writing.
Because I have to write about it, I really have to read so that I have something to write
about during the writing time. I can’t just sit there while everyone else writes. That
would be embarrassing. (Sonia, Interview 2, December 2015)
The writing allowed the participants to become active participants in a reading discourse
about their books. It helped them to focus their reading and their understanding of their reading.
The writing was generative (Fader & McNeil, 1966). It helped participants understand their
comprehension of their reading. Through the choices they made about their writing, participants
reported a sense of learning about themselves as readers and how their reading and thinking are
reciprocally related. Elwood described it this way:
The writing is really helpful because it helps me to focus on my reading. When I sit and
think about what I read, it helps me to understand what I focus on more. It helps to stop
and think about your reading I think. It helps me to see what I remember and what I
don’t, and that is really helpful for me to understand who I am as a reader. I have learned
that I can write a lot about my reading when I get to pick what to write about. I guess I’m
not such a bad reader after all because I remember a lot about my books to write so much
about them. (Elwood, Interview 1, September 2015)
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Monika also described how the written responses helped her to focus and understand.
Adding the quotations and analyzing it and writing three body paragraphs or more was
way different than what I wrote before and way more focused on my reading. It really
made me think about my reading, of what I understood of my reading. I liked that I had
to write about my reading rather than just [writing] anything like before. That was
helpful for me. (Monika, Interview 3, April 2016)
When discussing his written responses, Juan appeared to appreciate being able to choose
which ideas to share. He said, “I can write about the parts then that I’m not so confused about. I
like that because it helps me to understand what I focus on in my reading” (Juan, Interview 2,
December 2015). Because they were the only members of the class who had information on
their books, they became the experts and had to prove that expertise through their writing. Juan
described it this way:
You have to use quotations from the book and be specific. Then you have to explain
what it all means. I like to explain what it means to me and what it means to the story.
This really helps me with my understanding. That helps me to see how much I'm
understanding the book. (Juan, Interview 2, December 2015)
For the participants, the weekly writing did three things. First, the weekly writing
motivated them to read their books. Second, the weekly writing gave participants an opportunity
to reflect on their reading and to think about what they remembered and what they did not
remember. By doing so, through their writing, the participants were able to gauge their level of
understanding and to work toward clearing up any confusion in their reading comprehension, if
they deemed it necessary. Finally, the weekly writing held participants accountable to
themselves and, at the same time, gave them room to make their own reading decisions.
Although participants had to meet specified criteria and stay within certain parameters, the
decisions they made within those parameters was left completely to their own volition.
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Supporting the findings by Smith and Connolly (2005), the participants found intrinsic
value in holding themselves responsible for choosing their own ideas to develop in response to
their reading. Supporting the theoretical notions posited by Gee (1996) and Luke (1994),
participants welcomed the writing and appreciated its discursive nature. The participants’
responses reflected an appreciation for the semiotic nature of the written responses, and they
were motivated by their power and equal opportunity to contribute their thoughts (Gee, 2005b).
Supporting Strommen and Fowles Mates (2004), the participants expressed fulfillment in being
able to assign value and meaning to their books. Through the choices they made in their writing,
participants read beyond the word to read the world (Freire, 1970).

Self-Efficacy
Common among all four participants were substantial improvements in their self-efficacy
for reading. As participants spent more time reading, as they became more motivated to
participate in reading and reading-related activities, and as their attitudes improved, so, too, did
their self-efficacy for reading. Monika’s thoughts about moving away from using audiobooks
toward reading on her own demonstrated substantial changes to her reading self efficacy. For the
first time, Monika believed that she was capable of being a reader as were all the other readers in
the class. In her words at the end of the study, the pride she had for herself and her reading
ability showed.
Now I’m a reader who reads without audio. That is a huge accomplishment for me. It
was an amazing experience for me from reading with an audiobook to not reading with
an audiobook. It was like a change and a really great accomplishment for me. Now I can
describe what’s happening in books. I guess I can see what’s happening in the books.
I’m better at summing up what I’ve been reading, better at understanding what I’m
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reading, because I can say a lot about what I think about it. (Monika, Interview 3, April
2016)
Elwood and Sonia gained confidence in their ability and in their participation as active
constructors of textual understanding. As they stated in their final interviews,
I feel like I’m a way better reader than I used to be. I can read more difficult books now,
like the Da Vinci Code. Now I feel like I can read a lot more books with a lot more
information in them. Now it’s way more interesting to read more books and get more
opinions to think about. Now I just feel like I have so much more knowledge than I did
before, so I can go out and try to read even more different kinds of books now. (Elwood,
Interview 3, April 2016)
I feel like I can understand what the author’s trying to say better. I can understand the
plot better. I can understand words better. Reading in this class has helped me in a lot of
ways. Before, I didn’t feel like I could ever understand these things. Now I feel like I’m
understanding them much better. (Sonia, Interview 3, April 2016)
Through the realization that not all books are meant for them, participants understood that their
misunderstandings were not related to their shortcomings. Juan put it this way: “I love it because
if I'm reading a book and I'm struggling, I can go to the library and get a new book that I won't
struggle with” (Juan, Interview 2, December 2015).
Experiencing reading through the foregrounding of their identity (Guthrie et al., 1995),
the participants expressed a new sense of confidence in their reading abilities. This new sense of
accomplishment helped to improve attitudes and increased reading motivation. Because the
participants chose to seek out actively the relevance and importance in what they read, they
experienced growth, confidence, competence, and success (Greene, 1979).
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Comparison of Past School and Reading
Intervention Experiences
At the most basic level, the past school reading experiences of participants in the current
study were negative, and their reading intervention experiences were much more positive.
Supporting what was found in the literature (Carnegie Council on Advancing Adolescent
Literacy, 2010; Willingham, 2009), participants mostly experienced restrictive reading and
answering comprehension check questions. Also supporting to the literature (NCES, 2016a;
Stanovich, 1986), as a result of being required to read whole-class novels, the participants in this
study developed poor reading attitudes and chose not to read for school. Low motivation,
negative attitudes, negative perceptions, lack of self-efficacy, and reading reluctance were the
result of a context that promoted no discourse, perpetuated inability, and failed to promote a
community of readers. Supporting the findings reported by the National Literacy Trust (Clark,
2016), the participants did not enjoy reading and, therefore, they did not choose to read. In her
first interview, Monika summed up her past reading experiences in this way:
I was always a bad reader. I was never really motivated to read in the past. I was never
very confident in the past. I always felt like I never knew the answers to the questions we
were asked about reading. I remember being frustrated and mad. I would never consider
myself to be a reader in the past. I would say I had a very negative attitude toward
reading in the past. (Monika, Interview 1, September 2015)
For Monika, when asked about her past school reading experiences, her responses elicited anger
and negativity. It was difficult for her to think of any positives from her past school reading
experiences. Sonia’s responses were similar:
I wasn’t a confident reader because of test scores. The reading tests made me feel less
confident. I didn’t really feel supported in my reading. I hated when teachers made us
read books with partners. I never had a good experience doing that. Yeah, I was not a
good reader. I would avoid it as much as I could. I would rather do other things. (Sonia,
Interview 2, December 2015)
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Sonia’s memories revolved around never living up to the expectations for reading in school. She
did poorly on reading tests and did not experience support in attempts to provide peer support.
Similar to Monika and Sonia, Elwood had no problem coming up with negative things to say
about his past school reading experiences.
The books we had to read were too hard for me. In sixth grade was when I remember
books being too hard for me. I really couldn’t understand the books we were reading. I
never really took anything away from the books we had to read for school. Reading was
really boring for me in school. (Elwood, Interview 2, December 2015)
Elwood struggled to comprehend and to find value in the books he was assigned to read for
school. This left him with strong negative perceptions of himself as a reader. For Juan, school
reading was all about avoidance.
I was never really confident as a reader in the past. Nothing really motivated me to read
in the past. My past relationship with reading was not good. We were definitely not
given enough time to read in the past. I was not a very good reader because I never spent
any time reading. I would ignore the assigned things. Sometimes we could choose, but it
wasn’t very often. Actually I would completely ignore and forget about reading. (Juan,
Interview 1, September 2015)
When asked about their past school reading experiences, all four participants spoke at
length about how negative school reading had been for them. Based on their responses, their
school reading experiences prior to entering Community High School did more harm than good
to their reader identity. School reading broke them down more than it built them up. Their
stories explained clearly why they identified themselves as highly reluctant readers.
Supporting findings reported by the Scholastic (2015) Kids and Family Reading
Report 5th Edition™, the participants’ positive attitudes about reading declined sharply
after age eight. As they moved to higher grades, all four participants reported their worst
attitudes developing, with their worst attitudes manifesting at about the age of 11 or 12
(McKenna et al., 1995).
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Supporting findings by the National Reading Panel and the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development (2000), prior to entering Community High School, all four participants did
not choose reading as a leisure-time activity.
The free-choice reading intervention at Community High School had the opposite effect
on the participants. Responses to their experiences in the class were positive. The free-choice
reading intervention built them up more than it broke them down. Supporting findings in the
literature (Ivey & Broaddus, 2001), personal reading enjoyment helped change perceptions of
reading and themselves as readers for the positive.
I just think I’m a way better reader than I used to be. Now I can read more difficult
books, like The Da Vinci Code, and understand what’s going on. I like reading more
difficult books now because I have to try to remember everything that happens and make
sense of what the characters are saying and doing. Before I didn’t really do that.
(Elwood, Interview 3, April 2016)
Participants not only learned to value reading in their lives and gained confidence in themselves
as readers, but they also gained confidence in themselves as contributors to a community of
readers. They gained confidence and experienced a sense of accomplishment:
I never finished books before. Finishing those books was important to me because every
time I finished one, I felt like I accomplished something. I feel more confident the more
books I read and finish. Before, I was not able to sit and read for very long. I could not
physically sit and read for very long. Now, I have a more positive attitude, I feel. Since
in this class, I'm really changing as a reader. (Juan, Interview 2, December 2015)
Participants thought deeply about their reading and about how they fit into the greater society
based on what they were reading and their thoughts about it.
I notice that I'm putting more thought into books than I ever did before. I'm thinking a lot
more about my reading now. Like My Bloody Life [Sanchez, 2000], I was thinking about
why would my cousins do that and why would they choose that. They had everything.
The people in the book had nothing, so I can't understand this. These are the kinds of
things I find myself thinking a lot about while I'm reading. (Sonia, Interview 2, December
2015)
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Participants understood that they were unique and what they needed to do to succeed. As
Monika stated,
I am really happy using the audio collection. It is really helping me, and it gives me a
chance to read like everyone else. I can rely on myself for reading now. I feel awesome
as a reader now. Reading is the key to understanding knowledge for the future. (Monika,
Interview 2, December 2015)
When asked about their perspectives toward the free-choice reading intervention, all four
participants made statements to the effect that reading was a positive, valuable activity that they
looked forward to every day, which was not the case at the beginning of the intervention.
Although the participants did not believe in the beginning of the study that they lacked the
physical and cognitive ability to read, all four participants stated that they believed that they had
become much better readers as a result of their free-choice reading intervention class. Whereas
the participants believed that their past school experiences pushed them further away from being
active, engaged readers, all four participants believed strongly that the free-choice reading class
had brought them closer to a lifelong reading habit than they had ever been previously
(Strommen & Fowles Mates, 2004). In short, all four participants developed a strong, positive
reader identity, and they understood the nuances of the types of reader they were becoming and
how they fit into the larger reading community.
Theoretically, adolescents respond well to supported, personally engaging activities
(Casey et al., 2008; Spear, 2000). As the participants revealed through their comments, this
notion is especially salient when considering reading engagement. Adolescents desire selfmonitoring, personal goals, and support (Gestsdottir & Lerner, 2007, 2008), a position that was
critical to the participants’ reading development. Supporting Dutton’s (2009) argument, reader
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identity development occurred over time as the participants engaged in the active formation of
understanding themselves. When the participants began the free-choice reading intervention,
they responded well to the shift away from skills-based reading instruction. No longer
positioning themselves as a good reader or a bad reader working in a skills-based context (Hall,
2014b), the participants responses reflected that they flourished in developing and understanding
their reader identities.

Free-Choice Reading Intervention
Contributions to Reader Identity
The four participants in the current study underwent substantial changes to their reader
identities throughout the course of the reading intervention class. When asked about their past
school reading experiences, participants spoke about negative experiences leading to negative
perceptions of reading and of themselves as readers; when asked about free-choice reading
intervention, responses were much more positive. Although positive changes to perceptions are
worth noting, the reader identity changes the participants experienced ran deeper than positive
and negative.

Identifying Their Reading Preferences
The participants experienced changes in the types of books they preferred to read that
grabbed their attention. Furthermore, the participants described their process for discovering
new genres as deliberate and conscientious. Although surprised, at times, by themselves, the
participants discovered that they had a range of book preferences previously unknown to them.
They learned about which length of book was right for them, and they discovered their own
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personal process for selecting books that worked. The participants appeared to be accomplished
and in control of their reading. No longer reliant on the teacher to tell them what to read, the
participants discovered who they were as readers.
Elwood experienced a sense of accomplishment because he read so many books from
various genres, much to his own surprise.
I feel really accomplished as a reader. I read a lot of books this year, and I read a lot of
different types of books. The more I read, the better I feel. I like finishing books because
the conflict gets resolved in the end. And I’ve come to find out that different types of
books have different endings. I loved war memoirs, war novels, classics, and mysteries.
I really enjoyed all the different types of books I read this year. Who knew I liked so
many different types of books? (Elwood, Interview 3, April 2015)
For Juan, his discovery that he preferred books with a good deal of action in them was
important. Through discovering books that grabbed his attention, Juan came to the realization
that he could focus on reading and that he could even challenge himself to read books that,
before, he had not attempted to read.
I like books with mysteries. I like when there is a lot action in them. I was reading
fantasy books at the beginning of the year, but lately I’ve been reading things that are
little different. And I just read a memoir actually, and I thought that was good, and it had
a lot of bad stuff in it, but a lot of things happening which is what I like. (Juan, Interview
3, April 2016)
Juan’s sense of accomplishment at discovering that he did, in fact, find value in reading was
important to his understanding that he could be a reader and that there were various books that he
liked.
Sonia, in a similar manner, was motivated to challenge herself to read different books.
After spending the majority of her time reading books that connected fairly directly with her life
experiences, she discovered that these were not the only types of books she could find value in
reading. "I just wanted to try something different. It’s not that I didn’t like the books I was
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reading. It just felt like a good time to change and try something different. I’m glad I did, too"
(Sonia, Interview 3, April 2016). As Sonia gained reading experience and as she gained
confidence in herself, she found it valuable to venture outside her preferred genre.
Monika’s experience was similar to Sonia’s. Already a fan of mythology, after a good
deal of reading, Monika decided to venture to try something different, to discover a new genre to
read. When she switched genres from fantasy to realistic fiction, Monika described her selection
process.
I want to try something different, so I figured realistic fiction would be the opposite of
fantasy, so that’s why I’m looking over here. This book doesn’t seem too long, and I like
the colors and the font on the side. Then I read the back, and it sounds okay. I’m really
into mythology, but I just want to try this though. (Monika, Interactive Observation 6,
February 2016)
What made Monika’s shift unique was her approach. Monika did not only decide to read
something different, she also forced herself to read from a genre that she perceived to be as far
from her preference as possible. Knowing she was enjoying mythology, Monika purposefully
chose realistic fiction because it was completely different.
Over time, all four participants decided to change and challenge themselves in new ways.
Although each participant’s approach to change was unique, they all demonstrated a sense of
motivation in response to the endless possibilities of choice (Smith & Wilhelm, 2002).
Supporting findings reported by Quirk and Schwanenflugel (2004), the participants were
motivated to set and meet personally attainable goals. As they made more reading choices, they
appeared to strengthen their internal center of control (McClun & Merrell, 1998). By
challenging themselves to read from new genres and about new topics, the participants showed
emerging beliefs in the discursive nature of reading (Gee, 2001).
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Acknowledging Themselves as Readers
As all four participants began the free-choice reading intervention, they perceived
themselves as non-readers. By the end of the intervention, all four participants viewed
themselves as readers.
I’m actually a reader now. I’m not a great reader yet, but I am a reader. I’m a more
patient reader. By that, I mean that I actually read the words now in my books. I’m a
more focused reader. I know what to look for to understand my books. I’m a better
reader. I can understand more words now. I have changed as a reader by reading more
books; picking out good books for myself that have action, mystery, a detailed setting,
and are more intense than my life; and understanding the books more. When I was
younger, I didn’t know how to do any of those things. I wouldn’t read at all or even
understand the book. This year, I would actually read the words in the book and like the
book that I picked. I even sometimes lose myself into the book by how good it is. When
I am at home, I wouldn’t read for about 20 minutes; I would read for about 40-50 minutes
because of how good the book is sometimes. (Juan, Written Reflection 2, May 2016)
The participants gained experience and confidence. The participants stated that they believed
that the free-choice reading intervention class positioned them to form positive associations with
reading. Because of the reading intervention, the participants believed that their reading
behaviors and traits improved tremendously throughout the course of the school year. As they
read more, the participants realized that they enjoyed reading and that they could accomplish
great things as readers. Elwood put it this way:
I feel pretty good with myself changing as a reader. I used to read not too often in my
early years in elementary school and middle school, but when I had gotten into [the
reading intervention] I definitely changed my way of reading. Having this class made me
read more that I used to. When I had just started, I read a little bit, but not too often as I
do now. About after the first two months, that's when I started to explore into it and
started to read much more. Halfway through the year, I was reading through books very
quick and going on to the next one. To be honest, though, I’m proud to say that I am a
reader because many people don't read or don't like to, but it's not too bad once you get
into it. (Elwood, Written Reflection 2, May 2016)
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Monika also described that moving from reading with the support of audiobooks to
reading without that support gave her a sense of accomplishment.
I used the audio for five books. When it was reading to me, then I could really picture
what was going on. I learned that I’m a more visual person, and it was a good
experience. Now I’m a reader who reads without audio. That is a huge accomplishment
for me. It was an amazing experience for me from reading with an audiobook to not
reading with an audiobook. It was like a change and a really great accomplishment for
me. (Monika, Interview 3, April 2016)
As a result of ongoing, regular reading, the participants formulated reader identities
replete with positive attitudes, intrinsic motivation, substantial time spent reading, introspective
thought put into reading choices, and, overall, strong, positive feelings of self-efficacy for
reading. Juan explained it:
Well, if, you know, I mean now when I’m at home and I don’t have something to do, I’ll
pick up my book and read. Because I’ve read so much, I feel like I have an easier time
remembering what happened when I left off reading. In the past, before, when I would
pick up the book to read, I would forget a lot of the stuff that I read before. Now I feel
like I have an easier time remembering all of the stuff I’ve read up to a certain point and
can just pick up and start reading again. That’s how I finished so many books. I felt like
I knew what was going on. In the past, I would forget a lot of what I was supposed to
read, so I would quit. That’s why I feel like a reader now. (Juan, Interview 3, April 2016)
Although Juan, Elwood, and Monika’s statements demonstrated strong feelings of
adequacy and high value now placed on reading, Sonia’s statement revealed her new
understanding that being a reader could change her life in a number of ways (Hall, 2012). In
other words, there was strong, positive reader identity development. Sonia stated it this way:
I feel like I am changing in many ways a reader. One reason is that I can now choose
what books I would enjoy more. I found out what I am really into. So now I can pick out
a book easily. Also, I find that it is easier now for me to find the main idea and to
remember things because of so much reading. I have noticed it myself. Along with that
as a reader I have started to realize that reading is important. That is why we are put to
read a lot; it is not only important because you not only need it in your everyday life but
also because it helps with a lot of other things, like helps create better vocabulary,
improve memory , improve writing skills, and improve your way of thinking, and, my
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favorite, it reduces stress. So it helps me in many ways, and I guess I didn't realize that
till now. I have been using more superior words. I find the words, and I find they sound
better, so I use them in my writing. I find that I have changed a bit as a reader this year.
(Sonia, Final Reflection, May 2016)
Reader identity is not fixed (Hall, 2014b; Lewis & Del Valle, 2009). It is always being
shaped and re-shaped as individuals experience texts in various reading contexts (Alvermann,
2001). Formed early in life, reader identities are especially vulnerable to the influences of the
school context (Hall, 2014b). Although the participants in this study all experienced identity
changes unique to their own experiences and perceptions, the reading behaviors and the
participants' responses about change revealed that all four participants' reader identities were
strengthened positively. All four participants described improvements in intelligence, attention,
and memory (Vygotsky, 1978). They all gained confidence in their reading abilities and
performance (Bandura, 1993; Ruddell & Unrau, 2005). All four participants credited the freechoice reading intervention for the changes they saw in themselves.

What Reading Meant to Each Participant
Through their active participation as readers over time, participants began to understand
who they were as readers. As they worked to position themselves as readers and as they engaged
in repeated reading behaviors on a consistent basis, participants began to understand their
abilities, including what was a good fit book for them and what was not. Participants also gained
an understanding of who they were as readers, including which authors and books held their
attention.
I would have to say that I have a few favorite authors. For war memoirs, Chris Kyle or
Marcus Luttrell are probably my favorites. I really liked Dalton Trumbo for war novels.
Tim O’Brien would be a close second. Classics, that would have to be George Orwell. I
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read two of his books: 1984 and Animal Farm. I liked 1984 better. For mysteries, my
favorite author right now is Dan Brown, but I haven’t really read a lot of mysteries, so
that could change. (Elwood, Interview 3, April 2016)
This understanding motivated action and made reading much more personally meaningful to the
participants. Juan said,
I found out that I like a lot of action in books. I like when bad things are happening and
people have to do crazy things to survive. I like when the setting makes them have to
work hard and even make things for themselves. I like books that are more intense than
real life. I like books in a series because it makes me want to read more. But I also liked
some books that weren’t in a series, I guess. I like to make my own opinions about the
book and what’s going to happen to see if I’m right. I like talking about my books. I
even like writing about them, which is a surprise to me. This is all new to me. It’s very
meaningful to me because I never knew any of these things about myself. I know way
more words now, too. That’s one of my favorites, I think. (Juan, Interview 3, April 2016)
Furthermore, the participants started to make substantial associations with their lives and who
they were becoming as readers.
Reading is the key to understanding and knowledge for the future. I like the Percy
Jackson books and other books like that. I like the background of the story and how they
go on quests. That’s what life is like sometimes. I like to see how they do good when
they go on quests together. Sometimes people can be monsters. I like when they get rid
of the monsters. (Monika, Interview 2, December 2015)
The participants were beginning to understand how their lives influenced their reading and how
their reading had the potential to influence their lives and the lives of those around them. Sonia’s
bringing her book home to read with her mother was the best example of this. She described this
critical incident as follows:
This book is so good already. I want her to read it with me, but she doesn’t read English
good, so I’m going to bring this one home with me. I know she’ll like it because there’s
a lot of stuff in here that reminds me of my family, my cousins and uncles and stuff. I’m
gonna read some of it with her tonight. (Sonia, Interactive Observation 2, October 2015)
For all the participants in the current study, reading was a personal endeavor. The
choices they made were related directly to their life experiences. Supporting Guthrie et al.'s
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(1995) argument, Sonia and Monika chose books that foregrounded the importance of their
experiences and what they wanted to learn, and Elwood and Juan chose books reflective of their
background knowledge and how they viewed themselves as individuals. For Sonia, family
experiences were most important.
It makes me think about my dad when I’m reading about, like, people getting in trouble
and put in jail. When I was reading about the kids in jail, it made me think a lot about my
dad and how lonely he must have been when he was in jail. I mean, they’re just all by
themselves pretty much all day and just have to think about stuff. That had to be really
hard for him. (Sonia, Interview 3, April 2016)
Sonia focused on her family experiences and how they were reflected in the books she chose, but
Monika focused on what she wanted to learn.
I really like the Percy Jackson books. Right now The Lightning Thief is probably my
favorite. I like how Percy Jackson is in all the stories and how he always finds a way to
win. I like learning about the gods, too, and which god ruled over what. I want to learn
about all the gods and goddesses. (Monika, Interactive Observation 3, November 2015)
For Elwood, background knowledge played an important role in his book choices. He was most
comfortable when he knew something about the topic or had visuals with which he could
connect his reading.
This is similar to a movie I saw called Lone Survivor, when the mission went all wrong
for the soldiers, and to be truly honest, they got their skills put to the test, too. It's a really
great movie and a very similar situation that they're in, too. Right now everybody's trying
to surround and protect Super Six One that went down but still trying to stay on task with
the mission. So it's a big decision for the soldiers; they either have to stay on task with
the mission or go to the refuge of the helicopter to save the survivors of the aircraft.
(Written Response 1, September 2015)
Juan saw his reading as a reflection of who he was and his love for the outdoors and being active.
And I just read a memoir, actually, and I thought that was good, and it had a lot of bad
stuff in it, but a lot of things happening, which is what I like. How that guy survived in
that place is crazy. He had to live like an animal, in the mud with the bugs and
everything like that. (Juan, Interview 3, April 2016)
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During the period of adolescence, literacy can be a powerful tool for identity
development. Supporting the findings of Moje et al. (2008), the participants in the current study
believed that throughout the free-choice reading intervention, their social, emotional, and
intellectual lives were being enriched as a result of their reading experiences. For the
participants in the current study, the benefits of participating as students in consistent, supported
free-choice reading extended to their social lives, their emotional well-being, and their intellect.
The participants stated that through their reading, they were becoming better people in a number
of areas. They described themselves as being more thoughtful, more focused, more patient, and
more understanding of others. And as the participants moved through the year and made more
reading decisions, their identities shifted in response to their context, supporting that which was
stated by Stirrratt et al. (2008).

Summary of Cross-Case Analysis
As should be expected in a multiple case study, although there were many similarities
among the experiences of participants in this study, so, too, there were noted differences. No
two people live the same life, and therefore, no two people perceive an intervention or any other
experience in the exact same way. All four participants had been reluctant readers, but their
paths to reluctance were as varied and unique as the individuals themselves. Although all four
participants experienced substantial successes and changes in their reader identity as a result of
the free-choice reading intervention class, their experiences and perceptions of those changes
were unique.
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Although the free-choice reading intervention helped all four participants to see positive
changes in their attitudes, motivation, perceptions, stamina, and reader identity, each individual’s
path was different and unique. Following is a summary of the similarities and differences that
were most notable among the participants (see Table 4).
Chapter 5 presented a cross-case analysis of the four participants in this study. Although
many similarities were found, the cross-case analysis also described how each individual’s
experience and reader identity was unique. Chapter 6 includes a discussion of these findings and
conclusions, along with recommendations for future research and practice.
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Table 4
Data Analysis: Similarities and Differences Among Participants
Similarities

Differences
Prior to Free-Choice Reading Intervention
The participants’ reader identities, established at a
Early reading experiences both in and out of school varied
young age as a result of their home and early school greatly among the participants. Sonia and Monika had
reading experiences.
positive past reading experiences, but Elwood and Juan did
not engage in much reading.
School reading experiences influenced participants’ Participants named a range of various reasons for their
attitudes and motivation for reading negatively and
quitting reading, including difficulty connecting with text,
led to negative perceptions of themselves as readers. difficult reading-related assignments, reading tests, and lack
of social support as readers.
The participants quit reading in the sixth grade. The The participants’ reasons for their perceptions of lack of
participants either faked reading or ignored assigned support in their reading in the sixth grade varied from not
reading altogether. Lack of time and support for
being given enough time, to lack of teacher follow-through
reading were common reasons named among the
on reading accountability, to being expected to read texts that
participants.
were too difficult, to finding it easier to listen for answers
from their peers than to read in order to contribute answers.
As they entered the free-choice reading intervention Participants experienced a range of inadequacies as readers,
including lack of ability, lack of personal influence, lack of
class, participants held strong, negative perceptions
support, lack of reading engagement, and lack of positive
of themselves as readers.
relationships around reading.
During Free-Choice Reading Intervention
Reading preferences developed at a young age were Elwood and Sonia mostly preferred to read nonfiction, and
tapped by participants early in the reading
Juan and Monika preferred to read mostly fiction.
intervention class. As participants read, their
preferences changed.
Reading choices and behaviors changed throughout
Participants found their own ways to challenge themselves to
the course of the free-choice reading intervention.
grow throughout the course of the intervention, such as
reading books from various genres, selecting books without
pictures, and reading without audio support.
Reading choice and time to read in school were
Choices and behaviors during reading time were unique
critically important to improvements in the
among participants. Reading classics, pushing into reading
attitudes, motivation, and self-efficacy of
new genres, getting recommendations from family and
participants.
friends, listening to music when reading, reading multiple
books at one time, taking breaks, and reading with and
eventually without audio support were some of these unique
choices and behaviors.
Accountability and community support for their
Participants found the writing assignments to be effective in
own reading were important to the participants’
different ways. The writing was motivating. It was selffree-choice reading intervention experiences and
reflective. It helped participants focus their understanding
their changing perceptions of reading and
and misunderstanding. And it provided an opportunity for
themselves as readers.
the participants to be decision-makers in how they reported
what they read.
As the participants read during the free-choice
All the participants read, contributed, and changed their
reading intervention, they experienced positive
behaviors at their own pace and according to their own
changes in their reading stamina, their position as
understandings of themselves as readers.
active contributors to the community of readers, and
to their reading behaviors and associations around
reading.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

From the very beginning, and often even before, some expectation, some tentative
feeling, idea, or purpose, no matter how vague at first, starts the reading process and
develops into the constantly self-revising impulse that guides selection, synthesis, and
organization . . . Past experience with language and with texts provides expectations.
Other factors are the reader’s present situation and interests. (Rosenblatt, 2005, p. 1371)

Based on the findings presented in Chapters 4 and 5, Chapter 6 discusses five major
conclusions drawn from the study. After a discussion of the conclusions, the limitations of the
study are presented and explained. Recommendations for practice and recommendations for
future research are presented, followed by the researcher’s final thoughts.

Conclusions and Discussion
Five major conclusions from this study have strong implications for schools and
educators working with adolescent readers in reading intervention classes. The first conclusion
is that high schools can help improve students' self-efficacy and move weak, negative reader
identities to strong, positive reader identities through free-choice reading interventions. The
second conclusion is that adolescents experience unique and varied paths to reader reluctance.
The third conclusion is that reading and writing choice can help improve reluctant readers’ poor
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reading attitudes and perceptions. The fourth conclusion is that reading and writing regularly in
class can help to improve reluctant readers’ motivation. The fifth conclusion is that space,
structure, support, and accountability are essential to promote and guide reluctant reader
engagement.

Conclusion 1: High School Reading Intervention Can Help Improve
Students' Self-Efficacy and Move Weak, Negative Reader Identity
to Strong, Positive Reader Identity Through Free-Choice
Reading Intervention
Schools have influence over the self-efficacy and reader identity development of their
students. This is not to say that the home life or past experience does not matter. They do. This
is to say that high schools should not be caught in the trap of believing that either reader
identities are solidified by the time students reach high school or that the easier route is to focus
on reading skills (Francois, 2013; Hall, 2012, 2014b; McQuillan, 1998; Moje & Luke, 2009).
Identities matter to adolescents (Erikson, 1950, 1968; Muuss, 1996) and, therefore, should matter
to the schools trying to provide effective reading intervention programs. As the participants in
this study showed, when the focus is centered on reader identity development, skill deficiencies
become less prominent. Deficient skills can be addressed by using the appropriate supports and
instruction for the students who need them. Prominent in the free-choice intervention and
usually not addressed through a skills-focused approach is the cultivation of a desire to read.
As demonstrated in the findings of the current study, sometimes schools can have
negative influence over the reader identities of their students. Furthermore, the findings indicate
that sixth grade appears to be a critical year in the deterioration of self-efficacy and reader
identity. Practices such as assigned whole-class novels, reading logs requiring parent signatures,
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unsupported self-selected reading, and reading comprehension tests can have negative
influences over students’ perceptions of reading and themselves as readers. In addition, when
reading seems to be too disconnected, too difficult, students may perceive reading negatively.
When the participants in the current study remembered their past school reading experiences,
they spoke negatively about what they were required to read, how they were expected to read,
and what they were supposed to think about the reading. Nothing was in their control, so in
order to gain control, they quit reading for school. Quitting reading was something they could
control.
Those same participants, however, when participating in the free-choice context,
drastically changed their perceptions of reading and themselves as readers. They experienced a
sense of being valued, and so they valued their reading. They experienced a sense of support,
and so they pushed themselves to become better readers. They experienced a sense of
accountability, and so they held themselves to the standard. In a context in which they were able
to make their own decisions about what to read, how to read, and how to respond to their
reading, these same participants flourished and developed strong, positive reader identities.
Their negative perceptions about reading and themselves as readers became more positive. They
started to see reading less as a nuisance and more as a tool to better themselves and their
worldview. They read more, they thought about their books more, and they began to see
themselves as readers. Their reader identities went from weak and negative to strong and
positive. As stated in findings from Stirratt et al. (2008), their identities were not fixed. By
participating in the free-choice reading intervention, the participants began to value and desire
reading, demonstrating more positive attitudes for reading that became stronger as the study
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progressed. Realizing that they could value and desire reading was transformative for the
participants.

Conclusion 2: Adolescents Experience Unique and
Varied Paths to Reader Reluctance
Although it would have been convenient to find one common characteristic or event that
led these participants to becoming reluctant readers, that was not the case. Quite the contrary,
each individual’s path was unique. Some reluctant readers had always been reluctant, as were
Elwood and Juan, and others have positive reading memories, as did Sonia and Monika. Some,
like Monika, struggled more than others. Some reluctant readers come from homes in which
reading was promoted and supported from a young age, as did Sonia, and others come from
homes in which reading was not supported, as did Juan. Some come from homes in which
people in the house speak English, as did Elwood, and they come from homes in which people in
the house generally speak Spanish or Polish, as did Juan, Sonia, and Monika. They come from
quiet homes, as did Monika, and they come from crowded, boisterous homes, as did Juan. Some
use reading to avoid socialization, as did Sonia, but others, such as Monika, use reading to bring
themselves together with others. Some remember few books from their past, as did Elwood and
Juan, and others can name many books, as did Sonia. As Monika had, some have positive
memories of connection to their families through reading, and others, such as Elwood,
experienced isolation as an outsider to the family reading community. Despite common
experiences, adolescents all take their own unique path to reader reluctance.
All four participants identified sixth grade as the critical year when their reading
reluctance was strongest, yet each participant described unique aspects of their school reading
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experiences that they believed contributed to their reader reluctance. For Elwood, the
overabundance of books about love and relationships was problematic. For Juan, the lack of
accountability pushed him further away. For Sonia, her inability to connect with the teacherselected books was the problem. And for Monika, all the other assignments and the lack of
reading pushed her to believe that she could not do reading. As stated in the findings from the
Carnegie Council on Advancing Adolescent Literacy (2010), the participants’ motivation and
attitudes toward reading declined as they moved to higher grades, with sixth grade marking the
point at which all four participants remembered their worst experiences of school reading.
Although these four participants may not be representative of every adolescent reluctant
reader, their experiences provide evidence that reluctant readers come from many different
backgrounds with various reading histories. Because of this, they all deserve the respect to be
treated as individuals who embody their reading histories. As shown in findings by Deci et al.
(1973), external reward and punishment structures may be convenient to use when working with
large numbers of students, but they may be ineffective because they undermine perceptions of
competence and self-determination. Rather, teachers need to know their students’ histories, but
they should not pass judgment or make assumptions based on each student’s history. They need
to use these histories to understand the students and to help them make sense of their reading
preferences and behaviors because what might be good for one student is certainly not
guaranteed to be good for another.
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Conclusion 3: Reading and Writing Choice Can Help
Improve Adolescent Reluctant Readers’ Poor
Reading Attitudes and Perceptions
When given free-choice in a supportive context, reluctant adolescent readers strategize
and, over time, challenge themselves as readers. The participants in this study, despite what one
might assume would happen, did not select books blindly from the shelves of the Community
High School library. Quite contrary to that belief, they embraced control and were incredibly
sophisticated in their selection processes, and, for the most part, made excellent reading
decisions. As shown in the findings of the Scholastic (2015) Kids and Family Reading
Report™, the participants in this study chose books to meet their own range of purposes. As
Ivey and Broaddus (2007) found, a quality pick for one participant was not necessarily a quality
pick for the others. Contrary to popular belief, the participants in this study did not read below
their level for an easy way out. They did not waste time reading the same, simple books.
Neither did they select books that were far outside their reach. Quite the contrary, as did the
participants in Al-Homoud and Schmitt’s (2009) study, participants in this study experienced
strong growth in themselves as readers as they read more. What they did do was apply their
selection criteria to make good decisions that, in time, developed into self-imposed reading
challenges. Trusting that adolescents know and understand themselves well enough to make
good reading decisions is not easy, but evidence from this study suggests that it is worthwhile to
try.
All four participants, although admitting that they had not read for school for at least the
past three years, applied autonomous selection criteria. They understood the need to have
substantial background knowledge about the topics that would arise in the books they selected.
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They chose books that related directly to their lives or that related to movies they had seen. As
stated in the findings by McCabe (2003) and Tovani (2000), participants chose books that were
individually appealing because they were on topics about which they had knowledge. They
sought out information about books from outside sources. The participants asked friends and
relatives for suggestions, and they watched what books were being read by others and listened to
classmates recommendations. They looked up book lists online. They thought back to books
they remembered hearing about in years past, books that they had never taken the time to read.
One participant, Juan, even selected a book that he remembered a teacher recommending in a
previous year. As stated in the findings of Guthrie et al. (1995), the participants initiated social
interactions to help with their book selections. The participants were thoughtful and careful in
their selections. Their intention was always to read the book, something they had not done for a
while.
Although the participants sought suggestions from many people and places both inside
and outside the school, they always applied their own selection criteria before checking out the
book from the library. One hundred percent of the books that the participants chose were from
the school library. Although the classroom library was extensive, none of the participants
selected books from the classroom library, opting to use the school library exclusively because of
its ease of use for finding books they wanted and the help they could get from the school library
staff. Despite coming prepared to the library, sometimes with handwritten or computer-printed
lists of books, all four participants engaged in some form of final selection criteria when in the
library. For the most part, this consisted of reading the front flap, back flap, or back cover. This
was followed by an analysis of the text itself, usually by turning to the first or a random page and
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reading a paragraph or two. These findings supported those of Atwell (2005), Calkins (2001),
Gallagher (2009), and Kittle (2013). None of the participants employed new, innovative book
selection criteria. The participants simply enacted book selection criteria that had been
previously documented in the literature.
What was different and new, however, was the explanation the participants provided
regarding what evidence they were seeking to make their decisions. They described checking for
feasibility by checking the font and spacing and determining if there were any pictures. They
read portions to see if the language was at a level they could reasonably handle. They looked at
these features to see if their eyesight, stamina, and ability were strong enough to engage with the
text over a couple of weeks. If they determined that the text seemed too difficult based on these
criteria, they re-shelved the book and searched for a new one. Only after the participants
determined that they could handle reading the text did they read a bit to get a sense of the story.
They did this to ensure that that were engaged by the author’s words and to find personal
connections to the text. This strategic approach is important to consider when building
adolescent reading intervention programs. Understanding and trusting that, if provided the right
context, even the most reluctant adolescent readers can strategize and apply book selection
criteria must be taken into consideration when planning for intervention. Secondary school
teachers need to realize that when adolescents are left to make their own decisions, there is a
strong likelihood that they will find books that are individually appealing and appropriately
challenging.
In addition to documenting the ways in which the participants applied self-directed book
selection criteria, the study went beyond previous research by showing that each participant
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began to challenge him or herself to read differently. After months of experience in the reading
intervention class, all four participants planned for and executed a challenge for themselves in
some way. Elwood challenged himself to move from war memoirs to classic literature to
mysteries. Over time, Juan purposefully selected books without the supports (e.g., using
background knowledge from movies or pictures in the text) that he had grown accustomed to
using. Sonia challenged herself to read from new genres about topics with which she did not
have direct personal experience. After building stamina with the use of audiobooks, Monika
planned for and engaged in reading without audio support. They all challenged themselves after
they had gained experience, and they did it all in deeply personally meaningful ways. These
self-imposed challenges matter and cannot be ignored. When high schools implement reading
interventions, they must operate under the assumption that if given choice and a great deal of
reading time and experience, not only will even the most reluctant of readers select books
appropriate for their ability level, but they will also challenge themselves to read new texts in
new ways.
As the participants gained experience and made more choices, they also demonstrated
evidence that they had become more confident in their decision-making process. This was
evident through the number of books that participants completed in comparison to the number of
books they abandoned over time. As they read and made choices in regard to the quotes they
used for their reflective writing, participants formulated a clearer picture for themselves of their
reading preferences and the topics upon which they had a tendency to focus. They also learned a
great deal about what types of information did not resonate with them in their reading. This
newly-established clarity should help these participants approach all texts---not only those they
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select themselves, but also those they are required to read in other settings. Being aware of their
preferences and tendencies can help them plan and execute future reading tasks in personally
meaningful ways, whether the text is chosen or assigned.

Conclusion 4: Reading and Writing Regularly in Class
Can Help to Improve Adolescent Reluctant Readers’
Motivation and Self-Perceptions
Time is precious in any school setting, but it is necessary to dedicate substantial class
time to reading. In a high school in which students move from class to class in 50-minute
sections, time is even more precious. As the participants in this study demonstrated, ongoing, inclass time to read is necessary to gain experience and to improve stamina. Changes were not
immediate. The time is necessary to read enough of the book to be left looking forward to
reading more. The time is necessary because adolescents live busy lives, involved in sports and
extracurricular activities at the school and in countless other endeavors outside of school. For
these reasons, it becomes difficult for adolescents to engage in reading on a regular basis outside
of school. When their busy lives are coupled with already established reader reluctance, the
chances of a particular student reading on their own at home diminishes even more.
A successful high school reading intervention must dedicate substantial, regular, and
predictable time to reading in school in a structured environment in which everyone is reading.
As shown in findings of the NCES (2013), the participants in the study became less likely to
engage in reading as they moved to higher grades. Step 1 to intervening in the reading lives of
adolescents is to cause them to reading regularly because without a regular reading habit, it
becomes highly unlikely that they will begin to read when they are not inclined to do so. Similar
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to participants in Suk (2016), Sullivan and Brown (2014), and Ivey and Broaddus (2001), the
participants in the study stated that they were more motivated to read because they had regular
time set aside to read. Similar to Solheim’s (2011) fifth graders, the ninth-grade participants in
this study also stated that they needed this time to build their physical abilities up to be able to
engage with text for extended periods of time. With exposure to present-day technology and
information that is available in 15-second sections or 140 typed characters, it is even more
critical that they be able to spend extended minutes engaged in reading over a period of days.
They need to build stamina because once the physical fatigue involved in reading is removed,
motivation increases and attitudes improve. The only way to build stamina for reading is to read
regularly.
In addition to building stamina, adolescents need to experience finishing a book, to know
that not all books are too long for them, and to experience great satisfaction when they finish
books. Evident in the findings for this study was that when stamina improved and participants
experienced that sense of accomplishment as readers, their attitudes improved substantially, as
was evident in their observed reading behaviors, in their written self-reflections, and in their
interviews.
Little attention has been given in the literature to the motivational influence of
adolescents reading silently together during class. All four participants in this study spoke
positively about the effects of reading beside others in class. This, however, does not happen in
passing moments when other work is finished, and it does not happen when only a portion of the
class is required to read. The only way it can happen is if these reluctant readers, like the
participants in the study, see their peers reading for extended periods of time, several days a
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week, for the entire school year. When the expectation is that everyone reads during reading
time and when that is what all the other students in the room are doing, those reluctant readers
decide to do the same. Reading does not need to be presented as a difficult activity with
incentives and strings attached. It needs to be the most significant part of what the students are
expected to do in class, and when it is, they will meet the requirement. To the participants in the
study, in-class reading time was more than enough to send the message that reading is important,
that it is monitored, and that they are responsible for participating in silent in-class reading
without question. When this is the context and the expectation, even the most reluctant readers
---as the participants in this study demonstrated---will read.
In addition to in-class reading time, it is also necessary to provide in-class writing time to
give reluctant readers the opportunity to explore and understand themselves as readers. Through
their writing, they learn about their reading focus and use it to gauge their understanding. This
time enables them to stop and think deeply about their reading and their understanding of their
reading. When they have to provide quotations as evidence from their book and analyze the
evidence, it forces them to step outside themselves for a day and think about what it is that they
know and what it is that they have been thinking about as they read. In other words, as the
participants described and demonstrated in their weekly writing, they were forced to think deeply
about what it was they wanted to say and to consider, whether or not they had evidence to say
that. It showed them their preferences and tendencies, and it revealed to them their
misunderstandings and shortcomings. Through their regular writing, they learned about who
they were as readers, and they used that knowledge to develop and grow as independent reading
decision-makers. Writing, therefore, must be a strong component of any high school reading
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intervention. It is a powerful tool for even the most reluctant readers to use to enhance their
understanding of reading and themselves as readers.
Evidence of this challenge and growth was evident in the thinking that the participants
demonstrated through writing about their books. Although they began at various points along a
spectrum of ability level, all four participants’ writing showed signs of challenge and growth in
their reading responses. Writing that began as summary grew to become writing that analyzed
the text through making personal connections. Over time, personal connections grew into
analysis that included more textual connections. As participants gained experience, textual
connections grew into worldview analysis. The progression through these phases occurred over
time as participants gained experience reading and responding to their reading in meaningful
ways. And not all participants reached each one of these phases, but they all grew and changed.
This finding is important because it provides a framework for scaffolding the introduction and
application of textual connections.

Conclusion 5: Space, Structure, Support, and
Accountability Are Essential to Promote
and Guide Reluctant Reader
Engagement
Adolescents want space to make their own decisions, but they want the school staff,
primarily their teacher and the library staff, to provide continuous support when they need it. No
longer children and not yet adults, adolescents are in the practice phase of decision-making.
Although they want all the liberties associated with adulthood, they also realize that they are not
quite ready to handle all the responsibilities that come with complete independence. This is
precisely the reason for the lacks in conceptual programs such as Drop Everything and Read
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(DEAR), Supervised Uninterrupted Reading Fun (SURF), or Sustained Silent Reading (SSR).
They provide the space, but they lack the critical components of structure and continuous
support. This is also the reason for the ineffectiveness of programs designed for students to read
at home and for parents to provide the accountability. It is the reason for the ineffectiveness of
reading homerooms and student book clubs. Although these experiences may provide space for
decision-making, they lack the generally necessary support, structure, or accountability to
influence the reading behaviors and attitudes of adolescent reluctant readers positively.
Space in which to make their own reading decisions was critical to the success of the
participants in this study. Some needed to make decisions and learn from them so they could
make better decisions in the future. They needed to choose multiple books to read at the same
time as they improved their stamina. More than anything, they needed to seek out their own
books for their own purposes and that matched their own lives. They needed to go to the library
on their own during class time and take as long as they needed to find their books. It was
important that they did not have to find their books on their own time, were not rushed to make
their decisions, and did not have to make those decisions under the influence of the other
members in the class. This space and autonomy was necessary to the success of these reluctant
readers and should be a vital component of any adolescent reading intervention plan. That is,
adolescents, even the most reluctant readers, need time and space to employ their own strategies
and to make their own decisions about what they read. However, they cannot be simply left to
do these things on their own.
Participants in this study stated repeatedly that the structure of the class and the library
had a positive influence on their reading behaviors. In the classroom, the participants reported
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that the regular, predictable reading time was important for their development. As shown in
assertions made by Suk (2016) and other proponents of in-class reading (Atwell, 2007; Calkins,
2001; Gallagher, 2009; Kittle, 2013), participants in this study stated that the time to read in
school was perhaps the most critical component of the intervention.
In addition, this study provides new evidence regarding the set-up of the school library.
Having the school library organized by genre rather than by author provided the participants
easier access to browsing and book selection. Participants reported that the Community High
School library was easier to navigate than their previous school libraries. Being comfortable in
the school library had a positive influence over the experience of the participants, making them
more likely to participate in quality book selections. The structure of the library supported the
participants by reducing the amount of time they spent in the library searching for books and by
making it easier to find quality book selections.
Furthermore, it is important to note that participants read from horror fiction, fantasy
fiction, realistic fiction, mystery fiction, war fiction, classical fiction, and memoirs. This
information may be especially helpful for school librarians who are maintaining their school’s
collection. Special care and consideration should be taken for the fiction and memoir collections
to ensure that these genres are abundant, timely, and engaging, reflecting the preferences of the
reluctant readers in the school, as determined by the school library staff, with the help of reading
intervention teachers. Not maintaining or cutting from these genres is likely to have strong,
negative effects on reluctant readers opportunities to find value and pleasure in reading.
Adolescent reluctant readers need support. As evidenced historically in studies by Deci
et al. (1973), Guthrie et al. (1995), Smith and Wilhelm (2002), and Suk (2016), the participants
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in this study relied on a system of support for their reading decisions. Not yet ready to go out
completely on their own to make all their own reading choices, the participants in this study
needed support from their background knowledge from their lived experiences, from movies
they had seen, and from books they had read previously. The participants needed support from
online book lists. These lists helped the participants learn about what types of books have been
published that they might enjoy reading.
The participants needed support from their teacher. Support from their teacher was
provided by giving them the space they needed, the time they needed, and the tools they needed
to access their books. The teacher supported them by providing time for book selection but also
for book discussions with their peers. The participants needed support from audiobooks and
music. When necessary, the teacher required that Monika use audiobooks to support her reading
as she, at the same time, participated in free-choice with the rest of the students in the class. For
Monika, this was critically important to building her stamina for reading. Juan used music to
support his silent reading. The music helped him to focus and block out potential distractions.
Participants needed support from their peers, their families, and their friends. Peers
provided support by reading alongside these reluctant readers and by having book discussions
with them on a regular basis, sometimes describing books that piqued the interest of the
participants. Participants’ families and friends provided book recommendations.
Participants needed support from the library staff. The library staff provided support by
asking guiding questions and helping the participants find books that would be of interest to
them. A similar ongoing network of support must be included in adolescent reading intervention
efforts because adolescents need reading support.
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Reluctant adolescent readers need teachers to implement meaningful accountability
measures on their free-choice reading and responses. The responsibility for accountability
cannot be left to the student or the students’ parents. A new conclusion arising from this study is
that reluctant adolescent readers crave the freedom to choose as long as there are clear,
predictable accountability measures in place to keep them moving forward. The participants in
this study described in detail the importance of being held accountable through reading in school,
when the teacher would check on their reading progress and their weekly writing assignments.
Time and again throughout this study, participants stated that they wished that their previous
teachers had held them more accountable for their reading. However, responding to questions
that asssessed their text comprehension and completing reading tests were not the types of
accountability they described as beneficial. They wanted to be held accountable for reading by
being required to sit and read on a regular basis, not with reading logs or parent signatures. They
wanted to be held accountable for their thinking around their reading, but they did not want to be
told what they should have learned from that reading. They wanted someone to show that they
cared enough to make them read and to make them prove that they understood their reading
through the process of deep thought that is the product of writing. The participants wanted to be
truly accountable for reading and not be provided with a system in which they could pretend to
read. Adolescents want accountability, but they do not want to be told what to think or how to
think about it. This is an important domain for high school reading interventions, to allow for
accountability that does not script or dictate what the students should know, think, or feel about
their reading but that does hold them to high standards.
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Limitations
This study was limited in three areas. First, a limited focus was placed on the role of the
teacher. Second, this study did not examine the feedback that the teacher gave the participants
on their writing. Finally, little information was gathered about the small-group discussions about
the books read by the students in the class.
Due to the fact that this was a multiple case study of reluctant readers, the research
questions focused on the students’ experiences and not the teacher’s. The teacher was used as a
data source to provide information specific to each case rather than to provide information
related to her teaching. This is not to say that the teacher did not play a role in the participants’
experiences. To the researcher, it appeared that the teacher played a critical role in the
establishment of the context; in allowing the participants to make their own free choices; and in
providing the space, supports, and accountability that was critically important to all four
participants. From this study, however, no conclusions can be made about the extent to which
the teacher’s influence worked in changing the reader identities of the participants.
The researcher did not examine the feedback the teacher gave participants on their
reading or writing. The teacher, on a regular basis, engaged in conversations with the
participants about their reading and provided written feedback to her students about their writing.
From what was gathered for this study, however, there is no evidence regarding the quality of the
feedback or the types of feedback she provided. Thus, conclusions about the extent to which the
teacher feedback influenced the participants’ responses cannot be determined from this study.
Information from the small-group discussions was difficult to obtain. The small-group
discussions were not recorded because they took place with the four participants often in
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different groups, and the non-participant members of the groups had not signed permission forms
for being recorded. Thus, only parts of each participant’s conversations could be recorded in the
written researcher notes. Although some participants mentioned the importance of the smallgroup discussions, there were not enough data to make detailed, supported statements about the
specific roles these discussions played in the development of the participants’ reader identities.

Implications for Practice
As discussed in Chapter 3, the components of the free-choice reading intervention that
were chosen for this study grew out of the pilot work that was conducted prior to this study. It is
also important to reiterate that the components focused on during this study—book selection,
silent reading, written reading responses, and, to a lesser extent, small-group book discussions—
represented what these participants did during 50% of their class time. The other class time
consisted of small-group vocabulary and affix study, reading strategy instruction, assessment,
application, and reading comprehension and vocabulary practice using a computerized reading
program.
The conclusions drawn from the results of this research provide the foundation for a
reading intervention model that supports the development of positive reader identity (see Figure
2). The critical components of this foundation include free-choice book selection, in-class silent
reading, in-class written reading responses, and small-group book discussions. In the study, 60
minutes were dedicated to in-class, free-choice reading in 20-minute sections on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, and Thursdays, after completing 10 minutes of vocabulary work. Fifty minutes
were dedicated to in-class writing on Mondays. Twenty-five minutes were dedicated to small-
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Figure 2. Adolescent reading intervention design model. Theoretical model illustrating the relationship
among critical components of adolescent reading intervention design.
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group book discussions on Thursdays after reading. Students used the library on an individual
basis when necessary. The participants spent an average of eight minutes in the library per trip
to check out a new book.
Although central to any intervention, the components represent only 50% of the class
time included in a typical week, with 50-minute class periods that meet every day. The other
50% should be populated with whatever the literacy professionals in the school or school district
believe is necessary for their intervention students based on the data they have gathered and
analyzed. None of these activities have been included in the model because, when asked what
aspects of the class were most influential to their reader identities, none of the participants
mentioned the additional activities incorporated into Community High School's reading
intervention curriculum.
The theoretical model presented in Figure 2 for adolescent reading intervention appears
to differ from what is likely to be happening in most adolescent reading interventions. High
schools can use the model presented here to reflect on their current reading intervention practices
and to consider which changes might positively influence the development of their reluctant
readers’ reader identities.

Recommendations for Future Research
The findings from the current study suggests at least four areas for future research. First,
the results of this study indicate that free-choice reading as a component of a structured reading
intervention class leads to more positive reader identities for adolescent reluctant readers than
more traditional reading practices. However, based on statements made by participants in the
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current study, free-choice reading intervention may be needed sooner than high school. More
research is necessary in this area. Second, more research is needed to test the longitudinal
influence of the free-choice reading intervention. Although the participants in the current study
read regularly and valued their experiences, the lasting influences of this intervention are still
untested. Third, future research is needed to explore the possible transfer of findings to settings
in which content is predetermined. Finally, a closer look at the role of the teacher in this setting
could lead to the development of a set of guidelines for teacher actions.

Finding the Appropriate Age for Free-Choice
Reading Intervention
Adolescence is a critical period of identity development, which makes quality
experiences more critical than during, perhaps, any of period of development. The period of
adolescence is unique, warranting the study of adolescence outside the realm of what works for
younger children or adults. The adolescent is neither child nor adult. Therefore, the adolescent
should be treated as a unique being with unique characteristics and needs that are different from
those of children and adults. Exactly when this period begins and when students should be
instructed as adolescents is debatable, but it is worth the effort to begin working toward figuring
out the best time to start treating students as adolescents.
Although much of the research in the fields of identity development, psychology, and
education seems to point to a need for more choice and constructive learning at the secondary
level, there needs to be more research conducted as to the context in which this model might be a
good fit. For example, how substantial would this change be for schools? What grade level
would be most effective to start? Despite evidence that this is an effective model to use at the
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secondary level, schools are a far from incorporating free-choice reading as the only model for
English and reading classes in their schools. Therefore, if research could find the most
productive grade level at which to incorporate the free-choice reading model, more schools
might be inclined to implement it. Perhaps sixth grade, when these participants stopped reading,
is when adolescence begins and is the most appropriate grade at which to start.

Exploring Longitudinal Influence of
Free-Choice Reading Intervention
Although the participants in the current study grew substantially as readers, whether or
not these effects will last is still unknown. Future research needs to be done to explore whether
or not effects are lasting. And if they are, which effects are more salient one, two, or three years
down the road than others? Do students who participate in the free-choice reading intervention
continue making their own reading choices, read regularly, and reflect on the influence of their
books in personally meaningful ways? Or do they revert back to being reluctant adolescent
readers when the support and context of the class is ended? These are questions that can be
answered by following up with interviews of the four participants in this study in their junior or
senior years of high school.

Applying Free-Choice Reading
Components in Other Classes
Although findings from this study are promising regarding the positive influences of a
free-choice reading intervention, the reality is that not all high school classes can run this way.
Content-area classes such as geometry, chemistry, history, and art demand that students read
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assigned texts for the purpose of learning the content. More research is necessary to explore
which components of a free-choice reading intervention could be incorporated into content-area
classes to help bridge the transition from free-choice reading intervention to more traditional
settings in which texts and responses are assigned. For example, if content-area teachers
established regular in-class reading and writing times, would perceptions about reading and
writing in the content areas be influenced? Benefits may be gained by allowing some choice in
these classes in regard to which texts are read. For example, students could be assigned to find
reading material in relation to the content being studied and to use that reading material to teach
their peers. Finally, information gleaned from future research in content classes in which
students have space, structure, support, and accountability for their reading may help to develop
more specific guidelines for promoting literacy in the content areas.

Examining the Teacher’s Role in Free-Choice
Reading Intervention
Future research examining the teacher’s role in the development of reluctant readers’
identities can serve the field. In this study, the teacher established the context, worked with each
individual on a daily basis, and provided feedback to written responses. Empirical evidence
regarding the similarities and differences in how teachers engage in these and other
responsibilities could help determine the teacher’s contribution to the free-choice reading
intervention. Noting teacher behaviors and statements that establish a context conducive to freechoice reading would be beneficial. Finally, the field could learn a great deal from research that
documents and analyzes carefully the frequency and nature of teacher feedback on students’
reading and writing during intervention.
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Final Thoughts
Students are often looked at as parts of a group and not as individuals. In general, high
school reading intervention programs have been designed with this group perception in mind.
As a result, high school reading interventions generally include a skills-based approach designed
to intervene in areas of need as determined by some form of assessment. Students then trudge
through an assigned reading, choose books from a limited list, or select from a prescribed list of
readings provided in a computer program. In the end, across mediums, students are usually
required to answer some questions about the reading. These questions are determined by
someone else in advance and are purported to assess the necessary skills that the students are
lacking. If the student does not read or cannot focus on the reading long enough or if the student
has little reading experience, he/she is likely to have difficulty answering the predetermined
questions. Answering these questions wrong then provides data that shows specific deficiencies.
These data assume, however, that the student focused, read every word, and really put forth
extensive effort to answer the questions correctly. Reluctant readers do not read assigned texts
this way. They avoid the reading altogether, they lose focus early, or they lack confidence for
these types of readings and, thus, put forth little effort. They do not value reading, so they do not
value the questions either.
Traditional intervention programs ar problematic in at least three ways. First, these
interventions, by focusing on skills, drills, and assessments of deficits, ignore completely the
reader identities of the students. At a time in the students’ lives when identity development is
critical, this is a highly negative oversight. Second, these interventions are employing the same
approaches that pushed high school students away from reading in the first place, most likely by
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the sixth grade. If these approaches did not work then, why are they being tried again? Third,
nothing is being done to influence the students’ desire to read and to create original thoughts
about their reading. Rather, students remain reluctant readers who experience disconnect and
devalue reading.
Free-choice reading intervention has been a reality at Community High School for the
past seven years. Assessment data have shown improvements in students’ reading
comprehension and vocabulary abilities. Library circulation numbers have increased
substantively. Teachers, substitute teachers, and parents have made anecdotal comments about
the changes they have seen in ninth graders as a result of free-choice reading interventions.
Ignoring the skill-deficit approach, intervention teachers have focused on the individuals’
reader identities instead. Rather than look at students as deficient readers, teachers began to look
at students as reluctant readers. They embraced the idea that these high school students could
read and read well but that they did not have much reading experience and therefore not much
value for reading. With this view, they instituted a free-choice intervention program and,
although the program appeared to work well, no in-depth examination of the students’
perspectives was undertaken.
This study was the attempt to understand how highly reluctant reader identities are
influenced by the free-choice reading intervention. The goal was to understand who these
reluctant readers were, their path to reader reluctance, and the positive influence of the
components of the intervention—choice, time, and accountability. Findings from this study have
supported the anecdotal evidence that reading intervention students were experiencing drastic
changes as readers. By studying this phenomenon at a diverse school such as Community High
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School, the hope is that the findings and conclusions from this study can help to inform other
high schools who are implementing or considering implementing reading interventions. The
hope is that this study can ultimately help guide high schools as they establish programs to help
reluctant adolescent readers to improve their perceptions of reading and themselves as readers.
The literacy crisis is not that adolescents cannot read. It is that they choose not to read.
This study is one small step toward encouraging schools to help reluctant adolescent readers to
see themselves as readers and to choose reading as a valuable activity. When that happens, the
focus can turn away from solving reading deficits and turn toward understanding how and why
adolescents choose to read the way they do. By doing so, the conversation on adolescent reading
intervention can begin to focus on the individual reader and the balance between autonomy and
accountability that high school reading intervention classes can provide. Perhaps some time in
the future, high schools will be full of students who see themselves as readers, value reading,
choose to read regularly, analyze their reading regularly through writing, love picking out new
books, and have a quiet space to read with their classmates. Perhaps that should be the picture of
high schools of the future.
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Reading Intervention Weekly Schedule: Students
Students
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Entrance

Entrance

Entrance

Entrance

Entrance

WOW/WOD (5
minutes)

WOW/WOD (5
minutes)

WOW/WOD (5
minutes)

WOW/WOD (5
minutes)

WOW/WOD (5
minutes)

Intro. Word Parts
(5 minutes)

Word Parts (5
minutes)

Word Parts (5
minutes)

Word Parts (5
minutes)

Word Parts (5
minutes)

Writing Feedback
and samples (5
minutes)

Intro. Reading
strategy (5 minutes)

Silent Reading (20
minutes)

Silent Reading (20
minutes)

Lab-ALP (40
minutes)

Written Response
(35 minutes)

EXIT
Daily Homework
*Reading 20
minutes
Weekly
Homework
*Adult
Conversation

Class
Listening/Media
Literacy with
strategy application
( 20 minutes)
Silent Reading (20
minutes)
EXIT
Daily Homework
*Reading 20
minutes

Group Discussion
Face-to-face (15
minutes)

EXIT
Daily Homework
*Reading 20
minutes

Note: WOW = Word of the Week; WOD = Word of the Day

EXIT

EXIT

Daily Homework
*Reading 20
minutes

Daily Homework
*Reading 20
minutes
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Reading Intervention Weekly Schedule: Teacher
Teacher
Monday

Tuesday

Share
entrance/exit
summary

Share
entrance/exit
summary

Wednesday
Share
entrance/exit
summary

Summarize
entrances

Summarize
entrances

Summarize
entrances

Create word parts
samples

Share reading
strategy samples
and application
activities

Reading

Thursday
Share entrance/exit
summary
Summarize
entrances

Friday
Share
entrance/exit
summary
Summarize
entrances

Reading

Share whole-class
writing feedback
At least 10
individual
conferences
about writing
Summarize exit
ideas
Gather common
writing feedback
samples

Guide strategy
application
Reading
At least five
individual
conferences
about reading
Summarize exit
ideas
Gather common
writing feedback
samples

Summarize exit
ideas
Gather common
blog feedback
samples

Guide and monitor
small group
discussion/guided
reading
Summarize exit ideas
Gather common
discussion feedback
samples

Read and think
aloud strategies
and feedback
At least five
individual
conferences
Summarize exit
ideas
Gather common
ALP feedback
samples
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Method

Participants
The data was obtained from a suburban Chicago high school where a grass-roots
movement to improve reading instruction through self-selection, voluntary reading began to take
shape one year ago. In all, 150 eleventh grade students participated in the voluntary reading
course as a result of their teacher choosing to implement free choice book reading. The
remaining 250 eleventh grade students were still participating in the traditional, eleventh grade
literature course offered at the school. For this study, the students participating in the free-choice
book reading courses make up the experimental group and the students participating in the
traditional courses make up the control. For this study, the experimental students’ (n=99) reading
scores and the control students’ (n=98) reading scores were randomly selected using a random
number generator for analysis.

Procedure
In the experimental group, students were given time to select and read books completely
of their own choosing. Students were encouraged to abandon unwanted books and to spend time
in the school library searching for the right text. Additionally, students in these classes were
given time (at least 15 minutes daily) in class to engage in deep reading. Assignments related to
students’ readings were limited. There were no reading check quizzes and students may or may
not be asked for a brief summary upon completion of a book. The purpose was to make reading
the focus of the class, as opposed to the extraneous assignments that sometimes bog down
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reading instruction in high school classrooms. In the control group, students were assigned
readings predetermined to be important by the curriculum. Students were given reading check
quizzes, questions to answer for each selection, and take formal tests and writing assignments
were given to assess students’ understandings of the assigned readings.
A pre (practice ACT) and post (actual ACT) assessment was issued to determine whether
or not the experimental group improved at a significantly higher rate than the control group. The
difference in scores was then compared to determine whether or not there was a significant
difference between the experimental and control group’s scores. The null hypothesis stated that
=

with the alternative hypothesis being

≠

.

Results
Differences in results from the control group and the experimental group were analyzed
to determine whether or not there is a significant difference in pre and post assessment scores
While evidence showed a greater increase in the experimental group than the control
group, it was necessary to carry out a hypothesis test to determine significance. A review of
results reveals that there, in fact, was a significant difference (α .01) (t = 3.110) between the
increase in the experimental group and the increase in the control group. The experimental group
increased at a significantly greater rate than the control in this case.

Discussion
Results from the following study are encouraging, but it is important to note the
limitations of the study. It is important to note that teachers participating in the study were
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voluntary. This limited the amount of teachers participating and attracted a certain style of
teacher. The teachers who were able to give up their curriculum in lieu of free time for voluntary
reading tend to be more progressive than those who did not participate. Additionally, the number
of teachers was limited to only four. Because these four teachers believe highly in the process,
they may have been more motivating than the others. Furthermore, while the sample size (n= 99
and n=98) is significant for a study conducted in a school, the students were only taught by the
same four teachers.
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Methods

Data Collection
All participants took the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Assessment 4th Edition (SDRT4)
(Karlsen & Gardner, 1995). Pre and post test scores were compared to determine whether or not
the group significantly improved from pre to post test. Without significant improvement, it was
determined that identity analysis may not be necessary, as the intervention would need
redesigning to meet the standard of significant improvement in both reading comprehension and
vocabulary as measured by the SDRT4.
Additionally, participants completed three surveys: (1) Nancie Atwell’s (1998) beginning
of the year survey from which the self-reported number of books (Number of Books) was used,
(2) the Rhody Secondary Reading Attitude Assessment (RSRAA) (Tullock-Rhody & Alexander,
1980), and (3) the Metacognitive Reading Awareness Inventory (MRAI) (Miholic, 1994).
Information from the surveys was used to analyze potential linear relationships with SDRT4
score.

Participants
For this study, a fairly large sample size was used as a measure to strengthen reliability of
findings (n=50). Students selected were randomly assigned to two different teachers. Of those
assigned, 44% were of Latino descent;19% were of Middle Eastern descent; 10% were still
participating in ELL coursework; 53% spoke a language other than English at home; 18% were
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receiving special education services; 42% were on free or reduced lunch. All students
with a score of 14 or lower on the ACT Explore® (ACT, 2013) test were placed in the course.

Results
Comprehension growth, according to the SDRT4, amongst the group showed statistically
significant improvement, pre to post intervention for both reading comprehension t(49)=4.81, p <
.001 and vocabulary t(48)=5.28, p < .001.
Linear modeling was used to determine to what extent the predictors reading amount,
reader attitude, and reader metacognition are correlated with reading comprehension and
vocabulary scores as measured by the SDRT4.
ANOVA results show that the model is a statistically significant predictor of SDRT
comprehension scores F(3,47)=6.18, MSE = 58.10, p = .001 and SDRT Vocabulary scores
F(3,46)=9.16, MSE = 15.56, p < .001.

Comprehension
Though the entire model is statistically significant with a large effect size (adjusted
=.24), it should be noted that Number of Books (

= .25;

= .27) has the

strongest correlation with reading comprehension scores. By these measures, Number of Books
accounts for 25% of the variance in reading comprehension scores. Furthermore, as one more
predictor—in this case the MRAI—are added to the model, it loses its statistical significance
(RSRAA p = .32). Number of books, in this case, is driving the model for predicting reading
comprehension scores.
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The Standardized Coefficients (β) for Number of Books, MRAI, and the RSRAA all have
positive relationships with reading comprehension scores on the SDRT4. Furthermore, as the
number of books increases (β=.44) by one Standard Deviation or 5.4 books, one could
reasonably expect comprehension scores to increase by 3.96 points (.44 x 8.99 SD Comp) on the
SDRT4. For every 1.5 books (b=.76), one could reasonably expect to see a one point (1.14)
increase in SDRT4 comprehension scores.

Vocabulary
Though statistically significant, like the comprehension results, with a large effect size
(adjusted

=.33), it should also be noted that this model has a stronger correlative strength with

vocabulary scores than was the case with comprehension scores. Like the comprehension model,
again Number of Books (Adjusted

= .35;

= .36) accounts for the most variance in

vocabulary scores at 36%. Furthermore, when one predictor is added to the model—in this case
RSRAA—it loses its statistical significance (RSRAA p = .61). Like the reading comprehension
model, number of books is also driving the vocabulary model.
The Standardized Coefficients (β) for Number of Books, MRAI, and RSRAA all have
positive relationships with vocabulary scores on the SDRT4. Therefore, as the Number of Books
increases (β=.54) by one Standard Deviation or 5.4 books, one could reasonably expect
vocabulary scores to increase by 2.56 points (.54 x 4.74 SD Vocab) on the SDRT4. For every
two books (b=.53) reported, one could reasonably expect to see a one point (1.06) increase in
SDRT4 vocabulary scores.
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Number of Books Isolated
If number of books is the strongest predictor of comprehension and vocabulary scores as
recorded on the SDRT4, then one could reasonably expect to see scores rise as the number of
books read rises. But this does not address the question, how might one get others to read? To
answer this question, it becomes relevant to isolate the number of books to see how well the
MRAI and RSRAA correlate.
With statistical significance and large effect sizes (adjusted

=.24 comp; adjusted

=.34 vocab) for both SDRT4 comprehension and vocabulary, along with the data showing that
Number of Books has the strongest correlation (

= .27 comp;

comprehension scores and vocabulary scores than both the MRAI (
vocab) and RSRAA (

=.002 comp;

= .36 vocab) with reading
=.02 comp;

= .006

=.004 vocab), it was determined that it might be useful

to test the correlative strength of the MRAI and RSRAA with Number of Books.
ANOVA results show that both the RSRAA and the MRAI are significantly correlated
F(2,48) = 9.87, MSE = 21.33, p. < .001 with Number of Books—RSRAA having the stronger
relationship of the two F(1,49) = 16.229, MSE = 22.15, p < .001. The RSRAA has a large effect
size (adjusted

= .23) and when MRAI is added to the model, the effect size is small to

moderate effect size (adjusted

= .03).

RSRAA scores, in this case, accounts for 23% of the variance in the number of books
read, when controlling for MRAI. Attitude alone, in this case, accounts for more variance than
attitude and metacognitive awareness combined. Unlike the models for predicting
comprehension and vocabulary scores, however, statistical significance is not lost when RSRAA
(p < .001) and RSRAA and MRAI combined (p = .01) are added to the model.
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Furthermore, one could reasonably expect to see a 2.27 increase in RSRAA ( = .42)
score for every 5.4 books read (.42 x 5.4 SD Number of Books). And for every 5.4 books
reported, one could reasonably expect to see a 1.19 point increase in MRAI (β = .22) (.22 x 5.4
SD Number of Books). On the RSRAA (b = .13), for every one book, one could reasonably
expect to see a .13 increase in RSRAA score. On the MRAI (b = .28), one could reasonably
expect to see a .28 increase for every one book reported.
In both cases—reading comprehension scores and vocabulary scores—the data show that
the strongest predictor of performance is the number of books read. While the MRAI and the
RSRAA do have effects, it should be noted that their effects are best explained as they relate to
Number of Books, as that is where they show statistical significant relationships.

Quartiles Isolated
Further analysis of the data was conducted on the correlation between RSRAA and
MRAI and number of books reported while controlling for quartile range of comprehension and
vocabulary scores. The purpose was to see what the data reveal as being evident in the lowest
and highest quartiles. Because this measure decreased the sample size so considerably, basic
descriptive statistics were run to check the assumptions of normality for the higher quartile and
the lowest quartile for both comprehension and vocabulary. Normal distribution assumption was
met.
When controlling for the lower quartiles for comprehension, ANOVA results show that
the RSRAA and MRAI F(2,15) = 2.34, MSE = 34.56, p =.13 are not statistically significant
predictors of books read reported.
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When controlling for the upper quartiles for comprehension, ANOVA results show that
RSRAA and MRAI F(2,16)=.42, MSE = 11.63, p = .67 are not statistically significant predictors
of number of books read.
When controlling for the lower quartiles for vocabulary, ANOVA results show that the
RSRAA and MRAI F(2,11) = 1.79, MSE = 36.88, p = .21 results are not significantly correlated
with number of books read.
When controlling for the upper quartiles for vocabulary, ANOVA results do show that
the RSRAA F(1,13) = 7.35, MSE = 2.75, p = .02 is statistically significantly correlated with
number of books read; however, when combined with MRAI, F(2,12)=3.59, MSE = 2.921, p =
.06 there is lack of significance. Furthermore, RSRAA has a large effect size (adjusted

=

.31), meaning 31% of the variance in number of books read is accounted for by reader attitude
when controlling for MRAI.
Furthermore, it would be reasonable to expect a 1.3 increase in RSRAA (RSRAA β =
.65) for every 2 books read (.65 x 2.0 SD Number of Books). On the RSRAA (b = .10), one
could reasonably expect a .10 increase in score for every one book reported read.

Discussion
In regards to the identity components that were reported by students in year one—reading
amount, reading attitude, and reading metacognitive awareness—data clearly points to increased
amount being the strongest predictor of increased ability. In regards to how well attitude and
metacognitive awareness can predict increasing amount, data shows attitude to be the strongest
predictor: as attitudes improve so will the likelihood of reading amount increasing. This was
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especially true in the lowest quartile, where attitude was the only measure to show statistical
significance.
As it has been shown in this study, free reading or free-choice book reading is a viable
solution to supporting struggling high school readers. In determining which students may or may
not score well on standardized reading tests—such as the SDRT4 used here—the model
produced here shows that amount of reading is the best predictor. In other words, to improve the
reading scores, intervention programs must work to increase reading amount before all else,
accomplished by focusing on reader attitude. The best way for schools to do so is to set aside real
time in school for students to engage in voluminous reading.
Another important point to make is that when Number of Books and quartiles were
isolated, the only significant predictor is the RSRAA—this being the case in the lowest quartile.
Attitude, therefore, may be viewed as the most important factor when working with students who
score the lowest on standardized tests.
Therefore, increasing the amount of books with which one engages should reasonably
lead to higher scores on both comprehension and vocabulary, and the way to increase amount of
books is to focus first on attitude and second, only after attitudes have improved, on
metacognitive reading strategies.
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Word of the Week

Week:_______
MONDAY

Word:_________________________________________________________________
My Understanding: 1 2 3 4 5

Definition:

Memory Cue:

TUESDAY
Synonyms:

Antonyms:

Other Forms:
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WEDNESDAY
My Schema:

THURSDAY
Sentence 1:

Sentence 2:

Sentence 3:
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FRIDAY
My explanation of the word:

APPENDIX E
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Name:________________________________

Word
Part

Pre/Suff/Root?

Meaning

Examples

Memory Cue

Word
Part

Pre/Suff/Root?

Meaning

Memory Cue

Examples
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Requirement
Heading
Title
Subtitle
Introduction
Paragraph (1)
Body
Paragraphs (2)
Quotations (2)
Citations (2)
Analysis (2)
Conclusion
Paragraph
250 words or more

Monday Writing Requirements
Yes
No

Developing
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Student Name:_______________ Reviewer____________ Time Left:______

He/she gave the title, author, and background on the book.

Question:

He/she set-up and read an interesting portion.

Question:

He/she provided a discussion topic based on the reading, along with
questions for the group to address.

Question:

He/She solicited comments from everyone in the group.

Question:

APPENDIX H
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Motivation to Read Profile Survey
Name:________________________________________________________ Date:__________
Sample 1: I am in ________________.
o Ninth grade
o Tenth grade
o Eleventh grade
o Twelfth grade
Sample 2: I am a _________________.
o Boy
o Girl
1. My friends think I am _______________.
o A very good reader
o A good reader
o An OK reader
o A poor reader
2. Reading a book is something I like to do.
o Never
o Not very often
o Sometimes
o Often
3. I read ____________________.
o Not as well as my friends
o About the same as my friends
o A little better than my friends
o A lot better than my friends
4. My best friends think reading is ____________________.
o Really fun
o Fun
o OK to do
o No fun at all
5. When I come to a word I don’t know, I can ___________________.
o Almost always figure it out
o Sometimes figure it out
o Almost never figure it out
o Never figure it out
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6. I tell my friends about good books I read.
o I never do this.
o I almost never do this.
o I do this some of the time.
o I do this a lot.
7. When I am reading by myself, I understand____________________.
o Almost everything I read
o Some of what I read
o Almost none of what I read
o None of what I read
8. People who read a lot are ____________________.
o Very interesting
o Interesting
o Not very interesting
o Boring
9. I am ____________________.
o A poor reader
o An OK reader
o A good reader
o A very good reader
10. I think libraries are ____________________.
o A great place to spend time
o An interesting place to spend time
o An OK place to spend time
o A boring place to spend time
11. I worry about what other students think about my reading ____________________.
o Every day
o Almost every day
o Once in a while
o Never
12. Knowing how to read well is ____________________.
o Not very important
o Sort of important
o Important
o Very important
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13. When my teacher asks me a question about what I have read, I ____________________.
o Can never think of an answer
o Have trouble thinking of an answer
o Sometimes think of an answer
o Always think of an answer
14. I think reading is ____________________.
o A boring way to spend time
o An OK way to spend time
o An interesting way to spend time
o A great way to spend time
15. Reading is ____________________.
o Very easy for me
o Kind of easy for me
o Kind of hard for me
o Very hard for me
16. When I grow up I will spend _____________________.
o None of my time reading
o Very little of my time reading
o Some of my time reading
o A lot of my time reading
17. When I am in a group talking about books, I ____________________.
o Almost never talk about my ideas
o Sometimes talk about my ideas
o Almost always talk about my ideas
o Always talk about my ideas
18. I would like for my teacher to read books out loud in class ____________________.
o Every day
o Almost every day
o Once in a while
o Never
19. When I read out loud I am a(n) ____________________.
o Poor reader
o OK reader
o Good reader
o Very good reader
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20. When someone gives me a book for a present, I feel ____________________.
o Very happy
o Sort of happy
o Sort of unhappy
o Unhappy
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Motivation to Read Profile Scoring Guide
Recoding Scale
1=4
2=3
3=2
4=1
Self-Concept as a reader
Value of Reading
*recode
1.________
2.________
3.________
*recode
4.________
*recode
5.________
6.________
*recode
7.________
*recode
8.________
9.________
*recode
10._______
*recode
11._______
12._______
13._______
14._______
*recode
15._______
16._______
17._______
*recode
18._______
19._______
*recode
20._______
SC raw score:________/40
V raw score________/40
Full survey raw score (Self-Concept and Value): __________/80
Comments:

From: Gambrell, L. B., Palmer, B. M., Codling, R. M., & Mazzoni, S. A. (1996). Assessing
reading motivation. Reading Teacher, 49, 518-533.
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Rhody Secondary Reading Attitude Assessment
Directions:

This is a test to tell how you feel about reading. The score will not affect
your grade in any way. You read the statements silently as I read them
aloud. Then put an X on the box under the letter or letters that represent
how you feel about the statement.
SD = Strongly Disagree
D = Disagree
U = Undecided

U = Undecided

A = Agree
SA = Strongly Agree

1. You feel you have better things to do than read.

SD
___

D
___

U
___

A
___

SA
___

2. You seldom buy a book.

___

___

___

___

___

3. You are willing to tell people that you do not like to

___

___

___

___

___

4. You have a lot of books in your room at home.

___

___

___

___

___

5. You like to read a book whenever you have free

___

___

___

___

___

6. You get really excited about books you have read.

___

___

___

___

___

7. You love to read.

___

___

___

___

___

8. You like to read books by well-known authors.

___

___

___

___

___

9. You never check out a book from the library.

___

___

___

___

___

10. You like to stay at home and read.

___

___

___

___

___

11. You seldom read except when you have to do a

___

___

___

___

___

12. You think reading is a waste of time.

___

___

___

___

___

13. You think reading is boring.

___

___

___

___

___

14. You think people are strange when they read a lot.

___

___

___

___

___

15. You like to read to escape from problems.

___

___

___

___

___

16. You make fun of people who read a lot.

___

___

___

___

___

17. You like to share books with your friends

___

___

___

___

___

read.

time.

book report.
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18. You would rather someone just tell you the information ___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

D

U

A

SA

___

___

___

___

___

21. It takes you a long time to read a book.

___

___

___

___

___

22. You like to broaden your interests through reading.

___

___

___

___

___

23. You read a lot.

___

___

___

___

___

24. You like to improve your vocabulary so you can use

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

so that you won’t have to read to get it.
19. You hate reading.

___
SD

20. You generally check out a book when you go to the
library.

more words.
25. You like to get books for gifts.
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Rhody Secondary Reading Attitude Assessment Scoring Guide

Type and Number of Item

Numerical Values
SD

D

U

A

SA

Positive: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 15, 17, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25

1

2

3

4

5

Negative: 1, 2, 3, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 21

5

4

3

2

1

Total:_____________/ 125

From: Tullock-Rhody, R., & Alexander, J. E. (1980). A scale for assessing attitudes toward
reading in secondary schools. Journal of Reading, 23, 609-614.
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Self-Report Reading Scale

Name:____________________________________________________ Date:_______________

What to do:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. These are sentences about reading.
2. Read each sentence and make an X on the Yes or No line.
3. There are no right or wrong answers. Just mark the way you feel
about each one.
Yes
____
____
____
____
____

I can do better in my other school work than I can in reading.
There are too many hard words for me to learn in the books I read.
If I took a reading test, I would do all right on it.
In school, I wish I could be a much better reader than I am.
I can help other students in my class to read because I am a good
reader.
6. If reading gets too hard for me, I feel like not trying to read anymore. ____
7. Most of the time, I can read the same books as well as the good readers.___
8. When I read in school, I worry a lot about how well I’m doing.
____
9. Most of the time, when I see a new word, I can sound it out by myself. ____
10. I can read as well as the best readers.
____
11. Most of the time, I feel I need help when I read in school.
____
12. If my teacher called on me to read to the class, I would do well.
____
13. I can read as fast as the good readers.
____
14. Most of the things I read in school are too hard.
____
15. Students in my class think I’m a good reader.
____
16. Most of the time, I can finish my reading work.
____
17. Most of the time, I feel afraid to read to the class.
____
18. I can read a long story as well as a short one.
____
19. It’s hard for me to answer questions about the main idea of a story.
____
20. Most of the time, I feel I will never be a good reader in school.
____
21. My teacher thinks I’m a good reader.
____
22. I know what most of the hard words mean when I read them.
____

No
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
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Self-Report Reading Scale Scoring Guide
Scoring and Interpreting
Students are given one point for each item to which they give an answer representing a positive
self-perception. Use the key that follows.
1. No

12. Yes

2. No

13. Yes

3. Yes

14. No

4. No

15. Yes

5. Yes

16. Yes

6. No

17. No

7. Yes

18. Yes

8. No

19. No

9. Yes

20. No

10. Yes

21. Yes

11. No

22. Yes

Total____________/22

From: Jason, M. H., & Dubnow, B. (1973). The relationship between self-perceptions of reading
abilities and reading achievement. In W. H. Macginitie (Ed.), Assessment problems in
reading (pp. 96-101). Newark, DE: International Reading Association.
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Name:__________________________________

Age:____________

Please circle the appropriate answer for the following questions.

Do you have an IEP?

Yes

No

Do you speak a language in addition to English?
Are you currently receiving ELL services?

Thank you for completing the following surveys.

Yes
Yes

No
No

APPENDIX L
PARTICIPANT ASSENT LETTERS
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Dear Student:
You were invited to participate in a pilot project conducted by Mr. Henry. The purpose of this
project was to examine a method of reading instruction in which you selected all your books.
Throughout the school year, you were allowed to read and abandon books at any time, and you
were not penalized for choosing to do so. Additionally, significant time was allotted for in-class
reading. The only homework for this course was for you to read for 20 minutes at home.
The primary goal of your participation in the class was to help you develop a habit of reading
that will outlast your time in RFM. Additionally, you hopefully benefitted by improving your
reading comprehension and vocabulary skills.
All students participating in the RFM course took the Motivation to Read Profile, the Rhody
Secondary Reading Attitude Assessment, and the Self-Report Reading Scale. As a project
participant, your results will be reported. As a participant in this pilot project, you participated in
at least three interviews lasting between 15 and 45 minutes. These interviews were digitally
voice recorded. Additionally, you were observed four times for 50 minutes each, and your
writing assignments from class were analyzed.
Because the information you provided was so enlightening, data obtained during this pilot
project will be included in Mr. Henry’s dissertation study for Northern Illinois University and
may be published in professional journals or presented at professional/teacher conferences.
Any information that could identify you will be kept strictly confidential. As you know, your
name has been changed to the pseudonym you selected, recordings are password protected on
Mr. Henry’s computer, and any identifying information will be kept under lock and key in Mr.
Henry’s room until it is destroyed upon completion of the dissertation study. All information
from the pilot project has been kept strictly confidential, and you may have access to your
information at any time upon request.
By signing this assent form, you are agreeing to participate and are allowing Mr. Henry to use
your data in his dissertation study for NIU and possibly in future publications and at
professional/teacher conferences. If you choose not to sign this form, your data will not be
reported in the study.
Participation in this pilot project was voluntary. You could have elected to withdraw from the
project at any time without penalty, yet you chose to participate. Thank you.
Please address any questions to Mr. Michael Henry via phone (708.599.7200) or e-mail
(mhenry@d220.org).
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If you wish for further information regarding your rights as a research participant, you may
contact Mr. Henry at Reavis High School at 708.599.7200 or the Office of Research Compliance
at Northern Illinois University at 815.753.8588.
If you do not wish to have your data from the pilot project used in the dissertation study,
please check the box to the left. By doing so, you are opting out of the study, and no
signatures are needed.
I agreed to participate in the pilot project and acknowledge that I have received a copy of this
assent form. I agree to release my data to be used in Mr. Henry’s published dissertation study, in
published writing, and at professional and/or teacher professional development conferences.
______________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Student
Date
I agreed to participate in having my voice recorded during interviews for the pilot project. I agree
to release my recordings to be used in Mr. Henry’s published dissertation study, in published
writing, and at professional and/or teacher professional development conferences.
______________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Student
Date
Please do not hesitate to ask questions or to bring forth concerns.
Mr. Henry—Literacy Coach, Reavis High School
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Dear Student:
You have been invited to participate in a research study conducted by Mr. Henry, literacy coach
and graduate student at Northern Illinois University (NIU). The purpose of this study is to
examine your identity as a reader as you read books of your choosing in your Reading for
Mastery (RFM) class.
As a student in the RFM class, you will adhere to all requirements for the class. As such, you
will be allowed to read and abandon books at any time, and you will not be penalized for
choosing to do so. Additionally, significant time will be allotted for in-class silent reading. The
primary goal for you in the class is to develop a habit of reading that will outlast your time in
RFM. Additionally, you will hopefully benefit by improving your reading comprehension and
vocabulary skills. All RFM students took the Motivation to Read Profile, the Rhody Secondary
Reading Attitude Assessment, the Self-Report Reading Scale, and the GRADE test. By agreeing
to participate, your survey and test results will be used as data for Mr. Henry’s dissertation and
possible future publications.
As a participant in the study, you will also have experiences in addition to those experienced by
your peers in class. You will be asked to participate in at least three interviews lasting between
15 and 45 minutes. Interviews are scheduled for August, December and April during your
normally scheduled RFM class time. Interviews will be conducted in the school library. These
interviews will be digitally voice recorded. Interview questions will be asked regarding your past
and present reading experiences, your thoughts about your past and present reading experiences,
your attitudes toward and motivation for reading, and observed behaviors seen by the researcher.
Additionally, you will be observed one day per month of the school year for 50 minutes in class
and while making book selections. During in-class observations, the researcher will be
documenting observable behaviors such as reading, not reading, looking around the room,
talking, leaving class, and others. While making book selections, the researcher will be observing
your book selection behaviors such as reading the back of the book, flipping pages, looking at
the cover, asking the librarian for help, and others. Your weekly written assignments will also be
analyzed looking for patterns.
Information obtained during this study will be published in Mr. Henry’s dissertation study for
NIU and may be published in professional journals or presented at professional conferences.
While demographic information such as gender, special education needs, and primary language
will be reported, any information that could identify you will be kept strictly confidential. Your
name will be changed to the pseudonym you select, recordings will be password protected on
Mr. Henry’s computer, and any identifying information will be kept under lock and key in Mr.
Henry’s room until it is destroyed. All information from the study will be kept strictly
confidential, and you may have access to your information at any time upon request.
Participation in this study is voluntary. You can elect to withdraw from the project at any time
without penalty.
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By signing this assent form, you are agreeing to participate in the study and are allowing Mr.
Henry to use your data in his dissertation study for NIU and possibly in future publications and
at professional/teacher conferences. If you choose not to sign this form, you will not participate
in the study.
Please address any questions to Mr. Henry via phone (708.599.7200) or e-mail
(mhenry@d220.org).
If you wish for further information regarding your rights as a research participant, you may
contact Mr. Henry at Reavis High School at 708.599.7200 or the Office of Research Compliance
at Northern Illinois University at 815.753.8588.
If you do not wish to participate in the study, please check the box to the left. By doing
so, you are opting out of the study, and no signatures are needed.
I agree to participate in this research study and acknowledge that I have received a copy of this
assent form. I agree to release my data to be used in Mr. Henry’s published dissertation study, in
published writing, and at professional and/or teacher professional development conferences.
______________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Student
Date
I agree to participate in having my voice recorded during interviews for the study. I agree to
release my recordings to be used in Mr. Henry’s published dissertation study, in published
writing, and at professional and/or teacher professional development conferences.
______________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Student
Date
Please do not hesitate to ask questions or to bring forth concerns.
Mr. Henry—Literacy Coach, Reavis High School
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Dear Parent/Guardian:
Your child/ward was invited to participate in a pilot research project while enrolled in his or her
RFM class during the 2014/2015 academic year. The pilot project was conducted by Michael
Henry, literacy coach and doctoral student at Northern Illinois University (NIU).
The purpose of the pilot project was to examine a method of reading instruction in which all
books were selected by the students and to gather information to inform the planning of
methodology, data collection, and data analysis of Mr. Henry’s dissertation study at NIU.
Because the information was so compelling, Mr. Henry would like to use it in his dissertation for
NIU and possibly in future presentations and publications.
As a student in the class, your child/ward was allowed to read and abandon books at any time
and was not be penalized for choosing to do so. Additionally, significant time was allotted for inclass silent reading. The only homework for this course was for your child/ward to read for 20
minutes at home each day.
All students participating in the RFM course took the Motivation to Read Profile, the Rhody
Secondary Reading Attitude Assessment, and the Self-Report Reading Scale. As a participant in
this pilot study, your child/ward participated in three interviews lasting between 15 and 45
minutes. These interviews were digitally voice recorded. Additionally, your child/ward was
observed four times for 50 minutes in his/her RFM class and while making book selections, and
his/her writing assignments from class were analyzed. Your child/ward’s participation in the
study provided evidence related to how they responded to the reading intervention.
By agreeing to participate, your child/ward’s data will be included in Michael Henry’s
dissertation and possible future presentations and publications. Any information that could
identify your child has been kept strictly confidential. All participants’ names were changed. All
recordings are password protected and all documents are stored under lock and key in Mr.
Henry’s classroom until they are destroyed at the end of the dissertation study.
Participation in this pilot project was voluntary. Your child/ward was asked whether or not
he/she would like to participate, and he/she was given the option to elect to withdraw from the
project at any time without penalty. Information regarding your child’s/ward’s data will be made
available upon request
By signing this consent form, you are allowing Mr. Henry to use your child/ward’s data in his
dissertation study for NIU and possibly in future publications and at professional/teacher
conferences. If you choose not to sign this form, your child/ward’s information will not be used
and will be destroyed immediately.
Please address any questions to Michael Henry via phone (708.599.7200) or e-mail
(mhenry@d220.org).
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If you wish for further information regarding your rights or your child’s/ward’s rights as a
research participant, you may contact Michael Henry at Reavis High School at 708.599.7200 or
the Office of Research Compliance at Northern Illinois University at 815.753.8588.
If you do not wish for your child/ward’s data from the pilot project to be used in the
dissertation study, please check the box to the left. By doing so, you are opting to remove
child/ward’s data from the study, and no signatures are needed.
I agree to allow my child/ward’s data from this pilot research project to be used and
acknowledge that I have received a copy of this consent form.
______________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian
Date
I agree to allow my child/ward’s interview recordings from the pilot project to be used as part of
the study. I agree to release my child/ward’s recording(s) to be used in published writing and
professional and/or teacher professional development conferences.
______________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian
Date

Please do not hesitate to contact the school if you have any questions or concerns. Thank you.
Michael Henry—Literacy Coach, Reavis High School
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Dear Parent/Guardian:
Your child has been invited to participate in a research study conducted by Michael Henry,
literacy coach and doctoral student at Northern Illinois University (NIU), during the 2015/2016
school year. The study will be conducted within the naturally occurring context of your
child’s/ward’s Reading for Mastery (RFM) course at Reavis High School.
The purpose of the study is to examine students’ reader identities as they participate in a reading
intervention where they choose their own books. Results will be presented in Mr. Henry’s
dissertation study for NIU and possibly in future written publications and at professional/teacher
conferences.
As a student in the RFM class, your child/ward will adhere to all reading requirements for the
class. As such, your child/ward will be allowed to read and abandon books at any time and will
not be penalized for choosing to do so. Additionally, significant time will be allotted for in-class
silent reading. All students in the RFM course are required to take the Motivation to Read
Profile, the Rhody Secondary Reading Attitude Assessment, the Self-Report Reading Scale, and
the GRADE test. By agreeing to participate, your child/ward’s survey and test results will be
used.
As a participant in the study, your child/ward will have additional experiences that others in his
or her class will not. Your child/ward will participate in three interviews lasting between 15 and
45 minutes. Interviews are scheduled for August, September, and April during your child/ward’s
normally scheduled RFM class time. Interviews will be conducted in the school library.
Interview questions will be asked regarding your child’s/ward’s past and present reading
experiences, your child’s/ward’s thoughts about his or her past and present reading experiences,
his or her attitudes toward and motivation for reading, and observed behaviors seen by the
researcher. These interviews will be digitally voice recorded. Additionally, your child/ward will
be observed one day per month of the school year for 50 minutes in his/her RFM class and while
making book selections, and his/her writing assignments for class will be analyzed. During inclass observations, the researcher will be documenting observable behaviors such as reading, not
reading, looking around the room, talking, leaving class, and others. While making book
selections, the researcher will be observing your child/ward’s book selection behaviors such as
reading the back of the book, flipping pages, looking at the cover, asking the librarian for help,
and others. Your child/ward’s weekly written assignments will also be analyzed looking for
patterns. Your child/ward’s participation in the study will provide evidence related to how they
respond to the reading intervention.
While demographic information such as gender, special education needs, and primary language
will be reported, any information that could identify your child will be kept strictly confidential.
All participants’ names will be changed. All recordings will be password protected and all
documents will be stored under lock and key in Mr. Henry’s classroom until they are destroyed
upon completion of the study.
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Participation in this study is voluntary. Your child/ward has been asked to participate, and he/she
has agreed to participate. Should you decide to not allow your child/ward to participate, your
child/ward will not be allowed to participate, and there will be no penalty for non-participation.
Should your child choose not to participate at a later date, he/she will remain in the RFM class,
but no data from your child/ward will be used for this study or any thereafter.
By signing this consent form, you are allowing your child/ ward to participate in Michael
Henry’s dissertation study for NIU. Should you choose for your child/ward to participate, he/she
may elect to not participate or may withdraw at any time without penalty.
Thank you so very much. Please address any questions to Michael Henry via phone
(708.599.7200) or e-mail (mhenry@d220.org).
If you wish for further information regarding your rights or your child’s/ward’s rights as a
research participant, you may contact Michael Henry at Reavis High School at 708.599.7200 or
the Office of Research Compliance at Northern Illinois University at 815.753.8588.
If you do not wish for your child/ward to participate in the study, please check the
box to the left. By doing so, you are opting your child/ward out of the study, and
no signatures are needed.
I agree to allow my child/ward’s data from this research study to be used and acknowledge that I
have received a copy of this consent form.
______________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian
Date
I agree to allow my child/ward’s interview recordings to be used as part of the study. I agree to
release my child/ward’s recording(s) to be used in published writing and professional and/or
teacher professional development conferences.
______________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian
Date

Please do not hesitate to contact the school if you have any questions or concerns. Thank you.
Michael Henry—Literacy Coach, Reavis High School
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Dear Colleague:
You have been invited to participate in a research study conducted by Michael Henry, literacy
coach and doctoral student at Northern Illinois University (NIU). The purpose of this study is to
examine the reader identities of your students as they participate in your Reading for Mastery
(RFM) class.
Throughout the school year, as is stated in the curriculum, you will allow students to read and
abandon books at any time, and they will not be penalized for choosing to do so. Additionally,
significant time (approximately 75 minutes per week) will be allotted for in-class silent reading.
The only homework for this course will be for students to read for 20 minutes at home.
The primary goal of the class is to develop a habit of reading that will outlast the students’ time
in RFM. Additionally, students will hopefully benefit by improving their reading comprehension
and vocabulary skills.
As a participant in the study, you are asked to adhere to the reading intervention curriculum with
fidelity. You will be asked to participate in weekly, short interviews with the researcher
regarding the four participants selected from your class. These interviews will be recorded using
a digital voice recorder. All interviews will take place at school, during normal operating hours.
Additionally, the researcher will observe in your room, on day per week each month of the
school year. Finally, you will agree to provide unedited copies of the participants’ weekly
writing assignments related to the books they are reading.
Information obtained during this study will be published in Michael Henry’s dissertation study
for NIU and may be published in scientific journals or presented at professional conferences.
Any information that could identify you will be kept strictly confidential. Your name will be
changed to the pseudonym you select, recordings will be password protected on Michael Henry’s
computer, and any identifying information will be kept under lock and key in Michael Henry’s
room until it is destroyed. All information from the study will be kept strictly confidential, and
you may have access to your information at any time upon request.
By signing this consent form, you are agreeing to participate in the study and are allowing
Michael Henry to use your data in his dissertation study for NIU and possibly in future
publications and at professional/teacher conferences. If you choose not to sign this form, you will
not participate in the study.
Please address any questions to Michael Henry via phone (708.599.7200) or e-mail
(mhenry@d220.org).
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If you wish for further information regarding your right as a research participant, you may
contact Michael Henry at Reavis High School at 708.599.7200 or the Office of Research
Compliance at Northern Illinois University at 815.753.8588.
If you do not wish to participate in the study, please check the box to the left. By doing
so, you are opting out of the study, and no signatures are needed.

I agree to participate in this research study and acknowledge that I have received a copy of this
consent form. I agree to release my data to be used in Michael Henry’s published dissertation
study, in published writing, and at professional and/or teacher professional development
conferences.
______________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Teacher
Date
I agree to participate in having my voice recorded during interviews for the study. I agree to
release my recordings to be used in Michael Henry’s published dissertation study, in published
writing, and at professional and/or teacher professional development conferences.
______________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Teacher
Date
Please do not hesitate to ask questions or to bring forth concerns.
Michael Henry—Literacy Coach, Reavis High School
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Initial Interview Protocol
How are you feeling today? Are you ready to begin the interview?
Reader Identity
1. Were you a reader in the past?
2. What books did you read when you were younger? Why?
3. Are you a reader now?
4. What types of books do you read? Why?
5. Did reading books bring you pleasure when you were younger? Why or why not?
6. Does reading books bring you pleasure now? Why or why not?
7. Who was your favorite author when you were a young kid? Why was he/she your
favorite author?
8. Who is your favorite author now? Why is he/she your favorite author?
9. What was your favorite book when you were a young kid? Why was it your favorite?
10. What is your favorite book now? Why is it your favorite?
11. How would you describe your past relationship with reading?
12. How would you describe your current relationship with reading?
13. Can you explain any changes you have seen in yourself as a reader recently?
14. Do you feel different as a reader now than when you were younger? If so, in what ways?
15. Were there books you remember wanting to read when you were younger?
16. Are there books you want to read now that you haven’t read yet?
17. Who influenced your reading when you were younger?
18. Who influences your reading now?
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19. Describe how you feel this class is influencing how you feel about yourself as a reader.
20. How did classes in the past make you feel about yourself as a reader?
Time Engaged in Reading
21. Describe how you set aside time to read in the past.
22. Who helped you set aside reading time in the past?
23. Describe how you set aside time to read now.
24. Who helps you set aside reading time now?
25. Describe your feelings about being given time to read during class now.
26. Describe your feelings about reading in school in the past.
Reading Choice
27. Describe how you made reading choices in the past.
28. Who helped you make reading choices in the past?
29. Describe how you make reading choices now.
30. Who helps you make reading choices now?
31. Describe your feelings about making your own reading choices in this class now.
32. Describe your feelings about making your own reading choices in the past for school.
Transaction
33. Describe what would happen in your head while you were reading in the past? What
types of things did you think about?
34. Describe what happens in your head while you read now. What types of things do you
think about?
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35. Do you find yourself thinking differently during reading as a result of this class? If so, in
what ways do you find yourself thinking differently while reading?
36. Who helped you decide what to think about while reading in the past?
37. Who helps you decide what to think about while you are reading now?
38. Were there any classes in the past that made you feel differently about reading? How so?
Reading Motivation
39. Describe what motivated you to read in the past?
40. Who motivated you to read in the past?
41. Describe what motivates you to read now?
42. Who motivates you to read now?
43. In what ways do you feel motivated to read in this class now?
44. What motivated you to read for classes in the past?
Reading Attitude
45. Describe how you remember feeling about reading in the past.
46. Were there any influential people who helped you to feel this way about reading in the
past?
47. Can you describe how you feel about reading now?
48. Are there any influential people who have helped you to feel this way about reading?
49. How has your attitude toward reading been influenced by this class now?
50. How was your attitude toward reading influenced by classes in the past?
Reading Self-Efficacy
51. How confident would you say you were in the past in your ability to read?
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52. How confident are you now in your ability to read?
53. How able were you to finish books in the past?
54. How able are you now to finish books?
55. How have your beliefs in yourself as a reader been influenced by this class now?
56. How were your beliefs in yourself as a reader influenced by classes in the past?
Anything you would like to add that we did not talk about?

APPENDIX O
ELWOOD INTERVIEW 2 PROTOCOL
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Elwood Interview 2 Protocol
1. In your first interview you described reading SE Hinton, Touching Spirit Bear, and a Star
Wars series. You also mentioned that you liked going to the library to pick out books when you
were younger. Please think back to this experience and describe for me specifically what you
remember from the summer reading program.
What books did you read?
Why was it such a positive experience for you?
Have you had school reading experiences that were similar?
Do you still read the same type of books today?
2. You mentioned that you remember enjoying reading when it was books you liked to read?
Who helped you select books?
Why were they enjoyable?
What type of books do you remember liking specifically?
What would you think about while you were reading?
3. You stated that being interested in books is important to you? What types of books grabbed
your interest in the past?
Were you allowed to read these types of books in school?
4. You stated that when you were handed books in school you would try to read them, but you
would mostly glance across the words. Can you give me some specifics about the types of books
you would try to read? How would you get by in class if you didn’t read them?
How did it make you feel?
How did it affect you as a reader at the time?
5. You said in the past that you were a very distracted reader and that you had trouble finding
books for yourself. Why do you think that was the case? Did your teachers help you in any way?
4. You described your relationship with reading as very, very negative in the past. Think back to
that time. Why do you think that was the case?
5. Having said all this, you said that you would consider yourself a reader in the past sometimes.
Why do you think you made that statement?
6. It doesn’t sound like anyone was really able to help you with your reading when you were
younger. Can you describe for me what would have helped you back then?
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7. You stated that reading would make you frustrated and mad. What reading made you feel this
way?
8. You stated that you were not a confident reader in the past. When did you feel the least
confident as a reader? Why did you feel this way?
9. Your attitude and motivation for reading was very negative when you were younger. Can you
provide some specific examples as to why this was the case.
Was it the reading you were asked to do?
Were you not supported in your reading?
10. You stated that your relationship was worse to better. You also stated that you do not
consider yourself a reader at this point. Are there any specific changes you have noticed in
yourself since it is not three months later?
Why do you think you have changed in this way?
11. You talked positively about your reading books to which you’ve seen the movie. How does
this compare to the reading you did when you were younger, which you also liked? Can you
provide some specifics for me as to why you think you prefer reading books you’ve seen the
movie for?
12. Last time we talked you said you didn’t have a favorite author now. Do you have any
favorites now?
13. You stated that the time to read in school is great because it gives you time to get into your
books. Can you explain for me in as much detail as you can why this time is so important to you
as a reader? What is it about having the time in class that’s so important? What if you were given
time during homeroom for instance, do you think it would be as effective?
14. You mentioned that you liked being able to talk about your reading with your brother, sister,
and grandma. Describe for me how this has been going.
15. You mentioned that in the past you didn’t know how to pick books for yourself. Describe for
me how you make your reading decisions now. Why do you choose the books you choose? Does
anyone help you now?
16. You’ve been reading books about war. What is it about those books that is appealing to you?
16. How do you feel about yourself as a reader now? Provide some specific examples. Are you a
reader now? What kind of reader are you?
At what point did you start to feel like a reader?
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17. Have you changed as a reader as a result of this class? If so, in what ways?
18. In your writing I’ve noticed that you focus on making personal connections and competition.
Would you agree with this statement. Why do you suppose that’s what you focus on when you
are reading?
19. Of late it seems like you’re not focusing during reading time like you were earlier in the year.
Your teacher has said the same. Would you say that this is correct? Why do you think this may
be the case?
20. You stated in your last interview that you thought the writing was helping you be a better
reader. Do you still feel this way. Can you provide some specific reasons why you think this is
the case?
21. Who are you as a reader now? How has your past contributed to your views of yourself now?
How has what you’ve done for this class contributed to your views of yourself as a reader?
22. With as much detail as possible, sum up for me your past school reading experiences.
23. Now, with as much deal as possible, sum up for me your present school reading experiences.
24. Which school reading experience would you prefer and why?
25. Tell me your worst and best memory of reading. Why was that your worst? Why was that
your best?
26. How have you used your identity (who you are) in this class?
27. How have you developed your reader identity (who you are as a reader) in this class?
28. Your teacher explained that you are getting better as a reader and that it’s coming through in
your writing and the amount that you’ve been reading. Would you agree with this statement?
Why do you feel you’re getting better? Can you provide some specifics?
29. Would you say that what you are reading now is similar to what you read when you enjoyed
reading in your younger years? In what ways is it the same? In what ways is it different? Please
be as specific as possible?
30. Compare your past reading experiences in school with your current Reading for Mastery
experience. Please provide as many specific details as possible.
31. You mentioned in the last interview that you love making your own reading decisions. Why
is making your own choices so important to you?
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32. In your last interview you mentioned the importance of finishing books. Why would you say
finishing books is so important to you as a reader?
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Juan Interview 2 Protocol
In your first interview you described reading books like Captain Underpants and graphic novels
when you were younger and liking them. Please think back to this experience and describe for
me specifically what you remember.
Why were you reading these books?
Why was it such a positive experience for you?
Have you had school reading experiences that were similar?
Do you still read the same type of books today?
2. You mentioned that you enjoyed looking at the pictures a lot when you were younger and
reading?
Why were the pictures so enjoyable?
Which books do you specifically remember spending time looking at the pictures?
What would you think about while you were looking at the pictures?
Were you allowed to read books with pictures in school?
Do you still look at pictures when you read in the same way today?
3. You stated that you liked to try to pick books that your friends liked when you were younger.
How did that usually work out for you?
Were you allowed to read picture books in school?
4. You stated that when you were younger your friends really didn’t read. You also stated that
you really didn’t read much at home.
Why do you think this was the case?
How did it make you feel?
How did it affect you as a reader at the time?
5. You said in the past that you were not confident in yourself as a reader. Why do you think that
was the case?
4. You stopped reading in 5th or 6th grade. Think back to that time. Why did you stop reading
then?
5. Having said all this, you said that you would never consider yourself a reader in the past. Why
do you think you made that statement, considering you were a reader based on what we just
talked about?
6. It doesn’t sound like anyone was really able to help you with your reading when you were
younger. Can you describe for me what would have helped you back then?
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7. You stated that you wanted to go outside rather than read or that you would think about being
outside while you were reading. What were you reading when you felt this way?
8. You stated that you were not a confident reader in the past. When did you feel the least
confident as a reader? Why did you feel this way?
9. Your attitude and motivation for reading was very negative when you were younger. Can you
provide some specific examples as to why this was the case.
Was it the reading you were asked to do?
Were you not supported in your reading?
10. You stated that your relationship was not good in the past. You then stated that you feel like
a reader now. Why would you say your feelings have changed.
Why do you think you have changed in this way?
11. You talked positively about reading for this class now. How does this compare to your being
read to when you were younger, which you also liked? Can you provide some specifics for me as
to why you think so positively about your reading now.
12. In the past, you said you liked Captain Underpants, but you didn’t really name any other
authors. Are there more authors you like now?
13. You stated that the time to read in school is really important to you. Can you explain for me
in as much detail as you can why this time is so important to you as a reader? What is it about
having the time in class that’s so important? What if you were given time during homeroom for
instance, do you think it would be as effective?
14. You mentioned that you are reading more now than you ever have in the past. Describe for
me how this has been going. Do you consider yourself a reader now?
15. Describe for me how you make your reading decisions now. Why do you choose the books
you choose?
16. You’ve been reading the Spiderwick Chronicles. You were reading about a book a week.
What is it about those books that is appealing to you?
17. How do you feel about yourself as a reader now? Provide some specific examples. Are you a
reader now? What kind of reader are you?
18. At what point did you start to feel like a reader?
19. Have you changed as a reader as a result of this class? If so, in what ways?
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20. In your writing I’ve noticed that you focus on competition and survival. Would you agree
with this statement. Why do you suppose that’s what you focus on when you are reading?
21. Since you started the class, you always read with music playing in your ear. Would you say
that this is correct? Why do you do this? Is it not distracting?
22. You stated in your last interview that you thought the discussion was helping you be a better
reader. Do you still feel this way. Can you provide some specific reasons why you think this is
the case?
23. Who are you as a reader now? How has your past contributed to your views of yourself now?
How has what you’ve done for this class contributed to your views of yourself as a reader?
24. With as much detail as possible, sum up for me your past school reading experiences.
25. Now, with as much deal as possible, sum up for me your present school reading experiences.
26. Which school reading experience would you prefer and why?
27. Tell me your worst and best memory of reading. Why was that your worst? Why was that
your best?
28. How have you used your identity (who you are) in this class?
29. How have you developed your reader identity (who you are as a reader) in this class?
30. Your teacher explained that you are getting better as a reader and that it’s coming through in
your writing and the amount that you’ve been reading. Would you agree with this statement?
Why do you feel you’re getting better? Can you provide some specifics?
31. Would you say that what you are reading now is similar to what you read when you enjoyed
reading in your younger years? In what ways is it the same? In what ways is it different? Please
be as specific as possible?
30. Compare your past reading experiences in school with your current Reading for Mastery
experience. Please provide as many specific details as possible.
32. You mentioned in the last interview that you love making your own reading decisions. Why
is making your own choices so important to you?
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Sonia Interview 2 Protocol
1. In your first interview you described in some detail how you were a reader when you were
younger (before 5th grade). Take me back to that time and provide for me as much detail as you
can remember.
What books did you read?
Why was it such a positive experience for you?
Have you had school reading experiences that were similar?
2. You mentioned that you remember enjoying reading books that were like diary entries. Why
do you think you felt this way
What were you reading?
Why were these books so enjoyable?
What authors did you read?
What would you think about while you were reading?
Do you still read this type of book today?
3. You stated that you preferred reading to talking to people because you were so shy when you
were younger? Tell me about that.
When did this end for you?
Why do you think this was the case?
4. You said when you were younger that the more you read, the more you liked it. You said you
would like to get back to that. Can you provide some specific examples of why you liked it more
as you read more?
Are you getting back to that?
5. You said in the past that you were not confident in yourself as a reader. You said you felt ok.
You also mentioned that you would skip lots of difficult words. Why do you think that was the
case?
4. You stopped reading in 5th or 6th grade. Think back to that time. Why did you stop reading
then?
5. Having said all this, you said that you would never consider yourself a reader in the past 3 or
so years. Why do you think you made that statement, considering you were a reader based on
what we just talked about?
6. From what you said, it sounded like in the past 3 or 4 years no one was really helping you with
your reading. Can you describe for me what would have helped you back then?
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7. You stated a few times that you found it difficult to connect with the reading in school. What
reading in particular made you feel this way? What would you have connected better with?
8. You stated that you were not a confident reader in the past. When did you feel the least
confident as a reader? Why did you feel this way?
9. Your attitude and motivation for reading has been negative for the past four years. Can you
provide some specific examples as to why this was the case.
Was it the reading you were asked to do?
Were you not supported in your reading?
10. You stated that your relationship has been very bad over the past four years. You also stated
that you do not consider yourself a reader at this point. Are there any specific changes you have
noticed in yourself since it is now three months later?
Why do you think you have changed in this way?
11. You have been reading two books according to your teacher. Can you explain for me why
you do this? Provide some specifics.
12. In the past, you said you read Penny Dreadful, Junie B. Jones, and the Dork Diaries. How
your current reading compare with the reading you did when you were younger?
13. You stated that the time to read in school is really important to you. Can you explain for me
in as much detail as you can why this time is so important to you as a reader? What is it about
having the time in class that’s so important? What if you were given time during homeroom for
instance, do you think it would be as effective?
14. You mentioned reading in school and reading at home were different for you. Describe for
me how this has been going.
15. Describe for me how you make your reading decisions now. Why do you choose the books
you choose?
16. You’ve been reading about gangs and teens struggling to get better. What is it about those
books that is appealing to you?
16. How do you feel about yourself as a reader now? Provide some specific examples. Are you a
reader now? What kind of reader are you?
At what point did you start to feel like a reader?
17. Have you changed as a reader as a result of this class? If so, in what ways?
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18. In your writing I’ve noticed that you focus on making personal connections to your reading.
You have been particularly focused on family relationships. Would you agree with this
statement. Why do you suppose that’s what you focus on when you are reading?
19. Since the beginning of the class, I’ve noticed that you stay focused on your books for much
longer periods of time. Your teacher has said the same. Would you say that this is correct? Why
do you think you are able to focus more with the audio support?
20. You stated in your last interview that you thought the writing was helping you be a better
reader. Do you still feel this way. Can you provide some specific reasons why you think this is
the case?
21. Who are you as a reader now? How has your past contributed to your views of yourself now?
How has what you’ve done for this class contributed to your views of yourself as a reader?
22. With as much detail as possible, sum up for me your past school reading experiences.
23. Now, with as much deal as possible, sum up for me your present school reading experiences.
24. Which school reading experience would you prefer and why?
25. Tell me your worst and best memory of reading. Why was that your worst? Why was that
your best?
26. How have you used your identity (who you are) in this class?
27. How have you developed your reader identity (who you are as a reader) in this class?
28. Your teacher explained that you are getting better as a reader and that it’s coming through in
your writing and the amount that you’ve been reading. Would you agree with this statement?
Why do you feel you’re getting better? Can you provide some specifics?
29. Would you say that what you are reading now is similar to what you read when you enjoyed
reading in your younger years? In what ways is it the same? In what ways is it different? Please
be as specific as possible?
30. Compare your past reading experiences in school with your current Reading for Mastery
experience. Please provide as many specific details as possible.
31. You mentioned that you think it’s great that you get to make your own reading decisions.
Why is this so great for you?
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Monika Interview 2 Protocol
1. In your first interview you described in some detail that your mom signed you up for the
summer reading program at the library. Please think back to this experience and describe for me
specifically what you remember from the summer reading program.
What books did you read?
Why was it such a positive experience for you?
Have you had school reading experiences that were similar?
Do you still read the same type of books today?
2. You mentioned that you remember enjoying listening to people read when you were younger.
Can you provide from me some specifics to the best of your knoweldge?
Who read to you?
Why was listening so enjoyable?
What type of books do you remember listening to?
What would you think about while you were listening?
3. You stated that you liked reading picture books when you were younger. What was it about
the picture book that was so appealing to you?
Were you allowed to read picture books in school?
4. You stated that you liked to use your word, “childish books back then but people made fun of
you. Can you provide some specifics for me.
Who made fun of you?
Why do you think they would make fun of you for that?
How did it make you feel?
How did it affect you as a reader at the time?
5. You said in the past that you were not confident in yourself as a reader. Why do you think that
was the case?
4. You stopped reading in 5th or 6th grade. Think back to that time. Why did you stop reading
then?
5. Having said all this, you said that you would never consider yourself a reader in the past. Why
do you think you made that statement, considering you were a reader based on what we just
talked about?
6. It doesn’t sound like anyone was really able to help you with your reading when you were
younger. Can you describe for me what would have helped you back then?
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7. You stated that reading would make you frustrated and mad. What reading made you feel this
way?
8. You stated that you were not a confident reader in the past. When did you feel the least
confident as a reader? Why did you feel this way?
9. Your attitude and motivation for reading was very negative when you were younger. Can you
provide some specific examples as to why this was the case.
Was it the reading you were asked to do?
Were you not supported in your reading?
10. You stated that your relationship was worse to better. You also stated that you do not
consider yourself a reader at this point. Are there any specific changes you have noticed in
yourself since it is not three months later?
Why do you think you have changed in this way?
11. You talked positively about using the audio collection with your reading now. How does this
compare to your being read to when you were younger, which you also liked? Can you provide
some specifics for me as to why you think so positively about using the audio.
12. In the past, you said you really didn’t have any favorite authors or books you looked forward
to reading. Do you have any favorites now?
13. You stated that the time to read in school is really important to you. Can you explain for me
in as much detail as you can why this time is so important to you as a reader? What is it about
having the time in class that’s so important? What if you were given time during homeroom for
instance, do you think it would be as effective?
14. You mentioned reading in school and reading for Polish school. Describe for me how this has
been going.
15. Describe for me how you make your reading decisions now. Why do you choose the books
you choose?
16. You’ve been reading the Percy Jackson series. What is it about those books that is appealing
to you?
16. How do you feel about yourself as a reader now? Provide some specific examples. Are you a
reader now? What kind of reader are you?
At what point did you start to feel like a reader?
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17. Have you changed as a reader as a result of this class? If so, in what ways?
18. In your writing I’ve noticed that you focus on making personal connections and on
relationships a lot. Would you agree with this statement. Why do you suppose that’s what you
focus on when you are reading?
19. Since you started using the audio, I’ve noticed that you stay focused on your books for much
longer periods of time. Your teacher has said the same. Would you say that this is correct? Why
do you think you are able to focus more with the audio support?
20. You stated in your last interview that you thought the writing was helping you be a better
reader. Do you still feel this way? Can you provide some specific reasons why you think this is
the case?
21. Who are you as a reader now? How has your past contributed to your views of yourself now?
How has what you’ve done for this class contributed to your views of yourself as a reader?
22. With as much detail as possible, sum up for me your past school reading experiences.
23. Now, with as much deal as possible, sum up for me your present school reading experiences.
24. Which school reading experience would you prefer and why?
25. Tell me your worst and best memory of reading. Why was that your worst? Why was that
your best?
26. How have you used your identity (who you are) in this class?
27. How have you developed your reader identity (who you are as a reader) in this class?
28. Your teacher explained that you are getting better as a reader and that it’s coming through in
your writing and the amount that you’ve been reading. Would you agree with this statement?
Why do you feel you’re getting better? Can you provide some specifics?
29. Would you say that what you are reading now is similar to what you read when you enjoyed
reading in your younger years? In what ways is it the same? In what ways is it different? Please
be as specific as possible?
30. Compare your past reading experiences in school with your current Reading for Mastery
experience. Please provide as many specific details as possible.
31. You mentioned in the last interview that you love making your own reading decisions. Why
is making your own choices so important to you?
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Elwood Interview 3 Protocol
1.

Are you a reader?

2.

Who are you as a reader today?

3.

What do you focus on as a reader? Why?

4.

How did this class contribute to your understanding of who you are as a reader?

5.

What meaning do you make of this?

6.

Who were you as a reader before you entered this class?

7.

How did your past reading experiences contribute to this understanding of yourself as a
reader?

8.

What meaning do you make of this?

9.

This year you selected many books on your own to read. Explain your thoughts about this
experience.

10.

Describe for me your book selecting process.

11.

Describe for me how you used the library.

12.

How many books did you read that were recommended by other people?

13.

How many books did you read that you selected yourself?

14.

How many books did you abandon this year?

15.

What was your reason for abandoning the books you abandoned?

16.

What meaning do you make of this experience?What meaning do you make of the books
you selected?

17.

What do you remember about reading at home when you were little before you started
school?

18.

What do you remember about reading at home after you started school?

19.

Describe for me your school reading experiences up until you started high school?
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20.

What meaning do you make of these experiences? How have they shaped you into the
person you are today?

21.

Describe your reading experience this year?

22.

What meaning do you make of this experience? How has it shaped you into the person
you are today?

23.

Talk to me about audiobooks. Tell me everything you want to say.

24.

What meaning do you make of this experience? How has it shaped you into the person
you are today?

25.

Are you a reader?

26.

What does that mean to you?

27.

Who are you as a reader?

28.

What does that mean to you?

29.

Who are you as a person?

30.

How is your reading related to who you see yourself as?

31.

What meaning do you make of this?

32.

We have taken a lot of time to read in school this year. Explain your thoughts about this
to me.

33.

What meaning do you make of this experience?

34.

You have written 16 papers explaining your reading this year. Explain your thoughts
about this to me.

35.

What meaning do you make of this experience?

36.

You have had 16 book discussions about your reading with your peers. Explain your
thoughts about this to me.

37.

What meaning do you make of this experience?

38.

From what I have gathered, people treat the discussion and the writing differently. Can
you explain for me the difference between the discussion and the writing.
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39.

You never once mentioned the reading strategies that we practiced in any of our
interviews. Why do you think that is?

40.

What meaning does this have for you?

41.

You never mentioned Reading Plus™ in any of our interviews. Why do you think that is?

42.

What meaning do you make of this?

43.

You mentioned the vocabulary study once, but didn’t really say much about it. What do
you think of this?

44.

What meaning do you make of this?

45.

Has this class helped you in any way?

46.

Would you recommend this class to a friend? If so, why? If not, why not?

47.

If you could do this class all over again, what would you do the same? What would you
do differently?

48.

What meaning do you make of this class?

49.

Do you believe that this class benefited you? If so, in what ways?
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Juan Interview 3 Protocol
1.

Are you a reader?

2.

Who are you as a reader today?

3.

What do you focus on as a reader? Why?

4.

Has this class contribute to your understanding of who you are as a reader?

5.

What meaning do you make of this?

6.

Who were you as a reader before you entered this class?

7.

How did your past reading experiences contribute to this understanding of yourself as a
reader?

8.

Anything physically different now than in the beginning?

9.

What meaning do you make of this?

10.

This year you selected many books on your own to read. Explain your thoughts about this
experience.

11.

Describe for me your book selecting process.

12.

Describe for me how you used the library.

13.

How many books did you read that were recommended by other people?

14.

How many books did you read that you selected yourself?

15.

How many books did you abandon this year?

16.

What was your reason for abandoning the books you abandoned?

17.

What meaning do you make of this experience?What meaning do you make of the books
you selected?

18.

What do you remember about reading at home when you were little before you started
school?

19.

What do you remember about reading at home after you started school?
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20.

Describe for me your school reading experiences up until you started high school?

21.

What meaning do you make of these experiences? How have they shaped you into the
person you are today?

22.

Describe your reading experience this year?

23.

What meaning do you make of this experience? How has it shaped you into the person
you are today?

24.

How likely do you thing you are to continue reading when this class is over?

25.

What meaning do you make of this experience? How has it shaped you into the person
you are today?

26.

Are you a reader?

27.

What does that mean to you?

28.

Who are you as a reader?

29.

What does that mean to you?

30.

Who are you as a person?

31.

How is your reading related to who you see yourself as?

32.

What meaning do you make of this?

33.

We have taken a lot of time to read in school this year. Explain your thoughts about this
to me.

34.

What meaning do you make of this experience?

35.

You have written 16 papers explaining your reading this year. Explain your thoughts
about this to me.

36.

What meaning do you make of this experience?

37.

You have had 16 book discussions about your reading with your peers. Explain your
thoughts about this to me.

38.

What meaning do you make of this experience?
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39.

From what I have gathered, people treat the discussion and the writing differently. Can
you explain for me the difference between the discussion and the writing?

40.

You never once mentioned the reading strategies that we practiced in any of our
interviews. Why do you think that is?

41.

What meaning does this have for you?

42.

You never mentioned Reading Plus™ in any of our interviews. Why do you think that is?

43.

What meaning do you make of this?

44.

You mentioned the vocabulary study once, but didn’t really say much about it. What do
you think of this?

45.

What meaning do you make of this?

46.

Has this class helped you in any way?

47.

Would you recommend this class to a friend? If so, why? If not, why not?

48.

If you could do this class all over again, what would you do the same? What would you
do differently?

49.

What meaning do you make of this class?

50.

Do you believe that this class benefited you? If so, in what ways?

51.

How has the group reading experience been for you?

52.

In your writing, what have you focused on?

53.

How have you analyzed your quotes?

54.

Why do you think you focus on how you would react if you were in the book?

55.

Do you understand yourself better as a reader today than you did at the beginning of the
year?

56.

What meaning do you make of this?
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Sonia Interview 3 Protocol
1.

Are you a reader?

2.

Who are you as a reader today?

3.

What do you focus on as a reader? Why?

4.

How did this class contribute to your understanding of who you are as a reader?

5.

What meaning do you make of this?

6.

Who were you as a reader before you entered this class?

7.

How did your past reading experiences contribute to this understanding of yourself as a
reader?

8.

What meaning do you make of this?

9.

This year you selected many books on your own to read. Explain your thoughts about this
experience.

10.

Describe for me your book selecting process.

11.

Describe for me how you used the library.

12.

How many books did you read that were recommended by other people?

13.

How many books did you read that you selected yourself?

14.

How many books did you abandon this year?

15.

What was your reason for abandoning the books you abandoned?

16.

What meaning do you make of this experience? What meaning do you make of the books
you selected?

17.

What do you remember about reading at home when you were little before you started
school?

18.

What do you remember about reading at home after you started school?

19.

Describe for me your school reading experiences up until you started high school?
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20.

What meaning do you make of these experiences? How have they shaped you into the
person you are today?

21.

Describe your reading experience this year?

22.

What meaning do you make of this experience? How has it shaped you into the person
you are today?

23.

Talk to me about memoir. What are your thoughts on the genre?

24.

What meaning do you make of this experience? How has it shaped you into the person
you are today?

25.

Are you a reader?

26.

What does that mean to you?

27.

Who are you as a reader?

28.

What does that mean to you?

29.

Who are you as a person?

30.

How is your reading related to who you see yourself as?

31.

What meaning do you make of this?

32.

We have taken a lot of time to read in school this year. Explain your thoughts about this
to me.

33.

What meaning do you make of this experience?

34.

You have written 16 papers explaining your reading this year. Explain your thoughts
about this to me.

35.

What meaning do you make of this experience?

36.

You have had 16 book discussions about your reading with your peers. Explain your
thoughts about this to me.

37.

What meaning do you make of this experience?

38.

From what I have gathered, people treat the discussion and the writing differently. Can
you explain for me the difference between the discussion and the writing.
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39.

You never once mentioned the reading strategies that we practiced in any of our
interviews. Why do you think that is?

40.

What meaning does this have for you?

41.

You never mentioned Reading Plus™ in any of our interviews. Why do you think that is?

42.

What meaning do you make of this?

43.

You mentioned the vocabulary study once, but didn’t really say much about it. What do
you think of this?

44.

What meaning do you make of this?

45.

Has this class helped you in any way?

46.

Would you recommend this class to a friend? If so, why? If not, why not?

47.

If you could do this class all over again, what would you do the same? What would you
do differently?

48.

What meaning do you make of this class?

49.

Do you believe that this class benefited you? If so, in what ways?

APPENDIX V
MONIKA INTERVIEW 3 PROTOCOL
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Monika Interview 3 Protocol
1.

Are you a reader?

2.

Who are you as a reader today?

3.

What type of books do you read?

3.

What do you focus on as a reader? Why?

4.

How did this class contribute to your understanding of who you are as a reader?

5.

What meaning do you make of this?

6.

Who were you as a reader before you entered this class?

7.

How did your past reading experiences contribute to this understanding of yourself as a
reader?

8.

What meaning do you make of this?

9.

This year you selected many books on your own to read. Explain your thoughts about this
experience.

10.

Describe for me your book selecting process.

11.

Describe for me how you used the library.

12.

How many books did you read that were recommended by other people?

13.

How many books did you read that you selected yourself?

14.

How many books did you abandon this year?

15.

What was your reason for abandoning the books you abandoned?

16.

What meaning do you make of this experience? What meaning do you make of the books
you selected?

17.

What do you remember about reading at home when you were little before you started
school?

18.

What do you remember about reading at home after you started school?
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19.

Describe for me your school reading experiences up until you started high school?

20.

What meaning do you make of these experiences? How have they shaped you into the
person you are today?

21.

Describe your reading experience this year?

22.

What meaning do you make of this experience? How has it shaped you into the person
you are today?

23.

Talk to me about audiobooks. Tell me everything you want to say.

24.

What meaning do you make of this experience? How has it shaped you into the person
you are today?

25.

Are you a reader?

26.

What does that mean to you?

27.

Who are you as a reader?

28.

What does that mean to you?

29.

Who are you as a person?

30.

How is your reading related to who you see yourself as?

31.

What meaning do you make of this?

32.

We have taken a lot of time to read in school this year. Explain your thoughts about this
to me.

33.

What meaning do you make of this experience?

34.

You have written 16 papers explaining your reading this year. Explain your thoughts
about this to me.

35.

What meaning do you make of this experience?

36.

You have had 16 book discussions about your reading with your peers. Explain your
thoughts about this to me.

37.

What meaning do you make of this experience?
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38.

From what I have gathered, people treat the discussion and the writing differently. Can
you explain for me the difference between the discussion and the writing.

39.

You never once mentioned the reading strategies that we practiced in any of our
interviews. Why do you think that is?

40.

What meaning does this have for you?

41.

You never mentioned Reading Plus™ in any of our interviews. Why do you think that is?

42.

What meaning do you make of this?

43.

You mentioned the vocabulary study once, but didn’t really say much about it. What do
you think of this?

44.

What meaning do you make of this?

45.

Has this class helped you in any way?

46.

Would you recommend this class to a friend? If so, why? If not, why not?

47.

If you could do this class all over again, what would you do the same? What would you
do differently?

48.

What meaning do you make of this class?

49.

Do you believe that this class benefited you? If so, in what ways?
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Observation Protocol
Participant:_____________________
Date:__________________________
Duration:_______________________
Activity
Behavior

Researcher Description

Analytical Memo

Time

APPENDIX X
INTERACTIVE OBSERVATION PROTOCOL
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Interactive Observation Protocol
Participant:_____________________
Date:__________________________
Duration:_______________________
Activity
Words

Researcher Description

Analytical Memo

Time
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Reading Intervention Final Reflection
Directions: Please read each set of directions carefully. All responses are to be typed and
turned in with centered, bold headings to separate sections. Complete the test in the order
in which the questions appear.
Part 1: Change
Explain how you feel you are changing as a reader in 200 words or more.
Part 2: Reading
Explain your reading experience in 150 words or more. Be sure to include important titles and
authors.
Part 3: Writing
Explain your writing experience in 150 words or more.
Part 4: Word Study
Explain your experience with Word Parts and Word of the Week in 150 words or more.
Part 5: Reading Plus™
Explain your experience with Reading Plus™ in 150 words or more.
Part 6: Book Discussions
Explain your discussion experience in 100 words or more.
Part 7: Goals
Based on your experiences in class, write three goals for the future for each of the following:
reading, writing, vocabulary, discussion, and Reading Plus™.
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Teacher Interview Protocol
Reading Motivation
1. How would you describe (Case’s) reading motivation?
Reading Attitude
2. How would you describe (Case’s) attitude toward reading?
Time Engaged in Reading
3. How would you describe (Case’s) reading engagement?
Reading Choices
4. How would you say (Case) makes his/her reading choices?
Reader Identity
5. How would you describe (Case’s) reader identity?

